
PREFAC~ 

The information contained in this bulletin·wa's originally . 
. submitted to tb:e Government of Bombay in my oapacity .. as a.. 

Government of India.teohnical scholar·for the year{'l1920::.2'3. 
It embodies'. my experienc~ conc(;lrning the sugar industry 
and methods of sugar ·manufacture in use .in foreign .. · 
countries, namely, Louisiana, Cuba, Porto Rico, British West . 
Indies, British Guiana, Hawaii and Java, whicl:l form the 
principal canesugar manufacturing countries · of· the world. , 
I have also briefly discussed the chief diffic~ties the sugar 
industry in India has to face, which are so peculiar and 

. intricate that_ they are not optained -in any other part of the 
Wt>rld. On the strength of the information supplied by the. 
Indian Sugar Committee ·in their report concerlling the 

· existing sugar factories in India, I hav~ briefly dealt with 
the c~uses of failure of existing factories from a technologi-
cal point of view. . ' · · 

This bulletin is in no way a treatise on the principles of 
sugar manufacture, which are usually ·found discussed 'i~ . 
text books on this subj~t. I h!J:ve, thereforef tried to avoid 
theoretical discussiori, of the principles underlying the process . 
of sugar manufacture, though an· occasional reference is 
unavoidable in order to elucidate· a particular point. I h!)>ve, 
however; discussed the 'ia'rious methods'ofsugar manufacture 
in use in those countries, together with the conditions unde~ 
·which those methods are expected ·to work successfully, and 
also the methods that are likely tq, be suitable to .conditions·. 
in India. As ~overnment decided to print this • information 
as a bulletin ·of the Department of Agricultur~, I . have 
~m'itted all references to particular factories, except, where 
the information supplied bv the_!-ll has· already appeared in the 
press. ·-
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Technical scholars\fJ;pfu India. usu~lly meet. insuperau· 
,difficulties in 'foreign countries with regard to practical 
training in existing factories under actual operating concli-

1 tions, without which it is not possible to get a practical' 
· insight into any industry. Fortunately I had in. Dr: Charles E. 

Coa.tes.; t)le Dean of the. Audubon Sugar School,. Louiei&.na, 
a very sympathetic and helping Professor, without whose helr> 
it woiild . have been . practically. impossible to' obtain 

· facilitie'll . for practical training jn sugar factories, and 
also. for securing practical information from· :varip~s sugar 
factories situated in U. S. A. and her· insular possessions. 
In fact, the . present bulletin would have been impossible· 
without his help. ·1 owe such a deep debt of gratitude to. 
him that I shall never be- able to repay it. I had similarly 

. · in Sir Francis Watts, the Imperial Commissioner of Agri
'9ulture for the West Indies, Trinidad,:a sympathetic helper 
who made it possible for me to obtain' practical training 
c~ncerning sugar man~facture in the . :British' West Indies. 
I an{ also greatly obliged to him. 

For the information contained in this bulletin I am much 
obliged to. various sugar manufacturer!!, engineers and' . 
chemists in Louisiana., Cuba, Porto Rico, ,Jamaica, St. Kitts,. 
Trinidad, British Guiana, l;[awaii and Java, to eac'j:l of whom 
an individual reference is not possible, but I would like to· 
record their great . willingness tq give. any information . 

. conc~rning sugar manufactui:e ~o any one, that may visit their': 
factories. · 

Harigaon : 1 .. 
30th August, 1924~ J 

. '. 

R. (}. PADliYE. 
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iiJGAR INDUSTRY IN WESTERN INDIA AND 
. METHODS. OF SUGAR "MANUFACTURE. · 

I. Introduction~ 

·· • ~" :; 11 ; •. considered to be the or~gi~a! home of _suga.:ca~e-,.1 
and was wr a long time the p~I_r;tmpal ~ugar furmshmg \ 
cori.libry of the world. That position changed long ago. 
l!'roni the position of an exporter of sugar, she has fallen to 
a position of a large sugar importing country. Before. the; 
-~ar, India was importing little more than. 700,000 t~ns :oii 
sugar, which fell to about 500,000 tons ?urmg th~ ~~!._0~ .. oi 
~war due to increased price of sug~r ... The maximum, she
imported so 1ar:iil"ayear~-wasabout 900,000 tons~ Most oi 
this comes from Java and Mauritius in the. form of. white
sugar. It is expected that, ~s the prices go ba.ck to pre-war-
1.,vel, the annual imports would ,not only reach the pre-war 
:figure, but it is likely that' she would import much more 
sugar due to the--fact that, -h~r consumption is increasing 
steadily year by year, while h~r production has practically 
remained constant, always verging between 2 to 3_:million 
+.ons of sugar a year, According to the report of the~ lndian 
dugar Committee the consumption of sugar per head in Ind~., 
inoreH.sed by 15 per cent. during the last 10 years, the average, 
cons•· .. :tion per head being 22)bs. This increase is specially 
to~ . .rn the consumption of white sugar. India's present 

. 61nsumption may be taken as 3 million tons of sugar (2 mill-
Jil tons ·of gul and 1 million. tons of sugar), which, at this 

rate of increased consumption, would reach the :figure of 3-l
million tons within the next 10 years, of which more than a 
million tons would be white sugar. It would be a great Joss 
to the country, if this increased consumption is not met by 
increased production. Already India is paying about 15. · 
crores of rupees ·tor the white sugar 1 she is importing from. 

, .;~eva and Mauritius. Within the next ten years the valu
i·'atio~:i'·of the in;ports would reach 25 crores of 'rupees. u 
· Ind1a were to mcrease her production at least to the extent;. 

oi her domestic needs, which she can surely do, she will add . 
so muc~ to the wealth of the country, besides bringing on 
prosperxty to so many people. It.sbould be understood that;. 
~he Imports . of sugar into India rank second in i:r;nportancefl 
m the total Imports of India., representing· in normal time~\ 
?-bout 6~ :per cent. of the total value of the imports of foot:! 
commodities. II 
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_ Fl10m the figures given above, it is obvious that h~ilia 
1s the second largest consumer of sugar next to United States 
and is one of the largest importers of sugar. The uverag~ 
area under cane in India is about 2-! million acres fro'm which l she' produces only about 2-! .million tons of sugar. In 1916 
the total area under sugarcane in the world was 5 800 000 
.acres, out of which India alone had 2, 750,000 acres ~hidh is 

r about 47.'5 Y, of the area. Fr?m this area India prodQ_ced 

I only 3 m1lhon tons of sugar agamst a total world production 
.of 12 million tons, which is about 25% of the total. So far 

l :acreage is concerned, India has the largest area under cane. 
·Cuba, which has outclassed India in point of production, 
produces annually 4 million tqns of sugar from an area less 
than ~ milliDn acres. It will be worth while to find why 
India is not able to produce at least the same amount of ~nga.r, 
when it is taken into consideration that she has much more 
area under cane than Cuba has. Is it due to low tonnage that 

· Is raised per acre in India· or to wasteful processes of making 
:sugar or to both? An answer to thi!! question would suggest 
remedies which will considerably aid the Indian sugar industry. 
J; have discussed this question later on .. 

With favourable conditions for growing cane, such as 
favourable <llimate, good soil, plenty of labour, a home 

.. market and scope for expansion, if it'be ne~ssary.to increase 
her 'production, c:me wonders why India does not take advan-

. tage of these conditions and increase her production to meet 
the growing needs of the country. Cuba, which was produc
ing only i million tons of sugar before 1898 when she became 
independent, increased her production to nearly 4 million 

~tons of sugar annually, so that she leads the world to-day in 
\ poinp of production .. Similar is the progress in Java. Why 
j is· it that India could not keep her premier position in: the 
!'matter of sugar production, when she has all j;he favourable 

,; .conditions? There is nQ. question that, while other countries 
1 have made wonderful improvements both in the culti~(>t_ioi.,_ 

of sugarcane and manufacture of sugar, which have brought 
to pre-eminence countries like Cuba, Hawaii and. Java, Indi.a 
is still following the time honoured methods, whiCh are obvi
.ously out of date and very wasteful. What is it that keeps 
the people of India from taking advantage. of the f~vourable 
conditions to increase her sugar productiOn? Is 1tdue to 

I. economic difficulties or due to some other causes peculiar to 
\India? I have carefully studied the factors, that affect the 
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i success of a sucrar indu~try in advanced countries like Cuba, 
Porto Rico, H~waii, Louisiana, and Java, and it seems to 

' me, that India presents difficulties so peculiar and intricatei 
· that they are unheard of in any other part of the world, and J 
: the problem, though not impossible of solut_ion, ~eeds ~areful 

consideration. Before I present the peculiar di1Iiculties the 
~ augar industry has to face in India, a discussion of the factors 

, 'ths.t affect.t.he economic success of a sugar industry will be of. 
utmost advantage. · 

• 
' , ll. Factor; for a successful Sugar Industry. 

• The three chief factors, on which depends the success 
of the sugar industry, are cheaper productioD: of cane, effici-1 ' 
:enoy of manufacture, and market for sugar. The prosperity! 1 

.of the sugar industry in any country depends upon-how fari 
· these factors have received attention. 

1. Cheaper Production of Cane.-Of all the questions 
this is of the greatest importance. It directly affects the cost 
of production and consequently tlre economic competi~ion in .. 1 

· the sugar industrY. A few years ago the competition. was not_!._ 
lO serious, but with Cuba leading the world in the matter of. 

., .ugo.r production, serious competition has started, which has t 
, u.ecessitated the reduction of the produotiou cost. It should be 1 

remembered, that the cost of cane forms nearly !ths of the ; 
: total production cost of sugar, as may be seen ""fft>m below; ' 
and no matter how efficiently the manufacturing side is rlBI, 
so long the cost of cane per ton is higher, there is not much 
chance to reduce the production cost considerably. · 

of cane to make a j Cost 
ton of sugar. 

tal production cost.
1 

r cent. cost of cane 
e total produetwn j 

Pe 

-~ 

Hawaii, 

$ 

37·95 

44•51) 

80•6 

.. 
Caba, Porto Rico. Loaisiana, 

$ $ ' 20•56 41'68 60·16 

28·92 52•29 79'50 

68•61 76•34 75•70 .. . . 
of th 

, cost. 
f.--

r . The above cost figures arefor. the year 1913-14 printed: 
1 

oy. the pepartment of Commerce, Washingt6n, D. o,. and~
are cons1derably lower than the present costs but the relation -- . . ~ ·"' / 

/ 
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of the cost of cane to -~he total cost of production is practi
cally the same. The figures, 'however,· explain why Cuba is 

· a.ble to compete with other countriee. This shows, how im
. r portant it is ~0 produce the cane as cheapl:y:_as possible, if the 

LSugar industry is to stand the cbmffetition in the open market. 
' 

· · The c_heaper production of cane depends upon the favour- . 
able· natural conditions for cane growing and tha supply ' 
of cheap labour. The three favourable conditions a.:re a good 

r
.i9-~t a __ 'Yell ~i~tribpte_? rainfall, or hi. its ab3enoe,_a~ adeq~ate 
sup:pq ()f__llng~tio_n _water--a~ a fav~ur~~_l~- c]1mate. J In 

\ 
India we have a fa1i:1y good soil for growmg cane. In North
ern India, where more than 60 per cent. of the total crop is 
raised, the soil is mostly alluvial, which is considered good 
for growing cane.· In the J;Jombay Deccan, the soils. are of 

l. volcanic origin and vary in de~th f~om_ a few inches to as much · 
as 6 feet or more, below whwh IS found a substratum of 

. partially decomposed rook. This is very porom, and if this 
is within 2 feet of the surface, excellent drainage is secured. _ 

' As the lands are under cultivation for a long time, cane 
. "- l cannot be raised on the same land ·without a r0tation. Tv . 
: ~--- I raise a. good crop of cane a certain amount of fertilizer is 

· / neoessary,>whiqh means expense, but this is oounterbo.lanced 
by the increased yields obtained on canals. On the Decon.n . 

I cana.ls there is, however,· a tendency \q_apply larger amounts 
\of fertilizer than what is needed by the crop, thus consider
. ably increasing the cost of oane. On the Nira Canal where-

this tendency is noticed, about 600 rupees are spent to raise-
. 'a crop of 50 tons of cane, out of which, Rs. 250 or about 
~0 per cent. of the total production cost is ~pent for manure. 
If the amounts be reduced by half, whiCh .can be done
without 'reducing the yields, th~ pro~uction cost of cane per 

v ton is reduced !rom Rs. 12 to Rs. 9!. J ' 

· As regards rainfall, we are not so much favoured as_smne 
other countries are, where cane is grown on rainfall alone, hu~ 

. it shoulq be remembered t~at an u~oertu.in rainfall introd~ce.;. 
a,factor'of uncertainty, whwh contuderably affects th~ y1el~. 1 

We have a fairly ·good_. supply of irrigation water whwh. eh~ ' 

\

niinates this uncertainty. In the Deccan,· cane is entirely 
grown under irrigation, greaLor proportion being supplied by 
oanals.. As some more canals are under constructiou, the-

"-.____ ~der sugarcane is bound to increase in the future • 
. · .;1 The: e_xtensiollbf irrigation works affords the most favourable 

~ QOnd.ition for the augar industry. '· · 
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· Climate.-Northern India, where more than 60p~r cent.\ 
of the cane crop of India. i:: r!Lised,·_is situated outsxde· the I 
tropical belt and consequently wmter IS severe. Frosts are, 
not unknown. Though- the crop is not actually killed as\ 
happens in Louisiana in winter, it, checks the cane growth. 
On account of severe climatic conditions in winter, only a 

·~short growing period is ava~lable~ This is a limi~ation o.n 
}.t;he tonnaae that can be r~1sed m Northern India. It IS 
' thus 'impossible to raise such a heavy tonnage as is raised 

under tropical conditions. In the Bombay. Deccan· on the 
other hand, conditions are tropical, win~er is not so severe and. 
frost is unknown,_and though· cane does. not make much · 
growth during this period, it helps it to ripen.__,..-. . 

Coupled with these factors, we· have in India a good 
supply of ch~~~_labour .. In the sugar industry a good deal of 
labour isrequirea botliin"the field and the hctory. For tl;te 
field work labour is required practically throughout the year. 
A cheaper supply of labour ensul'es a cheap~r production of 
cane and in this respect India is much favoured. In all 
other countries ·except· Java, the question of labour has.{ 
become serious. Not only is there a shortage of labou'?, but. 
wages are exceedingly high. Comequently, the production 
costs are high in all those countries, except in Cuba, and 
labour saving machines are being used to reduce the cost; 
In Cuba cane grows like grass· and practically no cultivation, 

1 fertilizer or irrigation is required. 1'his is possible ·on r 
account of the fertility of the Cuban soils and more or less 

1_ favou~able rainfttll. The cost of production is low, because ) 
I' there IS practically no ex.P.en~e except wh!Lt iR required for 
\ one or two weedings and harvesting. · · 

·,, : Taking the above facts into consideration it seems, that 
/!ndia on the whole is mo~e favoured than any other country 1 
.<; +'")ept Cuba and Java_whwh have equally favourable condi- t 

. :;~s au.:'- under the Circumatances, India ought to be able 
,:" pro~uce the ~ano much cheaper. Whether it does so ·or 
rot, Mll be. evident frO!fi comparative figures 'obtained in 
_)ther countnes. For th1s purpose I am quoting the figures 
from the ' Cane su~ar industry' printed by the Department of. 
Com~erce, 'Yas~mgton . D. C. It should be remembered 
rLhat II?- countr1es hke Lomsiana and Cuba, where most of the
,<:ane Is purchn.sed o':l t~e basis of the price of su ar the 
iaotual cost of productiOn ts very difficult to be obtafn~d.' 
i 
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Cost of cane at the mill per short ton of cane in 1913-11 
was in· Hawaii $ 4·66, in Cuba $ 2'37, in Porto Rico 
~ 4'62, a.n.d in Louisiana $ 4'27 which in Indian currency 
1a approximately Rs. 14, 7, 14, 13, respectively, In India. 
befo:e the war the cost of cane at t~e factory in N orthem 
India was probably Rs. 7. These pnces have now increased 
by about 50 per cent. so that the present .prices in Hawaii 
Porto Rico and Louisiana are Rs. 21, ~1 and 19·5 r~~ 
pectively. It is evident that the cost of cane at the mills fn 
Hawaii, Porto Rico and Louisiana is considerably higher, 

. bnt this is. due to the 'prevalence of _high wages .in those-
J}Q.l,mtries. It is for this reason that the linited States gives 
them a considerable protEJction from countries like Cuba, which 
is able to produce sugar much cheaper. The sugar from those 
countries enters the United States free of duty, while all 
:foreign sugars are heavily taxed to the extent ' of · $ 2 
(Rs. 6) per 100 lbs. of sugar, Cuba getting a little· preference 
of about 24 cents per 100 lbs. over other foreign countries. 
Two·do)hi.rs a 100 lbs. is practically equal to $ 5 per ton 
of cane, assuming_!_'J_ percent. recovery on cane, which the 
Hawaiian. and Portorfcan--·ractories usually obtain. This 
mea~, that so lo.ag the cost of cane at the mill in 
Hawaii and Porto Rico, is not higher than that -in auy 
other country by $ 5, i.e., Rs. ··15, they can compete 
easily with · countries lika Cuba. -This is certainly a 
great protection. For ~his reason the conditions of those 
countries are not comparable with those of India. Therefore, 
a comparison with Cuba and Java, which are the possible 
competitors to India, will be better. The average sugar 
produced by India, Java and Cuba during 1906-21 is about 
65 per cent. of the total, each producing 25!, 14!, 25 per cent. 
respectively. In both those islands the natural conditions are ; 
similar. In Java; labour is plentiful and cheap. In Cuba,: 

' howe'\'er, labour is scarce and dear, but as the cultivation of ·: 

I
. cane i!J so sjmple, that it does not need much labour, an<\'*.:~;: 
a num'ber orta;toons,-may be 15-20-are taken, the etA,, 
of production on the whole is muoh lower.· . ~. · 

As regards the cost of cultivation in India, it is imposl·, 
sible to obtain :figures whi::h will represent the actual cost oL 
cane growing by farmers in India as, such figures are .unj. 
obtainable. For this reason I am quotuw the cost of cult1va , 
tion at the Government farms at ShahaJahanpur <1! •. P .) and·. 
Ma.njri (B. P.) printed in . the reporiY of the Ind1an Sugar · 
Committee. · 
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- I , India.. . '· Java.. 
' Cuba. 

I I· I n I r I 
- -

Cost of growing per acre ... Rs.16·9 06·8 302-1 285·0 270·0 8:17·5-

Cost' of harvesting and ,, 9~-q 60·,4. S4·a_ 26:0 . 80·0 88·0> 

transporting. 

~ ~ ';j'•~ 1 tn-t ... "108·9 . 266·7 886-4 811·0 soo-o 880·5-. 
Short tons of cane per 18·0 22·2 46·8 44·4 ·M·b 4HI• 

acre. (.of' 
Cost of cane per ton at Rs. 60-5 12·0 7·2 'f·O 8-'T 8·1). 

the mill. -- . · . .• . . . . - -
In the above statement, for Cuba I ·have quoted -the 

actual figures of one estate, which grQws its own cane ·to 
the extent of 33,000 acres, which inc1u:le plant as well as 
ratoon cane. These figures are not subject to ohanguccord

.ing to the price of raw sugar, and for this reason are compar-· 
able. With the exception of British Guiana.,. the cost of 
growing cane in India is higher than it is.-in Cuba or Java. 
The above figure~: show, why Cuba is· able to dominate the 
sugar market. With regard to the cost of growing (}a,ne in 
India, the figures quoted a:re obtained at the sugar experi
ment stations· in India. In the Bombay Deccan, I believe 
the cost of growing cane.by the cultivators is fifty per cent. 
higher so that the cultivator is producing the cane at not 

_fless than Rs. 12_ !L. ton, which is practically the saine as in 

( 

B.E_~ish G_ui_~ .... --Itr-sllt>ws that even though wag~s in I;ndia. 
are as low as Iii Java, the cost of producing cane IS consider-
ably higher than is the case in Java. . · 

' One fact which is brought out hy the. above figures, is. 
the low tonnage obtained in Cuba and ·in spite of that _fact,. 

/ . ~he is at present able to dominate the sugar market in opelh 
corupetition. What is, therefore, more important, is not S() 

much the tonnage per acre, but it is the cost at which a ton 
of cane is being uroduced and delivere~.Lth~LIDill. For· a. 
successful sugar industry this is more important. So· much I 
~as be~n writt~n _about the extraordina.rily low yields obtained; 
m Ind1a, that It IS looked upon as one of the causes, which 
affect _the success of the sugar industry. To my mind 
e':en If . the -o~tturn per acre in India is increased, it 
w1ll not Immediately result in enabling the man'ufactur'ers t<> 
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obt~in cane cheaper, beoau~e, as will be explained later, in 

\
Indt~ the manufa_cturers will have to purchase cane ·on the 
basis of the price of gur~.,..if the~ are to obtain c_an~ from the 
farm·ers. The resuftof mcreasmg the yield will be to secure 
1L'greater profit to the farmer, .which is no doubt desirable. 
Indirectly, it will have .an effect on the_gur market. If a little 
increase in the production of gur per acre is secured all over 
India, it wm· increase t4e _production of gur, which will 

. consequently lower its price. From this point of view \hP. 

1 
increase of yi~ld is desirable, because it will ultimatel~L..:.·~ie 
i.t possible for the.~ manufacturers to secure cane at cheaper 
rates, ·which will' be a great help to the sugar _industry. What 

, is mor~ important, therefore, is the cost at which the factory 
l can obtain cane at the mill. There is no doubt that the 

cane farmera on the Deccan canals are at present. spending 
so much money that the costof raisiQg cane is considerably 
higher, but one should not expect them to practice economy, 

~
o long the present high prices for gur enable them to make 

· a profit. It is only when the margin of profit becomes nttr-· 
ow, that the far!I).ers will pay more attention to the reduc

. ion of. the expenditure as an economic neceesity . 
. I have purposely refrained from quoting figures for the 

cost ·of cane in the British West Indies, because in most of 
those islands cane is purchased from the farmers on the 
oasis of-the price for raw sugar. .A.s the prices for raw sugar 
are fluctuating, th<3 cost of cane is aleo changing accordingly. 
From enquiries made in the West Ilidies, I find the cost of 
·cane per ton at the mill on the· average is not less than 

· $ 4, i.e., B.s. 12, which is practically the same as is in 
13ritish Guiana. ,u is obvious, that with such prices for 
<Cane, the West Indies cannot compete with Cuba in the 
()pen market and for this reason they are at present given a 

-preference by England,· which is the natural market for the 
West Indian sugar, to the extent of l/6th of the full customs 
!'ate charged for foreign sugar. At present the customs 
1i.nd · excise tariff for foreign sugar in ·Great Britain jq 

:lln-2-4·5·. and 1-0-4'1 per cwt., respectively, the colonial 
sugars getting a preference of 1/6 of this amount.. It ex
plains, whyin the face of the competition with Cuba, the 
West Indian colonies are clamouring for protection. In 
fact at the present time withou~ protection there~ will he no 
sugadndustry in the W ~st IlldleS. . . 
'.·:; · ··The figures ·quoted above in:clude all the expenses except 
f~~ :p_rofit. In :fndia. as cane w1ll have to be p-qrc~ased, a 
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higher price....tha.n....l.h.fil....l!.g_t_Q.9~~ .will ha;e to be paid. B~t 
''"this is immaterial, so long the .price for cane has. to be _paid 
·according to the price of gur. So ·long t~e pnces for. gur 
\'remain h~ there is no chance , t? obtam cane at cheaper 
\rates. It is, therefore, necessary to mcrease gur productiOn 
'in order to reduce the cost of cane at the mill. Thus, though 

. rindia has all the favourable natural conditions and plenty of 
cheap labour, factories wjll _not be able to ?bta!n cane at 

1 <Jheaper rates, so long the· prwes ~J~emam high. . 
\ '2. Efficie-ncy . of M amrfacture.-Efficiency of the 
factories varies in different countries. So far the highest 
efficiency is secured ig.-Haw~ib_. Th~ sucrose extraction by 
mills is 98 and over m Hawaii, about 95 in Porto Rico; 
H2-93 in Cuba and Java. The recovery of sucrose in sugar 
for every 100 lbs. of sucrose in cane is 89-90 in Hawaii, 87-88 
in Porto Rico and about 85 in .Cuba and Java·; In Hawaii, 
lihe raw material is very expensive and consequently higher. 
recovery has necessarily to be secured. In Cuba on the 
other hand, the cost of cane per ton ab the mill is very low 
and there ~Le...D,QY. fs_f:!a~;r:i_fic~d.fo.r...capacity. In India, as 
the raw material is likely to be costly, so long it is bought on 
the basis of gur, a higher effi~~I1QY. will have to be secured 
i;o run '.the factones on a profitable basis: With modern 
equipment and the employment of necessary technical inen, 
it is not difficult. to secure a greater efficiency. 

3. The Market jor Sugar.-In this respect· we are in 
the most favoured position. We have already a domestic 
market, which is steadily growing every year, and time willj 
u~t ~e far distant when our.col?-sumptionof white sugai: will be 
-m1lhon tons a year. Th1s mcrease will not stop, whether 
!ndia increases her production or not. Java is our competitor 
m the m~tter of sugar supply, but Java has solely to depend 
for the disposal of her produce on the markets in Asia. Her 
~omesti.c consumption ~s not much, tboug~ she has a large 

_,-.opulatwn. Cuba whiCh produces about 4 million tons of 
augar in a year, is solely dependent on the foreign market. 
On account of the preference given by the United States, a 
great part of the sugar goes to that conntry. Conditions 
~ave ~tlready reached a stage when United States had to 

. mcreas~ the duty. on the Cuban sugar in order to protect the 
domest10 sugar mdustry. That means, a stage has been 
:~ached when any excess of sugar, that may be manufactur
'-'U hereafter in Cuba wiq have no market in the States. 
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-The other market for the Cuban suaar is Great Britain 
which gives preference'to her colonial :ugars. Thus though 
~uba has all the natural advantages to expand her sugar 
mdustry so as to snpp~y sugar at cheape·r price to a. great 
par.t o~ the world, she IS at the mercy of the foreign countries .. 
This IS one of the reasons, why Cuba has to curtail the 
extension of the sugar industry, though she bas enormous 
possibili~ies fo~ ex~ansion_. In these days, -when every .. 
country IS puttmg high tanff to protect the domestic or thcl 
Colonial industry, the position of a country, which depends 
for the disposal of its products on the foreign market, has 
become very precarious. But in India, we have no such 
problem to face, we-have a growing domestic market, and it 
will probably be a long time before India will reach a position 
when she will have to look to outside market for the disposal 
of the surplus sugar. · · 

From the discussion of the three chief factors, which 
affect the success of a sugar industrj, it would ·seem that we 
have practically all the conditions necessary for a successful 
sugar industry and one would naturally ask, why then India. 
is not increasing her production at least to meet the domes
tic needs, if not to supplement the needs of the Empire in 

'addition. There are some difficulties peculiar to India, the 
solution of which requires great consideration. 

lll. Chief Difficulties in ·India. 

Before I discuss th~ practical difficulties the sugar 
industry in India has to face, a knowledge of the actual 
conditions, under which the b1dian. gur industry is working, 
is necessary.. . 

. • At present sugarcane is c~~tiva~ed all over India h.Y 
r )!Jl!!!•!l.!~~m~~s .. Each farmer grows hiS own cane; harvests It 
\ and turns 1tlnto gur.. On the Deccan canals, the average . 

area of cane grown by each farmer m!l.y be ~ acres or mor~.-~ 
In this tract on account of the favourable climate, good sml 
and irriaation water,· good yield13 are obtained. Here also 

\ the croP-is harvested a';ld turned in.to gur by the. in~ividual 
1 farmer. Gur inaking 1s comt>ar!lt1vely a much s1mp1er and 
1 cheaper process, and though 1t mvolves o. _far greater loss 

\ 

than is obtained in a modern sugar factory, 1tleaves a decent 
profit for the farmer. If, ther~fore, factories wero to start in 

l the existing cane area, they w1ll have to depend. solely on 
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the cane farmers for the cane supply, and this i.s the fi~:_st v 
difficulty which a sugar factory in India has to face. . . . 

1. Supply of Oane.-The extreme difficult!, in obtai.n
ing a. steady and adequate suppl~ ?f cane, IS the .chl?f 
cause to which the failure of the existmg sugar factories m 
India' may be attributed.. Almost all land, ?n which c~~;~.e is 
grown is owned by farme!s or .s.rn~Jl pro_p~1~or!" Fhose 1ove .· 
for land is-wellli:nown; . In India, land forms the sole means 1 
of maintenance of the family, and a farmer is gener-ally very ~ 
reluctant to part with his land. It circumstances force him, 
he will go to the extent of mortgaging it. It is only under 
extreme necessity, that he may part ·with it. , Besides, the 
extreme· sub-divisions of land probably unhea·rd of in any 
other part of the world, and varied interest in the saroe, 

I 
present such difficultie-s, t_h· at it is practically. impossible to 
purchase land for the_Jactory. Nor is it possible to obtain 
land. on ·tease for -growing cane by the factory. So far, I 
find, Java is the only country, where sugar manufacturers 
obtain land on lease for a. l'eriod, not exceeding 21t years 
from land holders of their free will. · Though' the land is 
leased for long periods, the factory cannot occupy it for more r 
than 18 months at a time, after which, it must be returned\ 
to the land holder, who grows rice and other crops• for the . 
next 18 months, after which, the factory gets possession.for a \ 
similar period. This goes on till the lease eHires, which is ' 
renewed again, It may be asked, why in Java farmers do 
not cultivate cane themselves, as they do other crops and 
sell it to the factory, when it is such a paying crop. I was1 
told, attempts were made by a. few farmers to raise cane an<}\ 
sell it to t~e factor_Y, but their yieldf! were so low7 practically i 
half the yield obtame~ by the factory that it did not pay them j 
to grow cane. Besides, the sugar manufacturers offer so 

_r:q_uch....renLJQI __ the_Jand, that the Javane.ese find itmorif:" 
profitable to lease the land temporarily, rather than grow cane 
or rice or any other crop. Some of the managers told me, 
that if the Javaneese were to cultivate oanesucoeHsfully, they) 
would be glad, because they could raise the crop at a consider-. 
ably_Jo"{_Cost~. There is, however, one IQarked difference' 
between the conditions in Java and India, and.that is; the 
Javaneese have_!lQ.JJ,~~tive.to dispose of their crop. If 
they grow cane, they have to sell It to line factory. Besides 
there is n~ _?O.Ill.Petitive_ crop, which. will give them an equally 
good rerum as sugarcane. Such Is not the case in India 
where gur making is a. paying industry, which requires very 
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Httle skill and. much less capital. It would, therefore, seem, 

l that sugar manufacturer.s will hav~ to solely depend on the 
:s~~H fa~mei:s for ~heir cane supply, if fttctories were. to be 
~arte1f-in-:.--the ex1sti!Jg cane arefts. _It may be poss1ble to 

. obtain crown waste lands in scattered holdings but they require 
lot of preliminary . work to make them sui.table for growing 
cane, and it is, therefore, ·a question for the future. 

. ' 

I~ As said previo~sly, farmers are at ·present harvesting 
theu crop . and makmg gur at a profit. If, therefore, sugar 

I manufacturers wish to obtain cane· from them, the only way 
is to offer tb.em a price, which will bring them at least the 
i~ame returns, as they would obtain, if gur "as made. This 
.,iroeand, prices will have_ .to be qased O!l t.he market price of . 
.gur,_an4 t~~€l!}"_ farmers obtain from cane with their 

J>!]_!lent..JP..etliods of- manufacture. The profit of the s1,1gar 
\manufacturers lies; therefore, in the increased recovery, that 
they would be securing on account of the modern equipment 
and high technical skill, and also the higher price for sugar, 
·Whether it will pay to buy cane from the ·farmers on this 
\basis is another matter, 'which is 'discussed later on. _ . 

. The real difficulty, in obtaining cane .from the farmers, 
.is the uncertaint~ of__ohta:ining._a_JJteady. supply_.., .• As the 

1 holdings .are muc sma.Iler, a factory will have to make 
• .agreements with so many cane growers. 'fhe difficulty is 
I still further ai.1gmented by the fact, that ~very cane grow_il_!'_ 
r would like to cut his orop, when the.. prices .for gur soar higb.
'Brni1faify, ·wh~n-prfces· go down, cane growers may not li~~-' 
to h;uvest the crop at all. This adjustment of when to 

~
harvest and who is to harvest is a very difficult matter and 
requires careful handling. It has to be solved by previous 
consultation andJLEU!irit-af...QQ:.o_peration betwee~.!~e factory 
.mana_ger and th~~a.negro:w.g_I"s. ln tlieWest-rnaies Iooserved· 
this trouble.--Tliere they solved it by p_!tying for the cane 
~!§ipg.J;o .. thEl.. ~.verage price of sugar during the whole 
campaign. 'fhis is. done ·in -the case of those w~o make 
previous agreement to that effect. In the West Ind1es when 
the .agreements are made, the planters are required to accept 
one condition, which is, that they have to supply cane during 
the grinding season, and it is the manager of the factory, who 
decides the following points: (1) what particular farmer should 

. out his crop, (~) how much cane he should suppl! ev~ry day, 
(3) when he should deliver the cane. These pomts mcrease 
in. complications, as the number of cane growers increase. 



On account of these complications, there iuome chance for~ 
dissatisfaction, which is likely to prove ruinous t() the fac~ory 
in India. This is the real trouble, and unless there 1s llJ. 

spirit of co-operatjon.between the manufacturers 'nd the cane 
growers, ~t is very difficult to secure a steady supply of. cane 
to the mill. . • 

There is one special point, which the manufacturers :in 
India have to face. In India a farmer is in afar more favourable 

. poE~ition than his -brother in· other parts onlie-:-wo1•la.-H& 
can ruin the factory, if he wishes by refusing ~o sell the cane~ 
to the factory. This he can very well do withont causing loss 
to himself. He has an alternative to dispose of his crop~ 
which is not the case with far.Jll,eXS.i.a-other-parts-ef.-the.-w~ 
He can harvest his crop, make gur according_ to indigenous. 
methods and still make a profit.· He may not make as much. 
profit, as he would make by selling his cane, but. that is 
immaterial to him, when he is dissatisfied. The price of cane:' 
to be paid sh~uld, therefore, be the valu~ of _a certain per ~ent-. 
of gur on cane, tb,e percen~age dependmg upon th~ Br1x of 
the normal juice and the extraction of juice obtained by local 
mills. This basis will be fair to both the parties. · The 
purchase d cane on t. he flat rate will not make any discrimi-~ 
nation between those, who supply~ cane~and those who 
supply ~aturt? cane. Besides, 1 will be very difficult to-
/~a. flab rate, w1iich will satisfy both the manufacturers 
1/ and the cane growers. I believe, the recovery of gur by cane 

growers in India with their present methods of manufacture, 
. leaves a. sufficient margin for the sugar manufacturers tOo I 

make a profit, provided sugar. is made by modern methods .. ' 
As the farmer in India has an alternative to disnose of his 
crop, there should not only be sufficient ipducemrult. for· him 1 
to sell his crop to the factory, tlut it is necessary to create in. I 
~im an i.!!terest.f.ru.b&Ja.atory by allowing him to parti~ipa~e-1 
m tile profits of the ·factory, because he has got the key m h1s I 

. hand to ruin the factory. This will give him a much higher
return than he would obtain by making gur, and at the same
time the fact~ry will be able to ensure a steady supply of 
cane to the mill. · It is possible to create interest in him for
the f~ctory by arranging to pay a. cer~ain __ 1>_on_us_t_p cane-. 
suppliers. and..P:l!!Q.~llotti!l_g~pa.!t oftlie shares of the company. 1 
I saw th1s system of co-operatioii'li. etweernn_ ·e--_D:fanufacture~· 
~nd the planters in St. Kitts an'd..Antigua,_ID:!.ich resulte 
m. benefits to both of them, and for our preseut condition 
th1s seems to be the only system, which will assure a. stead ' 
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supply of cane as well as profit. to both the manufacturer and 
the planter. Both in St. Kitts and Antigua, many estate 
owners· did not join the factory at first, because they were 
doubtful about the success of the novel scheme, but later 
experience convinced them so much, that. they were after the 
factory to enter into P.articipation. A description of this 
system is given later on:· • 

. . 
It should be clearly recognized that there are certain 

differences between the conditions in St. Kitts. and India, 
which are given below:- . . · . 

. 1. In St. Kitts _individual planters grow compara-. 
tively ml!ch more cane than is the case in India. While. 
on the Deccan canals majority. of farmers may have 5 
acres or more under cane, in St .. Kitts majority of ~hem, 
grow 50 acres or more. This naturally reduces the 
number of agreements and also the complications arising 
therefrom. 

2. -The land on which cane is grown is owned by 
. the planters and not leased as iE! so common on the 
. Deccan canals . 

. 3. In St. Kitts sugarcane is grown· on the same 
land without a rotation. Consequently the area is more. 
concentrated. . . . · 

4. There is no alternative for the disposal of the 
cane crop. It has to bEl sold to the factory. 

5. There is no competitive crop, which will fetch 
an equally good return as the cane.. Consequently there 
is a tendency to grow as much cane as is possible. 

In Antigut~. this system is in use for a longer time. 
There the factory was started in the year 1905, and by 1920 
all the capital has been redeemed, and the planters have bee·n 
issued shares equal in number to the original shares of .the 
company. It will be· interesting to see how the planters, who 
made the contract originally with the company, have fared in 
the business. The following :figures have been taken from 
the West Indian Bulletin, Vol. XVIII, No. 3 :-

Total cane supplied in fifteen years ... tons. 350,126. 
Price paid according to the contract ... £ 2,26,610 equal to 

. . 0-12-11 per ton. 
Bonus paid ~uring-15 years £ 1,26,930-11-7 equal 

. to 0-11-0 per ton .. 
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Total price obtained per ton of cane is ·£0-23-ll, which 
is about 85 per cent. higher than tlie price contracted for 
(the contract was to pay for the canes the value of 4i lbs. of 

· 96" sugar for every 100 lbs. of cane supplied). At the present 
rate of· exchange this is nearly equal to Rs. 18 a ton .. It 
should be remembered that this represents the average for 

··the last 15 years,_ during which, p~i~es for sugar fluctuated 
from £8 to £25 a ton .. In add1t10n, the planters have 
received shares representing one half of the valuation of the 
factory which is practically equal to £0-5-7 per ton. Thus 
the total price received for the cane is £0-29·6, which is 
practically equal to Rs. 22 a ton. The original share holqers, 
who were also largely debenture holders, received £1,26,930-
11-7 as their share of the profits of the factory in addition to 
5 per cent. interest on their debentures. It is obvious, how 
this system of co-operation has worked to the benefit of both 
the parties. The planters in fltct obtained 128 per cent. more 
price tha.n they would have obtajned with the price contracted. 
for, while the factory secured a steady and assured supply'\ 
of cane. '!'his is the only solution to secure a steady supply 
of cane ·under existing conditions in India. 

· 2. Competition with Gur Industry.-This is another , 
difficulty, the like of which is not seen anywhere else outside I 
India. A few years ago, in the West Indies, the planters 
used to make muscovado sugar by n. process, similar to gur I 
making in India whit this difference, that molasses was 1 
removed by drainage before the sugar was bagged. This was' 

· a very wasteful process requiring abut 15 tons of cane to 
make a ton of sugar instead of 9 tons which. is required if 
sugar is made by modern methods. In course of time this · 
wasteful process could no.t pay and at the present time it 
has bAen. practical_ly abandoned giving place to modern 
factories. In India gur making is still a profitable industry, 
and this is the key of the whole situation. It sbottld be i 

· r?cognized, that th~ competition of gur making with sugar 
1 nis.nufacture is unequal. First of all, it is a much simpler and{ 

?beaper process r~qui~in&' ordinary techniq.ue and less capital.· 
!he-process consists m stmply concentratmg the cane j1Ii'Ce 
m bpen pans. Usually no extra fuel is necessary beyond 
what is supplied by the cane. Thus, it entailR much less 
expendiklre. Secondly, prices of gur·are not much affected 

_!!y_ the fl.uctuations in the sug~(·_-ma!1f~[.As---s'Ugal" 1s a. 
product m demand all over the world, ih 1S subject to the 
~~fluence of the world market. Such is not the case with gur. 
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It is consumed ~s such only in India, and consequently 

I the gur market 1s controlled by the demand and supply in 
India. The very fact that gur market is still able to 

, maintain a comparatively high price, shows that gur _produc
tion in India is not yet sufficient to lower the price. The 
only way to bring down the price of gur is to increase the 
production. 

This brings me to the question of relative efficiency and 
profitablenef:ls of the gur and sugar industry. It is very 

1
diffi.cu1t to obtain average figures for the wh9le of India., b. ut 
as I am conversant with the gur industry in the Bombay 
Deccan, where prices for gur are usually high due to the 
excellent quality of gurmade, and where also higher efficiency 
'is secured, I shall. make a comparison of gur industry as is 
carried on here and a possible sugar industry. I shall be 
making a. comparison of the actual recovery obtained in 
making gur. For this purpose the following data has been 
assumed, which, however, is not far from actual fafits :-

·; Sucrose in cane=l4 per cent. (this is not high). 
Extraction of juice on cane obtained by bullock 

mills=64 per cent. 
Composition of juice. Brix 19, sucrose 16·5~ 

purity 85. · · 
Per cent. gur on juice 19 (Ma.njri farm has shown 

that this corresponds with the Brix of the juice). 
Composition of gur. Pol. 72, sucrose 75. 

On this basis the amount of gur on cane comes to 
6~~~9 =12'2 per cent. Taking 40 tons as the average yield 
of cane per acre, it comes to 4·9 tons of gur per acte. -, For. a. comparison with -the yield Of sugar, an account 
based on sucrose is necessary, because: gur contains onlv 
75 per cent. sucrose, the rest of the- 25 per cent. beirig 
impurities and moisture while sugar contains more than 
99'5 per cent. sucrose. · "' 

Data for recovery of sucrose by modern methods with a 
crusher and 4 mills :- • 

Sncrose in juice per cent. sucrose in cane=93 
, , sugar per cent. , , juice=88 
, ' lost in moiasses per)cent., ·, = 9-
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With the above data the following statement is prepared :-

. . , . I Recovery in sngar making 
Recovery m gur making (product white sugar);, 

. 
Cane 1100 S. in,10.0 .s. in Cane. 1100 S. inllO!J_S. in 

• 
· · cane. JWce. I cane. JUI~e . 

Sucrose per cenb. ... 14·0 ... ... 14·0. .. . . .. 
" 

in juice per cent. ... 10·8 73·7 100·00 18·02 93·0 fOO·O 

" 
in produot per oen• .... 9-1 65·8 88·8 ll'll ' 81·9 ' 88·0 ' 

.. in mollasses per cent .•. ... ... . .. 1-2 8·!1 9·0 . 
.. Jod in manufacture HI 8·-l 11'2 O·S 2-7 8·0 

per cent. 

' 

a.-Sucrose. 

The above statement shows that in gtir industry aboli't 
65 per cent. of the sucrose in cane is recovered in gur as 
against a. recovery of 81·9 per cent.in sugar making. -As no
separate molasses is formed in gur making, the total loss of 

I ;~erose on the sucrose in cane is 8"4 per cent. as against · 
~7 per cent. obtained in sugar making. All these figures 

are expressed in percentages, which will not appeal to the 
ordinary public. It will, therefore, be worthwhile to calculate 
the loss of sucrose involved in gur making on the Deccan 
canals alone in money value, without which it is not possible 
to realize the magnitude of the loEB .. 

. 
I. 

According to the report of the Indian S1;1gar Committ&o, 
the area under cane on the Deccan {)a nals is 29,7 42 acres. I 
For ease of calculation it may be takeaoas 30,000 acres .. 
Taking a. yield of 30 tons of cane to an,acre as the average . 
on the Deccan canals which is really low, the following 
figures a.re obtained :-

Tons of cane raised every year ... 900,000 
, , sucrose in cane _ · ... 126,000 · 
, , recovered in gur .. . 82,278 
, , sucrose lost in gur making . . . 43,722 

. , · , sucrose recovered in sugar making. 103,194 
Deduct tons of sucrose recovered in gin 82 278 

making. ' 

Tons sucrose lost annually in gur making ... 20,916 
B 72-2 . 
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. With sugar at Rs. 280 a ton, this is equal to 
Rs. 5,856,480 worth of sucrose lost annually Deducting the 
oostof ma.kiug sugar by modern methods, which will be about 
Rs~ 80 a ton, the net loss obtained with present methods is 
equal to Rs. 4,183,200* (5,856,480-1,673.280). In this I 
have not taken into consideration the valuation of the 
molasses that is obtained in sugar making. Still the loss of 
4 million rupees suffered annually on the Deccan canals is 
tremendous. The above figures are more or less speculative, 
but they show the extent of the loss suffered annually on 
the Deccan canals alone. · 

r .The above figurea indicate that sugar making by modern 
methods may pay in the Bombay Deccan. There ·are, 
·however, certain considerations to be made. As said 

·previously, if cane is to be 'obtained from the farmers it must 
be bought at a price based ou the price of gur. But it 

· should be recognized, that the gur market is not affected by 

!
fluctuations in the sugar market, and so long the price of 
gur remains lower than the price of sugar, it will pay to 

\make sugar by purchasing cane on this basis. But at times 
\it_ happens that the price of gur goes practically as high as 
sugar, in which case sugar making cannot pay. It iR, there
fore, important to know what should be the difference 
between prices for gur and sugar so tha.t sugar making would 

·pay, how much price the factory can pay for the cane, and 
·what __ are the limits beyond which it will not be profitable to 
make sugar. This is the crux of the situation. For this 

. purpose I ha.ve calculated some figures which are also 
speculative, ·though the data ·assumed in arriving at the 
figures is not far from actual facts. The figures are calculat
_ed per_ short ton'of cane ~or the sake of convenience. 

The amount of gur obtained by farmers ~ith present 
·methods with IB, 19, and 20 Brix juices will be 230·4, 243'2, 
and 256lbs., respectively, or 11-l, 12 and 12! per cent. on 
-cane approximately. At Rs. 20 t a palla {of 250 lbs.) whic;{ 

· is the us-qal rate prevalent in the Bombay Deccan, this h. 

equal to lSi; 19i, and 201 rupees in value. From this 
should he deducted the expense for gur manuf11.cture. For 
-this purpose, I have assumed Rs.· 2 as the cost of making gur 
for each. boiling of.l ,100 lbs. which will bo yielding HIS, 2~9 
.and 220.lbs. of gul with juices of IS: HJ and 20 Bnx, 

• Ses Appendix A. 
t Seo Appeqd!r B,. For other values, 188 statements on pages 218 and 219. 
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respectively. The expense of manufacture for 230'4, 2~3·.2 
and 256lbs. of gur would be about·Rs.-2'3 for each. This1s 
summarised as below :- · 

Extraction of iuice on cane 64 per cent.; price of gur 
. Rs. !20 per Palla. . . . 

Brix of the juice 
Lbs. of gur obtained per ton 
Per cent. gur on cane 
Value of gur in Rs. . · 
Expeilse of manufacture Rs. 
Cost of cane per ton in Rs. · · .• 
Per cent. gur on cane to be paid fo! 

'18 
230·4 
11•5 
18•5 

2·3 
16'2 
10'1 

19 
.243·2 

12 
19'5 

2·3 
17·2 
10751 

20 
256 
12•75" 
20•5. 

2•3 
'18'2 
11"4 .·. 

The :figures given in the last line would be the amount · 
that will have to be paid to the cane growers on this . basis. 
In the above calculations I have not made o.ny deduction 
for the expense required for cutting cane, which is, however, 
balanced by the expenses for hire of mill, pans, market-· 
ing, &c. ~ 

I will ·now calculate the returns that can be obtained 
if sugar is made. For this purpose I assume the same· ~ata 
as I did before in statement on page 17. A ton of cane 
would contain 2ti0 lbs. of sucrose, out of which 229 lbs.. can 
be recovered by modern methods (based on 8l"9 per cent. 
recovery on 100 lbs. sucrose in cane) in the form of sugar 
and :.!3'5 lbs. in the form of molasses.· It should be remem-, 
bered, that with a juice of 20" Brix, the recovery would be 
_still higher. The value of 2~9 lbs. of sugar at 8 lbs; a rupee 
(i.e., Rs. 280 a ton, would be Rs, 28'6,• Th~ amount of 
molasses containing 23~5 lbs. of sucrose would be 7llbs. 
( 23•5 X 100 ) th l f , h 
- 83 - e va ue o whic would be roughly rupee 1. 

· The total value, therefore, comes to Rs. 29·6. The cost 
of Illanufacture will be Rs. 8·5 (based on Rs. 80 a. ton), 
The net return, after deducting the charges o( manu
facture, comes to about Rs. 21·1,. which leaves a margin of 
Rs .. 4"9, 3'9 and 2·9 per ton. of cane, respective}y. It is 
<>bvwus, with gur ·prices going higher and sugar remaining . 
at the ,;.ame level, the margin oi profit would get less.· Else
where m other cane sugar coantr}es, when the·'pl8.nters get 
' · •see Appen<iix D; Als> ••• ,statement :n page 22o; . . . 
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-a. high price for cane on account of the high price for sugar, 
:\he manufacturers. also get the benefit of the high price, but 
in India. 'where· cane has to be purchased on the price of gur, 
which is not affected by the fluctuations of the sugar market, 
this would surely work to the detriment of the sugar factory, 
if gur prices soar high1without a.· corresponding increase in 
the pric.e of sugar. _ . . -

One fact I would like to consider. At the gur price of 
Rs. 30 a Palla, the cost of cane to be paid to the planters 
comes toRs. 26 to 29 a short ton, a price considerably 
higher than what is paid in countries'like Java, Cuba or the 
West Indies. It clearly shows, that tho\rgh we have all the 
favourable . natural conditions and plenty of laboui' for 
growing cane, the price of cane .is much hi~ her than any
where else, which is solely due to the prevailing ,high . prices 
for. gur. This is the chief difficulty that lies at the root of 
the Indian sugar industry. 

As previously said, in any country where the raw materi
al is exp~sive, ajli_gher efficit'ncy in manufacture is neces
sary.ln India. under present conditions, the price of cane is 

·high due to the high price of gur. It is, therefore, desirable. to 
secure higher efficiency than what is secured above. Instead 
-of 93 per cent. sucrose extraction, an extraction of 96 per cent. 
'will increase the yield of sugar to ~37· lbs., an increase of 
8 lbs. With our high purity juices, the retention of sucrose 
in sugar on sucrose in juice can also be increased from 88 
-to 90, which will give an increase of· 5 lbs., thus bringing 
the total yield of 24~ lbs. of sugar to a shor~ ton of cane. 
This is possible with our soft and rich cane, but it shows 

'

how necessary it is to secure a far greater _effici_~~y than is 
_usually obtained with existing factories in India. "This is 
the chief reason, why I consider a mill tanaem of a crusher 
-and 4 mills is quite essential to secure greater efficiency for 
.ccnditions in the Bombay Deccan, which I have discussed 
later on. 
. This brings· me to another question. If there is· any 
thing which will directly help the Indian sugar industry, it 
is this fact-the desirability of bringing about a reduction in 
\~he price of g!lr by mean;s of_ increased _pr~ductbn .. There 
'lS no reason why an arbcJe l1ke gur;wh1ch IS much 1mpurer 
than sugar and which requires much less expense, should 
command such a. high· price. . With increased production 
the price of gur ~ou14 come <!own, which will beneti.t both 
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thQ consumers and the sugar manufacturers. The consu.mers·· 
-,vould get· gur at a considera;bly' ·tower ·price · than they are
getting now and the sugar manufacturerR would get the cane·. 
much cheaper, which will stimulate the establishment. of 
sugar faotories. The increased production will not. act to· 
the detriment of the (lane planter!!, ~ecause, ev_en t~ough .a~ 
low price for gur may make cane growmg unprofitable und~r 
existing conditions, there is a scope to reduce the expendi
ture at least on the Deccan canals. It seems, that. the cane 
growers on the Deccan canals would not care to reduce the.-1 
expenditure, unless an economic necessity compels them to. 
do so. In fact, at present there is not . m1i'ch competition 
.amongst the cane growers, which will stimulate economy 
in the cost of production. 

The increase in gur production can be secured in many 
ways-by improving our present wasteful methods of gur 
making, by increasing the cane yields per acre and_ by increas
ing the acreage under cane ... In the calculations given 
above I have .shown how much lostJ is incurred in our pre-· 
sent methods. The only possibffity of effecting a higher· 
recovery will be to use power driven mills; but this requires.· 
capital, some initiative and trained men, ·and I doubt very .. 
much how far individual farmers, leaving aside a few capabla · 
ones, would be able to put· up power driven mills .. In fact·t 
the area under cane grown by individual farmers is so Jittlet . 
that it will not be economic· to use . power driven mills · inc. 
their case. It is, however, possible to have power driven 
mills, if the co-operative societies take up this question. iD 
hand. A1!eady-afew societies have undertaken this. In. 
places, where cane area is isolated, as is. found 6n smaller. 
?anals o~ where cane is grown on· wells, a sugar factory·l 
mdustry 1s not possible, and under such circumstance-s a gur 
factory industry is. desirable. 'l'he·use of power driven mills 
would increase the yield by 9 to 16 per cent. on the present 

'7ields. depending. of cour.se .on the extraction they are obtain-.· 
mg at present. On account of the difficulties mentioned. 

7above, the possibilities of increasing the production in this
i ?irectio:r;t are limited. There does not seem to be any chance 
1 1~ reducmg the losses of sugar caused by inversion and forma~· 
tton of caramel, so long the open kettle system, which by the. 
way is much cheaper, is in use._ . 1• • 

· Increq-sing the .Yield of Oane.-· According to the report 
; ?f the Ind1an s.ug!l'r Committee, the a'!e~age ou.ttum of cane- 1 

1m· Upper Ind1a JS only 10 tons. This JS considerably lower· 
' I 
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than what is· obtained in any ·other part of the world, and 
"if an increase in the yield is s~cured, it will not only benefit 
\the Indian farmer but will increa.;e the production of gur. 

\

The cane breeding station at ·Coimbatore, has evolved some 
v_arieties, ~hich are ~xpecte~ _to give ~ncreaRed yields in 
Upper India; and with theu mtroduct10n, the outturn per 

1acre will be considerably increased.· . · 
' Increase in Acreage.~ In India the increase in· cane area 

f' dPpends mostly on the-water supply. It is the chief reason, 
why acreage in fndi:l. under cane is· fluctuating. As the 
water supply improved, there is no doubt that there will be 
an extension of cane area. In this respect the Deccan has 
admirable prospects for extension. According to the report 
of the Indian Sugar Committee, the maximum area of cane 

1 cultivated on the Deccan canals during the 10 years previous 
to 1920 was :!7 ,500 acres, which it is expected would rise to 
66,200 acres in the ~ear future, when the extensions of the 
Nira. and Pravara canals are completed. It is likely that 
this area may rise to 90,000 acres, when the Go_kak canal 
extension, which is already sanctioned, is completed. With 
other projects of extension of the existing canals in contempla
tion, tl.te Indian Sugar Committee expects that the area may 

\
rise as high as 1,50,0JO acres. This is e. very hopeful situa
tion for the sugar industry. It will ultimately lead to the 
reduction of prices of gur, which will stimulate the establish-
ment of modern factories. In my opinion the Deccan canals 
would form an admirably suitable place for sugar factories, 

·because there the yields of cane are much higher than those 
obtained anywhere else in India, a tonnage of 40 tons to an 
acre being easily obtained. Secondly, the type of can 3 grown 
here is very suitable for making ,white sugar, the purity of 
the juice being 86-88, at times reaching 90. On account of 

f the higher yields the area from which the factory can com-

\ 

mand cane, will be more CO_!!Q_entrated so that the distauco of 
transportation will not be l~I_Jg. At the sfl.me time, it should" 
b'e understO'Od~tha.·rrns In this tract that the best quality of 
gur is prepared, and that high prices for gur prevail. As I 
have previously said before, a high price of gur is a great 
difficulty in the way of the sugar fa~tories, and the only way 
to ensure success for the factories is to cheapen gur market 
by increased production .• This is certain with the c~mple
tion of the canal extensions in the near future. That 1s why 

\ I consider the prospects of sugar industry in the Bombay 
'· Deccan to be hopeful. 
' 
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3.. The Indebtedness of the Inilian Farmers.-This is a 
minor difficulty, which comes in the way of securing cane to 
the fac~ory. On the Deccan canals a great majority of the 
farmers are indebted to money lenders, and the crop i.n fac~· 
is mortgaged. The money lenders or Sawkar~ as they are 
called, in addition to giving loans to the farmers, act a 
brokers or-middlemen in selling g~ They .finance the cane 
growers on condition, that theyparchase mariure from them J 
as well send all the gur they rua.ke to them for sale. '!'bus,· 
in addition to securing interest on the money lent, they· 
obtain brokerage both on the manure supplied and gur dispos- · 
ed. The cane growers are, therefore, ·not free to dispose of 
their crop in any ·way they like. In case, they decide to sen· 
the·cane to the factory.· they will have to obtain permis~:~ion 
of the Sa.wkars, who of.course would demand their commie-· 
sion even if no gur is sent to them for disposal.'· Under 1 
such circumstances, the factory will have to come to a ·1 
certain understanding with the_Sawkars, which will be rather·/ 
difficult, as it is they, who will pave oolose a great part of the 
commission, if not all. Failing to arrive at any understand
ing, the factory will have to ~ertake fir.ancing 'the cane· 
growE:rs. This is .a thing, for which a separate department. 
will have to be maintained by the factory. Owing to small• 
holdings there will be a· number of cane growers, who are to be\ 
financed, and in my opinion, the factory will not be in a\ 
position to correctly understand the assets of the cane growers., 
which is necessary before the loans are given. The illiteracy's 
and poverty of the Indian farmer present great difficulties in 
this directiQp, 

Fortunately, the establishment of co~operative. 'societies('. 
on the Deccan canals afford a solution to this difficulty, ,1 

Factories will find' it to their bene.fit·as well as to that of the i 
cane growers, if they finance them through the co-operative· 
societies. This will not only remove the difficulty of dealing') 

. with. a number of small cultivators, but there is every, chance 
t~t. the money would be utilized in financing the right 
persons, and that the money loaned is not mis-speu t. That 
co-operative society established in a village is ·in a far better .• 
position than any other organization to know the indi\ridual~/ 
cultivators, and on account of the responsibility involved in-J 
conducting a co-operative society it is in a better position·1 
to ~ee that the ad.vances. ar.e properly utilized. The organi- · 
zatwn of.cu-operakve somet1es on the Deccan canals will thus 
be a great help to the sugar industry. 
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· 4; _Competition with other (J_rops.-This point has 
special importance in India. -With the exception of India, 
Java and Louisiana, in most of the cane sugar countries 
notably Cuba, Porto Rico, West Indies and Hawaii, sugar
cane is the only crop grown on cane lands. No rotation is 
followed. In ·Cuba, it is a. usual practice to take 12-15 

· ratoons, in Porto Rico and the West Indies 2 and in Hawaii 
3 ratoons. : After the ratoons are taken, land is ploughed and 
replanted ·with cane. I~ all these countries there is· no 
competitive crop which pays as much as sugar cane .. During 
war time in St. Kitts, the cultivation of sea island cotton 
attended with a great success, and it was exp~~ted the culti
vation would increase. But during recent years the market_ 

·for this cotton has fallen ·very low, and at present eugarcane 
is the only crop which is sustaining the West Indies In 
Hawaii, recently the cultivation of pine apple h':l.s started a 
competition but it seems that, there both the industries can 
work side by side, provided sufficient labour is obtainable. 
Usually lands which are not so favourably located for grow
ing su~arca.ne are found to be suitable for growing pine 
apple and at present the question is of labour adjustment. 
In Cuba. and the West Indies, the -cr()p is entirely grown 
on rainfall alone. · · 

In Louisiana and Java a regular rotation is followed as 
is the case in India. In Louisiana, corn a.nd cowpeas are 
taken in rotation with cane. _ In Java it is not permitted to 
grow cane more than once, in 3 years on the same larid. 

·This is probably done with the object of growing enough rice 
for the country. With all that, some rice has to be imported 
every year to supplement the needs of the population. But 
it should be remembered, that in Java there is no competitive 
crop for sugarcane. The same is the case in J.Jouisiana, 
where benefit is secured of prevailing high prices for sugar 
in U. S. A,. . 

In In'dia conditions are very -different. First of a!~, i 
has bPen found impossible to grow more than 2 crops of c~"?-ii · 
on the same land without .a rotation. This naturally makes 
the cultivation of cane more scattered than it would have 
been if cane and .cane alone could ha-ve been grown·. · The 
t:otation followed is a three years' one during which a crop of 
cane is followed by 2 or 3 rotation ?rops_ .On t~e Deccan 

. canals at the present time, there IS n:> crop whwh pays as 
much as sugarcane. Besides, cultivators find one advantage 
in taking sugarcane, and that is, it gives employment to the 
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cultivator for- the whole year. · Still, there is no doubt, that. 
<>n the canal tract~ there are some other crops which p~y 
equally well, but the cultivation of s~ch c_rop~ is res~ic~ed, 
because they have a limited marke~ ne?ess1tatmg a lu~:nted 
cultivation. Besides the fiuctuatwn m the market 1s so 
wide in their case, that at time~ such crops do not. pay. 
With the completion of irrigation works in the Bombay Dec
can the area under cane would increase so much so, that, 
the 'price of gur would go down, in which case the margin of 
profit may become so low if cane is grown under· exist\ng 
conditions. that the cultivators may turn their attention. to 
the competitive ~rops. For a successful sugar industry, ~ 
~-must P~.Y: At the same time, cane must b~ pro
duced~ low a co~Jas possible. Under such circum
stances, ca.ne growers will have to exercise economy in the 
cost of cultivation .. However, it is not likely that the price 
<>t gur would fall to such a limit, as will·make the cultivation 
<>f cane unprofitable, becau13e with fall in prices. of gur, more 
and more cane would be utilized for making sugar :which has· 
the world's market. When rmch a condition arises~ it wilJ be 
necessary to reduce the expenditure and increase the yield 
for which there is a scope at least .on the De~can canals. 

. To summarize, the peculiar difficulties the sugar indus-· 
try has to face in India, are {1) the diffic~lty of securing .a 
steady supply of cane due to small holdings and an .alterna~ 
tive to dispo&al of the cane crop by ·individual farmers, 
(2) the unequal compe~ition with gur industry and specially · 
the high prices ·for -gur, (3) the indebtedness of the Indian 
farmer and (4) the ~ompehition of cane with other crops .. 

' I . 

IV. Causes of Failure of existing Factories in India. 

1. In discussing the peculiar difficulties obtained in 
I~dia, I have observed, that the chief .cause, to which the 
failure of the existing factories can be attributed, is the cane 

upply. Nut only factories do not get sufficient cane so that 
~hey can work to their full Clapacity, b~:~t even what they get 
1s ~~~ i~!_egular, that it seriously interferes with the proper 
wor~mg orthe fac~ory. According to thE' report of the 
~nd1an Sugar Comm1ttee, a?out 50_ per ~ent. of th~ factor~es J 

~andle half of th~ cane whwh theu mills ·can gnnd, while 
30 per cent. obta~n '1./3 to i of.the cau,e while the remaining 
·20 p~r.cent. obtam about 4/5 of the cane. rrhe difficulty of 
l.btammg a steady cane supply is -~1le .. main.rea11vn, why 
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!factories in India cannot be operated to their fuJI capacity. 
I :fl;his serious!y affects the overhead expense and the efficiency 
~ p£ the factones. . · · · 

_2. ·The secon_d ~a use seet;ns ~o be t~e very low efficiency 
· obtamed by the ex1stmg factones m Ind1a. I 'iraveiiJready 

pointed out. that in.India, where the raw m~terial is expens• 
ive, it is essential to secure a high recovery to compensate 
for the high price paid for cane. This is true of any indus
try. Unfortuu!lt~ly, the information on this subject is not 
as compl~te, as one would wish to ha>e, but from the figures 
available, one could judge o£ the low recovery, they are obtaining 
at present. In this connection I am quoting the figures from 
the report of the Indian Sugar Committee. While Jav~ 
obtains a yield ·of· ~·75 per cent. sugar on cane with an 
average sucrosecontentof12·11 percent., in India from a'Bimi· 
lar quality cane only 6'85 per cent. sugar is obtained, which is 
nearly 30 per cent. less.. On the basis of tons of cane to 
make a toa of sugar, it means 14·5 tons of cane are required 
in India to make a. ton of sugar, as against 10·2 tons required 
in Java for the same quality cane. This involves a con
siderable loss, and under the circumstances it is no wonder, 
why factories cannot IX!ake a profit when· it is taken into 

-'lonsideration the high price required to be paid for cane. No
where else I saw so many tons required to make a ton of 
sugar except in Louisiana. But the case of Louisiana may 
be excepted as the cane there contains a very low sucrose not 
exceeding10percent. I give below forcomparison figures from 
some typical mills grinding the same quality cane from other 
countries. · Most of those mills have only a crusher and 3 or 
4 mills, tandems with shredders having beim excluded:-

Hawaii. Paz to St. JJva. Rico. KHts. 
I I n I III I VI .. ,-

Sucrose in cane - lll-26 111·2! l1·70 111·24 111·()-l 111-4.3 l~l-60 

per cent. 

Tons of cane to a . 9·30 8·6 9·16 8·79 . 9·08 8·5 8·8 

I tnn of sngar. 
-

111·5 111•26 18·83 12·'1 H8 Fibre in cane _per 15·]6 11.1·8 
cent. 

I ·-- i -. ' .I. . 
I ' 
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In no case the cane required to make a ton of sugar~ 
has exceeded 9 tons. In India on the other hand, 14 5 tons 
of cane are required to make a ton of sugar. 'l'his may be I 
due to 2 causes-the low. extraction obtained by sugar mills I 
and the low retention of sucrose in sugars. 'fhe average 
extraction obtained by sugar mills in India was 60 per .cent. of 
the normal juice, which is equal to a sucrose extraction of 71'43 
per cerit. of sucrose in the cane. The sucrose extraction is· 
the best :figure for comparison. So I _am quoting :figures-
obtained in the mills referred to above:- · 

Hawaii. . I Porto . St. India. Java. Rico. Kitts. 
I. I !I. I m . I rv. . 

Suorvse in cane per 12·00 12-26 12·21 11·70 12·24 12·02 12-48 12·60 
cent. -

Sucrose in juice') 
% ~ 71-43 94·6 98·84 .08·00 97-S 97·8 94-5 !13·8 . 

Sucrose in oaneJ 

The above statement clearly shows, that the mills in 
the Indian factories are extracting 2.j per cent. less sucrose, 
than what is obtained in other countries. Jn Hawaii where 
the cost of mine is very high, the avertl-ge sucrose extraction 
is nearer 98. · · 

With regard to the recovery of sugar on sucrose in 
juice the factories in India obtained 80 'per cent. commercial 
s~gar from every 100 sucrose in juice. . This is. compared 
w1th what is obtained--in the mills referred to above. -

---- -- --
Hawaii. . 

India. lava. Porto st. 
I. I II. I Ill. I IV. 

Rico. Kitts. 

Sin sugar 80·0 93·0 92•7 
por cent. 

9H 92·7 90·8 92·8 92·0 

8 in 
Juice. 

8 in sugar 57-14 (18·1 91·6 
per cent. 

90·5 90·2 &8·1 87·8 86•! 

s in . 
cane. ··. . 

s-suorose. 
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_ Leaving aside the case of Hawaii, where high recovery 
is secured on account of high extraction by mills, the Indian: 
factories recovered 13 per c~nt. less sucrose in sug11.r on 
sucrose in juice, which is an indication that either a great· 
loss is being incurred in inYersion or the molasses is not 
exhausted to'the required purity. The total loss of sucrose in. 
sugar per cent. sucrose in cane in the Indian factories, thus, 

. comes to about · 34·5 per cent. over what is obtained by 

\ 

factories in other countries. .Is it any wonder then, that 
. sugar factories in Indi11. are not working successfully, specially 

1 
when the raw material has to be bought at a comparatively 

! higher price? · . . .. . · · il . . 
In·a sugar factory, the two products which are produced 

are sugar and molasses. The efficiency of .the factory can be 
judged from the quantity of each produced. per ton of cane. 
The molasses produced by the Indiaa factories according to 
the report of the Indian Sugar Committee varies from . 4-5 
per cent. on cane against 2'5-3 per cent. produced in ,Tava. 
I· quote below :figures Qbtained by the same factories men· 
tioned above :-

Hawaii. .. 
Porlio St. . Java. Rioo • Kitts. 

I. I II. I IlL I IV. 

:Molasses per cent. 1!·9 1!·6· II-! 1!·4. 2·8 11·9 1!·11 
cane .. ' 

I 

It.clearly shows that the factories ~n India are turning 
out about 40-50 per cent. more molasses ~han is done by 
factories 'in other countries. The production of more 

_ molasses per ton of cane is an indication, that there is a 

\
greater loss due to either inversion or fermentation. It is, 
however; difficult to exactly state the reasons for this, but it 
seems that a greater loss -is obtained chiefly due to above, 

· two causes. · · · · 

3. 'fhe third cause is the amount of extra fuel use~ by 
factori£1s in India. According to the report of the Indian 
Sugar Committee, factories in India. consume fuel · to the 
extent of 4·2 to 6'2 per cent. on cane, the average being 4·31 
per cent •on cane ground. · On sugar produced, it comes to 
·63 p~r c_ent. This is enormous and entai~s a heavy . exp~n
. diture. This seems to ~e a. great handicap to the Ind1an 
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su!mr factories, wheD it is taken into consideration that cane 
in "upper India contc~.ins more than. 15 p~r cent. fibre. In 
Hawaii and Java where cane conhms only 13 per cent. fibre, 
no extra fuel is required beyond what is supplied hy cane. 

1
·· With such a low recovery, production of large quantity 

of molasses, a commodity which does not fetch a. high price 
and extra expenditure for fuel, it is no wonder why sugar' 
factories in India are not operating ~:~uccessfully. 

, · The .chief cause of the low efficiency· of the Indian 
factories is the absence of chemical contrQJ, without which it 
is impossiBre tOlocate the losses. Under a chemical control 
is included the account of every pound of sucrose that enters 1 

the factory in the form of cane, and chemical control tells 
how m~ch ?f it is lost in pagasse, ~lter-pr~ss,_ in evap?ratio?t~ 
cry~talhzat10n, and so on. The h1gh efficiency, obtamed ~~~ 
Hawaii and Java, may be attributed solely to the mainten~ 
anca of a strict chemical control, ana no money is· better 
spent in sugar factories than whltt is required in maintaining 
a chemical control. · · 

While discuesing the chief causes of failure of existing 
sugar factories i~ India, I have _no~ refer~ed to· the questi?n 1 of rum. There 1s a general behef m India,· that the exmse 
poliey of the Government is no·t favourable to the making of 
rum, which i~ a necessary and profitable commodity on which 
the success of the sugar industry depends. T.l;l.is belief is 
erroneous and has no foundation. I have treated this point. 
.fully in the chapter on the utilization of the hy-products. 

I have already referred to two other minor points, which 
are considered to affect the sugar industry .. They are the
sucrose content of the cane and the low yields obtained per 
acre in India. Taking into consideration the . climatic. 
limitations in Upper India, the sucrose content of 12 per· 
cent. is not low. In Louisiana, where climatic conditions 
iit:e much more unfavourable, the sucrose. content is not over 
10 p~r cent. · Besides, present experience has shown, that 
so far no surprizing increase has been obtained in the sucrose· 
content of the cane in other countries. The climatic condi
tions set a definite limitation on the growing period in· 
Northern India, which affects the sucrose content On the- · 
other hand, in other countries notably in Hawaii and Java. a. 
no_tabl_e incre~se i!l the tonnage per acre has been secured 'by 
sment1fio cultiVation. The obtaining of 123 tons· of cane -
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1 equal to 15'5 tons of sugar p_er acre in Hawa.ii (in 2 years) 
1 marks a.· tremendous succesS'Orthe application of science to 
l cane agriculture, and though, I do not think t'!:lat the 
increase of yield of cane per acre_. in India will directly aid 
the sugar industry, unless it is attended with a. reduction in 
the prices of gur to reasonable limits, still, from the point of 
increasing the profit of the Indian farmer, an ·attempt in 
this direction is desirable. Other countries have shown 
what can be don;-mtliiS respect by the application of 
scientific methods to cane agriculture. ' 
,--~--·' ----- ··-·· ··------ - -

V. Manufacture of- Sugar by Modem Methods 
and Cost of Manufacture. 

In the discussion in the foregoing pages, I have referred 
·to the enormous loss of e:ucrose in our present methods of 
manufacture either of gur or sugar an~ no method, .which 
cannot secure as great an efficiency as is obtained in modern 
10ills, will establish the sugar industry on· a sound footing. 
In India various attempts have been made so far to 
manufauture sugar by various systems. Mr. Sahasrabuddhe,· 

I
a former Government of India technical scholar, has exhaus
tively dealt with the four systems in use-the Khandsari, 
Hadi, gur refining, and small vacuum pan factory, both with 

!regard to their yields and cost of manufacture in his note on 
~the Indian sugar industry; None of the attempts p:r:oved 
successful, because none of them a.pproached a modern 
factory in securing a higher recovery of su~ar. It seems, 
the guiding principle of all those attempts was to provide a 
method of making sugar, which would require a low initial 
outlay,· and though every succeeding attempt resulted in 
obtaining greater recovery, none of them could recover more 
than 65 per c~nt. of the sugar recover~d in a modern factory. 

!I This means, that where. a . modern factory would require 
. about 10 tons of cane to a ton of sugar, ·these methods 
J required at. least 15 ·tons of cane and more. This- wa.s- ·1 

gr,lat hand10<1p to these attempts, because no matter wha·l 
saving they could have caused in the cost of manufacture, 
which is after all l of the total productbn cost of sugar, they 

- increased the cost of cane that would be requiied to make a 
ton of SUO'ar by 50 per cent. or more. The· result was, the 
productio~ cost of sugar was considerii.bly ~igher. <?n the 
face, these attempts were bound to fail. Besides the ddierent 
systems, thvugh they involved a small capital expenditure, 
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in no way reduced the cost of manufacture as. has been 
shown by Mr. Sahasrabuddhe. On the contr!!.ry, on account 
of the small capacity of the plants, the cost ,of manufac!Jur~ 
with different systems was found to be higher still. _At that 
time, it seems the originators of those attempts paid more 
attention to the initial outlay rather than to_ the amount of 
cane that was required to make a ton of sugar, whiCh was 
the chief cause of high production costs. This could never~ 
have been reduced, unless the tons of cane to m!tke a ton of 
suO'a~ were brought lo\v by a higher efficiency, which was-" o - . 
impossible with small~t.planj;_s. ----· . 

The working of the Government experimental factory a{ 
Nawabganj near Bareilly in the United Provinces has ·c) early 
demonstrated the hopelessness . of establishing the sugar 
industry by small factorie£1. The capacity of the plant -was 
one ton of cane per hour, and white sugar was manufactured 1 

by the sulphitation process. Evaporation \vas done unde . 
atmospheric pressure. The yield obtained was only 45·5 
parts of sucrose as crystalline sllgar per 100 parts of sucros 
in the cane; a considerable loss being caused by evaporatio 
under atmospheric pressure; I ~ave already shown tha 
even bigger factories in Ind~a, which obtajn 57 per· cen 
recovery of sugar on sucrose i1.1 cane, ·are not working 
successfully. 'rhe recovery is too low to make sugar making 
pay. All these attempts clearly show, that- the solution of 
the problem lies in having· bigger factories with modern 
equipment, which must be operate<} at least at an 'efficiency l 
secured by modern mills in other countries. I have 
discussed the economio Rize of a modern factory later on,· for 
conditions in the Bombay Deccan. · · · 

. . 
Grade of Sugar.- In almost all the cane sugar countries 

with the exception of Java, Louisiana, and Mauritius, the 
product manufactured by modern sugar factories is a 96" I 

.,.test ra\y sugar! which is not suitable for .direct consumption. l 
J Cs:mtnes, wh10h mostly depend on foreign. markets, find it . 
\ more profitable to make a raw sugar of 96" Pol., rather than 

make white sugar, due to the difference in duty on raw and 
white sugars levied by the importing countries. In 
Loui~iana, .majority of th~ factories make w~ite sugar, which 
goes mto direct consumptiOn, Of course this su()'ar obtains 

' a slightly lower price than the ·standard gra~ulated on 
1 account of a slight" off" colour. It should be· remembered 
· J that when raw sugar"is made, the market i~ ,_very_.· r~stri~ted; 
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being only limited to the sugar refiners. White sugar has a. 
wider market being suitable for direct consumption, which 
elimioatea the profit of the sugar refiners. In Java about 
50 per cent .. of the total production is of white sugar, most of 
which is exported to India, 

Countries; which depend for their sugar supply on the 
outside market, have put up different· dutiea on the raw and 
white sugar in such a way, 'that for an exporting country 
it is profitable ·to ma;ke raw sugar only. This has resulted 
in the building np of a sugar refining industry in countries 
like England and the United States. 'rhere are at present a 
"humbei ofrefineries in England and the United States,_ which 
refine raws and make granulated and all fancy grade sugars 
by the bone char. process. The advantage of a refining 
industry is, that, a part of the profit which would hav:e gone 
to the_ exporting country, if there would have been no differ
ence in the duty for raw and white sugar, is retained by the 
importing country. Secondly, establishment of sugaJ." 
refineries gives an employment to many nien as well as 
gives an opportunity for the sugar machinery manufacturers 
to develop a market. India is also dependent on other 
countries for the supply of white sugar, and, I do not under
stand, why similar differentiating duties were not levied on 
raw and white sugars with the object of encouraging the 
refining industry in India. It might be said~ that, in India. 
a refining industry would riot have been successful, because 
raw sug~r is·mostly refined by a bone char process, against 
the use of which, the Hindus have religious objection. 
Consequently people would not have bought this sugar. All 
this talk about the religious objection started for the first 
time in the year 1904, when the Swadeshi movement was 
organized in India. Even before that, India was importing 
sugar, and if there would have been differentiating duties on 
sugar, the refining industry would have been long established 
befQre the Swadeshi movement started. Secondly, even if •• 
such a difficulty wouhl have arizen, which, by the bye~-is 
only restricted. to the Hindu population, it would have surely · 
stimulated the refiners in looking for other methods for 
refining sugar. Instead of tht) bone char process, a chemical 
treatment would have been evolved, which was already
known. At pre~ent, a vegetable carbon process is being 
experimented upon in Louisiana. and the results, obtained 
so far, are so encouraging that within 1J. few years Louisiana. . 
would be conducting refining . operations on a large scale. ' 
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When such a p10cess gets standardized, it will .Bave R• goO<J 
)uture in India, because it does not involve treatment with 
any animal char. It may be quite possible to·prepar.e ll\ 

carbon at a cheaper price from raw materials available fu 
India. If differentiating duties were levied later. when the:-

.. ·suitability. of. vegetable. carbon. proce?s is esta.blish~d,. it ';Vill·r 
encourage the factory owners m India to put up roficmg 
plants. The advantages of a. refining industry are alr.eady. 
referred to. Besides, it would make it possible to train a. · 

· number of technicalmen in the.art. of sugar refining, who. 
would render considerable help in improving. the working; 
·of the sugar factories. _ · -, _ · . • 

·At present, however, in India there is a· market for 
direct. consumption sugars. Raw sugar: is not suitable 1o~r 
direct consumption, and it has, -therefore, to be .refined~ 
before it is offered to the public. This increases the cost.. 
to a certain extent, though it gives the best grade of 'sugar
Factories in India, therefore, have to manufactu~e planta
tion white sugar directly from cane. The processes in use. 
for making white sugar, directly from cane, are the sulphita- · 

· tion and the sulpho-ca~bonatation, also called acid thin juice:
process, out of which on grounds of economy and simpli:-· 
city, the Rulphitation process is suitable for conditions hll 
India. I have discussed this question in more detail. 
later on. 

Oost of Manujacture.-It is. very difficult to. obtaiDJ 
average figures which. will represent a number of factories_ 
In the year 1913-!4, the Department of Commerce, Washing
ton, D. 0. published certain figures with. regard to cost$ -
in Cuba, Porto Rico, Louisiana and Hawaii. They ar& 
as below:- · 

() 

i 
ns ol cane \o • ton of sugar 

rt of cane .to make a ton of sugllor 

:at to mllonufacture • ton of sugllor 
l 
' 

... 8·H 

... $ !17·95 

... $ 6·81 

-8·68 9·01 13-960 

20·56 41·68 60·18; 

8·99 12·08 ' 19·5~ 
.. 

i With the exception of Louisiana, the other couDtrfea. 
;ake raw sugar o~ ~6· .test, which re51':1ires Jess expense-. 
he figure for Lours1ana. was $ 19'32 ui 1913-14 but since: · 
I B72-
l 
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. then, a considerable increase has taken place in the manu· 
facturmg cost due to increased cost of living and high price 
of sugar due to the effects of the world war. Specially, 
in 1 9Hl-20 when the prices for s·1~ar reached the highest 
mark, the cost of manufacture was l;be highest. This was 
followed by a tremP.ndous drop in the price of sugar from 
~5 cents to 2 ceuts a lb. The manufacturers therefore, had 
to a.dj ust themselves to changed conditions by curtailing 
expenses. Even now. the cost of manufacture has not 
stabilized due to thA fact that labour, on the whole, is not 
prepared to go, back to pre-war wages. I have, therefore, 
secured cost of making white sugar in one factory in Loui
siana, and Java, both making white sugar by the sulphita
tion proces1:1 in the years, when wages were low, though in 
no case the wages have gone to pre-war level It should 
be recognized that conditions in India are different from 
what tnev are in those countries specially in Louit>iana, but 
the :figures would help to form a correct estimate of the 
expense for ma,king white sugar in India. 

Cost of making white sugar in a fact••ry in Louisiana by 
the sulphitation pmcPss jor the year 1921, 

1. Transftortation of cane 
:2. Cost of manufacture-

(}) Wages in the factory ~ a.rd ... 
*(•l) 

(3) Poard\~g fo~ the ~:nployee ... 
(4) Administration 
{5) Matenal such as fuel, &c ... 

s 
0·07 
0·39 
0·04 
0•25 
0·50 

Total per ton of cane... 1·25 
t3. Interest and depreciation 

Cost par ton of cane in 

$ Rs. 

0'50 

. 

1'50 

3·70 
2'40 

Total cost of manufacture includi~, 2 ·55 
transportation of cane. 

Equal to 

7·60 per sh< 
to 

8·5 , I( 
to· 

• ·Phis ineludes the sal .. ried st"lf snch as Chief Engineer, Superintend en$, C 
Chetui•t, &c. 

t I ho>ve calculated on the basis of 20 per cent. depreciation and 6 per ceo'- intr 
on capir.al. 
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Based on the above figures, the cost of manufacture 
including cost of transportation of cane per ton of sugar in 
India comes toRs. 73·8, taking the r~covery of sugar on 
cane to be 11'5 per cent. as has been calculated in statement 
on page 17. Tnis recovery is not high, if we take into con-i 
sideration the quality of the ca,ne on the. Deccan canals. 
I do not think the cost· would exce.ed: Rs. 80 in any case 
because, in India, labour is co~~aratively much cheaper 
than it IS in Louisiana. On the Deccan canals, it may be 
takeu as 8-10 annas as compared toR!!. ;3-5 per day in Loui
siana Secondly, in Louisiana. fuel is. required in large 
quantities for making white s:ugar due to the fact that cane 
cont~tins· a Jaw fibre ~not above 10 per .cent.) Thirdly, .the 

. interest and . depreciation will. be· comparatively higher in
Louisiana, as the factories are operated onli for 2 months 
in a· year.· Fourthly, most of the meri. employed in ·the 
factory are given free board. Against these, one. has to 
consider that, in India the salaried staff will have to be 
employed on the basis of thew year. In Louisiana, they ~re 
employed for the crop, after whirh they are discharged. 
This is not possible in India, because the factories will not 
be able to get the men again due to the fact that, there are 
very few tramed men ·in' India .. On the whole, the cost of 
manufacture cannot exceed Rs. 80 a ton of sugar on the 
Deccan canals. 

The cost of manufacture in Java is given below:-. 
Cost of manufacture of white sugar in Java by Ute 

sulpltitation process. · 

Cane transport · 
Fabrication 
Supervision 
Fuel 
Packing 

... 
Transport of sugar to port. 
Upkeep 
Interest 
Sundries 
Taxes 

... . 

. 1\121·22. 
Per pioul of sugar in guilders. 

l•Q4· 0'69 
0'46 ' ()•33 
1"41 1"14 
0'19 0·04 

'0•62 - o·aa 
U'53 0"52. 
0'81 0"48 
0'11 0"15 
0'60 0'42 

,0'86 ·.· o·s·I 

. . 
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Per piool of ~ogar in goUden~. 
Total cost exclusive of 

cost' of cane. · ' 
6'63 4'91 

Bonus 
New building and machi
nery.· 

0'67 
0'72 

. ·. 

Total cost f. o. b. exclusive 8'02 
of cost ofcane. 

Equal to per· ton of sugar 130'2 
in Rs. based on one 
guilder equal to a rupee: 

6'26 

-102'7 

In order to arrive at the fignres of manufacture 
only, the following items must be omitted from above:-

Transport of~Bugar 
Taxes . 
Bonus. 

• 

Total 

Per pio!ll of sugar iii goUders. 

0'53. 
· O·S6 
0'67 

Rs. Rs. 

2'06=33'8 2'04=33'4 
· per ton of _sugar. 

Rs. - Rs. 

_Net cost of manufacture 96'-:1: 69'3 
inclusive of ·cost of ' 
transportation ·of cane 
per.ton of sugar, 

Cost of manufacture-per 8·37 6'24 
ton of cane. 

The difference in the cost. figure for the two years, is 
due to the reduction of wages. Even the cost of cane was 
redueed by about 40 per cent. Accordi.ng to these figures, 
the cost of manufacture, comes to Re. 69·3 per long ton. 
The.di.!Jerence in conditions between Java and India. are~ 
first of all in Java., the wages are lower than what they are 
on the "Deccan canals. Secondly, in .Java a considerable 
Europeal\ staff is employed for supervision both in the field 
and' the· factory, which increases the expense. Leaving 
aside tecbilical men sucli as the Engineer, Superintendent 
and ~he C~emist, E~ropeans are employed for doing minor 
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works of supervision in the factory which ·can be easily done 
by trained men in India. On the whole, the oost of manu
facture should not exceed the figure of Rs. 70. ·To be safe, 
I have assumed Rs. 80 as the cost of manufacture per ton of 
sugar in my previous calculations. 

VI. ' Cane Supply~ 

Amongst the factors that contribute to the success of 
the sugar fantories_, the .m_ atter of cane supply is the most] 
important. The question of ca-ne supply mainly influences J 
the economic working of the factory. The two chief points 
in the matter of cane supply, are, a ·cheaper production of 

· cane.and the_certainty ofa steady supply of cane to the mill .. 
The form__er.. is obviously of importance, because it forms · 

• nearly 75 per cent. ?f the total production cost of sugar. 

The steady supply of cane to the mill chiefly affects the 
efficiency as well the economy of the factory. With- a steady 
supply of cane, the mills are operated continuously, which 
supply bagattse as fuel to the boilers, so that no extra fuel. is 
necessary but, when mills have to be stopped every now and 
then on account of a shortage of cane, it at once cuts the 
fuel supply and extra fuel such as wood, c:l'oal or oil, whatever 
is av~ilable, bas to be used to run the other .departments of 
the factory, as they cannot be stopped, unless the juice is 
rendered into a cohdition fit for keeping. The irregular 
supply of cane, thus, directly affects the fu.el problem, and 
consequently the economics of the factory. It is this fact, 
which .is largely responsible for the large amounts of extra 
fuel used by the existing factones in india.. Th~ irregular 
supply of cane, also, affects the recovery of sug~rjn. the 
house. Another factor, which affectstlle economics of the 
factory, is the capacity, to which it is worked. A modern 11 

. sugar factory entails a heavy capital expenditure. It works 
ou~f''.3 or 4 months in a year1 while it is remaining idle 

1 during the. rest of th? year. Tb? s~pervieing staff, ~uch as, 
. the Chemtst, Supermtendent, ~ngmeer; &c., are patd on the I 
I basis of the year. All this involves a heavy overhead ex.-1 

pense, which i's borne by the tonnage ground during the 
season. If, on account of irregular supply of caner a factory 
?annot be run to its full capacity, and only half the tonnas-e I 
ts ground, the overhead expense becomes at · once double, 
which serionsly affects the manufacturing cost. In Quba

1 
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where ·cane supply is most as!'mred and steady, and where 
the tonnage ground in a year depends upon the tonnage 
raised, the manufacturing cost is considerably lower, even 
though high salaries are paid to the supervising staff. The 
matter of cane supply is thus vital to the cane sugar 
industry. 

·-. 
. _ In the various cane sugft.r countries that I visited, I saw 
four systems under which a steady supply "of cane is secured 
to the mill. They are:-

(1) Administration or estate system. 
r (2) Colona system. 

(3) Mixed system. 
(4) Co-operative system. -

The administration or estate system.~ In this system, all 
the cane is exclusively -grown by the administration on land 
either owned or leasdd by the_ factory. This system ia very 
common in Porto Rico~. British Guiana, Hawaii and Java. 
In Cuba. I saw only two big estates of 30,000 to 60,000 acres 
under cane exclusively operated by the administration. The 
rest of the factories in ·Cuba obtain their cane under. the 
Colona system. With the ex~pti.on..._.Qf Java, the l_and is 
owned by the company. In Java, ownership of land by the 
factories is prohibited by Jaw, and. in every case, it is· 
obtained by lease ·from the land holders by the company. 
The longest lease allowed is not over · 21 -k years, and the 
factory cannot occupy a piece of land over 18 months, after 
which it must be returned to the land holder. One thing 
common to this system is that the factory grows cane and cane 

\

only. On none of· the estates in Hawaii, British Guiana, 
and' Porto Rico, any rotation crop is taken. 'rhis · Bimplifies 

. the administration of the plantation considerably. Only in 
· Java, a. rotation is compulsorily followed, but in this ,-ase, 
the rotation crops are exclusively grown by the farmers, the 
factory growing c·1ne only. The Java system has, ther_~ofe, . 
a double advantage: .it secures the benefit of a rotation crop, ( 
which maintains the fertility .of the land, while, at the same 1 

\ time, it is free from the trouble of looking to rotation crops ' 
\ in which the factory is not interested. . 

· The size of the estate depends primarily upon the size 
of the factory, that is considered economically necessary. It 
also depends upon looaJ conditions, which involve the facility 
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of. purchasing the·Iand and water supply. In British Guiana, 
the majority of the estates hwe ~,000 to 2,000 ac.res each 
under cane, the largest area on any bne estate being 6,000 
acreson the plantation Diamond. In Hawaii, the average 
sized estate has 1\000 acres under cane, while, in'Java, it is 
about 2,000 acres under cane. The estate employs hired 
labour, most of. the work being done . by c.QD.tr.~g_t_ . This 
eliminates supervision and is found to worteConomically. . i 

·2. Colona system.-'-'l'his system is prevalent to a great 
exten_t in . Cuba, ne~rly 80 per ce~t. of the ~ane-bei~g raised 

11 by this system. In this system cane IS grown either by mdepeno. 
dent farmers or~olona on the oompany's land. . They , are 
financed by the company, whinh loau.s them money at a certain 
rate of interest, and the colona in turn, are bound to grow·an(l·l 
sell the cane to the factory. They are required to cut tlie cane 
whenever the company asks them to do so. It should be- '; 
remembered, that in· this case the land ts owned by the
corn.pany 11.nd the colona are. not really independent. farmer~,../ 

' because they are bound in every~way to grow cane only and 
sell it to the_ particular factory which finances them. The
only precaution, which the company has to take is to select 
the proper colona. In this system also only sugarcane is/ 
cultivated, no rotation being followed. · · · 

3. Mixed system.-This system is' prevalent in Louis
iana, Trinidfl.d,· and to a very small extent in Cuba. In this 
system, the es~a.te grows a part of the cane on its own lands, 
and at the .same time obtain cane from the farmers, wh<> 
grow cane independently. In this system, the farmer is · 
independent, in that he has his choice to select the factory, 
to ~hich he can sell his cane, and that he may grow any. 
crop he likes. It is on account of this fact, that the factory\· 
grows a· part of the cane itself so as to eliminate the. uncert ... j'· 
ainty involved in depending too much on the farmers. In 

~ this system a. regular rotation is followed in Louisiana. No/ 
·~tation crops are taken in Trinidad. . . 
' ':t'? no-operative system.-This system is in use only in 
St. Kitts and Antigua. The principle of this system is a. 
•Joint partnership of the manufacturers and ·the planters in 
,the profits of the factory. u~ne is an grown by the farmers . 

1•who are indep~ndent in ·every respect, ~xcept that th. ey hav; l 
1 to grow a certam area of cane, which they must supply t<> 
' the factory. The manufacturers,· in addition to giving the 
l planters the usual price for cane, give half the profits of 'th;/ 
",f&ctory as bonus. · In this way both the manufacturers and 
,.,the planters are benefited. The former secure a steady_ 
I 
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t~upply of cane and . the latter, without losing their indepen
dence obtain a good price for cane, which encourages them 

11io grow cane. This syetem is the most suitable for condi
~ions in India for reasons previously discussed. . -

Advantages and disadvantages of each system,. 
From the -point of sugar manufacturers only two cori

'$iderations are necessary-the certainty of a steady supply of 
(!a.ne and a. ch.eaper production. · 

1. Estate sgstem.-As the cane is grown by the ad
ministration, it has a perfect control on the cane supply. 
Consequently th.ere are no stoppages of the mill due to 
shortage of cane. As regards the cost of- production, with 

[ .the exception of J a.v~, it ~__t__Qeen found possible to· raise 
1 rca.ne a.s· cheaply as IS the case under other systems, because 
. the ·management of an estate involves an organization, 

(
~equiring hig investment on account of certain expenditure 
.such a.s ·quarters for the employee. , hospital, schools, churches, 
!places of amusement, stores, workshops, &c. On small pla.nta

. ltions s11ch an investment involves a comparatively greater over-
head expense. The case of Java is exceptional, and it seems, 
t'ha.t is the only system ~which will make it possible to secure 

\"cane for :the fact.ories in Java. · I_n .this case the cost of cane 
1 is not affectei by the fluctuations. of the sugar market, which 

I is the ca;;e wit,h C!tne grown under all other systems. Con-. 
~equently, w~th lowe~ pric~s for s~gar, this system~ is found 
to be expensive.. With higher prices for sugar, thts SJstem 
will be more economical. It is very difficult to obtain com-
parative ligures t() show that the cost of growing cane by this 
.system is htgh, because in the countries named above, this 
is the only system in practice. In Cuba I saw both the 
.syiltems, and ,there. it was_ found, that with price for raw 
.sugar at 2 cents a lb., the Colona system was economic. There 
is no doubt, however, that the cost .of growing cane in 
Hawaii, Porto Rico and British Guiana is ~onsiderably high._:.~ 
as may be seen from below:- '" ) 

HBwaii. . . I British GniaruJ 
I I II I IU I IV I v 

$ . $ $ $ $ $ 

6st of oano per ton 4-!17 4:88 4·61 418 4-65 4·00 
. at the mill. 

.. R• . Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. 
'· 1~·81 '14··9 18·89 ·U·39 13·95 1i-o<l 
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. In Porto Rico, the cost of cane .at the miJl is in the 
neighbourhood of $6 a ton. In Ha.waii and British Guiana, the 
conditions of cane growing were such, that there· was no_ 
other possible system under wl:li9h cane could be grown. In 
the Hawaiian island1.1, with the exception of the east part of the 
island of Hawaii, cultivation of cane was impossible without 
the provision of irrigation water. Tb is needed so much 
capital that it. was not- within the means of the .farmers,.. 
This can be recognized from the fact, that more than 1 ~ 
million dollars have been spent on irrigation projects in 
Hawaii. On the island of Hawaii, rainfall is more . than 
enough for growing cane, but there the chancter of the 
country presents such difficulties for transporta-tion· of cane, 
that this could no~ have been secured by the farmers without 
the help of capital .. In British Gufana, the chief question is 
the drainage All the land on which cn.ne is grown, ia 
situated along the coast, which is .below the level of the high 
tide of the sea. This needed not only big dams along the 
estate to prevent the sweeping of t.he·land by the high· tide, 
b~t it needed a very. expensi.ve system of drainage, if cane 
was to be growri successfully. All this required capital. 
Besides, :aritish Guiana had practically no popuhtion to · 
cultivate sugarcane. It had. to import con~iderable labour 
from India. This explains, why British Guiana an~ Hawaii 
had no alternative but to follow this system. · In Porto Rico, 
on the other hand, there; was a farming community, but 
after the American occupation, American capital found its 
way to Porto Rico. Land, conld be bought at that . timo 
easily. The result. has been, that a farming community is 
on the point of extinction in Porto Rico. ·rhis is a. great 
national loss and on this account in a country where a farm~l 
ing community already exists, it is not good to turn .indepen
dent farmers into a gang of labourers, who feel no interest, 
whatsoever in the land. In Porto Rico, at present there· is 

. plenty of labour, but there is a complaint, th~tt labourers do 
·not take any interest in the cultivation of cane. As a resul~ .. 
cost of cultivation is very high. The case of Java, I have 
a.lready dealt wi+-h. . . · · · 

, . . It will be evident from above; that this· .system, though 
1t gives a perfect control on the. cane supply, is followed in 
those countries as a necessity. ·In Indh, it is not possible to 
~row cane by this system in the existing localit-ies, where cane 
IS grown, due to the difficulty o~ obta!ning la~d. either . by 
purchase or by _lease. Secondly, m Indu~o, there 1s. a· brmmg 
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co:m,munity, which is alre~dy growing cane. There is no 
doubt, ,that at present at least on the Deccan canals cane is 
being grown at a considerably high cost, .but I believe, that 
the competiti.on that will be created by the· increase in cane 
area, :will res.ult in the rrduction of the cost of production. 
Thirdly, .on account of the .impossibility of growing cane 
witb,out ·a system of rotation, a considerable area would be 
required to raise the necessary ,crop. The rotation crops 
increase. complication and expense. 

2. Tlte. Oolona ~ystem.-The advantages of this. syste~ 
are many. As the land belongs to the company, and as the 
colona are bound to grow and sell cane to the factory, there 
is a certainty of cane supply. Secondly, it saves a good deal 
,of worry and investment. ·.The third advantage is, it leaves 

! all the risk in cane growing due either to less rainfall or cane 
i pre~-~~ tb~ ~()!g.na~_Thil?.:.i~ .. lls. _great ~d~a.E~· In Cuba, 
I fliave se-en the enormous loss cal:i6eu to the estate by cane 
fire~. On one .e:>tate managed by the company, more than 
2,000 acre.3 were burnt, ot which the company could uot re
cover even one-half. With the Colona system, this losl::l has 
to be borne by the· colona, who are .naturally verv vigilant 
to see that no fire is caused. In this !'ystem, as the cane is 
paid according to the price of raw sugar, it is obtained cheap-

. er with low prices of sugar. With high prices ~or sugar, 
colona cane. beco1.0es costly, but this does not come in the 
way of the norma.! profit of the factory. The schedule of 
payment is based on a certain percentage of sugar (4j to 
7j per cent.) in Cuba qn the weight of the cane in such a 
way, that it leaves a Iair margin of profit to the ma~ufactur
ers. In fact, with high prices, both the manufacturers and 
tM colona ar:e benefited; This system is not suitable for 
conditions in India, as it involves an ownership of the land 
sufficient for growing ~he required amount of cane . 

. 3 . ... Mixed ~ystern~:_ I have already :Iiefer red to tt ;:-
advantages of this system. '£he ~up ply of . cane from the; 
farmers under this system, •is . v_ery irregul~r, and that is one r 
of the reasons why the fa.cto1y has to grow Its own cane so as: 
to maintain a ste:tdy .supply of cane.. It combmes . the\ 
advanta.ges of both the ~ystems. This will not work well in 

\ 
India., beca~se there is tb~ competition wi~h t.he gur indust~y 
as well a.s w1th other crops. In oth~r countnes, SU!!arca.oe 1s 

1 the .most paying crop, 'and there is practically no competition. 
I.There is no alternative for the disposal of the crop, and cane 
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·has to be sold to the factory. Such is not the ·case in 
India.. . · 

· 4. Co-operative system.~ I have already. di~cus!led th~l 
advantages of this system, and shown why 1t IS th.e onl.11 
system, under which it 'Yill be pos~i~le to sec~ue ?ane m ~hell 
existing cane area. Th1s syste~ ~s m ~peratwn. m St. K1ttS)j 
and Antigua, and a short descnptwn will be of use. . l 

The factory in St. Kitts is. the result. of .agreements 
between a group of owners of sugar estates and a c.:>mpany 
formed in Loudon. Under these, the. company agreed to 
erect and work a sugar factory, and the. estate owners agreed 
to plant a minimum area with cane for a period .of 15 years. 
The uapital was raised by_sha.res and debentures. :The con
ditions of cane supply we!6J :-:-· 

(1) The planters will receive the price of 4! per ceiit. 
sugar on cane, the price of sugar being that of U6° test 
sugar f. o. b. St. Kitts. Payment is made every week, 
and the average price of sugar for the weel(is taken for-
caloulltion. · • · 

(2) After 15 years, when the borrowed capital is 
supposed to be paid up, the plan tars will be given shares 
equal in number to the original shares of the comvany 
and a price of 5! ptJr cent. sugar on the weight of cane 
will be paid to the estate owners. · · 

(3) The cane supplied must be of such a quality as 
to show 1·7 lbs. of sucrose. per Imperial gallon in the 
crusher or first mill juice without dilution. · -

(t) All cane is to be delivered by the planters to the 
trucks placed on the nearest switch. . · 

(5) Cane must-be well stripped .and topped so as to
eliminate unripe part of the cane . .-

(6) The cane must be supplied between 1st Febru
ary and 31st July of every year. in amounts that will be. 
decided by the company. 

At the end of each season, they were to receive a bonus
equal to half the profitH o! the factory, after proper chargesfj 
h!l.d been made for workmg expenses, interest and sinking:: 
~11nd. ':J?he latter was planned so as to pay off all the capital/' 
1h & period of 15 years, so that after that period, the estate; 
ownerS' would have half the interests of the factory. 
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The chief point of this system is that the planters get 
half the interest in tlie factory. In addition to getting the 
usual price for catre . they· get a bom;s. .In actu.al practice 
t,he estate owners obtamed so much pmie for cane, that under 
·no other system the~ could h!J.ve obtained se much.- · 

It should be remembered, that when this scheme waao 
first put forth in Antigua, there was much hesitancy con
cerning its successful operation. Consequently only a 
limited number of estate owners joined -the factory. As .the 
scheme successfully worked in practice even with a limited 
number of contracting proprietors, the other estate owners 
clearly saw the advantages and later joined the factory, but 
they do ~ot obtain the, advantage of becoming possessed of 
shares represeating one half of the factory. 'fhey are called 
new contracting proprietors. In Antigua factory at the com
pletion of 15 years, cane was supplied ' to the facliory as 
below:- · 

-original contracting proprieto~s .. . 37'70 per cent . 
• New do. do. 57·55 , 

Peasants· 4"75 , 

100·00 
" . 

, I believe such a co-operative scheme will successfully 
work jn India. It is likely, that many cane growers may not 
join the scheme in the beginning as was the C[!ose both in 
Antigua and St. Kitts, but time will not be far dista.nt when 
they would realize the advantages of entering into co-opera
tive partnership of this sort. The pioneer factory will have 
to pass through this stage, before it will be able to secure the 
co·oper~.tion of all thE!-cane growers; 

I \ . . 
Vll. Economic Size of Sugar Factories . 

. The size of sugar factories in different countries shows a 

\ 

great :variation._ In Louisiana, plants w~th a. dai~y grinding 
capacity of 500-1,000 tons are common while m Cuba a 
modern unit has a capacity of 2,500~3,000 tons. There are 

"quite a few factories in Cuba, which have a grinding capacity 
froiD ,_6,000 to· 9,000 tons· of cane a day. In Porro Rico, 

' . 
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plants ·with a c:pacity of ·1,ooo tons of cane a day ar& I 
common, though a few have a .capacity fro~ Z,OOO to 410,0() 
tons of cane per day. In the West Indies and British 
Guiana, majority of plants have a (lapa.oity of 500 to 1,00() 
tons of cane a day. In Hawaii plants with a grinding 
capacity above a 1,000 tons are common, while in Java. 
majority of the factories have a grinding capac~ty of 500 t() 
1,000 tons of cane per day. Out of. these, plantation .white
sugar is directly made from cane only in Louisiana and Java. 
It is obvious from above, that the minimum capacity for a 
profitable working of a modern fac'tory" is considered to. he 
500 tons of cane per day. This ·point is of importance~ Jt. . 

BlloUld be remembered, that all advantages in modern ' 
sugar fl!ctories are ·secured · on account of . production on . 
a big scale. 

It is obvious that bigger · plants have a great many 
advaJ].tages over small ones. . With smaller plants, the· over
head expense, the investment and interest is comparatively 
much greater, because no matter what the size of' the plant 
is, a miaimum sup~rvising staff such 11.s the manager, super
intendent, chemist and the engineer will be nece&sary. With 
very big plants such as are ftmnd in Cuba, grinding upwards. 
of 6,000 tons of cane per day the overhead expenses are much 
lower, because high salaried men indicated above are not 
duplicated. This is one of the reasons, why in Cuba· the- . 
manufacturing cost ia low, ~v.~_I!. though labour has to be paid 
v~ry .high. In-uutia";-"'the 'big factories coriSis~ 

-tandems, which afford a special advantage, and thatlS;t~ 
Pfant is n(lver closed for cleaning. Every Sunday each't: 
tandem is closed ~lternately for a few hours for cleaning.!< 
This increases the efficiency of the factory and decreases the:!' 
supervision charges considerably. Jt is·often said, that with' 
such big factories which involve the duplication. of the
"YJ~>ohinery, the staff is also duplicated.. This is true so far as 

. . : 1ow salaried men are concerned, but the high salaried 
st<)ff such as the engineer, chemist, superintendent, &c., is 
not duplic11ted. Thus big factories have all the advantages. 
over s~all. ones. The chief P?int with big factories is the·' 
ec«;>nomic distance of transportation. In Cuba transportation 
seems to be cheap and rapid, and factories are able to obtain 
SP')plies over a longer distance. 

-~ 

'rhe study of the factories in different countries leads. 
me to think, that the size of the factory mostly depends upo?-
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the amount of cane and the period available for· grinding. 
Cane supply in turn depends upon the size of the estate, the 
~~na~!!_!ai~~<LP~!... acre and the ~01;nio distance of trans
portatiOn So far I saw the biggest·-estates·grOWing cane 
anywhere froru 30,000 to 60,000 acres only in Cuba. In all 
other countries, the size of the estate is considerably smaller, 
the common size being 2,000 acres or more under cane. In 
Cuba it was possible to have such big estates, as th!'l sugar 
factories could obtain forest land which is still in abundance 
in Cuba. In fact, inany of the· centrals in Cuba opened the 
country by deforesting land and planting cane. That is the 
reason, why Cuba has such big estates. Th~ clearing of the 
forests involved a whole lot of expense,. and could not have 
been carried on a small scale. 

_ - With the exception of Louisiana and Java, in all other 
cane sugar countries, sugarcane is the only crop that is 
,grown on the same land year a.fter year without any rotation. 
I The result is,- _the cane--area--rs--muc1r more concentrated. 
This is still more helped by the fact, that, except in S•Jme of 
the islands of Hawaii. sugarcane is grown on rainfall alone. 
Consequently cane can be grown all over the estate on small 
hills or hollows without any necessity for levelling, which is 
not possible when cane is to be grown under irrigation. On 
-a.coount of these two f11.cts cane area is more concentrated, 
which consequently decreases the distance of transportation. 
This is alfeated· to a certain exterit-by-thtr-low yields obtained 
under uncertain conditions of rainfaJI. The only place, 
where heavy yields p.re obtained, is Hawaii but there a two 
years' cane is grown.· · 

. With estates growing cane under rainfall alone, the size 
of the estate depends-upon the dis!iancA from which cane can 
be transported economically. Leaving aside Cuba, Porto 
Rico and Louisiana, where the public rail-road affords verl 
cheap rates for cane transportation, making it possibl(,i / 
the factories to obtain cane from distances up to 40 rn;;; ~,
in all other countries.the average distance of transportation 
varies from 6 to 10 miles. 'l'his· seems to be the economic 
limit in ~hose countries. 

The available· . grinding period varies : in different 
countries. In Lomsiana the period is only 2 month~, wb;~ 1 

in Cuba it is 6 months, though centrals in the eastern pt~ '·· 
of Cuba can grind 8 to. 9 months.. In the West 1ndies .the 
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season lasts for 4 months. In British Guiana, there are two. 
seasons, the total period available for grinding being 6 to 7 
months. In Hawaii grinding· period is '6 to 8 months, while 
in Java it is only 3 months. It is obvious that countries, 
having a short grinding season, will necessarily have to 
instal bigger factories in order to finish the grinding in the 
required period. This means· more investment and· more 
upkeep because the machinery is practically idle during the 
greater' part of the year. In Cuba and Hawaii, where longer, 
grinding- period is available, the expense· for interest and 
depreciation is much less but it should be remembered, a 
longer grinding period may. result in greater loss in some 
countries like Java and the. West Indies, because in those 
countries the ripening period is short, which is fot]owed· by 
an over-ripening period. Under such cirqumstauces, if the 
grinding period is prolonged,: it results in obtaining an .QY_er-
~~~~~~~~r consider~,) 

Taking into consideration the above facts, it is impossible 
to have very Hg f~:~.ctories ~:Qove 1,000 tons grinding capacity 
in the Bombay Deccan. Fn~>tty, -sugarcane--has to be grown 
under irrigation for which canal water is necessary. As 
previously said,. almost all the. land on which cane is grown 
is owned by farmers, whose love for land is so well.known. 
Besides 'the extreme fragmentation of land and multiplicity 
of interests' preclude any hope of securing large areas for· 
the factory; Even in places, where riew canals are proposed 
to be opened, it is very difficult to purchase land from the 
owners, unless an exhorbitant price is offered, which will be 
very expensive. 

Secondly, in the Bombay. Deccan the agricultural 
practice in cane growing districts is to grow rotation crops 
with cane. It" is impossible to grow cane yealiilteTyeat-t>ft
the same land without a rotation as is so common in Hawaii 
where also cane is grown under irrigation for the hst 

. 40 years. lu the Deccan, where cane is beincr grown on 
canals for the same 1>eriod, it does not pay to t~e a second 
rn.t?on. 'rhe rotati.on followed is a three, years' rotatwn. 
This means there will have to be three times the area of land 
to have the same acreag~ under cane. To this will have to. 
b~ adde~ some area, whiCh is unsuitable for cane growing 
for. varwus reasons such as hollows, wastes and swamps 
which are commonly met with in the canal area. ' 
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. · Thirdly, as sugp.rcane is an entirely irrigated crop, lands 
have t_o be levelled before irrigation can b~ practised. It is 
not possible to follow the system . of opanina furrows alona 
conto~! lines, which dispense with levelling a~ is practised i~ 
Hawau, because that system needs a. gradual slope which 
is not obtained in the canal area. In Hawaii almost all the 
cane land is situated along the hill sides, which have a 
gradual slope. In the Deccan all the land above the level 

· of the canal water, cannot ·ba irrigated unless water is 
. pumped and used, which at least under present conditions is 
too expensive. • 

All these facts show that an enormous area of land will 
have. to be purchased or brought under control to have 
sufficient cane, if a. bigger fa:ctory is to· be operated. This 
will increase the distance of transportation, which will be 
expensive.. There is, however, one advantage in growing 
cane under 'irrigation, and that is the average yield will b~ 
considerably higher than what is usually obtained under 
rainfall conditions. While the yietds in other countries, 
where cane is grown on rainfall alone, is between 20 to 2!> 
tons of cane per acre, in Java it is 40 tons while, on the 
Deccan canals the average is about 35 tons. It is thus 
obvious how impracticable. it will'be to have large sized 

.factories of 2,000 tons and .over. At the same time, for a 
profitable working, the minimum size should' have about 500 
tons grinding capacity. · ,. . . . 

In the Bombay Deccan, it is· quite possible to have a 
longer grinding season. The dry period, during which 
grinding is done, extends from November on to the following 
June. It is quite possible to obtain cane for grinding in 

• December. There is always some cane left. over from the 
previous year, which is usually ground in- N9vember or 
December. This will give a.· six months grinding season. 
Deducting the weekly shutdo-wns ana. holidays,. 150 days will 
be available for grindin~. · ;.. 

·. Taking 35 tons as the avera.ge·yielct- o( cane per_acre on 
the Deccan canals a.nd taking 120. days as the average 
working days during the grinding season, a. 500 a.n~ 1,00(} 
. ton factories would require 1, 700 and 3!400 acres u?d~r, 
·cane respectively which, I believe,. is po~~1ble _to, find w1thm1 

\ 

a radius of 10 miles; Therefore, for cond1t10ns m_~he Bombay 
\Deccan a 500 to 1 000 ton plant will be most smtable .. 
\ ' ' "' ' 
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vm. Harvesting and Transport~tion of Cane. 

Harvesting of cane.- Cane cutti~;~g is exclusive-ly done 
by hand· so far.., Even though a great im~rovement in 
mechanical equipment of ca~e sugar factones has taken 
place during the last 25. years, which has se~ured grea.ter 
efficiency and economy m labour, so far no sUitable outtmg 
machine has come into existence. In the Louisiana planter 
appears an advertise~ent of ~he. Luce cane h~rvester, w?ich 
is said to do the cuttmg, stnppmg and toppmg operatiOns. 
During my visits to various sugar estates, I did not· come
across any estate using this machine. I was told that it was 
tried in Louisiana and Cuba, but it proved to bA a failure. 
The practical difficulties are (1) it requires a straight erect 
cane which is rarely met with in the fields, (2) it requires a 
uniform height of cane to secure uniform topping which is 

·also an impossibility, (3) a more even ~eld is necessary so 
that cutting can be done as filose to the ground as possible. 

After the cane is out, the neJ.t operation is to strip the 
· cane of its leaves. This is also done by human labour. In 
countries, where labour is scarce and. near, it becomes to() 
expensive. to strip the cane, and so it is a practice to- burn 

. the cane before cutting. Jn raw sugar manufacture, this 
• does not make any difference so long cane is ground within 

18 hours. This practice is very coD;~mon in Hawaii .and t~e 
West Indies. In Cuba cane is also burnt, bul:'-tuis is due to. 
incendiary causes. Burning of the cane causes some loss 
and should not b~ followed, unless one has to, on ac~ount o£ 
the labour situation. · . · · · 

After the cane is stripped, it is either loade.d directly to. 
the bullock cart or rail road cars or other means of transpor- · 
tation. This iE! still done by manual Jabour, Machines are 
being tried in RawcJ.ii to do the loading. Expensive and 

•1-,.,avy machinery would- be necessary to do this operation, 
.• .Vhich would have to travel the entire field to pick up the.· 
_cane. This would increase the oper~:~.ting expenses. So far-
no cheaper method has been evolved. · 

Transportation of oane.-'l'ransportation of -cane is ef 
great importance in the cane sugar indul!try. lt Ct>lll;tfo!<l \ 
the S\lpply of cane to the mill. In countries, where trans• 
portation syst~m _is good, a reguiar a.nd steady supply of 
cane to the mdlts aasured. It ts thts fact, ,that directly 

B 72--Jo 
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affects th~ciency-aS-weii as the fp.el. problem_. of sugar 
factories. In all transportation systems, 'it is essential to 
deliver the cane to the mills in as short a time as possible, 
after it is out, because the raw material is of such a oharao-
, ter thu.t it is liable to deterioration, which, starts from the 
time the cane is cut. Hence in order to minimize loss 
through this source-; cane has to he delivered to the mill in 
't!!e shortest time possible._... Besides, the raw material is of a 
1lu1ky--natiire, and hence cannot -be . carried over long dis- . 
tauces without incurring great expense. So far the maxi
mum di~tance of transRort~tioo from. the field to the factory, 
that I saw,. was abouqo miles in Cuba. The greater tb,e 
dist~;~.nce of transportation the greater the· area the factory 
can ~ommand,' and thH greater will be the size of the factory 
and the less the overhead expense. On the contrary, 'the 
greater the _distance of transportation, the more expensive 
. it is to transport the cane. The economic distance of trans· 
portatiou will dt:lpend on the cost of tra-nsportation per ton 
of cane to the factory. · 

In order to know the transportation system that will 
be suitable for conditions in India, it is necessary, to know 

·the conditions under which the different systems work. There 
are a. bout 6 principle systems· in use in . the various ·sugar 

-countries. They are (l) bullock. cai:ts, (2) traction car 
s~ste~, (3) ~ane flumes, (4) wire trolly, (5) canals and 

· tti) railroad.~. . .... 

1. Bullock c(u·ts.- This system is used to a very 
.limited extent. When cane fields are situated very near the 
factory, cane is sent directly to_ the mill through bullock 

'carts .. In ·countries, where pot:table track is not used as is 
the case in Cuba, where the maximum distance from the 
field ·to ·the nearest switch ma.y be about. 3,0,0U feet 

· i. e., a little oyer half a mile, cane is 'loaded in bullock Ol!-rt~ •. 
in the field, and carried tu the nearest switch, where it ( 

·weighed, before it i~< put in the railroad cars. In Cuba tlie-
· use of or~linary wheels to cane carts i~ attended with breaks 
and tAmporary stopp!tges. Besides, when there is mud in 
the field. and on roads due to rain, which -sometimes 
pappens, it is ditlioult to use these <·arts. _To obviate this 

·difficulty, truss wheels are used on some estates. ThAy work 
like a caterpillar. 'l'he.v carry more load, are durable, and 
wotk'satisfactorHy, eYen when the fields are wet. However; . . 
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the truss wheels are very expensive iri first cost and might 
prove economical'in countries like Cuba, 'Yhere both labour 
and material is expensive. · 

The cane is lifted from the bullock carts by p11.ssing 
chains below the cane, and lifting the whoJe load. For this· 
purpose, an overhead carrier operated either by a team of 
oxen or an engine is used. As the load is lifted in the air, H 
is weighed and is then transferred to the car. · 'l'his weighing 
is essential, as the planters are paid on thit1 weight. A sec'>nd 
weighing is -done at the mill to serve as a basis for che!Dical 
control. 

2. Traction car s.IJstem.-This system 'is ·used to :!L 
very limited extent in H<~.waii.. Its use is limited to loc'¥• 
ities, where r!!.ilwar transportation is not possible. In tbis 
system a number of wheel carts loaded with cane, are driven 
by a traction engine or a· motor engine on a pu~lic road. 
This system is an alternative to the railroad system, and . is 
in no way a good substitute. • · 

3. Oane flumes.-Fluming i~ the\1ole system of trans~ 
portation used in the north and soutll·Hilu Di~tricts of the 
isl>t.nd of Hawaii. Considering tile topogmphy of the. land, 
and specially the deep gulches that traverse the country, .it · 
seems to be the most economical and satisfactory system-for 
conditions in Hawaii to-day. The two necessary conditions 
to operate this system satisfactorily, are a steep gradient and 
an abundance of flowing water, both of which ar.e present in 
the Hilo District. 'fhere is plenty of rain, and mountain . 
stre!1ms are running most of the time, which 011.n · be easily 
used on the fields on account of the gradient. Can~ does not 
need any irrigation. 

. Cane flumes consist of V shaped wooden gutte.rs or 
troughs placed upon light wooden trestles, so . graded as to 
give the necessary gravity to the flow of water, in which the 
cane is placed. In this way, cane is carried over deep 
gulches and ravines. Portable flumes are used to transport 
cane from the field to the main flumes, from wbin,h 1t is 
taken to the mill. Port~~.ble. flumes, however, are responsible 
for the fi~rne jams, which cause .an irregular supply of. c~ne 
to the m1ll. On account of thts, pP.rman~nt main flumes 
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· ~r~ being extended on the estates. One est~te has erected 
.. an Armco iron flume. It is considered to be 'an ideal carie 
fi.~me, as not only it is water tight, but the cane flows more 

. r.a:pjdly. It is, however, very expensive in initial cost. . . . . 

! ~On some estates the flume water is used for generating 
tUj~rio power whiQh operates pumps and centrifuga 't 
~~chines. · · · · 

, .. .The fluming systeni extends anywhere from: 9 miles to as 
''high as 60 miles in length. The comparative cost of trans-
. portation on one estate was l!.B' below:-

Track. Portable flume. Main flume, · 
$ - $ $ 

Cost_per ton of C!Lne ... 0"470 0"601 0"585 

On different estates. the· cost vades from 50-70 cents 
• per ton. ·Considering the average distance of transportation, 

· this is more expensive than 1the rail road system. It is in 
· operation only in Hawaii and cannot be used in other places. 

rrhis system, however, is much more slow than a railway 
system. - , 

4. Wire trolly system.-On some estates, small loads 
of ctt.ne are transported by wire trollies -Over deep gullies. 
The cane is carried to the main station, where i~ is delivered 
into railroad cars. This system requires a steep gradient to 
give a proper speed to the load and is used, where flume 

· system is not · practicable owing to shortage of water for 
· fluming. This system is used to a limited extent and is , 
confined to a few estates in HawA.ii. 

- 5. Oanals.-Tbis system is used in British Guiana and 
to a limited extent in Louisiana, where river transportation 

·. _is possible. In Britsh 9'uiana, land on which cane is grown, 
·is situated along the coast, which is below the level of the 
high tide of the sea. Besides rainfall is much more than is . 

. required. Consequently drainage is a big problem in Briti~l- ~-. 
·:uuiana. In order to prevent the inrush of tide water on t,_,_ 
· cane fields, sE:)a dams have to. l:e maintained. Besides .,~-/ -
· purposes of drainage, irrigation and transportation, nuruerous 
. 'canals, drains, ana cross drains have to be maintained. 
Water is _used for irrigation in case of drought. Every 

· estate has generally a reservoir of water, which supplies 
water to the na.vigation canal. Drainage is usually obtain
ed by open drains with a natural outflow into the sea or 

· · river through sluice gates, which are closed during the 
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ptlriod of high tide. T~ following sketch gives an idea of ~ 
lay of a cane estate in Bf!.ti~h Guiana.:-_ · 
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The t:ane is loaded in punts kep~ in side canals; From t4e 
field to the punt ·cane is carried on head, the distance being
not more than 200 feet. Punts are small rectangular shaped 
barges ts' X 28' X 3' with wooden bottom, each lJUnt holdi.r;1g on 
an average 3 tons of cane. Usually 6 punts are dr~ven by a. 
mule, which walks along the side of the navigation canal to 
the factory. It should be remembered, that there is praotic
ally no flow to the water in the navigation canal and trans· 
portation is easy. This is the cheapest of all the transporta•. 
tion systems, though not as rapid as the railroad system. 
I"Jl~e cost of transportativn per ton of cane -on some of the , 

.... tes was as below:- · .... 
-1 

Cents. Cents. 

Loading 19 10 

Labour for transporting . 3'0 6 

Cost of transportation ex- 22 16 . 
elusive of cost of punts. 
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The essential fe~tture of this system is an abundance of 
water with as little flow as possible, and a network of naviga~ 
tion can~ls, which are owned and operated by the company. 
In India we have irrigation canals owned by the State, but 
these cannoh be used for transporting cane, because the 
canals· are not flo.wing an the days during the grinding., 
season, which is necessary if they are to be used for trails-' 
portmg cane. Secondly, there is a current to the water; 
consequently canals can be used for transporting cane only 
from fields situated to the upper end of the canal to the 
factory .. For fields situate4 to the lower end of the canal 
froi:n the factory, cane bas to be carried against the current 
of water. which means more power. Thirdly, a canal will 
have to be dug from the irrigation canal to the factory for 
which extra water wall be necessary. In case it is not done, 
cane will have to be carried from the fields to the punts in 
the irrigation canal, and again transferrecl from the punts to 
the bullock carts or any other means of transportation to the 
mill, because it is not possible to have a net work of naviga
tion canals, unless ther13 ·is an abundance of water. This 
lo~ding and . unloading of cane will be very expensive.
Besides, the presence of water in the navigation cana.ls will 
affect t_he drainage of the land considerably. Taking all 
these things into consideration, the use of irriglltioQ. canals 
for transporting cane from -the fields to the mill is not practi
cable on the Deccan canals. 

- 6. Railroarl system:-This is the standard system of 
transp..,rting cane used by majority . of the factories. The 
other systems are used in countries, where railroad trans
port~~.tion is not possible either on account of the topography 
of the land, as is the case on the island of Hawaii or on 
account of economy. There is ·no doubt, that railroad 
transportation is the fastest, and cane can 'be'bronght to 
the mill in the shortest time possible, thus reducing the los a-

through deterioration to a"'minimum. 

In the majority :of cases,· the railroads are owned ~nd 
operated by the company. In fact the building of the rail
road was necessary to transport cane to the factory. In 
certain pa~ts of Cuba,_ in Porto Rico and Louisianat there 
are public:t.r~.ilroad!!, which are used for transporting cane. 
In Cuba; it is common under such circumstances to own 
either locorilOtives or cane cars or both, in which case the 
u~e of railroad is hired. This is done wit]l the object of 
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having the transportation under the control of the estate so 
as to ~e able to regulate the cane supply In all other 
countries. railroad-4 ar11 owned by the company. From the 
point of security of cane supply, the o~nership and ·the· 
operation of the railroad by the com~any 1s. the best, thou~h 
it is more expensive than the pubho or State ownership. 
Where public railroad is a.vailable, it is better to own cane 
oars and locomotives, so that tramportation will be under 
the control of the company.· In Cuba where both the 
systems are in use, the relatiye cost of transportation is as 
below:- · 

Cr"ban railroaQ..-35 ·cents a ton for 40 kilometers 
(i.e., o·St; cents per ton per kilometer), less 30 per cent. 
if locomotives are owned by the company,· less ·1.0 per 
cent. if cane cars are owned by the company.- 'l'his 
works at :35, :!4·5, 31·5 cents per ton of cane for ~0 
kilometers or o·ss, 0'1'11, 0'79 of a cent per ton of ca.ne 
per kilometer, respectively. 

Company rail1'oad.-2· cents a ton per. kilometer 
for 25 kilometers. Thus, though the transportation by 
the company· railroad is· more expensive, it is considered 
desirable from the point of securing a control in the 
matter of cane supply. 

The gauge used for the railroad varies a good dea1. €o 
far there is no standard practice. 1 t, however, depends updn 
the size of the factory und ·upon the gauge used by tlie publio 
railroad, if it be in the vicinity The standard gauge is 
used by very few factories. 'fhere are of course J;Dany 
advantages with a standard gauge railroad. 'The cane cars 
are big and have a greater cap11.city, being about 20 tons of 
cane rer car as against 10 to 12 tons with metre gauge cars. 
Besides, the locomotives have a greater carrying capacity. 
Consequently the charges of maintenance, interest, deprecia .. 
tion, &c., are comparatively much smaiJer with standard 
gauge railroad. It is, however, more expensive· in initial 
cost, and unless the factory is very big, or unless there is a 
prospect of developing the country and encouraging more 
traffic, it will be more expensive. In Cuba, where the fact-: 
ories are very big with a grinding capauity of ~.000 to 8,000 
tons of cane per day, standard gauge is used only by moden1 
centrals or by centrals situated near the Cuba.n·-railroad. 
All other centrals u~e the meter gauge, because they ·were 
constructed at a t1me when meter gauge was in common 
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. practice, though it is now recognized that standard gauge. 
is more economic in the end, -

In St. Kitts ai).d Antigua, the railroad is constr.ucted by 
the company. 'J~here is no public railroad as the islands are 
'Small and there is no other traffic for the railway except the 
transportation of cane. Under such circumstances, standard 
gauge would have been more expensive. In these two i~
lands 30" gauge is used. The total length is about 25 miles, 
the weight of the rails being 30 lbs. per yard~ The cane cars 

· :are of 'Small size, each carrying about 3 tons of cane. 12 ton 
locomotives are used for drawing the cane ca,l's, each locomo
tive having a capacity to draw 60 to 80 tons,.of cane or about 
20-25 cars. For small size plant with about a 1,000 ton 

• grinding capacity, this will be a cheaper system, especially· 
when the railroad can efPect to secure no other traffic. 

For conditions in· India railway transportation is the 
most suitable. The gauge .that should be used depends upon 
the gauge of the' public railroad in the vicinity of the factory. 
In India railroad can sec;ure· Jot of other freight besides cane 
and sugar. Farmers in India do not grow cane only, as is the 
case in other countries, but grow rotation crops as well. In 
the sugar cane dia.tricts, a great quantity of fertilizer, such a.s 
oilcakes, :fish and mineral fertilizers, is required which demands 
transportation. Besides transporting cane, factories will have 
to ship their sugar through railroad cars to distant places. 
Most of the factories are and will be situated i.n the interior, 
and a.s all the sugar is consurued in the country, it is desirable 

_to have the same gauge as is used by the nearest railroad so 
as to.be able to ship the sugar and molasses'directly without 
any transhipment to distant places. . _ 

· In India the construction of a railroad is not an easy 
matter, because it involves the ownership of land which the. 
farmers are generally unwilling to sell. This is one of the 

. matters in the sugar industry for which a State help is . 
!llecessary in procuring land for constructing a railroad, which; 
I believe, can be obtained. . 

Th.e cost of transportation varies_in different countries, 
. depending upon local conditions of labour, material and 
distance of . transportation. . The following :figures for the 

-- year 1922 are given solel.Y as a. matter of information:-
On the public railroad in Cuba: 35 cents per ton 

o0f cane for 40 kilometers, less 30 per cent. for locomo-
. tives, less 10 pex: cent. for cane cars. · 
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On private railroad owned and operated by the 
company : 50 cents per tQn of cane for 25 kilometers. 

On public l'Bilroad in Porto Rico per ton of can~. 
lWomcter~. · Cfjnts, 

-5-10 39 
10-15 45 
i5-20 .•• 50 

.20-25 56 
25-30 69 

. 30-35 62 

85-40 62 

St. Kitts:· average distance of transportation 6 
miles i.e., about 9} kilometers ~.t (shillings) perlong 
ton of cane equal to 57 cents per short ton of cane.· 

The figures . worked on · .th·e . basis of cost· per' short ton 
per mile are as below:-

Public railroad in Cuba • ·. 1'5 cents (based on 

Company ,, , , 

Public ,, , Porto Rico 

, , , ,, 
Company , , St~ Kitts 

I 

40 kilometers). · 

3"2 ·cents (based on 
25 kilometers) .. 

2·5 cents (based on 
40 kilometers); · 

4'0 cents (base:d on .. 
20· kilometers). 

. . . 
9'5 cents (based on 

" 9l kilometers). 

It iii obvious from above that as the distance of trans
portation increases, th.e cost per ton of cane per mile de-. 
creases, though the total cost of transportation per ton of can~ 
at the mill goes higher. I~ Cuba, the installation of big 
factories, unhea.rd of in any other part of the world became 
possible mainly on account of cheap and rapid transportation, 
which has_ made it economically possible to obtain sufficient 
supply of cane from longer distances, snd I believe, the 
provision of a good transportation system, which will be 
cheap aud rapid, and also under the control of the factory, 
if that be possible; is an essential factor jn the successful 
operation of a modern sugar factory. 
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IX. Unloading of Cane. 
·\-. 

· When the ·cane cars come to the factory yard, they are 
weighed, before th~y are unloaded. The different unloading 
devices, in use in different countries are : (1) a grab and a 
derrick, (2) cane rake, (3) c_hain sling and a. hoist, (4) Wick's 

. unloader, and (?) car du,mp. 

(1) Grab and a den-jcl&.-This device is commonly used 
in ~ouisiana. It consists of a long horizontal beam mount
ed on a steel frame, to which a grab is attached. The steel. 
frame, and along with it,. the beain, pivots upon a gear wheel, 
and makes a complete circle, so that cane can be unloaded 
in any direction. 'rhe grab is suspended by wire cables, and 
moves back and forth by means of 4 wheels m.oving on the 
beam. Generally .a two cylinder steam engine is used to 
drive the derrick and the grab. In some factories, electric 
power is used to operate the derrick. 

. As the cane cars come in the yard, the grab is lowered 
from the derrick into the oar. Grab consists of curved 

. pointed strong teeth, usually about 8 in number, which can 
be made to open and close at will. After the grab is lowered 
into the car, on account of its own weight, and also the 
sharpness of the teeth, it pierces through the mass of canes, 
after which the t~eth are closed and the grab lifted up, which 
brings up a load of cane about 3.to 5 tons at a time. This 
is then delivered to an inclined platform, from which cane 
is fed to the cane carrier by a simple mechanism. 

' . 

This ~ystem is rather complicated, and requires~ an 
intelligent handling. The advantages of this system are : 
(1) It does not require' any special type cars for carrying 
cane. Any cars, with an open top, can be used. In Loui
siana, where ·the public railroad transports all the cane, and. 
where the grinding season is o{a short duration only two · 
months, the use of special cane cars with movable side doors 
would have been expensive. (2) n becomes necessary to 
empty the loaded cars. as early as possible, on the publio· 
railroad system in order to avoid the charge of demurrage. 
·Many times it is not possible to unload all the cane, either 
on the' raised platform or cin the cane carrier, which has, 
the1Jfore, to be UI;)loaded on an open ground. The grab can 
be reused to lift the cane to the cane carrier,· which cannot 
be done with other devices. 
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(2) Cane ·rake.-Thiff device is in use in· the West 
Indies and to a limited extent, in Hawaii. This consists of 
a ·number of chains passing over gear wheels, to which are 
attached small forks. The rake is either driven· .by ste.!Lrn 
engine or a motor through a belt a.nd a pulley or preferably · 
through a sproket and_ a chain._ . As the cane cars come 
near the cane carrier, the side door of the car is· opened _and 
the rake lowered, which, ori account ·of the motion of the 
cha~ns and the forks, pulls . the cane from the car -to . the . 
carrier. This is a very sim.Ple device, easy for operation and · 
usuall,1 does not give any trouble .. Sometimes either the 
forks go out of shape _or the chain gives way, which causes 
temporary stoppage. In order to avoid this, the usp.al prac
tice JS to provide a duplicate rake. This device is- not so · 
expensive as the grk.b, but it requires cane cars with movabl& · 
doors, and can be used only for transferring cane from the- · 
car to the carrier. · ' 

(3) Cane sling a~d a !wist -This system is used on 
some estates in Porto Rico, .British Guiana-and . Java. The · 
hoist consiets either of the usual derrick or , of crane (in 
Java a travelling crane, used in the mill_ house, is used for- ' 
this purpose), which lifts the cane load in a sling. As 
the-cane cars are brought near the·cane carrier, about 3 or 4 
chains are passed underneath the cane, and the load lifted by 
the crane and dropped either on the inclined platform mA.de- ' 
specially for the purpose or on a side ca.ne carrier. In ·Jaya, · 
the former is the practice. The cane is then fed to the can& 
carrier by means of a fork, which is operated by an engine,· 
backwards and forwards. The fork catches the cane and 
pulls it to the ca.ne carrier. In British Guiana, instead of a · 
crane, a derrick is used, to which, instead of a . grab, a _·.can& 
sling is attached. . Chains are passed underneath the cane. 
in the 'punts, before they are loaded. When punts come to · 
the mill, the chains are attached to the derrick, which lifts. 
the cane, and unloads it directly on a special platform, on 
which it is weighed, before it is fed to the cane carrier. · If 
the carrier is already ful), n.nd if many punts are waiting; the·' 
load is left on the ground with the chains, to be retifted 
whenever necessary. For conditions in British Guiana.· 
where cane is brought in punts, this is an excellent device 
as it permits w~ighing of the cane. which ·majority of th; · 
factories do not care to do. This device requires t, number 
of chains for preparing the slings, · · · 
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_ ( 4)- Wick's unloader or 'Reciprocating meclzanical 
finger' .-This is t-o a great extent used in the Hawaiian 
islands .. This is the simplest d~vice, I saw, so far for un
loading cane. It consists of a fork consisting of 3 or 4 
powerful teeth, the fork being attached t() wooden beam, sus
pended by means of cables. The beam is made to move 
back.wards and forwards by means ·of a connection of the 
cable to the engine through ·pulleys. The direction of the 
motion is contr<_>lled by means of a shifting gear, operated by 
hand or more conveniently by a foot. The up and down 
motion is secured by a handle turned by hand. For arv.aller 
p1ants of 1,000 tons grinding capacity or less, this is the 
simplest and cheapest device. Only one . man . operates the 
mechanism which works well. There is nothing to get out 
of order, except oucasionally the beu:n may break. As the 
device is not expensive, a spare set can be proYided. I did 
not see 'this device in use in any other country besides 
Hawaii. It requires cane cars wjth movable side doors. 

(5). Car dump.-This system is used largely in Cuba. 
All other devices are found to be too slow for the big factories 
in Cuba, and so far as the rapidity of unloading is concern
ed, this is the best system so far. After the cars are weighed 
on a platform balance, they are taken to a tilting· platform, 
to which they are firmlY secured by means of two chains 
attached t) the platfor~ and the side of the .cane car. The 
platform is then tilted · sideways, when the cars become 
inclined, and on account of the weight of the cane, the side 
doors of the ·cars, which operate on hinges at the top, are 
thrown open, and .cane falls direc.tly on the side cane carrier. 
The cars· hold anywhere from 10-20 tons of cane depending 
upon the size of the car and the gauge of the railway. It 
takes abou"t 3 minutes to do this operation. On account of 
the dumping of the whole car, it l?ecomes difficult to regulate 
an even feed of cane to the mill. In order to secure even 
fe~d, it is a common practice to provide a side cane carrier 
preferably at right angles to the main cane carrier on which 
the cane is dumped. It is very easy to regulate the cane 
·feed on the main cane carrier. 

. There are two systems of cane dump in use in Cuba-the 
side dump and the end dump. In the former cars are 
dumped on the sides, and in the latter at the end. The 
side du·mp works mqch quicker and is more convenient and 
is commonly used. End dump is seen only in old factories 
and is being replaced by the side dump.. · 
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The 'tilting platform is either werked by a. hydraulic 
ram or by a gear operated by an electric _mo~or. The 
hydraulic ram is very common. The other deviCe IS of recent 
introduction. The hydraulic power bas been found to· be 
satisfactory, in spite of . the fact that the leather pac.k!ngs 
sometimes give viay and cause temporary. stoppage. The 

· other device does not give this trouble. · .. _ 

The oar dump device is the best for bigger plants, .where 
rapid unloading it1 desired, but will be expensive for sq~.aller 

. pl&nts, · · , . . · 

·For factor"ies in India, the cane rake or the Wick's un-~; 
. loader w.ill be_suitab.le on ac.count of its ease of operatt.'op, t 
simplicity of design, less expense in first cost. ·and ease of . 

· repair. Factories equipped with. electric power, can use .a. 
moto-r for driving the un~oade:s ~th advantage. 

X. Extraction of Juice, 

Diffusion process versus multiple milling.-At the pre
sent time sugar is extracted from cane by means of multiple 
crushing in the mills, This is the ·system exclusively follo~
ed in the various cane sugar countries such as Louisiana, 

. Cuba, Porto Rico, West Indies, Hawaii, Java and Mauri
tius. A few ·years ago, before the evolution of modern 
mills, whereby high extraction be~ame possihle, the diffusion 
process, probably, because, of its use in the beet sugar indus~ry 
was being thought of by a number of factories, and was in 
operation in quite a few ones. The greatest advanta\{e,. that 
was claimed p,t that time was the high sucrose extraction of 
98-99, thought to pe impossible with the mills then in ex
istence, which could hardly extract 90 per cent. of the sucrose 
present in the cane. With the possibility ·of. extracting so 
much of the sucrose, and thus ultimately incre!tsing the 
yields and the profit, the installation of the diffusion process 
for extraction of sugar was clearly indicated, ·which set the 
mill manufu.cturers to think about improving the mills, as a 

. result, the -present system of multiple crushing and macera-
tion· wa~ ev~lved, which complete!y eclipsed t.l;te adv!tntages · 
of the dtffus10n process, and ulttma.tely led to almost its 
total abolition in the cane sugar industry, · 

The two chief advantages claimed with the diffusion 
.Process were: (1) the extremely high sucrose extraction 
and (2) the better quality of the juice. It ,should be 
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remell!-bered, that, in the diffusion process, a fll.r greater 
· quantity. of water was r~quired to extract ~~~per cent. of the 
sugar in the cane, and, on account of the process of diffusion, 
which consisted in the passing of the crystalloids through the 
cell mem br&.ne, a better quality of the juice could be obtained. 
The colloids, which mainly consist of the albuminoids, tlie 
colouring matter, pectins, &c., were eliminated, from the 
diffusion juice due ·to their impermiability to the cell memb
rane. With the evolution of cane crushers and shredders, 
and multiple system of milling together with the system of 
maceration, which made it possible to use as much· as 50-60 

, per cent. maceration water, extraction of 99 per cent. and JOOre, 
became possible •. The Paia m1ll of the Maui Agricultural 
Company in the Hawaiian islands; made a rt>cord of 99"35 per 
cent. emcrose extraction with the use of mills alune. Thus, 

· the impqrtant claim of the· diffusion ·advocates was practically 
set aEtide by the ·evolution of multiple system of mming. 
With regard tu the second· point, the juice, obtained through 
milling, was never expected to be as pure as the one obtained 
through a diffusion process. In fact, high extractions ob· 
tamed through milling, are accompanied w~h more impurities 
in the 3uice, chiefly due to the complete disintegration of the 
cells, and, in this respect, the claim of the diffusion advocates 
still holds good. It should be remembered, however, that in 
the diffueion process, cane has to be cut into sli~es, and in 
actual practice, rupture of the CPlls is co_mmon, which causes 
the extraction of sugar by the process of -dilution rather than . 

. . that of diffusion. thus increasing considerably the impurities 
in the juice. Thus in actual practice, this advantage is not 
secured to the extent that'it is claimed. 

The chief point, which practically knocked out the 
diffusion procest< frorn the cane sugar industry, is the fuel 
problem: With d1ffusion. l~trger quantity of water was 
necessary, whieh demanded more fuel on account of the 
extra evq,poratioli. ·Secondly, the cane chips obtained in the 

· diffusion proeess contained RO much moisture, thfLt tlieir use, 
·as a fuel in the furnace, was uot possible, unless speoial 
means were employed to remove the moisture both by crush· 

. ing and drying, which was too expensive. · 

During my visits to various sugar countries, I SfLW, only 
one estate Caroni in Trinidad, where a combination of mill· 
ing and diffusion or mnre appropriately called 'digestion' was 
in use. The mill tandem consisted of· a national shredder .. 
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and 2 mills only. Cane was fed to the shredder, and the 
bagasse from the 1st mill was taken to 11o battery of digesters, 
was then fed to a second· mill, from which bagasse was used _ 
for burning in the furnaces. The juice fr~m the mills 
(shredder and 1st and 2nd mill), after it is sulphited; limed, 
'and heated, was used for digestion, dilute juice and water 
being used later on. to exhaust the bagasse. Thus in . this 
process, bagasse was used not only for digestion but also as 
a filter, for separating the precipitated mud. No filter press 
was used. · '!'his looks to be a very ingenious process, but 
unfortunately was not giving good results. · 

I ' 
Mill tandem for conditions in· the -Deccan.-A mHl . 

tandem consists of crushers, shredders, and a number of mills. 
The number usad in each tandem shows a great variation in· -
different countries. In Louisiana and British Guiana a. mill 
tandem consists of a crusher and 3 mills, i.e., 11 rollers in all. 
In Cuba majority of modern mills are equipped with o. double 
crusher and 5 m1lls, i.e., 19 rollers in all.· In the West 
Indies, majority- of planta )lse a crusher and 4 mills. - . The 
same is the case with -Hawaii, ~hile, in Java, a mill tandem 
of a .crusher and 4 mills is gptting common. 

So far, tho limit has gone to the use of a double crusher 
and 6 mills. The most modern mill in Cuba, Central Jaronu · 
installed in the year 1922, has a double crusher and 6 mills. 
Leaving aside CubiL where special conditions prevail, the 
modern tendency is to use a mill tandem of a crusher and 
4 mills. This seems to be the economic limit in a majority 
of cane sugar countries. · -

The size of the.mills1 in use, depends-upon the capacity 
of grinding that is desired. After a mill· tandem is decided 
for any particular factory, size is decidf'd according to the 
desired grinding capadty. Usually, the size oi the mills is 
expressed in inohes, the first figure repiesenting the diameter 
of the roller and the second, its length. The. smallest sized 
mill, I saw, during my travel, was at plantation Providence 
in British Guiana, "the size being 26" x·48". The b.rgest 
size, so far in use, has 36" x f-!4" rollers. This is also called 
the standard 7 foot mill All intermediate sizes are in 6 inch 
lengths. A mill tandem, consisting of a double crusher and 
6 mills of 36" x 84", can grind up to 3,000 tons of cane in a 
day. This is the lliaximum capacity of a mill tandem 
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obtained so far .. When a greater grinding capacity is desired~ 
it is secured by putting another t9.ndem. Thus in Cuba. 

·factories, grinding 6,000 to 9,000 tons in a day, ha.ve put up 
more than ·one_ mill tandem. ·so far no attempts to my 

·knowledge have been made to build rollerd of larger length 
than 84". It should be remembered, that, the size of a. mill 
has nothing to do with sucrose extraction, but has to do only 
with capacity. The following figures, obtained from various 

· mills in use, show ho\V capacityincreases·with the.size. In 
addition. to size, the capacity woqld depend on the fibre 
content of the caile, and the amount of maceration water 
used, figures for which are given in the_ statement:-

Size. Equipment. I Tons of cane~- Per cent: I Maceration 
per day. fibre in cane. per cent. 

cane. 

. SO" )( !18" 1-8 BC and 8 milia ... !\50 12•5 . 85·0 

s~· x 60" 1 C and S mills ... 600 12·9 85·0 

S!l' )( 78" Do. ... 1,100 11·0 20·0 --------
SO" x 60" 1 C and f. mills - 700 11!-0 20·0 

82. )( 66" Do. ... 900 12·9 27·5 

82" )( 7lt' Do •• ... 1,100 12·5 .35·0 
. 

84" )( 78" ·Do. ... 1,300 n-o 20·Q 

86" )( 84" Do. ... 1!,000 i1·4 13·8 

-
B- Boilers ; C- Cl"Wiher. 

From IVY study of the different units in use in the 
variou·s countries, I find, that, the choice of a unit depends 

· m::lstly on the sucrose ~xtraction, either desired pr economic
ally possible, and to a. certain extent on capacity. Tt is 
known that, when bagasse from the mills. is_ subjected to 
repeated pressure (it may be the-same or increased pressure), 
at. each time it parts_ with- some part of the juice held by it . 

. ·This is, in fact, the principle of multip~e crushing. If, with 
these repeated pressings, a certain amount of water is used, 

-before the pressure- is .actually applied, on account of the 
dilut-ion caused,- a. greater quantity of the juice, and along 
with it, a. greater amount of sugar are extracted by it. This 
is the theory of maceration .. In _this way, the am_ount of 
sucrose extraction can be increa~ed to any extent desued, by 
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·means of repeated pressings or ·in othe~ words_, b_y muitipl~ 
crushing and maceration. . But th~re IS a hm1t, . beyond 
which it is not economically poPstble. to go. With less 
·number of mills, a great quantity. of maceration water wil1 
have to be used in order to secure higher extractiou, because 
the number of repeated ·pressings are few.· BesideR, in actual 
practice, it is not possible to u~e lu.r.ge quantity of macP.ra.-· 
·tiou water, with a . 9 roller mill, as 1t causes more chokmg 
and loss in capacii1y. As the number of units inc·rease, say, 
from 3 to 4, 5 or 6, the num her of repeated pressings is 
increased, the possibility of using dilute juices for maceration 
or also called 'compound maceration ', becomes obvious, and 
consequently. a higher sucrose. extraction is s~cured with 
,comparatively very litlile macerati?n wat~r; This is ~f great 
importance in countrtes, where high sucrose extractiOns are 
necessary, but, where sufficient bagasse will nob be obtainable 

.·on account of the low fibre content,_ if 11. heavy maceration is. 
practised. At the .. arne time; it should be noted, that, the 
addition of more mills increases. the first cost as well as up
keep .. That seems to be the chief reason, wjly .a great.. 
majority of the factories in . all <m.ne sugar count.ries except. 
Cuba, have not gone above a unit of a crusher and 4 mills~. 

• 0 • 

. The economic limit of extraction depends. upon. many 
factors, chief amongst which, ·are ths fuel and the price of 
sugar. It should be remembered, that increased extrat.:tion is. 
secured both by the use of more mills and. more maceration 
water. The use of more mills in a tandem .means the use of 
more steam power for driving. More amount o.f n.aceraliion. 
water increases the evaporation on account . of the dilution of 
the juice, which means more fuel. If the fact~ry bas surpl11s · 
bagasse or ca.ne leaves to_ hurn, increased eva portion will not; 

·requir.e any expen;;e in fnel, in which case, the economic1 
limit of extraqtion will be certa.iuly highflt'. Factories,. 
haviug cail~ with a high fibre content, as is the case in the· 
West Indies and Hawaii, practise IL higher maceration in 
order to obtain higher 'sucrose extraction, but the higher 

.fibre content gives sufficient bagaRse to do the extra. evapora
tion. In countries, where cheaper sourr·es of fuel ar&l 
available, the econ.omio limit of suorose extraction depends; 
upon the price of sugar. The increased exp• nse of fuel 
caused by higher extraction, must be justified by the increas: 
ed retur.n. The economic limit of sucrose extraction is tbu.s 
·different for each country, depending upon local conditions 

B 7~-ll 
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.. of sugar market and fuel supply. Sucrose content of the 
cane is another factor. which affeuts the economic limit of 
extraction. ' · 

· It- would be worthwhile to know the actual co~ditions. 
obtained in different countries. In Louis!ana, the sucrose 
extraction rarely goes above 91 per cent. In Louisiana, 
·cane is of a low sucrose content, containing a low fibre, and 
yields a very dilute or watery juice. Even, with this extrac
tion, fuel oil, to the extent of 5-'6 gallons per ton of cane, has 
to be used. Any increase in extraction wiU be accompanied 
with a heavy maceration, which will need extra fuel. 
Besides, a unit of 3 mills does not permit an excessive 

. -maceration. Thus the 'low sucrose content, the poor quality _ 
of the cane, accompanied by a low fibre; does not justify a 
higher extraction. 

In Cuba, where the greatest number cf mills are used 
in a tandem, the sucrose extraction does not go above 95 per 
cent , which is not very high, if the number of mills is taken 
.into consideration, but there, it seems the number of units 

- is increased more for- cap~tcity than ·for sucrose extraction. 
In Cuba, the factories_have mu<lh more cane to grind, which 
must be done within a specified time, and consequently 
efficien('y is saQrificed for capacity. Nowhere else, the mills 
handle more cane than they do in Cuba. In Hawaii and Java, 
a slow grinding· is the practice. Besides, in Cuba cane 
contain~ a low amount of fibre, ,which does not permit a high 
~aceration, on aocount of _the· extra fuel that may be neces
sary. In fact, the modem practice is to secure a high ex
traction with as little maceration ·as possible, by usiug more 
mills, and . using a -higher hydraulic pressure on the mills. 
Central Alto Cedro, equipped with _a double crusher and 
li mills of 34" x 78", extracts on an average 94 per cent. of 
·sucrose in the cane with only 4·8 per cent. maceration, 

.. the fibre content 'of the cane being 10·1 per cent. So far it 
is not considered economical to extract more than 95 per 
cent. of the sucrose in cane in Cuba. 

Hawaii is the only country, which has established world 
records with regard to sucrose extraction. While majori~y 
of the mills extract more than 98 per cent. of the sucrose m 
cane, one mill has made the highest record of 99"35 per cent. 
sucrose extraction. Majority of the mills in Hawaii have 
only a crusher and 4 mills, and such heavy extractions are 
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obtained with a maceration of .35-45 per cent; .on the weight 
of the cane. The juices in the Hawa.iia~ isl~nds. are rich 
and of a higher density, and cane contams a\ htgh fibre._ 
(about 13 per cent.). Consequently. sufficient fuef~s .avail

-able to do all the extra evaporatiOn. In case it~· Is not 
sufficient, a part of the exhausted molasses, which is racti- · 

· cally a waste, is used as a supplementary fuel. Thus b ond 
the expense of doing the extra evaportion, there is no Eiltra 
c0st of fuel. Secondly, in Hawaii a large amount of expe~e 
is incurred in raising a crop of cane~ .chiefly duet~ big~ cos~ 
of irrigation and high priced labour, and, ,to my mmd m any 
country, where the raw material is very expensive, a hi~her 
recovery is economically necessary. 'That is the chi_~£ reasori · 
why Hawaiian manufacturers have to do their best or recover 
as much sugar as possible. · A third special feattue of the 
Hawaiian islands is the market. All tlie sugar from Hawaii 
goes to the United States free of import duty~ which is itself 
a big protection. At present United States practically 
controls the raw sugar market, and Hawaiian manufacturers 
are. therefore, able to get the ·highest. price, that is possible 
for raw sugar. Tbese facts are· of so. much consequence as 
to justify the very high extractions obtained thero. 

In Java, majority of the mills ob'tain 92-93 per cent. 
·extraction. Some new mills extract as much as 94-95 per 
cent. There cane contains about 13 per cent fibre,-which 
consequently supplies some surplus 'bagasse, but as many 
lactories make white sugar directly from cane, either by the 
sulphitation ·or sulpho-carbonatation process, which demands ' 
more fuel, there is not so much bagasse as to do the increa.s
ed amount of evaporation, if more maceration is practised. 
So far the limit ·bas not gone above 95 pu cent. extraction. 

With the exception of Hawaii, the economic limit of 
.extraction i~ all other countries has so far been 95 per cent. 
of the sucrose in cane, which is obtained with a mill tandem · 
consisting of a crusher and 4 mills. ·· 

· Cuba seems to be the only country, where more mills are 
use_d in a tandem with the purpose of increasing the capacity. 
_Thts has been secured by using a double instead of a eingle 
crusher, and 5 or 6 mills, and by running the mtlls faster. 
Incidentally it has increased the average extraction, which 
was expected on a~countofthe increased:~mruber ef pressings 
and a system of tnplo compound maceratiOn', The following 
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.e~mparative figures sho~ how both capacity and extrac
;tion has been increased by increased number of mills m 

· ~a· tanden:t :-

.. 
Mi!l tandem. l Size. 

10 and ~M 

10 .. 5M 
.. 

20 .. liM 

20 .. 6:M 

... ... ss·xs4 

... ' 

.. 

... 

O=Crusber. 
M-Mills. 

., 

.. 
" ·. 

Grinding Sucrase· Maceration •"ibre 
oa.pacit.y. x~ra~tion. 

per cent. 
cane. cane. 

Tons.· % % % 
!l,OOO 93·5 13·8 1H 

2,400 94·0 5·5 10·6 

2,650 93·9 24·6 11·5 

8,0(,0. 95·0 1N 10·8 -

A problem 'ofhen arises as to the best means of increas
·ing the capacity of milling in an already established factory. 
·This is usually . solv~:~d by installing an extra inill, which 
:increases _both capacity arid extraction. · 

Taking the above fa~t.s into .consideration, what will be 
._the suitable unit for conditions in the Bomh1y Deccan ? 
·The :cane grown on the Deccan canals, contains 14-15 per 
cent. sucrose and ·10·5-11 per cent. fibre. On account of the 

·low fibre content, and ori. accooot of the manufacture· of . 
white ·sug~tr, which demands more· steam, the amount of 
bagasse will not be enough to run the factory, unless economy 

--in steam consumption is secured, importance of which is 
discussed in a later chapter. This means, a limited amount 
o.f maceration will have tobe practised, whi('h may not give 
an ,extraction of 92 and a.bove. ·if only a tandem (Jf a crusher 

. ·(tnd 3 mills is used: ·Elsewhere, I have shown how neces
'Baty ft is to extract as much sugar as is economically possible 
in the Bombay Deccan1 "here the profits· of the factory would 

·depend upon the difference "in sucrose extraction, obtained by 
the. farmers with. their bulloc·k driven mills, and that obtained 
by the fadory with .modem mills. The more the e~traction 
:without the use of additional maceration water, the more is 
the margin of profit, which is poasible with a system of f'Om• 
:pound maceration.. The sucrose content of the cane is high, 
:which will justify a higher extraction. Taking these facts into 
.consideration. the economical unit for Deoc .. n cond1tions is 
to"have a crrlshtn: and 4 mills. With a crusher &.nd 3 mills, 
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the amount of maceration wa.ter required w~ll.be more th:an. 
that required with a tandem of 4 mill~ if the same e~tra.ctiOn~ 
is to be secured .. The saving of p-lacer·ation water WI~h a· 
four mill tandem, is not ·only due . to two extra. pressmgs, 
but with it, a. double compound maceration is possibl~, whic~ 
is more effective. Thus, in order to Ratisfy both the ccnd1· 
tions tbe desirability of obtaining a bigLer eucrose extraction 
witL~ut much additi lna,l water; and the flavin!? of ~he fuel. 
expenditure that may oe necessary, in c_ase higQer extrac·. 
tion is obtained by means of more maceratwn water, the w9st. 
economical unit will be flo tandem .of a crusher and 4 miJJs. 
In Northern India, where e~i.ne_is low in sucrose content and 
:fibr~ content is high, it is not neceflsary . t~ go beyong 
3 mills, but a double crush~r will be very helpful.in prep!Lr- · 
ing the cane to a satisfactory degree, before it passes on to 
the mill .• 'l'his wil1 increase the efficiency of the mi.ll' 
considerably. • 

As regards the size of the mill, this depends entirely on. 
tl;le capacity that is desired.. A will of HQ" X 60" wtll b~ 
su.fficient to give· .a ~apa01ty of .690 to 700 tons of can~ a. day,. · 

Cane Oa1·riers.-After the ·nane k unloi).ded ·from the 
rnilroa.d oars, it is elevated to the crmher chute by mean·s of. 
cane carriers. These consist ot inclined horizontal continu
ous aprons made of eit-her wooden or steel sla:a.ts with Pteel 
plate sides. In order to secure a regular feed to the crusher, 
it is necessary, that the supply of cane be regulated on the 
cane carrier itself. The irregular feeding. of cane to the 
crusher· causes chokmg, sometimes cane slip in the first 

. miU, and may even cau~e temporary stoppage. In Lou1siana 
and Java, the supply of cane to the cane condu(ltor is regu· 
1ated by providing a~ inclined platform, on which the ca.ne 
from the cars is unloaded, from which it is fed to the carrier. 
In Cuba, where the whole car is dumped right on the cane 
carrier, regularity of feeding is· secured by the provision of· 
two cane carriers, the cross cane carrier on which the cane 
car is dumped, and the main cane carrier, to which cane is 
regularly fed froni the side cane carrier. Usually the side 
<lane carrier is at right angles to the main cane carrier. This 
is the best system for big plants.. In the West Indies and 
Hawaii, though cane is unloaded directly on the carrier, the 
feed is pa.rtially regulated by means of unloaders, and partly by 
means of rotating knives, which cut irregular pieces of cane and 
~elp to secure an even feed to the crusher.' ·This is the best· 

' .• 
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·system for smaller plants, especially when cane :supplied to 
the mill is not straight, but is expensive both on account of 
power required to drive the same &.s well as on· account of 
upke~p. Any piece of iron or. stone coming with the cane, 
!lulls the _edges of the knives and may even break the·same. 

· The cane carrier is usually driven by a separate engine, 
usually a two cylinder engine, through a. set of gears. In 
some cases, the cane carrier is driven through a connection 
to the crusher. The former method is very good, as it is 
very elastic and feed control is very good. In the latter· 
method, the speed of the cane carrier cannot be regulated,· as 
it depends upon the crusher. In both the cases, feeding can 
be. stopped at any time very easily. · 

The. cane, as it comes . from the field, is accompanied 
with a lot of dirt, consisting of dry leaves, aM earth. The 
latter impurity causes a great trouble later in the evapora
tors. Though it is true, that a part of the mud, that enters 
the factory along with. cane, is removed· with press cake, a 
part of it goes along with the juice, and is ultimately deposited 
in the evaporators as a silica scale, which is difficult of 
removal. In Louisiana, where on account of the rains. 
prevailing during the grinding season, cane is very dirty on 
account of the mud' acoomp11.nying ~t, a few factories wash 
the cane by means of perforated water pipe fixed across the 
cane carrier. This washes the cane, as it passes along the 
cane carrier on to the crusher chute. ·In British Guiana, 
where similar conditions prevail,· ()nly one factory recently 
started this method of waihing the cane, with the result, that 
the factory was able to remove 157 lbs. of. solids containing 
40 lbs.ofsilica per hour from about 45 tons of Cftne. 'l his is 
certainly a great improvement, as it eliminates, to a _great 
extent, impurities, which would be ultimately deposited as a 
scale in the evaporators. It will be to the greatest advantage, if 
factories, making white sugar,. wash the cane on the carrier 
before ·grinding. 'fhe device consists in providing a perfor
ated pipe across the cane carrier. The .flowing water, from 
the pipe, washes the cane, as it passes along ~he cane carrier. 
In Hawaii, I noticed the difference between the juice from 
the flumed cane, which is necessarily washed, and hence is 
clean, and that from the unflumed cane, which is not washed.· 
The juice from the former is light coloured, while, that from 
the latter is dark coloured due to dirt. . The device is so 
simple and inexpensive, that very few manufacturers have 
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paid any attention ~o this poiD;t. Its imporhanc? is ohyiqP.sr. 
specially when wh1te sugar 1s to be made, wh1ch demands . 
early elimination onhe impurities. 

Regulation of the feed.-The feeding of cane· to the
crusher is usually regulated by controlling the steam valve,. 
which supplies steani to the engine that drives the can& 
carrier. A separate man is placed near the crusher, whose 
sole duty is to regulate the cane ·feed, which he does by open
ing or shutting the steain valve. 1.'his system is inexpensive 
and works alright, so long the man is attentive. In Cubar. 
where large mills are used, and where control of the_ feed. is. 
highly neceRsary due to large load of cane on t;he carrier, an 
automatic device is coming into use. This consists iQ sus
pending the cane hopper which directly controls the steam 
valve by its own weight. As ·soon as the weight of the 
hopper exceeds a certain limit, which is set once for all for 
the mill, it closes the steam valve, _which stops the engine 
and thus the c~ne car!lier. ·It works very.well and is suitable 
for l11rge 'plants. . 1 

• · · 

Iri Hawaii it is a common practice to use a set.of knives 
in order to secure an even feed for the crusher. The knives 
are set on a horizonta.l shaft, along which they rotate at high. 
speed from 400 to 600 R. P. M. As the knives rotate,. 
all the cane that comes within their path, is cut by the sharp
edge. Any irregular piece of cane, that may be sticking out,. 
is cut and a uniform layer of. cane is secured. ·• Jt is a com
mon practice to use a double s~t of knives o~e set near the 
feed end of the carrier, and the other near the crush~r chute. 
The number of knives varies in each set from lB to 36. In 
Hawaii cane is of 20-22 months' age and is consequently. 
crooked. Under such conditions knives seem to be a. neces• 
sity. There is no doubt, that a set of knives secures .a uniform 
feed of cane to the mill. In no other coun·try, the use ·of 
knives is so common. In C~ba I saw only· one modern mill. 
which was using a set of knives driven by a 7i H. P. motor. 
This was used only for levelling the cane so as to secure a. 
uniform feed. Tn Trinidad one mill was using a cane cutter 
consisting of 17 knives, running at 685 R. P. M., drivtln by a. 
25 H. P. motor, There is no question, that this is an excel
lent devic~_for securing a uniform feed of cane to the crusher 
thus securing good mill work; 'and reducing the ~>toppages: 
But the disadvantages are the expense and the upkeep. As 
the knives rotate at high speed, an electric drive becomes a. 
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necessity. In smaller plants this. is not possible. In Haw~ii, 
vyhere this de:vice is verv common, an electric· drive is com~: 

· mon. In one mil!Tsaw steaJ;n engine b.,{ling .used for this 
purpose. In this case, a complic~tted system of transmission 
has to be 1,1scd. . This becomes.· expensive,. and results in 
more loss of powar. On account of this reason, the use of 
l..11ives, though desirable, is not possible in factories, where 
electric power is not used. · · 

. The knives 9emand much power for driving. Besides, 
the edges of the k~ives constantly get dull, and many times 
are ruined by pieces of iron Or stone C•1ining along With cane. 
'l'his increa8es the expense for upkeep. Where a fairly 
:straight c-ane is obtainable, which s usua.lly tqe case "with . a 
yearly cane, there is not so great a necessity for their use. . · 

. Preparation of oane for milling.-In order to secure 
smooth running of the mill, without any stoppages, due to 
choking, as well as. to secure . efficient work with regard to 
sucrose extraotion, it has. been found qmte necessary to 
prepare the cane for milling. In all modern mills· high 
extractions have.been obtained with the help of maceration 
water. In order to secure the best effect of the maceration 
water, a comP.iete disintegration of the cane is necessary, so . 
that. water can well mix with the juice present in the bagasse. 
This preparatory work, so essential to good m_illing work, is 
secured by crushers or shredders or both in all modern mills."' 
Crushers are usPd practically all over the world, Shredders 
are coronion in the Hawaiian islands·oniy. . . . - . 

. Crushers.- These _consist usually of two rollers, 'set one 
above the other. TP.ey are usually set at an angle of about 
~o· or more to the verticle so as to ensure a..· perfect feed of 
~ane to the rollers. The cahe feed chute is also set lip at an 
angle of abotlt ~5· so that a oorstam. feeding of cane to the 
.Crusher rollers is secured. Pinions are placed on end of the 
<U'usher roller sh~fts in the same way as the mill rolle1: 
Shafts. · · · · 

·· _ .The grooving of a. crusher roller is q1,1ite different from 
thaj; of a mill roller; · It is done in ~;~uch'a way as to secure 
cutting of cane into small pieces as well as to secure .a. partial 
disintegration. The way. the rollers are grooved, is different 
in several types. The two most common types . in use are 
the Krajewski.and the -Fulton.· The Krajewski crusher has r . . . . . 
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diagonal meshi~g grQoves on tw~ oppo~ite rollers. T.!J.ey .. ar~. 
~rra.nged in the form of Vas shown below:- _ 

.. 

1.~· 
# - • _. 

·The grooves jn the two r()llers are so arranged, that, 
when the crusher is· set, the teeth of the bottom roller inter
mesh with those of the top roller. The bottom roller is· alsQ. 
provided with deep fairly wide circumferential grooves, which 
pass across the V shaped grooves. These allow the escape. of, 
the exp~essed juice. In the Fulton crusher, the .grooves are. 
circumferential all along the surface of the roller. The 
grooves are wide having a pitch of 2 to 2!. The ribs are cut 
across at a certain distance in such a way, that it formfl thb 
t~hape of a wide V across the roller as given below. The cuts 
in the ribs give a good grip to the cane as well split !J.nd teat the 
.cane on account of the sharp ·edge. The grooves of the 
bottom roller are made deeper so as to secure an outlet for the 
expressed juice. Other designs such as the Dimond. rollers, · 
'MeN eil rollers, &c. are seldom used. I have seen the work of : 
both the types of the crusher, and r find the work of the 
Fulton type is superior to that of the Krajewski. Not only 
it disintegrates the cane much better due to wide grooves 
and sharp cross cuts, but at the same time, it expresses a · 
greater percentage of juice. In the Krajewski; cane is merely· 
flattened. · Though the object of the crusher is mainly the 
preparation of the cane £01 milling, some juice is always 
~xpressed by the crusher. The more. the juice expressed· by · 
~t, the better the milling obtained with the first mill,. so that ·. 
greater benefit is secured with maceration. · 

' So far, the common practice . to secure the preparation 
(?f cane for milling, is to instal a single crusher. . This is 
considered sufficient. In Cuba, double crushers are co:rp.monl · 
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used. There the mills have tq do fast grinding so as .to finish 
the same before· the monsoon starts. The double crushers 
are used mainly with the object of increasing the capacity • 

. The following figures obtained from Cuban mills -show 
how the double crusher has increased the capacity :-

Tona of oo.ne Tons of oo.n 
per hour. per dRy. 

Single crusher o.nd 5 mills 107 \ !!,568 

Double do. 1"11 · !!,66 ~ 

_ A double cr~sher naturally does better disintegration of 
the cane, !)ond helps to a certain extent in obtaining better 
extraction. When a double cru~her is Uf'\ed, very coarse 
grooving with 3" pitch is used for the first crusher, and little 
finer with 2" pitch is used for the second. l:;o far I saw ·only 
one factory in Cuba using a triple crusher. This was also 
done with the object of increasing th~ capacity. 

For conditions in the Bombay Deccan, where cane 
contains a low fibre, a single ·crusher is quite sufficient, 
Even in countries, like Hawaii . and Java and the West 
Indies, ..where the fibre ·content is as high as 13-14 pe:r cent.t 
a single crusher has been found to be sufficient. In Northern 
India, where the fibre content goes as high a1;1 16-17 per cent., 
a double crusher will probably be advantageous in securing 
better disintegrati·on for the subsequent milling. 

· The crushers are divided into two general types accord· 
ing to the way they are set up, the high type and the low type. 
In the high type, the crusher is set up much higher than the 
first mill, sci that the crushed cane is discharged to the first 
mill by an inclined chute. without any intermediate mtrrier. 
In the low type, the crusher is set up practically at the same 
level as the mill and the crushed cane has to be lifted by 
means of intermediate carrier to the feed opening of the first 
mill. The high type is commonly used. It is much better 
than the low type, as it eliminates the use of a. carrier. 

. Shreddera•-·· As their name implies, they shred the cane 
only and do not extract any juice. 'l'be o1;1ly type, which bas 
so far been successful in the cane sugar industry, is the 
'Sear by ' shredder. As satd previously, Hawaii is ·the only 
country where a number of plants are equipped with 'Hearby ' 
shredders. In the West Indies, I saw it. in use at one 
factory in Trinidad.. Neither in Cuba nor in Porto Rico I 
saw it in use. 
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A' Sear by 1 shredder consists of a number of hammers fixed. 
on hammer rods, which rotate a.t tremendous speed, usual!y ~t; · 
1,200 R. P. M. As the cane IS fed to the shredder, It IS 
subjected to the hammering action between the anvil and the
hammers, which shred the cane. So far as the work of 

/ preparation of c~tne for milling is concerned,. this does a.. 
· better work than any other mechanism known so fat, and in 

the choice of a shredder one has to go in carefully into the
question, how far economic it will be .. · The chief advantages. 
of a shredder are :- ., • 

· (1) Better preparation of the cane for· milling .. -So: 
far this point is concerned, no other mechanism so far 
approches the 'Searby 1 shredder. Naturally with better'· · 
preparation of the cane for milling~ the other advarnagesl 
suuh as smooth ·milling and increased extraction, are
se·cured to a certain extent. · . 

. (2) Increase in extraction.-As explained above
with the use of a shredder, a higher extraction is quite· 
possible. ln actual prac·~ice; however, I found that io: 
Hawaii there were mills which were obtaining an equally' 
good ex.traction without a shredder. It was thought. 
impossible to obtain extraction of 99 without a shredder. 

• The mill in Hawaii, which made a record extraction of 
99 35 per cent. is n.ot equipped with a shredder. Th& 
following figures obtained from the Hawaiian islands
show the compd.rative work. of mills with and without the-
shredders :- · · 

. 

Sucrose in Fibre in Maceration Sucrose 

cane per cent. cane per cent. percent, extrac--
cane . tion. 

. 

Crusher, shredder and 4 mills. l!HS 12•88 89·0 98·79 . 
Crusher and 4 mills ... 12•21 111·85 H·6 98·84 . 
Crusher, shredder and 5 nrllls. 14·08 12•08 2% 97·79 

Crusher and 6 milia 18·22 12-46 28·98 97-69 -
-• 

(3) Increase in c2pacity.-This is another advan
tage claimed b~ the a~vocates of the 'Searby' shredder~ 
In actual prs.ctwe, I d~<l not see the capacity ,increased 
to any extent. In th1s case a comparison _is made of· 11.. 
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mill, without a shredder and one with a .shredder, with
. out taking into consideration the fact that a shredder is 
·practically equal tq an extra crusher or a IQill. When 
compared on this basis, the capacity is not "found. to 
increase. 

The chief disadvantage of a 'Searby' shredder is the 
ex'pensP. As the shredders require a very high epeed from 
1,150~l,i00 R. P. M., an electric drive through a motor or a 
turbine dr1ve is a necessity. In Hawaii I found most of the . 
shrerlders were driven by motors directly driven. Besides, 
the power required to drive a shredder, is_ high, which 
increases the expense. In Trinidad,- the Searby shredder 
of 42" x 72" size, is driven by a motor of 3QO H. P.- This 
does not mean that. the shredder requires all the power the 
motor is c~pable of developing, but during the operation of 
shredding, a high power is required at times P". In Hawaii a 

'250 H. P. motor is commonly'used. 

. The second disadvantage is the upkeep. On account of 
t_he high velocity, with. which the hammers rotate, they get 
out of order soon, specially when pieces of iron go through. 
For th1s purpose· a number of hammers must be kept 
in stock. · 

_ There is one point which has not been investigated .so 
far. On account of the use of the shredder, the bagasse is so 
_finely powdered that finer particles of bagasse are likely to go 
through the 'chimney without proper burning in the furnace, 
which is thus a loss. How much is lost through this source, 
is not so far determined. · 

Thus, on account of the tremendous power required to 
drive the shredder, as well as the cost of upkeep, the shredder 

. is found to be expensive. When it is possible to obtain such 
high extractions without the use of shredders, the use of such 
expensive machines bacomes of doubtful economy. It is on -_· 
account of this fact that many mills in Hawaii, are still_ not 
equipped with the_, Searby' shredders. For conditions in 
India, their use is obviously out of question: 

Sh-redders have ·so far been used in addition to crushers. 
Nowhere have they been used singly. The question, as to 
wliether shredder should preced!3 the crusher or follow it, is 
still disputed. Both the arrangements have certain advant
ages. When shrerider is put before the crushe~, an advant· 
ageof the extraction of the jt1ice by the crusher is secured, 
~. . . .: . 



which b~lps considerably the ~rst. mill: . This .arr~ngemen~ 
seems to increase the extr~tot10n. Agamst tbts IS to be 
considered the fact, that if any. pieces of iron go through tb~ 
shredder along with the minA, which happens at times, it will 
cause so much damage to the hammers, that new ones wiH 
have to be replaced. For this reason, the other arrangement 
is preferred. Any piece of iron, that may pass through the 
crusher, can be detected by the noise it wakes, and can .be 
removed, before it goes to the shredder •. It is this· advant- · 
age v.hich bas brought this arrangement-crusher followed 
by a. shredder into common practice in Hawaii. · 

Milling.-The partiallyt~tcrusbed cane fr~m the crusher 
or the shredder is then fed to the mills.· .The number of mills 
in a unit varies from 3 to 6 in different factories, !he most 
~common unit consisting of 4 mills. · .Each mill. consit~te of 
3 rollers, the top roller, the. feed also called front, aud the 
discharge also called back roller, all horizontally placed. - In 
betwePn the feed and the di~charge rollers, but below the top 
,roller, is pl\1-ced a trash· turner,_ which guides the ba.gasse from 
the feed to the discharge roller. ·It is thus obvious, that in 
·each mill two crushings are obtained, a light crushing 
between the top and the feed roller, and 'a .heavier one 
between the top and. the discharge roJler .. The addition of 
one miH, tbPrefore, secures two more pressings. . 
. . Each 'roller consists of a ·shell. surrounding. a central 
shaft, prolonged on both the sides of the shell: . 'fhe shaf~ is 
usna.Jly fixed into the empty shell under hydraulic pressure 
of about 600 tons, by beating the shell previous to forcing 
the shaft. It. is held in position by a key. Pinions ..are 
placed on one or both the endl:l of the shaft, which interlock 
rwith the pinions of the other rollers, and· thus transm~t power .. 
. The top roller is .us.ually _conn:ected. to the train of gearing, 
whic~ receives power from the engine. When the rollers 
get worn out, the shaft is removed and a new shell put. 
Removable thin shells wer~ tried in Hawaii. The advantage 
claimed. was, ~hat when rollers were worn out, a new 
remoya.ble shell which is- not so expensive could be easily 
put. With the introduction · of deep juice grooves, 
removable shells have been discarded, being found to be 
unsuitable. · 
. · The top roller is usually provided with flange~ on both 

the sidt>s to prevent the bagasse getting out of the mill, and 
falling on . the bed plate below. The flanges may be cast 
integral wtth the shell, or may be boltl:ld. The ·latter . 
arrangement is now getting common. This makes it possible 
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to interchange the upper and lower rollers, and for this 
reason it is preferred. . The lower rollers are provided with 
steel juice _guards on both the sides ·to prevent any of the 
expressed juice reaching the shaft joun;~.als. · 

The dimensions of the rollers al'e expressed in inches, 
·the :first :figure representing the diameter, and the second 
;figure, the lengt.h. The length of the rollers :varies "from 48'' 
to 84" in different factories, depending upon the grinding 
capachy. All intermediate sizes are made in 6" length 
,only. As t4e length increases, the diameter . also increases. 
Thus with 48" lenl!th, may be used 26" or 30" diameter, 
with 54" and 60", 30", with 61)", 72" and 7'd" lengths 32" 
or 34", and with 84" length, 36" diam&ter. These are the 
standard dimensions used for the rollers _in: the cane sugar 
mills. · 

· Groov'ing.-.All the . mill rollers are . grooved. The 
·object o.f grooving is two fold, to offer a good grip, so that a , 
partially crushed cane will not slip, and at the same time to 
'offer a passage fo;r the expresse~ juice. In order to secure a 
good grip, it is a practice in quite a few factories to have 
specially grooved top roller.s. Across the ordinary circum· 
ferential groov.es are formed horizontal grooves, which run 
.along the length of the roller. These are ·said to secure 
good grip. In Java, it is a common practice to have specially 
grooved top rollers. Elsewhere, special top rollers have not 
come into use. In Java, the practice of milling is to have a 
thick feed,.which is liable to cause slippage. It is probably 
on account of this reason, that there the special top rollers 
have come into general use.. In other countries specially in 
Cuba, a thin feed is the practice but in ord~r to secure 
capacity, a higher speed-of the mills is followed. On account 
of the thin feed; this' difficulty is not so much felt as to instal 
special top rollers tn other countri~s. 'l'he special grooving 
of the top rollers cannot be done on a lathe and has to be_ 
done by hammer and .chisel, which is expensive. '-. 

The mos~ common grooving is a number of triangular ' 
circumferential· grooves, usually about 1!8" deep with i to 
·1 inch pitch, the number varying from .2 to 6 in an inch . 
. Different factories use different nuzr.ber . and there is at 
present no unanimity in this practice. The Fulton mills 
have 3 grooves to an inch, which. seems . to be the best, 
because not only they last longer, but they . afford an easy 
passage for the expressed juice; Some factories use coarser 
groove~ for the first mill, and use. :finer ones for the la.ter 

. :mills in succession. Th1,1s there is a gradual increase .in 
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the number of grooves per inch from the first to the last mill . 
. This is also a good practice but. a difficulty arise~, ":hen the 
rollers are to be interchanged. On account of thiJI difficulty, 
a uniform grooving is considered desirable. 

Along with these grooves, deep, wide Circumferential 
grooves called drainage or "Messchaert·" grooves are provided 
specially for the feed rollers. These mav be spaced every 
three to four inches. The size used is about l!" deep, t to 
i inch wide. The Messchaert grooves help . the draining,of 
the juice very effectively, and prevent its reabsorption, 
thus increasing the extraction and capacity,' . T~e use of 
Messchaert grooves, so common 'in Hawaii, has largely 
contributed to the obtaining of· high sucrose extractions 
ther13. Factories, using a heavy maceration so common in 
Hawaii, will find it to the greatest advantage. to 1,1se 
Messchaert grooving specially for the front roller .. A few 
.factories are using it even for the discharge. roller, though its , 
.use is not found to pe of much consequence. In· Hawaii, it , 
has resulted in the saving of 1 to 3 per .cent. of sugar in the 
cane. In Java, Messchaert grooving has not ~ome into use. 
Probably no necessity for the same has been felt on account 
of the light m1.ceration practised there. A few factories · 
tried it without any benefit and it did not pr0ve successful. 

In order that the drainage grooves should properly 
function, it is quite neoessary to keep them free from adher
ing bagasse. A set of scrapers, mounted on a long horizontal 
bar, is provided which keeps. each groove clean as. the 
rollers rotate. This is very important, as the grooves would 
get cloggea with bagasse very soon, and prevent the draining 

, of the juice. On account of the scraping action, the scrapers 
have a tendency to bend !md go out of action. It is, there
fore, important to have a proper type of scrapers. Secondly, 
as the scrapers function; lot of ·bagasse accumulates on them, 
which must be removed from time to time. If the scrapers 

' be mounted on a rigid support, this cleaning has to be done 
by han~. A m'?va.ble st;tpport does the work of cleaning .in a 
s~ort_ time b~ JUst ta~mg the scrapers out of position by a 
p1votmg act10n. Thts also prevents the bending of the 
scrapers, but an obstruction i:o. one groove keeps the whole 
set ou~ of action. It is, therefore, necessary to watch the 
opel'atlOn of the scrapers from time to time. · 
. · The· Messchaert grooves can be m~de in any factory 
m the same way as the regular grooving.· When 
new groov~s are made·, they are not made so wide, as th_ey 
_get self-widened by use. The .only disadvantage with 
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Messchaert grooves, is that they get wor~ out soon, but the· 
practical advantages thus secured outweigh this considera-
tion. · · . 

Mill housing.-The rollers are placed in their position 
by means of proper housing ~rected on bed plates. The
latter are firmly secured to the ground by means of a proper 
foundatiOn and bolts, and serve to receive the juice from the 
mills, which flows out, through· jujce outlets made in the bed 
plates, to·the juice strainers. In the housings are provided 
thf' bearings, .on which the roller shafts are placed. The
_rollers are then kept in position by means.of caps bolted to

. gethe.r. 'l'here are differ_ent kinds of housings in use at 
present. . In the old type housings, the b~lts for the top cllp 
were long and. used to pass through the whole body of the
housing The result was, .tha~ the feed and the disch:uge 
rollers could !JOt be placed closer. . Consequently the trash 
plate, \Vhich )s in between the front and the back rollers, was 
·much .w\der. This causes more friction and consequently 
demands more power. In certain factories I fo~nd insteacl 
of long bolts, U bolts were uE~ed for keeping the rollers in 
posit1cin, on account of which it became possible· to set the 
front and the back rollers closer, which resulted in the . 
reduction of the' size of the _trash plate. . . 

. On acco1;1nt of the smaller opening kept between the top 
and the back rollers during setting, a greater pressure is 
CI1USAd between ·those two rollers during milling with the 
result, that the top roller 'is thrust against the jaw of .the top 
gap on the front side. In order to obviate this difficulty 
inclined housinus wer~;~ designed, but they have not come into 
:general use. The type of housing is ·really a question for· 

·.the mill engineers, and sugar manufacturers have practically 
very li_ttle to choose in ~his respect. 
. . Mill settin,gs.;-There is at present a great variation in 
the settings used in different countries, and also in different·< 
factori .. s in the same country. Since. the use of hydraulic ~ 
pressure in sugar mills, the setting does not offer such diffi- ' 
cnlties, as are met with . rigid mills. At present, almost all 
the sugar mills have ·been·provided with hydraulic accumu
lators. The object of the setting is.to keep_a sufficient open
ing for the baga~se to p:ttiS through smoothly withou.t any 
choking, and secondly, to extract as much juice as possible at 
the same tinie. under pressure. 'l'he opening towards the 
:front end is ·~tdjusted so as to receive the feed without any 
. choking. It should be· remembered, that the feed, before it 
enters'the mill, is under expansion, and assumes a greater 
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volume but after it enters the mill rollers,, it is. subjacted t<), 
p:ressur~ between the rollers, ~t. the. same time _extra?ting 
juice by pressure only. In a ngid mill, the opemng Will hE} 
constant, and therefore, it will be necessary to pass a constant>, . 
volume of fibre through the mill. If .-the-feed increases, the; 
mill would not take . it, and there will be choking, unless 
the mill is speeded up to handle the extra feed. Increased: 
speed means m_ore steam _and more power, whic~ becom~s. 
expensive, a.nd IS not possible under usual operatmg condi
tions. It is thus obvious, that in rigid mills, there -is a gr~ate:y 
chance of getting chokes, unle.ss a constant feed is secured:. 
which is difficult of accomplishment in actual practice. 

. . . . 

The openi.P.g of the mills depends upon the volume of 
the fibre, that is required to pass through the .mill. It is the 
fibre in the cane, that offers a resistance ·to the pressure 6f the 
roller, the juice in the cane beirig expressed under pressure. 
So in setting, .it is necessary to· take into. consideration the 
amount of fibre that is to pass through the mill, and not tha 
amount of the citne. With niills, using-hydraulic pressure for 
the rollers; a certain opening is set.at the time of mill setting; 
and a certain constant pressqre is maintained. Wheneve~ . 
the pressure exceeds due to mnre feed,.it will result in li~ting: 
the roller, which causes a greater opening, and allows the 
cane to pass through, though this is done at the cost of mor& 
power. This is . the greatest advantage of the hydraulia,. 
pressure. There will be no choking, and there will be I!.<> 
breaking of the parts of the mill, The utmost that may 
happen on account of the extra feed, will be the tearing of. 
the leather used in· the mm, which, however, can be easily
repl~tced. The extraction in a byd1aulic mill will, therefo:r:e

21 
depend on the pressure that is put on the rollers, which iS: 
constant, no matter what the feed is. It will thus be seelh 
that, with such mills, no matter· what the settings are, the. 
_·paning will automatically adjust itself with greater feed on 
'fl,ccount of the lifting action of the rollers, when the pressure-

.. <is exceeded. The openings are, therefore, set more to securei 
an easy and smooth feed. · · · . 

As said previously, with hydraulic · pressure there is 91. 

nonetant pressure on the top roller. As the bagasse enters: 
the_ rollers, it is und_er pressure. If the fibre offers greater 
res~stence than this pressure, the top roller will 1?e lifted. 
Thi~ upward pressure e":erted by the resistance of the bagasse 
agamst the top roller IS not equal on both the sides of the 
mill. The opening between the top and the back rollers is 
comparatively.smaller than _is the case with the front opening_. 

n 72-ll 



ConsequEmtly, 'the upward pressure. in tlie ·back opening is 
more, ·than is the CH.se with the front opening. The result 
is. an uneqtialization of pressure, which eventually acts on one 
ai<le of the bearing of the top Toller .. It should be remember· 
.ed, that the front roller is ma.inly regarded as a.-feed roller,, 
whil~ the back is regarded as the one which does the extrac
tion. '!'here seems to be a difference of opinion amongst the 
engineers on this point. The~ following settings, followed in 

. tertain typical mills; are given more or less as a. matter of 
information to serve as a guide :- . · · 

No. 1 Mill in Louisiana. ; crusher and 3 mi11s. 
, 2 , Cuba ,, 4 , 
, · 3 , st. rutts , 4 ,. 
,, . 4 ·. , Trinidad , 4 , ,and a shredder, 

"· 5 
, .. 6. 

" '' 
" ' ' 

Hawaii 
Java 

. . • I 1 

No. of rollers for crusher. ·2 
tmll - 9 

~· " .. ... 
Size of the rollers . ... :w·x84" 
Feed opening 1st mill ... 'i" 

·· 2nd , · ... !" 
·. . 3rd , ... ¥'' 

' 4th " ... ... 
Back opening 1s~ mill ; .. n" 

2nd , .:, N' . 
3rd , ... lroj to lroa 

' 4th " ... 
Distance between trash •' 

J?la.te a.nd top roller-:-
ht m1ll ... 1£" 

.2nd ,, ... I!" 
3rd. '· 1" 

" 
... 

'4th 
" 

... ... 
Hydraulic loa.d in tons-

1st mill ... 278 
2nd " ... 474 

'' 3rd ... 474 
" 4th. " ... 

Hydraulic load in tons 
-per foot: length- . 

· • .1st mill ... 39 
2nd ' ' 68 , 
3rd ;, ... 68 
4th " ... . . . 

!; i ... ~ : .. '. • .. '' ! 

" 
3 ,, 

., 3 " 
2 s I ':_ I 5 . 6. 

2 2 2 2 2 
12 12 12 9 9 

'34"x78"32.x60' '36"x84 32"x72" 34''x72' 
£". 1t'' 1" t" 1n" 

. f' 1-N' H" z: H" 
!" gil f'· if" 

, 3 II t" -}," n,, '!}, ... ... 
.t U" t,' 0 ' il" 
l"' !1f" 4 0 y,: tla plate -n" 311 0 . I1f 

lroalo lroa 0 0 ... ... 
. 

2!" 2£" ... ' 1" 2!" 
lt" 2!" ... f" IH" 
1" 2" 1 5" l£"C ... 'l1f 
311 2" ... ... 4 I . .. 

" 

... /420 334 380 285 ... 440 334 l:IHO 249 
500 490 334 3.80 249 
500 525 334 ... . .. 

... 70 51 76 37•8 

... 73 51 76 35•6 
80 82 51 76 35•6 

. 80 87 -51 ... .. . 

... 
' ' 
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Hydraulic aooumulators:-In all modern mills, hydrau· 
lio accumulators are used, whereby, a constant indicated 
pt·essure is maintained on each crusher and mill. As explain
ed previously, on account of the constant pressure, no over- . 
strain is caused to the mill, thus securing a long life. When-· 
ever a bigger feed enters the ·mill, it lifts. the top roller on· 
account of the pressure exerted, which acts against the 
hydraulic· ram. lt ·is t.Qe leather in ~he hydraulic ram, 
against which the hydraulic pressure acts, ll.nd, on account 
of its elasticity, it stands a certa-in minimum pressure, which,· 
if exceeded, results in tearing the leather. The leathers of 
the ram can stand a pressur~ up· to 4,000 Jbs. per square jnQll~ 

.A complete outfit for- a hydraulic pressure consists of 
(1) an oil pump, {2) a set of weights suspended oil a hydraulic 
accumulator. This consists of an upright hollow rod, which 
is in communication with the oil pump. Over the rod is a· 
~ylinder, which supports a number of remoV-Lble w:eights 
resting on the flange, (3) hydraulic ram overthe bearings of. 
the top roller of the mill, to which press1,1re is communicated 
from the accumulato.rs, by the oil thr,Qugh a pipe. A rough 
sketch is given below :- · ~ . ·· 

oil•pump 

Oil is first pumped, until the set of weights h~ld on. the 
accumulator remains suspended. The pressure on the oil .is 
due to the suspension of weights. Thus the pressure on the 
oil is regulated by the total weight suspended ofl the accu
mulator. The pressure is then communicated to the hjdrau~· 

. lie ram placed above the bearing of the top-roller. The ·ram 
exerts a pressure on the journal!! of the roller, ·which are· 
resting on the bearings. h is thus obvious, why the journals 
should be fltrong so as to stand the pressure of the hydraulic 
accum.ulators. 'rM maximur;n pressure, that is OOJ;l.,Bid\=)red 
safe, 1s I, ~00 to 1,1:300 lbs.. ~er sq. joel) on the jotirnals. 
Beyond this pressure, there 1s a chance of. breaking the 
journals. · · 

· · H will thus be seen, that ~ith 'this. device the ·pressur,e' 
on the top-roller can be ·regulated by means of weights ori' the' 

' 
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a.ccumulators. The inore the weight., the better the crushing 
but there are practicallimitati!lns, beyond which it is not safe. 
to go. · They are: (I) the press"iue on the journals should, in 
no case, exeed 1,300 lbs. per sq.inch. Beyond this pressure 
tp.e journals . might break. (2) The leathers of the raU: · 
cannot stand a presure abo\e 4,000 lbs. per sq; inch. Beyond 
this pressure, they give way. . , · 

. The hydraulic pressor~ is used only on the top roller. 
In old designs, the pref;sure was communicated to the back 
roller through the oil pipe, which used to enter the ram 
from below. This was very inconvenient, as in case, the 
leathers give way, considerable time was required to· put a 
new leather. In modern mills therams,are usedonly for the 
top c~p. The oil p~essure is communicated _by the oil pipe, 
~ntermg the ram e1ther at the top or at the side. A new 
leather can, be easily put by removing the plug placed on the 
top cap. This is found to be the most convenient. 
arrangement. 

.. It has _been said above, that the hydrauljc accumulators 
exert a pressure on the· top rollers throu~h the journals. On 
one end of the journals, are placed the pinions, intermeshed 
with the pinions, of the front and back rollers. This causes 
an unequal pressure on tho two ends of the journal due to the 
side. thrust of the pinions. This has been remedied by either 
of _the three methods (1) the provisipn of pinions on both ends 
of the. roller shaft, (2) provision of different size rams for 
the two ends of the journal, smaller ram being provided for 
the·pinion .end, (3) provision pf separate accumulators for 
each side, less pressure being used for the pinion side. · 

. The first arrangement is common with the Fulton mills, 
~I!d seems to be ·the simplest and best. In the second 

.arrangement, · the relation between the unequal pressure . 
qaused by the side thrust is fixed, which may vary in aotual_ ( 
practice. In. this c::~.se, different size le~thers have to be kept 
in stock.· 

· The -third arrangement is obviously expensive and is not 
in favour amongst the sugar engineers. 

~· ~ . . . . . 
. The hydraulic pressure, used in actual practice in different 
~jlls, v.!Lries a good deal. The two common practices are 
(1) "t~e.gradual increase in pressure from the first to the 
... . . .:. \. . . . . . 
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last mill, (2) a constant pressure from the first to ,the las~ 
mill. It is very difficult to state which is the best system, 
though both of them are . working very well .in practice, and· 
the choice mo"tly depends upon the engineer in char~e. 
The following figures give an idea as to the actual pnctwe 
in some mills. Jj'or comparison I have given the lbs. of 
pressure per square inch. The total pressure, used on the 
top rolleri depends upon the size of the journals, which, in 
turn, depend upon the size of the rollers. Only pressure, 
used on the top roller of the last mill, on which. maximum 
pressure is usually used, is given below :-

-. . 
Pressure in Lbs. pres•u.re Lbs. pressor 

Size of the roller. Size of the journal, tons on per sq. inch., p•r sq. inch 
- top roller. on journsle. . on rolll!r· ·: 

e 

l. 84"x 84" ... 18"x 24" 4.74 1,097 8811 ; 

1!. 811" X 711".-. ... ... 500 . .. !lSI! 
' 

8. 84" )( 72" ... ... 625 .. . 4.48 . 
4.. 84"x78" ... 17"x Ill!" 884 1,000 2811 

{j. Sll"x60" sao S9tl · . ... -· .. . .. 
6. S6"x 8!1." ... 18"x 2"-" 285 - .787 ... - . . 
Only in Ouba, I saw higher pressures being used in a few milia. They are as below:....:... · 

'/. 86"x84" 1B"xll4" -
8, S4"x78" 18"x 24" 

.... 

542 

. 700 

l,l!M 

1,620 

868 

• 4.63 

The last mill was obtaining an extraction of 94 per cent. 
with only o pe~ cent. maceration water. This must have 
been due to such a heavy pressure on the rollers. It is 
obvious, that the higher .the pressure, the more the sucrose 

:' extra.ction, but this is usually limited by the pressure, the 
1 journal is able to carry. For better extraction, it IS desirable 

to carry as much pre:sure, as will be consistent with the 
t:trength o! the journal. · • 

.. 
Catculatiun of the journal p1·essure or the tfJtal pressure. on 

the roller.-In order to know. how much pressure a rollef 
can safely carry, it is nece;~sary to know the dimensions 
of the journals. It has been . already said, that · the 
pressure, allowed per square inch on the journals, is 1;100 
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.to 1,300 lbs. The pressure, that a roller can carry with 
safety, is calculated as below:-

. Pressure on the journal=d x 1 X lbs. pressure per 
square inch on the journal. 

Whore d=diameter of the journal in inches. 
· l=length of the journal in inches. 

Pressure= 18 x 24 x 1,300 · 
=561,600 lbs. or 280'8 tons (short). 

As there are two journals to a roller, the pressure of 
·safety for the roller, will.be 280'8 X 2 or 561'6 tons. 

In this way calculation can be made for any size journals. 
Toggle gear.- In almost all modern mills, a system of 

hydraulic accmJJulators is being used for exerting ihe pressure 
on the rollers. In St. Kitts, I saw, toggle gear being 
used instead The· toggles--a set· of movable bent pieces-· 
are set above the top cap, and held in position between the top 
cap and the " yoke "- by the two king bolts. The toggles 
are conne•·ted by a horizontal bar, upon which the ends of 
the togg-les play. The bar carries a spring, a pressure on 
which, is controlled by the nuts. The pressure on .the rollers 
is regulated by the compression on the springs, which is 
adjusted by the tightening of the nuts. The exa.ct pressure> 
exerted by the spring, is know.n from the width of the spring 
.under compression. A seal~ is provid~d by the manufacturerst 
which indtcates the pressure corresponding to the width of 
the spring. · 

Whenever a. higher pressure .is caused due to heavy feed, 
the roller is. lifted, which, in turn, acts against the toggles 
through the bearings. The toggles are forced out against 

· _the pressure of the springs. 'l'hts is said to have work.ed. well 
in St. Kitts factory. There are, however, some disadvantages 

. with this system. Firstly,· all the pressure on the rollers is 
due to the compression of the springs which are likely to be 
.weakened with use. It is, therefore, necessary to get them ' 
tested every year so as to know, whether the original scale, r 
provided by the manufacturers, is correct. Secondly, it ib --

. difficult to know, whether the. toggles are working properly, 
as the .vibrations caused are so little, that only a trained 
ey~ sight can dt>t.ect it. Thirdly when. for any reason, the 
.top roller JS to be taken out of the mill, it takes a Jong time 

· to do so, as it has to be lifted high due to the long King bolts, 
which .are necessRry on account of the toggles .. The only 
advantage, with _toggles, is . the absence of leather packings 
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used in connection with hydraulic rams, which at times giv~ . 
way. In spite or-this disadvantage hydraulic accumlators ar~ 
preferred by all modern mills on account of other advantages.: 

Trash turner .-'fhis consists of a plate which is placed 
between the front and the back roller, and below the top 
roller. i'he object of the trash turner· is to direct the 
partially crushed cane from the front to the back roller with
out causing any unnecessary choking. The trash turner is: 
the most important part of a sugar. mill, on which, mostly 
depends the smooth working of a mill. The trash plate 
con>~ists of a long steel piece sufficiently wide called, the 
"knife" (the width, depending upon the distance between the 
front and the· back rollers), with a sharp edge grooved on' 
lower side iii such a. way, as 'to . fit hi with the grooves of the: 
front roller, against which it resta The trash turner, besides. 
guiding the bagasse to the_ back roller, acts' as a. scraper foi 
the front roller, and hence the grooving on the lower side is. 
necessary. 'fhe knife is supported ori a hori~ontal bar by 
means of bolts, which in turn, either rests on tbe. pockets::. 
provided in the housing, or on separate legs bolted to the 
mill housing. ·A rocking trash. bar is used in modern mills,! 
which permits better adj ustmenJ; for different settings. · ! · 

. The width of the trash turner is very important, becauf?e; 
a great pressure and consequently great wear is caused t_O. 
the plate, which increases with the width of the _trasli 
~urner. It is, therefore, considered desirable to reduce th& 
width as much as possible. . This cannot be. done,· unless the; 
front and the back rollers are put nearer to each other. In· 
the old type housing, where long stra.ight ·bolts were used 
for the top cap, the rollers could not be placed. closer. Jri · 
recent designs, the long bolts .are placed at an angle, con.: 
¥erging at the bottom and widening at the top.-. In some· 
miils U bolts are used, which pass underneath the bearing. 
This has resulted in placing the front ant! back rollers nearer 
and reducing the width of the trash t:urner. · 

The di 1tance, between the lower surface of the top roller
and the trash turner, is o1 importance, as most of the choking' . 
is caused by the faulty distance between the two. This. 
distance varies with different settings. This has been already 
given in ~he statement on page 82. 

Intermediate ca?'fiers.-'fhese are placed between· the 
m~lls to carry the J.>artially. crushed cane or bagasse from one 
mlll to the other. The 1mporta.nce of a suitable type of 
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int~rm~di~te carriers, can be realized, when it is known, that 
i:J.early-75 per cent: of the stoppages in a mill are traced to 
some trouble with the intermediate carriers. It has also 
been found, that the loss of sucrose caused through milling, 
is most!y due to the dirty condition of the intermediate carriers, 
which are full of ye~tst and other fermenting material. It 
is, therefore, important, that in selecting the type of an inter: 
mediate carrier, one should nut only look· to such types as 
would cause the least stoppages, but also to such as can be 
kept .olean. 

'· Th_ere are at present three kinds of intermedi11.te carriers 
· iJ?. ,use in the various mills. They are (1) the slat carrier,· 
(2) Ewart's patent carrier, (3) 'Maenecke carrier. • . 
'· (1) Slat .carrier.-This type is commonly.uaed in most of 

the cane sugar countries. It consists of overlapping metallic 
:slats joined tugether to form an endless belt. It is operated 
by a chc~.in and sprocket drive. This type of carrier causes 
many troubles in actual operation. Hometimes, due to 
<>verlappinp, parts, the slats get entangled, and bent, result
ling in choking and sometimes breakage. A part of the 
-bagasse .falls through on the bed plate. This carrier does 
not permit workmen to do any work between the mills while 
'(;b,ey are running. The greatest objection with this carrier 
is, that it is very difficult to keep it clean. 'l'he dirty con
oditi()n of 'the carrier tends to promote inversion, and fermen
tation of the juice, resulting in a loss of sucrose. In order 
:to keep ~be chain free from fermenting material, I found, a 
.Slight modifica~JOn was in use in Java. In this the chain 
was kept outside the steel plate sides. This, however, does 
~ot reduce the stoppages, which are so common with this 
::ty'pe of carrier. · · 

·_·· '(2l Ewart's patent can··ier.-This type is in· common us~ 
in the Hawaiian islands. Between the mills, runs· a slightly 
inclined atetl t, ough, over which run wooden scrapers 
;attached to chains at certain distances. /l.s the scrapers 
mpve, they drag the bag~>osse along with them on the steel 
platform, and deliver it to the next mill. As in this case, 
there are no . overlapping parts, there is no chance of causing 
any entanglement, so common with !he slat intermediate 
-carriers. Gonsequently stoppages are reduced to a minimum. 
'On account of tbe fixed stt'el trough, no bagasse falls through 
'On' the· bed plate~ Con~eguently, the workmen can work · 
below the steel trough, during the operation of _the mill. Ori 
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the whole, this carrier has resultei in reducing the sboppag-es' 
and general cleaolip.esq in the mill house and for this reason. 
it is preferred. In Cuba this is coming into use_now. 

· (3) Maenecke intermediate carrier.-This carrieD is patent; 
ed by Mr. Ma.enecke, the Chief Engineer of-the M"aui agricul·' 
tural company. This is the l!l.test design, and is coming into 
general use in the Ha,vaiian islands. It is also reported,. 
that 'it proved to be a success in oue central in Cuba, and 
many more centraJs are contemplating the installation of 
these carriers. · 

This carrior consists of two inclined steel troughs' 
joined together in such a way, that it forms the· shape of an 
inverted V Its shown ~elow :- · 

As the. bagasse' comes out of the mill, it drops on the 
steel ·trough. 'rhe incoming tia.gasse, simply pushes it up, 
until, when it reaches the top, it drops on the ot·her side, 
from which it automatically feeds. the next mill. It is thus 
obvious, that there are absolutely no moving· parts in this 
carrier. Consequently, there are no stoppages due to entagle
m~nt.s. On account of· the absence of moving parts, the 
carriers can be kept very c1eau. This is the simplest type I 
have seen so far. 
· '!here are one or two points which need explanation, 
They are: (1) as the bagasse moves by the push of the· incoming 
bagasse, a certain inclination to the _carrier, is quite necessary. 
Also in order to get proper feeding. the two inclined parJ;s of 
the carrier must be set up at a certain angle. lt is, there
fore, necessary, that the mtlls bfl af' close a.s possible. In old 
factories, where ·individual drive for mills is used, resulting 
in the installation of mills at longer distances, and c~nse
quently of long intermediate. carriers, this type does not offer · 
any chance of success. (21 As the bugasse moves only by 
the push of the incoming bagabse, it becomes necessary to 

. move the ba-gasse to the next mill by hand, when the grind
ing is stopped for the day. This is its only drawback, but 
it is immaterial, as mills are stopped only once .8. day for 
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cleaning. Recently I find from the advertisement, that a 
certain arrangement has been made to remove this ddficulty. 
On account of the simplicity of design, no wear and tear due 
to the absence of moving. parts, and also less expense, this 
carrier will come into •general use in future. _ 

Besides the above three, I saw in one factory in Hawaii 
ailother type -of intermediate carrier in use. This consisted 
of an endless belt made of canvas and rubber. 'fhis was 
working well, but it is considered to be expensive in upkeep. 

Juice strainers.-As, the juice comes out of the mill, it 
carries a 1ot of cush-cush along with it. In order to sepa.J,"ate H 
from the juice, a st.rainer is used. It consists of a narrow· 
deep trough, with a strainer of 250 to 400 holes per' square inch, 
usually made of brass or copper, over which, runs a trash ele
vator. This has usually a drag type of chaip to elevate the sepa
rated trash and cush-cush, ·from the. screens to the cross con
veyer, which is placed over the intermediate carrier. This is 
driven from the mill roller _shaft. Usually a screw type 
co;nveyer is used for this purpose, which slides the trl).sh, and 
well distributes it over the intermediate. carrier· The juice 
strainer is another source of loss of sucrose through inversion 
and fermentation. The chains are full of dirt, and fermenting 
material, and, in actual practice, it is impossible to keep them 
clean. The only way· to re~duce the loss through this source, 
is to olean the same at certain intervals either by water or· 
preferably b,r steam. 

'· In order to meet this difficulty, a slight modification is 
in use in Java. The strainer, which consis~s of a perforated 
plate; is mounted on a grass hopper, which, automatica)ly~ 
~?trains the juice, leaving the cush-cush on the strainer. On 
account of the motion of the grass hopper, the cush-cush. 
travels to the end of tha strajner, and drops on a plate in a 
completely drained state~ from. which, it is elevated to the 
cross conveyer. As'the chain elevator does not come into 
direct co_ntact with juice, as is the case with the ordina.ry type. 
of juice strainer, a greater cleanliness is se_cured, which h~s 
resulted in the reduction of losses. of sucrose through this 
source. This modification is decidedly better than the usual 
type of juice strainers.· 

. Bagasse OonvelJers.-The bagasse, as it comes out of the 
last mill, is carried by means of a conveyer to another conve
yer, from which it i~ directly- fed to the furnace through a. 
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hopper, or it is taken near tb.e furnace and fe~ by hand .. The 
conveyer consists of wooden sora.pers, earned on. chams at; 
certain distances. The bagasse is dragged by the scrapert:~ 
on its forward motion.- In Java;. instead or scrapers, a rake 
is used. In Java, the bagasse is not reduced to as fine a 
condition as is the case in other countries, and consequently, 
this type of bagasse carrier wo~ks well in Javp.. 

Maceration.-·lt has been previously said1 that with 
multiple crushing, a system of · maceration ia n.ecessar~ly 
followed in all suga,r mills.. The process consists in diluting 
the juice remaining in the bagasse. with water, :before the 
latter is subjected to pr~ssing in the mill. As a result, the 
juice, left in the bagasse, after each maceration and pressing, 
becomes more and more dilute until the sucrose, left in the 
bagasse from the last _mill,, is the lowest. 

In order to secure best results from macerat~on, two con· 
ditions are necessary. They are : (1) a good dry pre-crush
ing, and (2) better disintegration of the cane before the mace· 
ration water is applied. With a good dry pre-crushing, the 
amount of juic'e, lefli in the bagasse, is very little, which, con
sequently, reduces the amount of maceration water without. 
prejudicing· the sucrose e.Atraction. With a low dry crush-. 
ing, the amount of water required is excessive, if the ~arne 
extraction is to be secured. It is desirable that_ tha required 
sucrose extraction should be secured with a minimum amount 
Of maceration water, so as to reduce the amount of 'evapora• 
tion. Better disintegration of the cane, before the macera· 
tion water is applied, secures good admixing of the water 
·with bagasse: Water would mix. much more quickly and 
more efficiently with bagasse ina finer condition, than with 
coarse bagaRse, and thus dilute the juice remaining in the 

. bagasse. 'l'his ac~ion should be secured more quickly, be-. 
cause, in modem mills the time, available for the admixture 

. of water with bagasse, and .the consequent dilution of the 
· juicA remaining therein is little due to the fact, that the 
~ills are run faster, and the intermediate carriers are short. 
~or this reason a finer condition of ·bagasse is very helpful, 
m securing the best results with maceration water. With 
m.odern mills, a good dry pre-crushing is usually obtained 
With a crusher and one mill, with cane containing a medium 
amount of fibre. With hard cane containing a high amount 
of fibre, say from 15 per cent. and up, as iR the case in 
Northern India, a double crusher and a mill will be helpful 



'in sec~ring a good disintegration of the cane, and consequent 
'better dry crushing. In the Bombay Deccan, cane contains 
a low amount of fibre-10·5-11 per cent., and consequently, 
a crusher and one mill will be sufficient to secure the required 
dry crushing, before the maceration water is to be applied. 
' The syst~ms of n1aceration or imbibition in use are: (1) the 
simple and (2) compound. ln. the former system, water alone 
is used in saturating the bagasse. It is called single, double, 
triple, &c. Simple imbibition depending upon the number of 
'mills, to which it 'is applied. In the latter system, dilute 
juices are used.in succession, before the water, which is used 
<>nly before the last mill, is used for maceration, which secures 
better results with a minimum amount of water. There 
is no question, that be::~t results, as regards sucrose extrac
tion, are obtained with· a compound system o( maceration 
.with minimum amount of water, and at present, that system 
is in general use. The single maceration is followed in 
.tandems of a few mills. ~actories, having mill tandems of a 
crusher and two mills,' can only follow single maceration . 
. With three mills, a compound maceration is made possible, 
as the juice; from the last mill, can be used for maceration 
after the first mill, water being applied. after the second 
millr This is obvious from the sketch given below;-

. . . 
, Cl)l~h•r Mill water:t 

-Q A ~.n .!. ·.·o uu uu :: . f., 
. " 

. With tandems ora crusher and three mills, some fac: 
. tories foll.ow only simple maceration, using wate-r both a;fter 
·the 1st and 2nd mill. 

With more than three mills, dilute juices can be use~ ~ 
more than one time, and, for this reason, tbe system l "' 

maceration is called double compound, triple compound, antl ~ 
so on. This is obvious from the sketch below :-
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The advantages of a system of compound· macAration 
are obvious. Noel Deerr has admirably ·shown on theoretica~ 
considerations, the obtaining of greater extraction with this 
system in his book on 'cane sugar' from which,· the following 
figures are quoted :~ • · · • 
. Computed sucrose extraction with canf', containing 11 

' p~r cent. fibre and imbibitwn water from 10 to 30 per. cent. 
on cane, obtained with different system of maceration dry1 
crusldng 87'7 per cent. 

Water 10 per cent., 20 per_ cent.,SO per ~ent. 

Single, simple imbibit!on 93'6 95•7 96•6 

Double 
" 

,. 94·11 ;96'6 97·7 

Treble • 94•4 97·0 98·2_ 
" " 

Single compound " 
93•6 . 95•7 96·6 

])ouble 
" " 

'95•4 '97•9 98•9 

Treble ,. , 97·3 98·9 99·6 

The above table shows the superiority of compound i:nace~ 
ration, specially when the number of mills increases. The 
above :figures are of academic interest, and do not repre~ 
sent actual factR. " . -~ . 
. The one consideration, thah is required to be made, ·i~ 

that the juices of the subsf)quent mills are more dilute, and 
are subject to souring, and,. for this ],'eason, should be used. 
as rapidly as possible. In countries, where the climatic con
ditions' ·are more favourable. for souring, a simple system of 
maceration is for .this reason preferred. · 

Method of applying me.ce~ation water.-At present there 
a.re three systems in use:-perforated pipes, trough~, and the. 
Ramsey macerator. In all methods it is considered desirable 
to ,apply water or dilute juice to the bagasse, as soon as it 
comes out of the mill, because, at this time, the bagasse is 
still under the effect of compression, and is not fully expanded. 
Water mixes more quickly with bagasse in this condition;:., 
than, when it is applied, after the expansion of the bagasse. 
For. this reas~n, water is applied in such a way, that a jet 
directly falls on the bagasse, as it begins to come out of the 
mill. · 
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Perforated pipe.-This is placed as close to the back 
opening of the mill as possible, so that the jet of water can 
fall directly on the incoming bagasse. The perforated pipe 
works alright with water, but, when dilute juice is to be used 
for maceration, the perforat.ions are moJ;'e or'less a nuisance 
as choking is caused by the cush-cush present in the juice: 
It is for this reason that a trough is preferrtld. 

· / Trough.-Th.e trough is placed over. the intermediate 
carrier, and the d1lute'juice comes out as an 'overflow, and 
falls on the bagasse down below through a perforated pipe. 
With this system, it is necessary to see, that there is a good 
distribution o~ juice. For this reason, the trough must be 
placed level. Otherwise juice falls in. one. sheet, which results 
in uneven distribution. Troughs are general).y used for juices. 
'fherH is One disadvantage With troughs, and that is they 
cannot be placed as close to the back opening of the mill as 
pedorated pipes can be. . . 

It should be .remembered that, in the two systems 
described above, water or juice falls in the form of a .jet or 
sheet only on the upper surface of the bagasse, and it is 
expected, though it is never achieved in practice, that, a.s the 
bagasse moves further, the water or the juice would,permeate 
the· whole blanket of bag<tsse. In actual·practice, it is found 
that water permeates the upper layer of this blanket; leaving 
the lower portion quite unaffected. This causes irregular 
dilution of juice. It is obvious that the thicker the blanket, 
the greater will be this irregularity. The Ramsey macera.tor 
obviates this difficulty. In this case water or juice is sprayed 
on both the surfaces of the blanket, which thus secures 
complete admixture of water with the juice. This macerator 
consists of a double scraper, each provided with a set of jets, 
between which the blanket of bagasse moves. In this system 
water is used, when the bagasse is still under compression. 
In the Hawaiian islands, the Ramsey macerator is in common 
use, and the general opinion is, that it .secures a complete 
admixture of water more efficiently than any 0ther system 
known so far. With thicker blanket, its use i'l of far more 
advantage. 

. Hot or co'ld water for maderatio?,,-It i~ still a. disputed 
questi<;m, whether hot or cold water be l.ised for maceration. 

· Ho far sucrose extraction is · concerned,. no ·difference is 
observed, whether hot or cold water is used, . but there are 
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certain advantages and disadvantages with each. In J a.va, it 
s a common practice to use cold water for maceration. In 
Hawll.ii, Cuba and the West Indies, hot water of 160·-HlO• F 
is commonly used. The chief advantage of using hot water 
fot maceration is that the rt:sulting ba.gasse is much ·hotter,· . 
and as it passes on 'to the furnace, it loses .a :part . of the 
moiRture, which improves the thermal value of .the bagasse. 
It- should be· remembered, that the moisture in bagasse. 
involves a dead loss in thermal value, as ali moisture has to. 
be raised to the furnace. tempera~ure and is ultimately lost 
through the flue, carrying away all the latent heat of stearn. 
The reduction of moisture in the baga<~se, . thus, directly 
increases the furnace -efficiency~ B~sides, ~dditiona.l ·11.d van" 
tage is se0ured, on account of the high temperature of the 
bagasse, before it enters the furnace, ·With colq water 
maceration, there cannot be any of the above advantages. 
'The furnace efficiency is consequently low,. In Java, it is a 
practice to provide an additional fnrnace, which. is an e:tten;: 
tion of the usual step grate furnace, in which wood is burnh. 
The hot gases, from the wood, heats the bagasse, as "it enters 
the furnace. This preheating partially dries the .bagasse, 
thus securing better combustion. 

. . ~ . . . . ·. . I 
The disadvantage with the use of hot water for macer~- · 

tion is, that it heats the rollers, which causes more wear and 
tear. I was told in Java, that' this· sometimes causes the 
laoseningof the shaft from the shell. In Hawaii, where hot. 
water is commonly used, I did not notice this effect, and, f3Ve:n 
though the use of hot water makes the rollers hot, no damage 
beyond· the ordinary wear is noticed. It tleems, therefore, 
that the use of hot water for maceration- is the best, if a 
greaterfurnace efficiency is desired. · · 

The hot water used for maceration. is ~sually- the con
demed water, also called '"Sweet water 1 from· the 2nd and · 
later bodies of the evaporator. . This water is already hot, 
and no more ~:~team is requ-ired for heating it. When double 
or trA.ble ~a~eration is practised, it is necessary to keep air 
the dilu.te JUices separate. This necessitates the provision of 
separate pumps for each juice~ · ' · 

. . M_ oti~e P?Wer for rnills:-T~e power used . ,for driving 
the mills Is either the steam engme or electric motors.. The 
use of elcetri<i drive for mills is of recent date only. : During 
my visits to various cime sugar· countries; I saw one n;~.ill 
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electrically driven in Louisiana, 3 in Cuba and one in 
,Jamaica. Both in Hawaii and Java, I did not come across 
with any mill electrically driven. In Cuba, the most modern 
central-Jaronn-erected i:ti the year 1921, has electrically 
driven mills. Clunagua is another central, with electrically 
driven mills, of the same company bmlt in the year 1917. 
H should be remembered, ho.wever, th!l.t there are other 
modern centl'als erected in Cuba since then, which have 
installed llteam driven mills, though all the other accessories, 
such as the pumps and th,e centrifuga.ls, are electrically 
driven. In Java, the latest mill--'l'jomal-built this year 

. (1923) has installed steam driven mills. In Hawaii·, where 
.the factories are operated at a higher efficiency,. the manufac
turers have not yet taken up the electric drive. It is thus 
obvious, that the electric. drive has not yet gained favour 
with the cane sugar manufacturers, doubtless due to the fact, 
that. electric drive for mills is considered more expensive than 
the steam drive. · 

There is Iio question, _that the steam consumption with 
electric drive is, higher than with steam drive. It should be 
remembered, that, with electric drive, there are two conver
sions of energy. ·First of all, t,he steam is converted into 
electric energy by means 0£ turbines. The electric energy is. 
then· converted into mechanical energy by means of motors. 
With· steam drive there is only the conversion of steam into 
mechanical energy. At. each c6nv_ersion, some power is lost. 
With electric drive, there is, therefore, greater Joss of energy 
in conversion. Secondly, the steam consumption with non
condensing turbines is. higher per B. H. P., than with the 
steam engines. There is a third fact, .which considerably 
affects the power factor ·with electric drive. The motor, 
which supplies the power. for driying . tb,e _mills, must be 
capable of developing the highest power that the . mill may 
demand over a limited.. period. It is known, that, with 
electric drive, highest efficiency is secured, when mohors are 
run at their maximum capacity.. With. electric drive, the 
motors run at maximum capacity only' for a short period at 
certain intervals, when the mills demand more power 
probably due to the irregularity in feed. On account of these 
three causes, the steam consumption with ·.electric 'drive is· 
higher.. To this, should be added the first cost, in which 
practically. 'there is no saving, as electric drive does not 
dispense with any part of the machinery; except the · engin~s; 
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which are replaced by turbines. According. to Noel Deerr~ 
the steam consumption with Corliss type engines, comes to 
about 30 lbs. per B. H. P., andw'ith non-condensing ttirbhies, 
it is 33 lbs. per B. H. P. There is another factor, whieh 
increases the steam consumption. With electric drive, iii is 
a common practice to run each mill by a separate motor. 
The collective power of all the motors taken together for one. 
tandem, is considerably higher, than is the case with steam 
drive, in which case the· collective drive is very common. 
This considerably affects the efficiency. These facta explain 
the reason, why electric drive for mills has not yet gained 
favour in the cane sugar industry. · · 

There are, ·of course, other ·advantages with electric 
drive, and that is, the flexibility of the drive, a better control 
on the mills, compactness of the plant, and a better qualiLy 
of the exhaust steam. As said previously, with electric. 
drive, each mill is provided with a separate gearing and a 
motor. Consequently, the speed of each mill can be regulated 
as required. This becomes necessary, when there. is ·an 
irregularity in feed, to prevent choking. . Some en·gineers, 
think, however, that there is no necessity of so much flexibility 
of the drive, and that the speed of the mills·' should be uni
form, and no choking would occur, if good care is taken in 
securing a uniform feed. With th~."' devices to control the 
feed asoutlined previously, it will not be difficult to ·secure 
uniform feed. The flexibility of the drive is, therefore, a. 
question of opinion, about . which there is no agreement. 
amongst the mill engineers. 

With electric drive, there is of course a better control on 
the mill. As all the adjustment is secured by just turning the 
switches, one man can regulate the operation of -the mill very 
easily. It is this ease of operation, which' has appealed _t() · 
many engineers; - With e. Jine drive, the control is not S() 

e!lsy and rapid. · 

As the motors, on account of their size, take compa~a
tively much less space than steam engines, the compactness 
of the plant is easily secured, · 

The exhaust steam from the turbines is free of lubricating 
oil Also, as superheated steam is use~ fordriving the turbines~ 
the exhaust steam is comparatively much drier. There is 
not so much loss in condensation. Consequently, the 

B7~-7 
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exhaust steam, from the turbines, has a greater capacity for 
beat tr~tnsmission •. With steam engines, the steam directly 

· ieomes into contact with lubricating oil The exhaust steam, 
tht:lrefore, contains some oil. Besides, as only saturated 
stea.m is used, which is usually wet, exhaust contains some 
.condensed steam, which is practically a loss so far as the 
utilization of latent beat is concerned. 

On account of these advantages, it is likely that the 
electrification of mills will become common in future. 

As s~tid previously, with electric drive each mill is 
-provided with a separate motor and a herring-bone gearing--. 
to transmit the power to the roller shaft. Central Jaronu 
bas two mill tandems of a double crusher and 6 mills of 

· ~6" X: 84''. Each crusher and a mill·is driven by a 200 H. P. 
· motor of slip ring type, with ·a speed of 450 R. P. M. The 
electric power is gPnerated in a turbo generator of 1,500 K. W., 

· with a turbine speed of 3,600 R. P.M. The current used is 
alternating, triple phase, 60 cycles (55-70) and 480 volts; 
'The turbo is run by superheated steam of 80-lOu lbs. pressure, 
the bn.ck pressure being 8-10 lbs. In Jamaica, I .saw one 

· mill, electrically driven, in which a collective drive was used. 
The mill tandem consisted of a crusher and 4 mills of 
30'~ X 60". .The ·crusher and first two mills were- driven by 
one motor, and the last two by another motor. This arrange
ment is practical1y the Fame as is usually found in steam 
(}riven mills, and is considered more economic than the 
individual drive. This is the only electrically driven mill; I 

·saw, which had a collective drive. . 

. Engine drive.-This is the most common drive with 
cl:lane sugar mills .. There are three types.of engines, in use

. the slide valve, tbe Corliss v~ve and the valve E:ngines. The 
. :British manufacturers favour the slide valve engine probably; 
.on account of its simplicity of adjustment and operation. In 
• .oountries, where skilled workmen are not available, this type 
.of engine is considered to be suitab~e. 'I he chid disadvantage 
.of the slide valve engine is its higher steam consumption . 
.As thtre is no automatio cut off for the steam, it consumes 
more steam per horsepower. It is found, that it CODRumes 
about 40-4~ lbs. of steam per B. H. P., which is considerably 
high. 

The American manufacturers favour the Corliss valve 
engine. The engine is provideJ with two valves, and an 
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automatic cut off. The steam consumption with Corliss engine 
bas been found to be 30 lbs per B. H. P., which is 25 to 30 
per cent.lebs than that obtained with slide valve engines. This 
is o~ considerable importancfl specially in countries, where cane 
does not furnish sufficient fuel to run the factory. Some 
engineers think, that .economy in Stf'am consumption Of 
engines is useless, so Ion~ as all the exhaust is used in the 
factory. This reasoning is not correot, because, though a 

.' low steam consumption may nc.t give enough exhaust steam, 
as may be the case with Corliss valve engines, live steam can 
be used much more efficiently and economically to do the ·· 
beating, and evaporation by means of pre-evaporato.rs. Thus, 
the substitution of more economical engines give a. greater 
chance for economy in steam consumption by means of·. 
pre-evaporators. · 

The Corliss type engine requires greater care in adjust
ment, but when once· the valves are set right, there is. no 
further trouble. There is the same ease of operation, ·as is 
claimed with slide valve engines. ·The· adjustment of the 
valves does not present great difficulties, as every factory has · 
a competent engineer to see that the valves are set right •. 
There is, therefore, no valid. reason, why 'British m~,~onu· 
facturers should not favour the Corliss engine. specially when 
its ·economical operation is taken into consideration. · ' . .. 

'.fhe ~alve engines are in commcn use in Java •. These 
engines are provided with double valves, which operate 
mech.anically by means of a cam 'shaft connected to the crank 
shaft. The valves operate in the s.ame way as the ones in 
internal combustion engines do. · These engines are considered 
to be economical, though actual figures with regard to steam 
<lonsumption are wanting. But the very fact,- that, in Java 
many factories are running on bagasse ~lone, shows, that the 
engtnes are economical in steam consumption. 

So far no compound engines are in use in any of the. 
sugar factories. I saw compound· engines in use in Hawaii 
<lnly for. pu~ping plants. 'l'h~ compound engines are very 
ecoDomiCa.l 10 steam consumptiOn, as the steam is used more 
than one time, but their first cost is very high. So long there 
is a scope for the utilization of exhaust steam,· as is the case 
w•th cane sug~r mills, there is no advantage in the use of 
<lompound engmes .. All. the benefits _of a. compound. engine 
ate secured at a. h1gh first cost, wh1ch c.annot be justified 
unless the fuel problem is serious. . 
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'· . In operating any of the above engines, saturated steam 
· is commonly used. It is known; that superheated steam 
· gives more efficiency.. I consider, a moderate degree of 

superheat for power purposes would be of great advantage. 
· Thi~ will reduce the loss. through cylinder condensation as 
· well as in the exhaust pipe. I saw one factory in Java, using 
· a'superheated steam (60 degree of superheat) for ·the mi.ij. 
··engines. The exhaust steam in this c~J,se is decidedly of a
. better ·quality; The- pressure of the exhaust steam- was 
• purposely adjusted to. It atmospheres~ and all the juice 
· heating, evaporation and boiling· were done without any live 
· steam. The f,wtory '}'as running so econ()mically, that, even 
··though cane_contained 11"5 per cent. :fibre and the factory was 

making white sugar bY, the sulpho-carbcnatation process, some 
_ ba~asse· was saved. . · .. . . 

· .. · Collective 'drive versus individual. drive.-In all old 
· ·installations in Ouba and Java, I noticed each mill was driven 

by a separate engine through a separate gearing. In all 
·· modern installations, the practice is to drive as many units, 
· as is possible with a common engine, or. in other· words, a 

'collective drive'. is the practice. There are a great many 
··advantages ·in· this practice. They are : (1) low steam 

consumption, (2) less operating_expenses, (3) low first cost. 
In the .old system, on s.ccount of the individual drive, greater 
amount of steam was consumed doubtless due to the fact that 

: there is more loss through cylinder ~ondensation. · In such 
a system, the amount of exhaust steam is many times far in 

· excess of the requirements of the factory,. which is ultimately 
blown off to the air. This is wasteful.· As the problein of 

·fuel becallle more and more serious, the question of economy 
· in steam . consumption became more· apparent, with the 
result, that all · modern installations, except those using 

· electric drive, have given up the individual drive. The 
second advantage is evident, when the saving in expense for 
attendance is taken into consideration. The collective drive 
reduces the :first cost to a certain extent. though this would .. l 
not be of so much consequence, if individual drive would not·' 
have caused other disadvantages. 

The only advantage, that is claimed with the individual 
drive, is the flexibility. The relative speed of different mills 
can be regulated, which is not possible with collective drive. 
As has been said previously, while discussing the electriC} drive, 
it is the opinion of some engineers, that so much· flexibility 
• • I • 
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is not necessary and that no choking would ocour if ~ood care is 
taken· in securing a uniform feed. In actual pract10e, I find, 
that the place where cho~ing commonly . occurs, is between 
the crusher a~d the first mill, and for this re.ason, many 
engineE:rs prefer to have a s~parate engine for the crusher. 
There is no doubt, thtrl this gives a better control on the 

j feeding .of the first mill, and reduces to a certain extent the 
stoppages caused by the choking of the first. mill. 

In actual practice one, two or three engines are used for 
driving the mill tandem. In Lr}uisiana, I saw mill tanc1e.ms 
of a crusher and 3 mills driven by only une engin~.. Thi~ is 
more • economical, but still the engineers prefer to ·have ·a 
separate engine for the crusher for reasons given above. ·In . 
Cuba, where the greatest number of ·mms are used in a tan
dem, three engines are used, one for driving the double crusher, 
second for the first 3 mills, and the third for the last. two 
mills liJ. one modem central in Cuba, -I noticed. only two 
engines being used, one. for a single crusher and 3 mills, and 
the other, for the last two mills.· The maximum limit, so far, 
seems to be· to drive a) crusher and 3 mills by ·one single 
engine. Another factory, using a triple crushe~ in Cuba., has 
also 3 engines for driving the mill tandem, one engine .fo~ the 
double crusher, 2nd for the third crusher and 3 mills, and the 
third for 2 mills. There is no doubt, that collective drive · 
secures saving in steam and operating expenses . . 

Speed of the engines and the gearing ratio.-The limits 
of speed of the engines are froni 40 to 60 R. P. M., 40 to 50 
being the • common practice. The speed of the .mills · is 
reducei through suitable gearing, the ratio of the engine 
speed to m iii speed-· also called the gearing ratio-bein~ from 
17 to 25: 1. 'in the case of the crusher, this ratio may be 
13: 1. Generally crushers are run at ·high speed,· 3 to 4 · 
R. P. M. being common. Mills, on the contrary, are run at a 
sptled of 2 to ·a R. P. M., 2i being common practice. It is 

~also a practice to reduce the speed of the mills in succession 
~ from the first to the last mill. 

I saw high speed engines in use at central· Tjomal in 
J aya,. which is the latest factory in that country, being 
built m the year 19J3. The spe~d variation of the engines 
w~s from 7J to UO R P. M., "the common speed used 
bemg·l211" R. P. M. The gearing ratio in ·this case ·was 
65: 1, the speed of the mills being 1'9 R. P. M. · . In Java , 

.; 
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mills are run at slow speed, but this is attended with a 
thick feed. Contrary is the practice in Hawaii and Cuba, 
where thin feed. accompanied with greater spee.d is the 
practice. It is the opinion of some engineers in Java, that a 
slo'Y speed is . necessary for obtainin.! more extraction, tC> 
secure which, sufficient time must be allowed for the juice tC> · 1 

drain. In order to secure capacity, a thick feed is practised 
but this results .in slippage. That seems to be the. re>~.Hon 
why speci .. I top rollers are used in Java. In Hawaii, where 
the highest extractwns are obtained, no di:Biculty has beeri 
felt in draining the juice on account of the Messchaert grooves. 
In Java. the latter is not looked upon with favour, reasons 
for. which I could not ascertain. However, whu.tever practice 
is followed, the ultimate result seems to be the same. As for 
capacity the Cuban mills, on the whole, grind much more 
cane in a given time. At the speed given above, the factory 
Tjomal gri-q.ds about 1,625 tons of cane in a da.y with a mill 
tandem· of a crusher and 4 mills of 36" x B4". The same 
size miltiri Cuba grinds about 2,000 short tons or 1,780 long 
tons of .cane in a day. This is the only factory I saW, where 
high speed engines were in use. · 

· Gearing.-The object of gearing is to reduce the t~peed 
from the engine to the shaft of the mill roller. '!'his is 

. secured by a double reductioh .compound gearing ,consisting 
of spurs and pinions.. The gearing as applied to a tandelll 
consisting of a crusher and 3 mills is given below:-

• 
I I I ny wheel . 

I I t! Ill I Ill f[J.[J] J:.J;I+rn. I ~. . . 

rni-ffidE wctr."'"""' 
· Cr~o~aher :t n 

Mills 

XI. JUice "!'' ighing. · 

After the juice is extracted by . the mills, it ·is either 
weighed or· measured. ~t. is ~ practice in. quite .a few 
factories to measure the JUice In tanks provided w1th an 
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overflow. This is attended with many corrections, whicbt 
. in actual practice, are rarely determined,. but mo~e ~r. less: 
assumed. These assumptions vary w1th the md1v1dual 
opinion of the chemist. . This vitiates the chemical control.~ 
The basis of a chemical control must be an accurate weight. 
'of cane, juice, sugar, molasse:~, &c In volumetric !measure
ment besides the calibration o~ the tanks, attention is ,requir-

. ed to be paid to the following points: (1) Allowance must b& 
made for the juice remaining in th~ tank after ·each :empty
ing, ('4 Allowance for suspended matter in the juice, and 
(3) allowance for air. In actual pr~utice, this work .o.f 
measurement is left to such class of ·men, ·that accu.racy is 
scarce to be expected, and for this reason, weighing of th& 

··1uice should be always preferred. In most qf the factories,:. 
where greater attention is paid to ·the exercise of chemical 
control, juice is- weighed. · There are at. present thr~ 
machines in use for weighing the juice. They a.re the .beam·. 
scales; the Richardson automatic self-recording machines, 
and the Leinart met-er. - · · 

The beam scales.-These are in use in Cuba, ;Hawaii 
and Java, the most common beifig the Howe beam scales~ 
There are usually two weighing tanks, one · filling a.nd the 
other emptying. In small houses, only one tank is used. but. 
in this case a storage tank, to receive the juice, is provided. 
These scales are provided with appliances, which punch th& 
weight of the juice on the ticket at ·each weighing. What. 
the man in charge has to do, is simply to counterpoise the
scale, and punch the ticket to get the weight. In order· t() · 
have a check on the number of tanks. weighed; it ·is a. 
common practice to provide a counter to each tank, which
automatically records the filling and emptying of tne tanks.· 

·There is, therefore, a good control on the man in. charge of 
weighing. The scale balances are the most reliable and 
simple in operation, and for this reaaon, are preferred.·· 

The Richardson automatic self·recording .machines.
These are in use in quite a number of factories in Cuha. 
With these, both the filling and emptying are done automa
tically. They are provided with counterR, which record the
number of weighings. ·They give satisfactory work, as long· 
as·they are kept clean. When they are dirty, they do not. 
automatically empty at the right time. On account of this 
rer:.son, many prefer to use the beam scales. 
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The Leinert mete1·.-I saw this type in use in some 
factories in Java._ A few factories in British Guiana also 
use this: This consists of two tanks of equal caplcity, 
balancied ori. a knife ·edge. Each one is provided with a 
.siphon pipe, which discharges the juioe. The juice t.o be 
weighed, flows first into one of the tan~.s, and, as soon as it 
gets sufficient weight of the juice, it tilts, stopping at the 
same time the juice flow, which is diverted to the second 
tank. When the tank tilts, the siphon begins to operate, 
<lischarging all·the juice. There is an automatic recorder to 
register the number of fillings. This type is reported to be 
giving good service . 

. XII. Clarification. 

After tl:i.e j\}ice is extracted by the mills,. it is subjected 
to such treatment. as will secure the elimination of most of 
the non-sugars. The non-sugars in cane juice, mostly, comist · 
of albuminoids, pectins, organic acids and colouring matter,· 
such as anthoc,Y.an, .saccharetin and chlorophyl. 'rhe ·usual 
substances, used for clarification, ·are lime, mostly in the 
form ·of lime cream, and either sulphurous acid, or carbonic . 
acid gas. When raw sugar is to be made, ovly lime is used, 
but when plantation white is to be made,· lime alone is not 
sufficient to eliminate the nec~ssary amount of non~sugars. ' 
Most .. of the gummy and colloidal matter, including the 
colouring m!l.tter, cannot be removed, unless an excess of lime 
is used, which cannot be . practiced in the treatment of' 
cane juice due to the presence of glucose, with which, it 
forms a compound, easily decomposable at high temperature,-· 
resulting)n the formation of organic acids of a colouring· 
nature. Colour iR an 'enemy. in the making of white sugar, 
and not only its elimination is desirable in the beginning, but 
its reformation during m.tnufacture should be avoided as far as 
possible. In order to make it possible to use larg~ q•1antities 
of lime, it is necessary to use either 802 or C02 to neu
tralize the excessive lime. . ' · · · 

Elimination of bago-cellulose.-Cane . juice besides 
containing the ingredients named . above, contains. fine par
ticleH of bagasse, usually called "- bago•cellulose" or cush· 
cush. This mainly comes through the disintegration ·of 
cane.fibre during milling, which cannot be. separated by the 

. usual juice strainers. It is obvious, that in countries,· where 
high sucrose extractions are obtained, and, where consequently 
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the ba()'asse is practically reduced to a powdery condition,. 
as is th~ case in the Hawaiian islands, the-amount of bago~ .. 
cellulose is very high. . The screens, usua.Uy used for the 
juice strainers, are of 16-25 mesh, which do not- remove the 
finer pa::ticles of bago-cellulose usually obtained. Few · 
factories have realized the importance of removing, as much . 
of the fine oush-cush as, possible at an early stage of the 
process. Its elimination before the juice is treated with lime, 
is necessary, as the latter has certain. undesirable effects on 
the bago.cellulose. The latter, at high temperature, .is 
attacked by lime, and partially converted into a gummy 
substance c~lled dextran, which gives trouble· later during · 
the boiling of low grade products; resulting in a high purity ' 
final molasses. In one factory in Porto Rico, the elimination 
of bago-cellulose by means of finer strainers, made, it possible 
to boil the crystallizer massecuite to such a. .low purity. as · 
54-55 instead of the usual 60, giving the final molasses of an · 
apparent purity of'27. Nowhere in the tropics,· where the 
juices are <if a high purity, I noticed the exhaustion of final 
molasses to such a low' purity. · · 

The second effect of the pre3enc3 of b:Lgo-cellulo3e in the 
juice is its appaaran()e in the su~a.r. The fine~ particles of 
bago-cellulose are held in fine suspension in the juice, which. 
do not settle along with the mud in the clarified juice, giving 
a. turbidity to tb_e latter. The particles of bago-cellulose, . 
which esoape the attack of lime, ultimately go through the 
sirup into the pan and the massecuite; and are retained ''by 
the centrifugal screens along with sugar grain. The keeping 
quality of sugar, and, to a certain extent, its fi.lteringquality· 
is greatly affected by the amount of suspended matter in the· 
sugar, which mostly consists of bago-celiulose. . · ' · 

One difficulty has been noticed· in the eliroin~tion .of · 
bago-cellulose from the raw juice, before it is treated with' 
~ime, and that is, the difficulty of. filtering the mud through•. 
~he ~ress. The ·press cake, obtamed with the usual process, 
conststs of 65 to 7 <> per cent. of cush-cush, which helps the . 
formation of a '(>Orous cake, easy of filtration and washing. 
With the elimination of cush-cush from· the raw jujce, a 
slimy precipitate is obtained, difficult to ·be . filtered and · 
washed. This difficultjrhas been solved by heavily liming 
t~e mud fro~ the juic.~ _subsiders to distinct alkalinity, which 
gtves volummous pre01p1tate. No difficulty has been met to 
filter and wash the cake obtained therefrom. T~e filter~d:-
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juice from the pres9es in this· case should be sent back to the 
raw juice for redefecation owing to the fact, that it contains
some lime salts in solution, which forms ~precipitate on its 
addition to clarified juice. The distinct alkalinity of the mud 
is not desirable, wheu white sugar .is to be made, as it imparts 
a dark colour to the juice. . But in making white sugar, 
excessive liming of the mud is not necessary qwing to the 
fact, that a voluminous precipitate is obtained ovting to 
excei:!B lime being used for clarification._ 

. If factories find it impossible to obtain mud, easy of 
tiltration on account of the removal of the bago-cellulose 
from raw juice, there is no reason why it should not be 
removed from ~he clarified juice before the latter is turned 
into sirup. It will be to the greatest advantage, if bago
oellulose is removed from the clarified juice before the 
latter is boiled into sirup. This will reduce the amount of 
scaling in the evaporators, and also. suspended matter in the 

- sugar. It will also re4nce the gummy nature of the low 
grade products, making it fOssible to boil :final massecuite of 
a lower purity. · 

In the making of white sugar either by the sulphitation 
·or carbrmatation process, where a heavy amount of lime is 
used, there will not be any difficulty of :filtering the mud, 
even if bago-cellulose . ·is removed from the raw juice. 
previous to its being treated with lime or sulphur, as the 
excess lime will give a vuluminous precipitate mainly consist-
ing of CaS03, which: i!l not difficult for filtration. In 
factories, making white sugar without filtration of the juice, 
it is of the highest importance to eliminate. the bago-cellulose 
as early as possible. E'Ven when juice is filtered, it is 
desirable to eliminate the bago-cellulose, before the raw juice 

· is .treated with either lime or sulphur to prev~nt the reactions 
already referred to. The presence of bago-cellulose in 
plantation white sugar is' one of the causes, which affects its 
keeping quality due to its moisture absorbing property. 

Method of removal of bago-cell.ulose.-Most of the bago
cellulose can be easily removed by straining all the juice 
through finer mesh wire screens. It has been found possible 
to remove much of the bago-cellulose by strn.ining the juice 
through a 100 mesh screen. This does not remove all the 
bago-cellulose. Some finer·particles still pass through. One 
factory in Hawaii is using lOU nnd 120 mesh screens to
remove the hago-cellulose from the clarified juice. It may 

. ' . 
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be possible to USe a 150 Or 200 meRh SCreen, -which is 
expected to remove the bago-cellulose completely. In 1.sing 
screens finer than 100 mesh, one' has to use two or three 
screens of different mesh, varying from 100 to 200 mesh. ·If 
only one screen of 200 mesh ia used, it ~ill cause constant 
choking of the screen, requiring constant attention, thoug-h it 
may eliminate all the bago·oE)llulose. · btra!hi~g the cold 
juice reduced in one factory suspended matter ni the cake 
from 30 per cent. to 1·7 per cent., and reduced the amount -of 
cake by 40 to ·45 per cent. · 

I saw two kinds of automatic continuous strainers, which 
are used to separate the bago-cellulose from the- juice either 
raw or clarified. One is the Carter automatic strainer, and the · 
other, Peck strainer used in Hawaii. 'l'he Carter automatic 
strainer is a. closed cylindrical chamber, containin~ three 
cone shaped screens of 40, 60 and 80 mesh, attached to .a 
central rotating shaft. The juice enters a~ the top, and passes 
successively through the three screens, re·mm.png the bago
cellulo~:~e to a centrai well, fro!D which it is removed to the. 
mud. tank, if it be Ul'led for straining the clarified juice or is 
·sent to the juice strainer of the mill, if it be u11ed for straining 
the raw juice. This apparatus.does good work. No extra 
power is required to rotate t~e central shaft, . as .this -can . be 
done wHh gravity flow of the juice through a height of 
8-10 feet. Different· meshed screens can be put to suit the 
requirements of any factory This strainer, however, is 
expensive in :first cost. The screens are also found to wear 
quit:kly. · · . . 

The Peck strainer, on the other hand, is very simple . 'in 
. design and cheaper in first cost. It consists of a 100 mesh 
monel metal rotating screen fixed in the form of a horizontal 
cylinder with f!o ·shaft in the Ct·ntre. This is connected 
through ·a gearing to a driving pulley. It rotates~t 4 R.P.M~ 
The raw juice is allowed to fall on the rotating screen, 
through which, the strained juice flows, w)lile the cush-cush 
remains on the screen, which is scraped off by · automatic 
scrapers. • · 

In countries, where labour is cheap, .as is the case in 
India, long rectangular screens of 100 mesh can be ·used ·to 
strain all the juice, the cush-cush, that is accumulated on the 
scr~e~s, bein~ removed once in a while by the attendant. 
Thts ts the Simplest and the cheapest device and can be 
prepared by any factory if a proper mesh screen is available. 
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Defecation for making ra!" sugar. 

1. Liming.-The strained juice is immediately treated . 
with a lime cream of 12°-15° Baume, and is thoroughly mixed 
with the same either by compressed air or by paddles, the 
former method being preferable. It is desirable to mix the 
lime thoroughly well, before t.he limed juice is seut through 
the heaters for ft!rther treatment. 1 With improper mixing a 
certain portion of the j11ice becomes strongly alkaline, which 
gets dark coloured in the juice hea.ters through the decom
position. of lime compounds of reducing- sugars. · A part of . 
the juice, which remains strongly acid -due to 'this improper 
mixing .of lime with juice, ts subjected to inversion in the 
juice heaters. This improper mixing of the juice will thus 
result in both inversion ofsucrose and destruction of glucose
reactions, which cannot be detected from the purity or ·the 
glucose ratio of the treated juice, when both the reactions · 
go' on simultaneously, · 

The amounb of lime, required to be used for defecation, · 
depends upon the fact; whether an acid or· alkaline clarifica- · 
tion is desired. At present, tbere are two practices, either of 
which is followed by the sugar factories. In both the cases, · 
the juice is keptas neutral as possible by lime,-with this differ-· 

. ence, that in one case. the juice is run on the acid side, and iri · 
the other case, on the alkaline side. In Cuba and Louisiana, 
the former is the practice, whife, in the Hawaiian islands the 
latter is the practice. Different claims have been marie by the· 
advocates of these practices. While the alkaline clariticatipn · 
tends to increase the dark colour in the jnioe and sirup, and ' 

. ultimately darkens the sugar to a certain extent due .to the 
destruction of glucose by lime, it is found to give a better · 
recovery due to minimum amount of inversion · The latter 
is true to a certain extent, beo-tuse even though l0ss through 
inversion is minimum, it increase:~ the viscosity of low grade · 
molasses due to the presence of lim~ salts, resulting in a · 
poor-boiling of th~ lowgrade massecuite, and yielding final· 
molasses of a mqch ·higher purity. Thus while the urideter
mined loss, which represen · s the loss through in ver:~ion, is · 
lowt:lr with alkaline clarification, this has been compensated 
to .a certain extent by the increased loss in molasses. In 

· Cuba where an acid clarification i-1 pr~ctised, . the loss in 
undetermined is high, but the loss in molasses is low. While 
in Hawaii1 a. retention of 90-91 (sucrose in sugar per ·cent. 
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sucrose in juice) has been obtained with alkaline clarification, 
· in Cuba, even higher retention bas been obtained with an 
acid clarification. Which clarification should be followed· by 
any particular factory, depends upon the glucose content of 
the juices. In the Hawaiian islands, the glucose in the juice 

. is very low not above 0'50 per cent., while in Cuba it is about 
1 per cent. and in Louisiana it is 1'50 to 2'00 per c~nt. It 

. will be risky to run an alkaline clarification with juices con
taining a higher , amount of glucose; This explains, why 
Hawaii, Cuba and·Louisiana follow different practices .. In 
India, where the juices contain.a higher amount of • glucose 
than what is found in Hawaii, an acid clarification is the 
safest. · 

The reaction of lime on the organic acids of the cane 
juice is controlled by different indicators,. which have caused 
a. good deal of confusion at the present time on account of 
the different sensitiveness and the different poin't of neutrality 
they indicate. A solution, neutral to litmus,· is nof neutral 
to phenolphj;halein, while one, neutral to the latter, is·· not 
neutral, if its pH value is taken' into consideration. It is there
fore of the utmost importanc.~a to select the prop~r· indicator. 
The use of litmus as an indicator is not reliable even though 
it affords simplicity of operation, because it is difficult to :be 
obtained pure, and is not so sensitive to organic acids, with 
which one has to deal in sugar manufacture. · Its use, in·. an 
atmosphere, saturated with. so~ or cog, is unreliable. 
Phenolphthalein is sensitive enough, and is much pt(:)f~rable 
to litmus, but it does not change its colour, unless the. solu
tion is distinctly alkaline. Thus a solution, neutral to 
phenolphthalein, is not really neut~al but is alkaline. · 

The control of reactions r~ferred to · above, is necessary· 
to prevent two evils, namely, inversion causeW by acids; and 
destruction of glucose caused by Jime. Both are undesirable 
and while it is impossible to prevent them completely, it is 
possible to minimize their effect. In the making of planta
tion white sug11r, colour is of the utmost importance, and an 
alkaline clarification is distinctly harmful, and is hence never 
followed, even thoursh it results in greater loss through 
inversion. In the making of raw sugar, colour is not of· so 
much consequence, if the latter can be kept within certain 
limits. · 

· The present method, for controlling this reaction,· is ; a 
titration of 10 c. c. of juice with N/10 alkali (usuallY. caustic 
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1!!0da.) or acid (HCl) ag9.inst phenolphthalein as an indicator. 
The number of c. c required to develop or to discharge the 

. colour of. the indicator,. is designated as the acidity or 
alkalinity of the juice respectively. In Java, it is expressed 
as tha number of milligrams of Ca.O or S09 per litre of juice. 
This method merely shows the total acidity or alhlinity of
the juice without giving any indicatio~ as to the concentra
tion: of H or OH ions, which are chiefly responsible for 
inversion of sucrose aud destruction of glucose respectively. 
For infltance, a N/10 acetic acid solution, .and a N/lO H<Jl 
acid solution, would require the same number of c. c. ofN/10 
caustic soda for neutralization, but there will be a marked 
difference in inversion with the same amount of the two acids. 
It is weU known that the organic at:Jids, with which the sugar 
manufacturers have to deal, possess a very ]ow power of dis
sociation, whi0h affects the cooceutration of the H ions. 
What is, therefore, d~sired in the control of the reaction, is 
not the total acidity or alkalinity, but .. the 'activity' of the 
acid, or in other words, the · concentration of the H or 0 H 
ion. · · · - , 

The concentration of the H ion may be aetermined in two 
:.ways, electrometrically and colorimetrically. · The former is 
the most accurate, but is attended with the practical dithctil
ties due to the presence of suspended impurities and colloidal 
matter in the ca.ne juice, which a.~ects the electrodes. The 
colorimetric method, on the other hand, is easy and rapid, 
·and fairly accurate, and the procedure· is as simple as a 
litmus paper. This method of determining the H ion concen
tration depends upon the changes of colonl:' or hue, which 
occur, when solutions of various indicators are· subjected to 
gradua.l changes of H ion concentration, Dr. Brewster, of 

. the Louisiana sugar exp~rimeut station, has evolved a colori
metric method, which consists in adding one drop of the 
indicator Rolution to 3 drops of the tes~ solution, and. _the 
colour, produced, is matuhed with the standard buffer solu
tion, whose pH valu•l is known. Th~ pH value of the buffer 
solution; that matches with the colour of the test solution, 
is then the same as the pEl value of the test solution. The 
buffer solutions can be easily prtlpared from standal'd buffer 
tablets, which are av;ailable on the markt:t. 

The pH value of a truly neutra.l solution is 7·0. ·Any 
solution showing a. pH value below 7·0 ·is acid, when it is 
above 7 j i~ is alkaline· In controlling this reaction, therefore, 

' '· 
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one bas to bring the pH value of the juice to as near 7 as 
possible.. This method is the most rational, reliable and 
accurate of all the methods followed so far. 1'his will be 
evident from the fact, that, while the acidity of the 
juice after- its treatment with lime in a raw sugar factory in 
Louisiana is 0·2 to 0'3 (}.c. of N/10 NaOH with phenolphtha
lein as an indicator by the titration metbCld, according·· to 
Dr. Brewster, colorimetric·aiiy its pH value is approximately 
7 or_ slightly less, showing that the juice approaches true· 
neutrality, and is not acid as will be supposed from the tit~a
tion results. Dr. Brewster recommends the following' H ion 

. indicators in cane sugar factories :-
(1) for testing raw juice: Methyl red (Ortho ca.boxy 

benzene azo dimethyl aniline) Con. o·o:a per cent; pH 
range from ~:4 to 6·0; colour change, red to yellow.: · 

(2) for testing the neutrality of either limed or 
sulpho-Jimed juice; Phen'"~l red (phenol sulfon phthalein), 
con. 0·02 per cent.; pH range 6·8 to 8·4; colour ·change 
yellow to red.. · · · 

(3) for testing the !Lcidity of the sulphited. juice : 
Brom Phenol blue (Tetra bromo phenol sulfon phtha
lein), Con. 0 4 per· cent.; pH range 3·0 to 4'6, ·colour 
change yellow to blue. · .. . 
Full details as regards the theory of colorimetric method, 

as well as the theory of indicators, . are given in Dr. Cla.rk's 
· book on the _determination of H ions. · ~ 

· ·In Louisiana, the acidity is usually determined by the 
titration method with phenolphthalein ~ts an indicator. The 
raw juice is limed to 0·2 to 0·3 c c. N/10 NaOH. In Cuba 
the juice is kept faintly acid to litmus paper. In the Hawaiian 
islands, the juice is limed to a slight alkalinity to litmus 
paper. As bas been sa1d previously, litmus as an indicator 
is not sensitive and is unreliable. It is far better to use 
phenolphthalein as an inilicator. An acidity of 0·2 to 0'3 c.c. 
of N/10 NaOH with plienolphthalein as the indicator, is the 
best from the point of minimum inversion. · • · · 

2. Juice heating.- After ·the juice is Ii~ed and wel1 
mixed, it is p!!.ssed through juice heaters, in wh10h it js .b,eat: ·. 
ed to a temperature of 20uo to 220° F; .Factories, followincr an 
acid clarification, usually superhE)at the juice to 215"-:&20" F · 
which gives a better settling. Factories, following an 
alkalme clarification, usually heat the juice to 200" F, · a.nd 
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· also get good settling. In this case, a higher temperature is 
' thought undcs1rable, probably on account of the possibility 
· of glucose destruction. 
, . . 

!fbe juice heaters commonly used are the· horizontal, 
, multi~pass, juice tube type. The tubes are 'either of brass or 
. copper. about 2 .inches in diameter and 20 feet or more in 

length, through which the juice is pumped at a pressure of 
. 40 lbs. 'fhe juice flows at the rate of 400 feet or more per 
· minute. Ip order to prevent scaling, a velocity of 500 feet 

per minute is thought desirable. Modern tendenpy-is to run 
. the juice at 8. higher velocity to minimize scaling. For 
. jui~e heating, mostly exhaust steam . of about 4-5 lba. 

pressure is often used, though, in many fa.ctories, it is par-
tially supplemented or completely replaced by live steam, 

· when sufficient exhaust steam is no£ availanle • 

. 3 ... Settling.-The next operation is to pass the heated 
juice into settling tanks. These may be either· rectangular 
or cylin,drical in shape .. They are some.~imes provided with 
heating coils inside, in order to heat the 'juice to cracking 

~ point, before it .is allowed to settJe. This is followed in 
factories, where juice cannot be heated to '212• F in the 
juice heaterH .. Ix;t modern factories, heating coils have been 

. found to. be unnecessary, as the juice can be hea.ted to 215·-

. 220~ F; easll' in the juice heaters. · The importance of in-. 
sulating these tanks,. so .as to promote better settli«g, has nof> 

. been so well upderstood by. sugar manufacturers. Only in 
, the· Hawaiian islands, this point. ha.s been well attended. 

There not only are the tanks well insulated on the sides, ·but 
. even- the .tops are covered and insulated. When tanks are 
, not insulated, convection currents, set up by the rapid cool
: ing of the juice at the surface, as well as the sides, interfere 

with the process of settling.· Not only, therefore, is there a 
Joss of heat through cooling of the juice .but in addition, a 

. poor settling is obtained. Modern pmctice is to provide in
sulated tanks. The time, required for settling,· is about au 
hour. Delivery cocks are provided at different· levels to 
decant the clear juice to the storage tank, while the mud, 

· that settles at the bottom of the tanks, is sent to. separate 
mud tauks for further treatment. This is a discontinuous 
process'of s~ttling, which is the easiest and simplest in oper
aMon, and is by far very common. It gives a clear .. good 

·juice provided, it is· properly attended to. It involves per
sonal element, which affects the quality of the work. 

' 
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In countries where labour is scarce and dear as . i~ ' 
Louisiana and Cuba, continuous settlers are coming into 
general use. The old t1pe of th~· continuous ~·ettler i~ t~e 
Demming's. This cons1sts of an msulated ve:rtwle, cylmdn'" 
cal tank with an inverted cone inside as below:~ ' 

Mud outlet. 

. . - . . 

The juice enters at.. the top in the outside vessel, goes to 
the bottom, where it deposits the mud, which _is intermit- · 
tently removed through the pipe at the bottom, while, the 
clear juice goes above . through the coM, and ultimately 
comes out through the pipe at the top.· The. ;Demming's 
settler has one defect and that is, it is not sufficiently elastic~ 
so that the rate of fl9w of the juice can be changed, which is· 
sometimes necessary, when juices,'\vhich settle with difficulty). 
a.re met with. .All modern installations hav,1 abandoned· 
this practice. . . . . . . . 

There is at present on the market another continuous· 
settler, which is being looked upon with greatfavour.in Cuba. 
It is the Dorr clarifier, which was tried in Cuba at centrals 
Mercedita, Violeta, Manati, and Elia to the satisfaction of 
sugar manufacturers. In Cuba, anything that will save 
labour, has a: great future. · · 

. . . 

The *Dorr clarifier not only saves labour, but provides !II. 

continuous automatic system of settling, requiring very little
attention. It consists of an insulated covered cylindrical steeb 
ta~k, which is divided into 3 or more compartments· by in
clined steel trays, over which the m1,1d is .deposited. Over 
eaoh tray rotates slowly, at one revolution per 4 minutes a. 
scraper, which directs the mud to . the central. well, fr~an 
w~ich it sink~ to the bottom, :where from it is. continually 
wxthdrawn by a pump. There1salso a scum scraper attache<} 
at the top to remove the floating scum. The hot juice from 
the heaters is directly pumped into the clarifier, from which 
the clear juice comes out continually as an over-flow. The. 

• See figure on page 119, 
B 711-8 
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juice remains in the clarifiers for about. 2 hours, by which 
time, most of the suspended matter is deposited. The ad
vantages of the Dorr clarifier.are:- (l) It, being a continn
.ous process, ·saves labour as well as space. {:.J.J. It gives a 
continuous flow of dean bright juice without any appreciable 
loss of heat in the clarifier due to its being insulated, whicr 
me~;~.ns a saving in steam ~onsumption. In Cuba, juice could 
be easily supplied to evaporators at 200° F. (3), The mud, that -
is continually withdrawn, is dense, and consequently contains 
less juice. This is required to be diluted with little water, 
before it is pumped for :fi.l~er press; without further .liming 
and heating. The dilution of the mud with water, reduces 
the sucrose loss in press cake. .The amount-of mud is reduced 
from 10 to 5 per cent., which is also responsible in reducing 
the loss in press cake, thus increasing the_ retention.. (4} It 
gives· a bright cle11r juice of better quality, as it reduces the 
~rregularity due to human element to its mini~um . 

. In central Mercedita1 the results, obtained since the. 
installation of Dorr clarifiers, are very e'rwoui·lloging indeed. 
Not only the quality of the sugar was markedly improved by 

·the .reduction of suspended matter in ~t (it was reduced from 
· 0·1 ()per cent.· to 0 06 per cent.) but the sucrose retention was 
increased~ The amount of extra fuel saved per day was 
50 per cent., while labour· was considerably reduced. The 

. following figures give an idea :-

Defecation, 

Ordinary. .I Dorr olarifier. 

Miligrams of insoluble matter In sugar .... 87 
0

69 

Cleanliness uf pugar ~·5 7·5 

· Sucro~e in o&l!e' per ceot. tl·75 5·5 

Consumption of coal tons per day . 16·1! 8·8 
. 

. ·. ~For conditions .in India, where labour is comp&.ratively 
cheaper, thl3 use of discontinuous insulated tanks. will be 

. economic. Though Dorr clarifier gives on an average a 
, clearer juice on account of the elimination of the personal 
element, its first cost is very high, and its introduction into 
India, so long labour ~s cheap, is 9f doubtful economy. 

"!~, 
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4. Treafment of the mud.-'rhe muii, obtained from the 
settling tanks, is then usually treated with 'more lime, ~Pated 
to boilin"' and i~ then either allowed to settle, or duectly 
passed th~ough the filter press. The object of ad~ing lime .to 
mud again; is to promote better settlmg and obtam an easlly 
filterable mud. ::)o long, the mud is not made alkaline, this 
practice is not open to any objection, but usually, the addi
tion of lime to mud is carried to distinct alkaliuity, which is 
objectionable on aecount of the destrn<'-tive action of excess 
lime on glucose, rendering dark colour to the filter- press 
juice. Besidee due to alkalinity of the mud, the clear juice, 
obtained therefrom either by settling or filterin~ th:'-'ough ~he 
press, contains some lime in solution, which precipitates some 
more of the non-sugars ~:m its addition to the clarified juice. 
This precipitate is ultimately deposited in the evaporators as · 
a scale, which considerably affects their evaporation capacity.· 
lt is, therefore, desirable, that the juice, obtained: after relim-. 
ing of the mud either by settling or fiJtering through the 
press, should be sent back to the raw juice for redefec~~.tion. 
When plantation white Pugar is to be made, it is necessary to 
avoid the excess of lime for treating the mud so as to prevent 
the formation of 'dark colourrld ''bompounds., In order to. 
promote better settling and filtering, filter-eel is used. in some 
factories, but its use has not 'become ·general probably due to. 
its cost. . - · · · 

Most of the factories resettle the mu'd .. The clear juice 
obtained therefrom, is usually mixed with the clarified juice, 
which is not a good practice for reasons given above. The mud, 
obtained from the resettling of the first mud, is th~n directly 
pumped to the filter press. Factories, having sufficient filter 
press capacity, do not resettle mud, but directly pass it 
through the press, aftec it is treated with lime and heated. 
Usually factories are not provided with sufficient filter press·· 
qapacity, in which castl, resettling of the mud beQomes a 
necessity in orddr to cut down the wo~:k of the press. 

· The mud, oM.ained from the settling ot the jnice or re
settling of the firs~ ~ud. is tllen filtered through a press s~ as 
to sepa.r>~.te clear JUICe from insoluble solirls. For this pur
pose, plat9 and frame presses are used in all the cane sugar 
f~ctorie~. · These work fairly well, butrequir.e constant atten
tiOn owmg to leaks through cloth. The pre's consists of 
alternate plates ar;td fr~mes, pressed together by me11.ns of a. 
gear. In new des1gns, mstead of a gear, hydraulic closure is 
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used. The thic~~ess of th~ cake depends· upon the thickness 
of the frame, \vhioh in turn determines its filtering capacity .. 
A thicker frame gives a thicker cake, which in turn gives 
mor~ trouble for washing. 

In a. press generally, two kinds of plates-call~d the juice 
plates and water plates-are provided. Thera are also pro
vided two side feeds, one for the juice, and the other for the 
water, the direction being reversed in the la.tter case in order 
to secure a thorough washing. Between the plates and frames, 
are stretched the cloths. Each plate is provided with a. 
channel and a. cock,_ through which the filtrate runs out; 
When water is used for washing the cake, the cocks on the 
water plates are closed so that water h~s to tl'avel through the 
cake into the juice plate; before it runs out ofthe press. This 
secures better washing. The press is, therefore, set in the 
following order : filter head, frame, juice plate, frame, water 
plate, frame, juice plate, frame, &c. 

A few houses in Louisiana. are equipped with Sweetland· 
. presses. They are leaf presses, are self cleaning but are ex
pensive in first cost. On account of self cleaning device, 
they can be· Cleaned in a ·short time and reused. So far, I 
noticed them in a few houses in Louisiana, but no where in 
the.'Tropics they have been used. Their use is getting more 
extEmoed in the refineries. · 

The mud i~ pumped through the press by means of a 
dupleX: pu'mp or a centrifugal pump in electrified houses at 
a pressure of. 49-60 lbB. It is not safe to exceed this limit, 
as 'it may result in breaking the plates. Even a pressure of 
40 'lbs. is hot desirable, as·it forms a compact cake aifficnlt 
for washing owii:J.g~to the_ ·formation of channels in the cake~ · 
In Cuba and Porto Rico, washing the cake has not resulted 
in reducing the sucrose content of the cake to such an ext~nt, 
as is obtained in the Hawaiian island's, where the presses are 
usually run at a low pressure. On account of the compact') 
nature of the cake, obtained through high pressure, at which·· 

-presses are run, water used for washing does not permeate 
the cake . but forms channels resultmg in partial washing. 
In Cuba, due to insufficient press capacity, ca~e JS sometimes 
not washed, but is hardened and dried by either steam or air, 
before the pre!ls is dumped. The sucrose, in the press cake, 
amounts to sa 0 -per cent. Even when washing the cake is 
practised, the sucrose, in the cake, has not gone below 4 per 
cent._ In_ the_~awaiian islands, press cake rarely shows more 
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than 1·5 percent.suor9se. Therepressesare usually.!un u.t a 
pressure not exceeding 25 lbs. In some cases, mud IS fed to 
the presses by gravity alone, for.which a verticle fall of about 
10 feet is used. A low pressure gives a porous cake, which is 
easy for washing. Water fo.r washing is, however, forced 

"' through the press at a pressure of 40 to 60 lbs. It i_s, 
' therefore, desirable to run the presses at a low pret~sure -n~t. 

exceeding 25 lbs. so aA to form a porous cake easy for :wash
ing There is also another advantage. Presses runnmg at 
a low pre::>sure do not leak so much, and give a. long life to 
:filter cloths, 

After the press is full, which is recognized by the slow 
running of the :filtrate, and also by the increase in pressure, 
it is usually washed with hot water, which is feil in the 
opposite direction. In factories, where presses are run at 
high pressure, washing results in the formation of ohannelt?. 
In some of the fact<>ries in order to reduce the losses in press- . 
cake, double filtering is practised." For this purpose. cake · 
is not washed in the 1st filter press but is simply dried by 
air, is then. dumped, and· the cake pugged and mixed with 
water, and the mixture is again filtered through ·another 
press. This is· the most effective method of reducing the 
press cake loss, but demands an •· increased press capacity, _ 
which is usually insufficient in most of hhe factories. In Porto 
Rico, o.rie factory was able to reducll the sucrose content of 
the cake from 5 to 1·5 per cent. by means q£ double pressing. 
The chief advantage of double pressing, is the reduction of 
the amount of water required for washing, which requires not 
only extra fuel to evaporate all the water; but is attended 
with a loss of sucrose through inversion and fermenhtion. 

It has been known that, one of the sources of undeter-· 
mi:g.ed loss in sugar manufacture is the W!!.shings from the 
presses, which are very susceptible to inversion and ferment

' ation." Factories, using plenty of water for waehing the cake; 
· suffer this lciss indirectly as it cannot· be· determined 
directly. A low sucrobe in the press cake, obtained with the 
use of plenty of water, . is, therefore,-no indication that the 
sucrose thus obtained is recovere~ in sugar.· In order to 
minimize this loss, washing of the cake should not be con• 
tinued over a long time, as is usually the case, a period of one 
hour being considered safe. It is claimed by·the advocates of 
the Dorr Petree process, thJt.t washing the cake has another 
disadvantage_:_that it· redissolves some of the precipitated 
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impurities, which again enter the house. How far this is 
true, has so far not been verified. 

The filtrate obtained from the press is usually. clear but 
slightly dark coloured. This clear juice is usually mixed 
with the clarified juice, before it is 'charged to the evaporat-

. ors. This practice is not desirable,. because (1) the finer · 
press juice is usually alkaline, which, on addttion to clarified ' 
~uice, imparts turbidity to the latter, on account of the pre
cipitation of some of the non-sugars: This precipitate causes 

.. scaling in the evaporators reducing their capacity couslder
ably; (2) the presses many times leak, which is not detected 
in the ordinary course. The result. is, a dirtv juice mixes. 
with the cla.ritied juice, causing rapid fouling of th3 evaporat
ors. . As a matter of precaution, it is better to send back 
this juice to the raw juice tanks for re¢lefecation. Some 
factories in Cuba follow this practice as a _matter of precau-
tion with consequent increase in evaporation capacity. · 

After the cake is washed with water, it is dried either 
with steam or compressed air, after which the press is 
dumped., _ . · . · 

. . . . 

5 . . Dorr Petree process.-,-This is a new process of clari
fication originally patented in 1916 by Messrs. 'rhomas and 
Pel ret', the chief inspecting chemist and _engineer of the 
Colonial Sugar. Refining Company ·of Australia. The chief 
poi!lt. whicl! has 1!-ttracted the attention of the sugar techno-_ 
logists all over the world to this process of clarification, is 
that it corppletely eliminates the filter press station in a 
mod~rn sugar· house. To t.hose, ·who know the amount of 
labour; investment and upkeep involved in the filte"l' press 
station together with its attendent troubles and dirt, the 
introduction. of a process, that will eliminate this station alto~ 
gether1 will come as a blessing. In this process, the mud 
obtained from the subsidera, is sent to the mill, instead of'being 
furt.her treated and passed through the press. In order. to ' 
get a· denser mud and thus reduce its quantity, a special con~ 
tinuous subsider called: the 'Petree· volute flow subside1·' 
was designed. This consists of conical shaped insulate~ vessel~ 
in .which the clea.r juice runs out in continuous stream by an 
over-.flow,· while the .mud, which settles at the botto~, also 
runs continually by a separate over .. fl.ow pipe.· This subsider 
gives mud of a greater density th ,n that obt.ained with ordi~ 
nary defecation, making it possible to be directly applied to 
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the bag11sse of mills. Recently, Petree has recommended -~he 
use of Dorr clarifiers, instead of his original subsiders, which. 
are no doubt more efficient, and give a mud of .stiJl greater 
density, anu consequently of lPss volume. The recent. 
success of the Dorr ,cl>Lrifiers in Cuba, has brought this proces~ 
into greater prominence. 

The following u.re the details of the process :-

" 1'he juice from the 2nd mill (which contains most 
o(the gummy ap.d c"lloidal impurities, expressed in· the 
heavy second and later crush!ngs) iR preliminarily_ 
defecated_ and separately settled aud decanted. 

. . "The resulting clarified juice job;ts the first· mill 
j~ice, and this rich mixture· is defecated and settled. 

\ 

"The rich mud .from the. sPttling of this mixed 
juice joins the second mill juice prior to its l;>eing 
preliminarily defecated an(! settled. 

" The clear juice resulting from the settling of the 
. defecated mixed juice is sent to the evaporators. 

" A special mud from the· settling of the second 
juice plus rich mud, is returned to the bagasse at an 
early stage of the crushing without prejudice to the 
efficiency of extraction at the mills." ' . 

A rough sketch is given below to explain the· process:-

Water 

Crusher Mill 

I 
Lim•d=~::;r • 

I 
neoted 

)st mud to zn.d Dorr 
2 mud to mill. 
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: When 4 mills are used, . the juice from the last mill· is 
.not defecated, but is put on to the ba!ni.sse from the 2nd mill, 
wate,: being applied to bagasse after the 3rd mill. 

: .· .. This pro·cess is in u,se at present in a number of f~ctories 
· in Australia, at .Uitvlugt planta;tion in British Guiana, 
central Soledad iri Cuba, Paia and Punene plantations in 
Hawaii. 'fhe results, so far obtained, are not conclusive. 
:poubtless there are some difficulties, which need solu~ion 

. before definite results can be obtained. . Some of the difficul-
~ies are:- · . 

. (1) The effect on sucrose extraction.-In all the 
new insta1lations of this process, both in Cuba and 
Hawaii, it has been noticed that sucrose extraction has 
been reduced by over 1 per cent. · . The returning cf the 
mud to the bagasse, which is richer .in sugar than the 

. juices of the subsequent mills is bound to affect the 
extraction to some extent, unless ih is accompanied with 
more· macei:n.tion. Central Soledad obtained a slightly 
higher extraction with this. process, to secure which, the 

· maceration water .has to be increased by 25 per cent. A 
, loss of 1 per cent. in sucrose extraction does not compen- · 
sate for the saving in press cake,. which, in well equipped 
factories shows little .loss. In the Hawaiian islands 
where the press cake contains a little over 1 per cent. 
sucrose, a loss of. 1 per cent. in extraction is a heavy 
loss. At Paia, where record has been made for the 
highest sucrose extraction so far obtained with milling, 
the following comparative figures have_ been obtained:-

I 19U I 1928 
Old Pro9ej;s. New Process. 

1:1ucrose per cent. bagasse 0·78 1·411 
:8 in juice per oent. S in cane !18·90 97·54 
Bin press cake 1·16 

1:1 lost in press cake per cent. S in cant! 0·112 
. 1:1 in oaue 14·16 18·87 

S !oat in extraction per cent. 100 8 in cane 1·86 
.1:1uorose saved in press cake per o•nt. 100 Sin cane ... 0·1111 
Net loss per 100 S iu cane 1-14 

S=Sncrose .. 

Assuming, that 1,000 tons of cane are to be ground 
par day, and that cane contains 13"5 per cent. sucrose, 
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the total sucrose entering the mili i!:l 135 tons, out of 
which, 1'5 tons· of sucrose is lost due to this process 
eyery day. · 

(2) Upsetting of the chemical control.-· On account 
of the return .of the mud back to the mill, it is not possi
ble to obtain raw juice samples without an admixture of 
the juice from the mud, '\Vhich is in continuou!l circula
tion. The chemical control, therefore, starts witl:t the 
weighing of the c:l!l.rified juice. The sucrose extraction 
is based on the sucrose in the clarified juice; in which 
case,- no accounf is taken of the loss of_ sucrose during 
heating and settling. Secondly, in the old process, no 
account bf the fibre in the cush-cush,, that finds its way 
in the juice, is taken into consideration. . With the 
Petree process, all that finds its way in the baga.sse.
On account of the above two reasons, the sucrose extrac- . 
tion, obtained with~he Petree process, is shown higher 
than what is actually the case, while, tha.t obtained with 
the old process, is shown lower than what i~ actually 
obtained. • On account of the upsetting of the chemical 
control, it is practically· impossibie to get compa.rative 
figures. , 

(3) Effect on ext·radion with tandems of few mills.
Factories, 'having. only _a• crusher and 3 mills, c.om-

. paratively suffer more loss in su~rose extr;:tction, and 
it is doubtful, whether-it will be economic to instal-this 
process in tandems of .less than 4 mills. Even factories, -
having· a mills in a tandem, have suffered in extraction. 

(4) Effect of the amount of: maceratinn water • .....:.. 
Factories, using a. low amount. of maceration to. the . 
extent of 15-20 per cent. are likely to suffer in extrac
tion as well as in capacity. The former can be increased 
if more maceration is practised, ·but it ~ill decrease the 
milling capacity. Factories practising over 40 per cent. 
maceration, may not suffer in extraction and capacity to 
the same extent as the ones practising a lighter macera-
tiop. · 

These difficulties will no doubt be overcome as inore 
experience is gained. The Dorr Petree advocates, on other 
hand, claim a higher boiling house recovery, but it is open to 
question, how far that is due to the Petree process alone. · In 

• According to, Mr. McAIIEp, about II to 11·5 per cent, less sucrose is credited with 
Petree process. . · . ' · · · 
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Cuba, Dorr clarifiers alone haye increased the boiling house 
e:fficienuy to. the same extent, and it is, therefore, probable, 
that'most of the benefits, obta.~ned with regard to boiling 
house efficfency, may be due to the use of Dorr clarifiers. 

In India, where labour is inuch cheaper, the installation 
of a Dorr clarifier will be very_ expensive on account of the 
first cost. Without· the Dorr clarifiers, the Petree process 
cannot' be worked successful:y. Besides, the process demands 
a royalty. Taking these f;tcts into consideration, there is not 
much chance for its economical operation in India at least at 
the present time. 

The above outline ~epresents the general· practice of 
defecation for .manufacturing raw sugar from cane. When 

· cane juice contains more silica, due to the alkalinity of the 
-soils, on which cane is grown, as is reported to J:>e th~ case on 

the Rosehall estate in British Guian9., a slight modification 
of the process is necessary in ordel to eliminate the silica. 
The sugars, made on that estate, were found to offer great 
difficulties in refit}ing which was tr;aced to the presence of 
silica in the sugars. The silica, wh~ch is present in the form 
of organic compounds in cane juice, is not precipitated· by 
ordinary defecation. .The superheating of cane juice before 
liming, has been found to precipitate the orga.no-silica 
compounds_. · 'l'he modified process, followed at the said 
estate, is as follows :-Raw juice is heated before liming to 
240"-250" F, after which it is passed through an explosion 
box, and is then limed to litmus neutrality. Lime is 
thoroughly mixed with the . hot juice, after whiCh the 
mixture is heated to 210"-215" F; and is then sent to 
settling . tanks. 'fhe further process is the. same. This 
method proved to be successful in removing a. great part of 
silica. The amount of inversion, that is likely to be caused, 
by the. superheating of the juice, which is distinctly acid, is not 
known. Laboratory results show tha.t the loss is inappreciable . 

. Clarification for making plantation white sugar. 
. - - . 

· The. importance of removing fine. particles Df cush-cush 
before liming by means of strainers has been already referred 
to. There are at present 3 or 4 methods of making planta
tion white sugar directly from cane,. that are in use in the 
varil)lis, cane sugar countries of the world. They are: 
(1) sulphitation, ('.!!) carbonatation-singleordouble, (3) sulP.hO
carbona,tation or acid thin. juice process, and (4) kieselguhr-
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char proce~s. Out of these, the sulphitation is c~~mon· in 
Louisiana, MauritiU'S, and also to some extent, m Java. 
The second and third processes are followed in Java, though 
the sulphitation is getting common. The last one was tried 
in Louisiana but proved to be commercially unsuccessful. 

A few considerations have to be made, before the 
suitability of auy of the above processes to meet the special 
conditions in ·any country is decided. Of the above processes, . 
sulphitation is by .far the cheapest and simplest process, for 
making plantation white sugar directly from cane. In the 
sulphitation procesll, much more lime is used than what is 
usually used in the ordinary defecation process, the excess 
lime being neutralized by sulphurous aciQ gas generated by 
burning sulphur in special. stoves. This process is usually 
attended· with the settling system, the mud being pressed 
through the press, while the clarified juice may be filtered 
through gravity :filters-called bag filters. On i:Jle other hand; 
in carbonatation process, a far greater amount of lime is 
used, which is neutralized wit.h carbonic acid g~s, instead of 
with sulphurous acid. gas, generated by burning limestone~ 
The amount of lime used per ton of cane is I lb. odess with 
defecation, ll-2 lbs. with sulphit.at10n . and 10-15 lbs. in 
carbonatation process. It is. thus obvious that the amount · 
of lime used ~n carbonatatit!ln is 10 times that used in 
sulph1tation. '!'his becomes expensive. Dr. 'Geerligs, in 
comparing the two processes, estimates that, in the sulphita
tion process, the cost of lime and sulphur .per 1,000 tons of 
cane is.£ 5-11-2, while ia the oarbonatation process, the cost 
of limeston~ alone comes to .£16-0-3, while the cost of lime
stone and coke together comes -to£ 26-13-8~ It is, therefore, 
evident, why it is essential~o have a cheaper limestone avail
able in the vicinity of the factory. Against this, it should be 
remembered that, carbonatation process gives a decidedly 
better grade of sugar, because, on account' of the excess liine 
used, there is a gre~ter energetic a,ction of lime, whereby, a 
great part of the suspended matter together with gums and 
pectins, are percipitated. rendering the juices readily :filter
able. On account of the filtering of all the juices, the 
resulting juice is bright and clear. It is also ~aid, that the 
process gives a greater yield of sugar, which cannot be 
easily demonstrated. Dr. Geerligs, in his book on ' Planta 
tion White Sugar Manufacture', gives 100·32 as the ·yield 
from the double carbonatation · process, agail1st 100 by the 
sulohitation nroneRR. J n t.he Rnlrihitation nrol'leRR on AI'\Nlnnt. 
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'-of the acid medium, a greater loss due to inversion is quite 
likely. '},'his increase in the yield of sugar is not large 
enough to justify the installation of a carbonatation process, 
which is very expensive. 

On Mcount of these facts-11\rgeamount oflime required, 
-the necessity of a greater filter press capacity, and 
-the filtering of all the juices 2 or 3 times, the process 

· becomes expensive. . Besides a carbonatation process is 
.accompanied with a troublesome and ·complicated lime 
:kiln system, while, in the sulphitation process there is a 
:system of repeated settling, which is comparatively much 
simpler. To run a kiln for burning limestone, in order to 
generate carbonic acid gas, as well as prepare lime for the 
factory, it is necessary to have cheaper supply of coke, which 
:also adds to the COl>t appreciably. 'raking all these things 
into consideration, and specially ~implicity o( operation and 
cheapness, sulphitation is the_ most suitable prdcess for 
making plantation granulated sugar in India. 

Acid thin juice process is of· recent introduction,. and 
has replaced the carbonatation process in Java. This process 
is p~actically the same as the double. carbonatation prpcess, 
]n which the excess lime is neutralized with carbonic acicl 

· gas in two stages, with this difference; that the clear juice is 
ugain neutralized with sulphurous acid gas. The neutraliza
tion of lime with carbonic acid gas is accompanied with the 
formation of potassium carbonate, a salt, wl;tich possesses 
the grflatest capactty for decomposing glucose, resulting in a 
darkening effect. J.n sulphurous . acid saturation, potassium 
sulphite is formed. This has a decided bleaohing action. 
On account of this reason this process is preferred. This 
process, however, is equally expensive as the carbonata.tion, 
as it, in no way,' saves the amount of lime or the press 
capacity. · · 

Kieselguhr-char process was tried in Louisiana. With 
-the advent of tho decolourizing carbons, specially Norit, a 
.great hope was entertained with regard to the preparation of 
white sugar directly from cane by the use of Norit. The 
excessive amoJlnt of Norit, .required for this prooess, and the 
difficulty of filtering the juices, made the process economi
<Ja.lly unsuccessful. 

1. t::Julphitation process.-'l'here are two methods of 
application of this process, that are in use at the present 
time. 'fbey are liming first and sulphiting ·afterwards and 
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vice versa. The former is common in Java and the latter.in 
Louisiana and Mauritius. 'l'he obvious reason for sulphit
incr first, and liming afterwards is the presence of a very high . 
au;'ount of glucose in juices in Louisiana. While, elsewhere, 
the amount o£ glucose rarely exceeds 1 per cent., in Louisiana. 
it -varies from 2·3 per cent. It is well known, that lime· 
combine3 with gl~co::~e in the cold to form glucosates, which 
decompose at a temperature below 10o C, forming glucinic· 

. and saccharic acid salts. 'fbe former are unsta.ble, and 
decompose on heating, forming brown coloured products. 
This spontaneous decomposition is ·chiefly responsible for the 
dark colour of the juice, as well as for. the resulting acidity 
of an originally alkaline or neutral juice. If care is taken 
not ,to heat the juice abqve. 55° C, it forms lactic acid, which 
is more stable. In order to leRsen . this. danger, and escape
the detrimental effect of lime on glucose, suJphiting is done· 
first chiefly on account·of a. high ~lucose content in · Loui· 
siana. Srilphiting has, besides, an. antiseptic action on 
the juice preventing ferment:J.tion. In Northern India, where
the juices contain a high amount of glucose, it will be safer
to sulphite the juice first, and . lime it later on. · In the
Bombay Deccan, and in Southern India, where the juiC€lS. 

. are fairly rich,· and contain a lo_w amount of gfucose, liming 
first and sulphiting afterwards; will be as good .or even better. 
When sulphiting is done first, it becomes!' very difficult to 
.control the amount of lime to the extent. one would desire, 
because this depends on t},l.e acidity of the juice, to which it 
is sulphited, which ca.nnot be increased beyond a certain 
limit, due to the low absorbing power of the sulphur<?US aci.d 
gas, unless an excess of the gas is used, whit?h consequently 
goes to waste. On the other han~, when liming is done· 
first, the quantity can be controlled to any extent, one would. 
desire, neutralizing the same with sulphurous acid gas, the 
quantity of the latter depending on the amount of lime used .. 
'l'he greater amount of lime gives a better clarification. 

(a) Lime .~ulphitatwn.-'l'he raw juice, after ib is· 
weighed, is first limed, for which 15° ·Be. cream is: 
used. The amount of lime used varies from 6·10 or, 
even 12 htres of 15° Be. cream to 1,0(}(; litres of raw 
juice. After the juice is thoroughly mixed, it may be 
heated to a temperature 50°-55° C •. ·This prehea.ting is. 
considered beneficial. In Java; preheat_ing the- juice, , 
before liming to about 65° C is practised.· ·The ·juice is.; 
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then sulpbited to neutra.lity to phenolphthalein. The 
aoidjtv varies from 80-120 milligrams of S0 2 (=0'3lo c. 
N/10 Na.OH to 10 c. c. of juice). The neutralized juice 
is then heated to boiling to a temperature of 1(12•-
10400 (215°-:LW.F) in juice heaters, after which it is 
taken to tpe sl'lttling tanks. Harloff and Schmidt claim, 
that a reheating_ofthiR juice to boiling in open juice 
heaters or elimina.t'ors, promotes better settli!"Jg, and a 
good quality of juice is secured. It is better to have 
insulated tanks for, settling. This is the process 
followed in Java. · 

. (o) Su.lphitation liming.-'fhis process is followed 
in Louisiana and Mauritius. The raw juice, as it comes 
froin the mills, fs taken to a sulphur box. This con-1sts 
of a verticle rectangular wo.,den chamber, u~ually of 
ti' x 6', the height varying from· 12 to. 20 feet. At 
intervals within the box, a't'e placed slanting perforated 
wooden partitions placed . horizont~~.l!y, which break up 
the juice into fine shower. · The juice enters at the 
top, and is divided ivtc fine shower by tl;te perforations, 
while the sulphurous acid gas enters at the bottom either 
under suction or atr pr steam iJ?.jector. The sulphurous. 
acid gas in its upward JDOvement in the charp.ber, meets 
with the shower of juice, which absorbs the gas. The 
acidity of the juice is increaS'ed to 3-4 c. c., i.e., 10 c. o. 
of juice is neutralized by 3-4 c. c. of N/10 NaOH solu
tion with phenolphthalein as an indicator. This is the 
simplest mechanism used in Louisiana for sulphiting the 
juice. About one lb. of sulphur is required per ton of cane. 

The sulphurous acid gas is generated in a speoin.l stove. 
This consists ot a cast iron box with a movable door. · Sul
phur is burnt on a movable plate, the burning being started 
by a red hot piece of iron. · ·sulphur is fed intermiLtently 
t:ither . ~hrough the mo\1:\ble door or through special Opening 
at the top. The latter system is better, as feeding C!l.D. be 
done without opening the box, thus preventing the cooling 
of the sulphur furnace .. In order to promote proper burning, 
compressed air is supplied to the furnace, and the gas is 
forced through the· sulphur box: on account of its pressure. 
On aocouat of the hi~u temperature produced fa the furnace, 
ih is provided with a water j<Loket for cooling A put of the 
sulphur El'luapes buroia~ and Sltblime3. In order to prevent 
the choking of the pipe by 'thesublimed sulphur, a sublimator 

. . 
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consisting of a big cast . iron pipe is provided, w.hich co.n
denRes the sublimed sulphur. There are 3 or 4 thmgs qmte 
essential in runnirg a sulphur sto>e properly. These are: 
(1) water cooling ·device, both for cooling tho furnace in 
order to keep up the temperature, as well as to cool the gas, 
before it enters the sulphitation tank; (2) a sublimatot, to 
prevent the escape of sublimed sulphur to the pipes which 
get choked ; (·3) dryin~ of the air by means. of passing air 
through quicklime.· . 'Ibis is quite· essential, as moist., air 
promotes the formation of· sulphuric :wid, which is decidedly 
injurious both to the pipes as well tts to the cane juicfl ; 
(4) regulation of the air supply. Compressed air at a pressure 
of 15-20 lbs. is usually supplied. Insulficien~ air causes an 

··incomplete combustion of sul~hur, resulting in sublimation. 
An excess of air, on the other bani, causes ·the dilution of 
the ga~:~, which affects the sulphitation. · 

. The sulphited juice, is then treated with lime cream of 
8°-10° Be., until the acidity is· brought to ·1·1 o.c.· which 
later, aftAr heating, comes to 0·9 to 1·0 c. c.· In Loui~iana a 
high acidity is m!Lmtained with the object o£ obtaining a light 
coloured sirup, and ultim~ttely obtaining a better grade of 
white sugar. Also· viscosity of low gr.ade products ~ re
duced considerably. It is likely: thn.t. f;reater loss through 
inversion. may result, though the undetermined loss in 
Louisiana factories is not· higher than that obta1ned in th9 
Java fa.ctories, where a low inHial acidity is -maintained. 
Dr. Brewster has recently shown, that the acidity of1 c. c. 
of N / L 0 N aOH shown b.v the Louisiana juices aner sulphitll
tion and liming, corresponds to a pH value of 6·8 which is 
pretty near neutrality. 'fhe presence of calcium sulphite 
acts as a buffer against dissociation. This will indicate, 
that the acidity, maintained by the Louisia.na houses, is 
within the safety zone. The only difference, 'I noticed on 
account of the high acidity. is that, the evaporators get 
scaled much more quickly with Louisiana practice, ·on 
account of the presence of calcium sulphite, which require . 
con:,tant cleaning, while, in the Java practice, the evaporators 

·do not get scaled so quickly. 

The mixed juice is, then sent to the juice heat~rs. The 
process of heating, settling, treatment of the mud, and the 
filter press work, is quite the same, as is detailed for raw 
sugar defecation, and so only a few points to 'be borno in mind 
are detailed below. 
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When plantation · white sugar is to be made by the: 
sulphitation proce<>s, a greater capacity of juice heaters is 
necessary. On account of the presence of a far greater 
amount of precipitate, the juice heaters. get soaled very 
quickly, which require cleaning either by scraping or 
preferably by HCl. On account of this reason, extra juice. 
heaters will be of great service. In ra.w-su~ar factories, this. 
is not necessary, as the heaters may be cleaped once a week 
during general cleaning. Similarly' whitt, sugar factories. 
require greater settling capacity, as it is desirable to obtain 
as bright a juice as possible. A cloudy or turbid juice
causes trouble in the evaporators. 

With regard to the treatment of the mud, reliming or 
the same is objectionable on the ground, that this results in 
making the juice alka.lm~, which causes _darkening of the 
juice.- Besides the juice, on addition to the clarified juice~ 
becomes turbid due to the precipita.t~on of non-sugars by the 
excess lime held in solution. A few factories use only filter
eel for the mud, instead of lime to prevent this danger. In 
Java, some factories resulphite .the mud 'so as to keep it 
faintly acid. In the making of white sugar, it is best to. 
send all the press 'juice as. well as the juic9 obtained from 
resetUing of the muq back to the raw juice for reclarification 
on account of reason~ already given. . 

The clear juice, obtained from the set~linga, still contain 
fine particles .of cush-cush· in suspen:~ion. The importance 
of removing the . same by stra.ining through screens of 
luO mesh or more, is already referred to. The juice, as it 

. comes out of the strainers, still contains fine matter .in 
suspension, which imparts a slight tureidity to the juice. In 
order to remove this fine matter, juice is filtered through 
filter bags, in some factories. In Java, no filtering Js 
practised. 

'fbe bag filters consist of rec~'3.ngular verticle chambers, 
made usuaUy of iron with a heai perforated with a few holes.· 
From each hole is suspended by means of a nipple a double· 
bag. 'rhe outter b::~.g is made of loosely wooven cord, about 
6}- feet long and. 6" in diameter, and serves as a·support 
to the inside bag, which is much wider (usually 24" across 
and 8 feet long) and is made of cotton tweel fabric. The 
inside bag, being loosely crumpled in the outside bag gives ao 
a;>pearance of a flut-ed filtez paper. The clarified juice from 
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the settling tanks is run. to . the top of .the oag fiTters~ from 
which it filters through, leaving the suspended matter m the 
bags. The juice, from the bag filters, is very bright and clearp 
free of suspended matter or turbidity. The work of the ba~ 
filters is slow, and there is a chance of getting invers1on. 

Excelsior jilters,_:_In one factory in Louisiana, I noticed 
the juice and the sirup were filtered through the excelsior 
filters,· instead of through bag filters. These consist. of 
small circular tanks fitted with either one or two baskets 
22'' high containing wood shavings. F..ach basket ha.s a 
removeable wire ~creen on one side and a. fixed one cin the 
other, between which· the exc~lsior is· placed.. The two 
baskets are placed .on~ above the other as below :-

. · Jui<:e enters at the 
bottom, ~here it meets 
the baffie pl~tte·, . passes 
through the. excelsior 
filter, whi<:h retains the 
suspended matter and 
fine cush-cush,. and the · 
clear juice rum; as p.n 
Qverflow, The filters are 
first used f0r filte,ring 

sirup for about 6 hours, after which. clarified juice is passed 
for another six hours. The excelsior is .then remove~ 
washed with sweet water from the evaporators, and is again 
used. In this way, excelsior can be used for about a week. 
These filters are very simple in construction and operation~ 
and give fairly clear juice. It cannot, however, remove th& . 
turbidity, and so, the juice filtered through these filters, is 
not so brilliant a.nd clear. The clear juice i~:~, therr-sent tq. 
the evaporators, while the washings are sent to. the mud 
tanks for further treatment.' 

• 
In Ja.va, no bag filtration is practised, in which c~se, 

greater attention is . required to be paid to the operation o.f 
settling. -This demands more settling capacity.· · 

Lime.-As the lime is the principle material used in 
cane juice clarification, it should be of o. certain purity. For 
making plantation white sugar, it is desirable to have lime 
containing upwards of 90 per cent. slaked lime. The im
purities in lime cause a great trouble in clarification. The 
impurities, which should be carefully looked before lime is 

B7:l-9 
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purchased, are magnesi~, iron oxide, alumina and silica. The 
insoluble in hydrochloric acid should not exceed 2 per cent. 

~he troublesome impurity in lim_e is magnesia. It. 
should not exceed 2 per cent. It retards the slaking action 
of lime and affects subsidence. The juice· settles with great • 
difficulty, and contains suspended matter, which, later on,. 
'forms scale in the evaporators. It also causes the darkening 
't)f the juice in the process. For these reasons, Time should 
be tested for magnesia. · 
_ The other impurities, iron oxide and alumina, and silica 
·give rise to the formation of scale in the evaporators. Each 
_of these impurities should not exceed 2 per cent. in lime. 

In can9 juice clarification, lime has to be applied in the 
form of milk of lime. l t cannot be used in unRlaked state, 
·as is commonJn beet sugar manufacture,. on account of the 
presence of glucose.. The temperature of the juice, \vhile it 
:is still alkaline, should not rise above 50° (J ori. account of the 

· harmful effect of' lime on· glucos~. If unslaked lime is used 
for clarification, glucose will be attacked by lime. during 
slaking on account of the heat ·liberated on hydration. For 
this reason, use of unslaked lime in cane juice clarification is 
bever followed. At the same time, good attention mu~t be 
paid to the preparation of lime cream so as to eliminate the 
unhydrated particles frOJl!. remaining in the cream ; for, tb.ey 
get softened and disintegrated either during-i:niJing or in the· 
press.t \\hich subsequently causes slaking with-a liberati<?n of 
heat, which causes the destruction of glucose. 

The slaking oflime ia dependent on time' and temper!).
ture. The longer the milk of lime is allowed to stand, and 
the high_et the temperature at which slaking is done, the 
more-homogeneous is the milk of lime .. In order to ·generate 

.· high temperature, as little water be used for slaking as possi
ble. Too much water causes the cooling of lime. •In order to c 
maintain high temperature, insulation of the slaking drum \ 
against loss of heat is sugge11ted. With all the proper 
. precaution, a certain · all}ount of unslaked particles still 
persist, .which should be . r~moved by . straining throu~Zh 
proper _s1ze sctet~ns, before 1t 1s us.ed. This part of the opera
tion is essential to prevent the complications, which unslaked 
lime pa~ticles are bound to cause. 

The density of the lime cream is usually brought to-
1.50 ·Be. in ·raw sugar factories. In Fhite sugar factories, 
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where a certain acidity has to be maintained, a dilute cream 
of !0-12 Be., ensures better control. 

2. Oa1·bonatation process.!..... It has been pointed above, 
that this process is not suitable for conditions in India, an4 
hence OQly an outline is given to show, how it differs from 
the sulphitation process. In this process, a great excess of · 
lime is used not only with- the object of pre!•ipitating the 
colouring matter, but also with the object of rendering the 
juice easily· filterable. No stibsida'tion is followed in this 
process, but all the juice is fil~ered. There are two methods 
in this process, the single and double carbonatation :-

(a) Single carbonatation.- In this process, the 
neutralization of the juice is done in one operation; 
The raw juice,· from the mills,. is treated with lime 
cream, the quantity depending on the quality of the 
juice. The usual quantity varies from 7 to 10 per cent. 
of milk of lime of 20•Be., by vqlume of the juice. Suffi· 
cient lime must be added in -order to render the juice 
easily filterable. The limed juice is then sent to the 
carbonatation tanks, which are fille(l only half, because 
during carbonatation, the carbonic acid gas combines 
with lime and sucrose to ..form ' calcium hydrosucro 
carbonate' C19 Hs\1 0 11·2Ca (OH)2·3 CaCOa. This is a 
viscous compound, which offers sucb·a great resistance 
to the absorption of the carbonic acid gas, that it causes 
much froth, which results in an overflow. This com
pound is ultimate1y broken. During the reaction ~he 
temperature gradually ri~as •to 5o•c. The reaction: is. 
carried on, until a slight over car.bonatation is attained .. 
The juice is then heated to · 7o•c, and is then filtered 
through the pre~s, the clear juice being sent . to the 
charging tanks. This juioe shows. a faint pink reaction 
to phenolphthalein, though a neutral reaction is desired. 
In this process, there is only one filtering; and ·so it is 
not so expensive as the double carbonatation. 

. (b) Double carbonatation.-Tbe raw jui0e is trea.ted 
With the same amount of lime, and is treated with 
carbonic acid gas in the first carbonatation tanks until 
the juice shows an alk:.l.linity of ·400 milligram's of CaO 
per litre of juice (i.e.=4 c. c. of N/~8 acid or abou~ 
1:4 ~·c. of N/~0 acid to 10 c. c. of juice). This is 
d1stmctly alkalme to phenolphthalein. This is then 
filtered through filter presses, the resulting juice being 
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termed ' first ca.rbona.tation juice'. This is again treat
.ed with carbonic acid gas,. until a neutrality to phenol
plithalein is obtaine.d. ~l'his is then heated to 70°C, and 
is again filtered, and the resulting clear juice is sent to 
the evaporators. · 

· Double carbonatation is followed in prefel'ence to single 
ca1·bonatation, because it is a safer process. Any· errors, caus
ed through negligence or carelessnes'! in single carbonatation, 
can be rectified in 'the double process. But agn.inst this the 
oost due to ·extra filter press work and labour should be taken 
into consideration. · · 

3. Acid thin 1 u.ice process.-This has replaced the carbona
tation process in Java. In this process, the clear juice obtained 
either in the single or double carbonatation process is treated 
with sulphurous acid gas, until it }\ecomes neutral to phenol
phthalein, before it is charged to the evaporators. On account 
of the use of sulphurous acid gas, instead of potassium 
carbonate, potassium sulphite is formed, which is not in
jurious. On the contrary, it has a bleaching action .. Besides· 
iron salts, which are present in the ferric tltate in corbonata
tion process. are reduced to ferrous state by the sulphitation, 
which are colourless and· remain so in the acid medium. 
Consequently, the sirup obtained with this treatment, is not 
somuch coloured as the one with carbonatation treatment. 

The raw juice, after being heated to 65° C, 'is treated 
with a 7! per cent lime cream of 20° Be. by volume of raw 
juice, and carbonated · simultaneously to an alkalinity of 
300·500 mgms. of CaO pef litre of juice, filtered aud is again 
carbonated to neutrality to phenolphthalein corresponding to 
30-40 rogms. of CaO per litre of juice. The juice is then. 
heated to 95° C, and again filtered. 'l'he filtered liquor is 
thtln sulphited to 100-150 mgms. of sog to a litre of juice, 
which corresponds to 0·32 to 0·45 c. c. of N/10 NaOH to 
10 c. c. of juice-with phenolphthalein_as the indicator. ' 

· At Central (luanica in Porto Rico, where plantu.tion 
granulated was made of the same quality as the refined granu
lated, a slight modification of the acid thin juice proc~ss was 
followed which was· as b_!llow :-- · 

Raw juice is limed to an alkalinity of 0'032 for 
10 c. c. of juice by lime cream of 20 Be. This corres
ponds to 2!-3 per cent. lime (CaO) on the weight of c~bej 
The limed juice is then filtered without heating, refiltered 

, 
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and then.carbonated to neutrality and again filtered. 
It is then sulphited to slight acidity. (about 0'3 to 0'4 c. c. 
of ~/28 Na.OH) heated to 180° F and again filtered. 
The clear juice is then heated to 210° F on its way to 
the evaporators by spucial pre-heaters. The sirup. is 
later on· filtered. Thus there are 4 filtrations for the 
juice and one for the sirup. 'l'he amount of lime used 

·is far niore than even the carbonatation process in Java. 
On accr1unt of filtrations, the quality· of the sugar. is 

. decidAdly superior. The process is very expensive, and 
is out of question for conditions hi India. . . 

4. Kieselguhr-char process.-'In this process, no lim.e 
vr sulphur is used. The raw juice is treated with kieselguhr, 
c1. diatamaceous earth at the rate of 1 per cent: on tota.J solids, 
is brought to boiling and · is filtered through the press. 
Kieselguhr aids considerably the filtration, but on acoount 
of the slimy precipitate the presses do not run loager, the 
cake ohtained is not thick and hard. This pre:filtration '·with 
kieselguhr is done with the object of helping the carbon treat
ment so as to reduce the amount of carbon, which is very 
expensive. The slimy precipitF.te destroys the filtering as 

'well as the decolourizing propertY. of the carbon verJ rapidly 
and increaset;~ trouble in revivifying~ .The filtered juice is 

. clear, but is still coloured. Thi~ is then treated with Nodt 
at the rate of 1 per cent. on total solids, is brought to boiling 
and is again filtered. There is not much difficulty in filter
ing the carbon treated juice. 'fhe resulting juice. ~s water
white and brilliant. On evaporating the juice to sirup, some 
of the colour reappears, and the sirup · becomes cloudy dnA 
to some colloidal matter not absorbed by th~ carbon .. On 
account of the high price of carbon and kieselguhr, the large 
quantity required with this process, and ·the difficulties of 
filtering and revivifying, the process has been abandon.ed. 
These att.empts, however, gave IUl impetus to the tise of 
vegetable carbo~s in the suga)." refining industry, and at the 
present time, their use ·for refining purposes has become 
successful in Louisiana. . 

Xlll. Evaporation. 

The clear juice, ob·tained after clarification, is then con.
centrated to a sirup of 50-65 Brix in special evaporators. 
Por this purpose, a system of multiple evaporation is used 
wherein, steam is used to do the evaporation two or mor~ 
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tim€s according to the number of cells in the evaporator. The · 
evaporator consisting of two bodies or cells is called the 

· double effect, of three bodies, the triple, or 4 bodies, the 
quadruple and so on. In the . cane sugar industry, triple 
and quadruple effects are commonly used. · Quintuples are 
used by a few factories in Cuba. 1n the beet sugar industry 
quintuple and sextuple effects are very common. In Cuba 
along with quadruple, a. pre-evaporator is nqw-a-days used to 
supplement the exhaust steam. . . -

In the muitiple system of evaporation, exhaust steam 
from the engines is used for evaporating the juice iii thtJ first 
body .. The vapours from the latter are used· for heating th.e 
second body, those from the 2nd, used for heating the 3rd 
body, a.l.ld ·so on. Noel Deerr shows by theoretical caloul
ations under certain specified conditions in his book .on Cane 
Sugar, page 319, that~ the 'maximutn possible evaporation in a 
quadruple is 4'702 lbs. (1'006 + 1'055 + 1'165 + 1'476) 
per lb. of steam against 3·4-3'5 lbs. with the triple. In this, 
it is assumed, that the condensed vapours from each cell 
pass on to the next cell without any loss of heat. If condens
ed w11.ter is. removed separately from each cell as is usually 
the case in actual practice, the maximum theoretical evapora
tion per lb. of steam is 4 p to 4'4: lbs. of water with the 
quadruple, 3'1.~ 3·2 lbs. with the triple. In actual practice 
this limit is never reached. · 

It would thus be se~n, that· the original exhaust steam 
can be made to do the work of evaporation a number of times, 
which depends on the number of bodies used in the system of 
evaporation. In the cane· s).lgar industry, the. maximum 
limit has so far gone . to sextuples in Cuba. !'here are of 
course limitations, beyond wl:J.ich it is not economical to go, 
because grflater number of bodies mea~s an increase in the first 
cost as well as upkeep. In countries, wbet·e cane doe3 not 
supply enough fuel and where extra fuel ·is expeLsive, as is 
the case on some estates in C1,1ba, · ·the • installation of 
quintuples 11.nd sextuples is justified on account of the saving 
in fuel caused thereby. · 

. lt should be understood, that the m'ultipie system of 
evaporation in the 9ane sugar industry is always practised 

· ander a Rystem of vacuum on account of two reasons. Fjrst
ly, at high temperatures, sugar is destroyed resulting in the 
formation of caramel, which is not only a loss, but· prese.nts 
.considerable difficulties due to colouring of the sugar.· In 
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the making of plantation white sugar, this airectJy affept~ 
the colour of the sugar. With raw sugar, it :pJ:esents d~ffi
culties during refining as caramel is not absorbed by bone
cha~:. This necesfjitates the evaporation at :iow temperatu~;es •. 
Secondly, in c11ne sugar factories, a ]ow· pressure steam 
usually the exhaust from the mill engines is avail~b]e iq. 
large quantities, the utilization of which, for evaporation in 
the multiple system, is only possible under reduced pressu,re, 
Thus starting the , evaporation in the . first body usuaily at 
atmospheric pressure with an exhaust steam of 4-5 lbs. 
pressure, the pressure in the 2nd body is decreased to pa.rtia~ 
vacuum, until iu the ]ast body evaporation takes place. at .. e. 
vacuum o£'26"-28". In order to maintain vacuum, a system, 
of condensers .and vacuum pumps is necessary, which 
becomes more compHca.ted and expensive . as the number o~ 
bodies are increased. 

The limit, to which any factory in any 1omi1ity can go in· 
this multiple system of evaporation, depends upon cenain· 
conditions. They are (1) the amount of fuel_ supFlied by 
c~ne whether it is sufficient to do the heating,· evaporation 
and boiling, or in other words, to run the· hctory, (2) the 
availability of cheaper fuel in tb,& vicinity and (3) the amount 
of exhaust steam available in the factory, 

. The amount of fuel.-_ This mainly. depends upon the 
fibre content of the cane. The lower the amount of fibre, 
the less the fuel. This inean~ in countries, where . cane 
contains a low fibre, the use of quintuples and sextuples may 
be justitied provided cheaper fuels are not available. In 
J..Jouisiana, where cane contains a ve;ry low- fibr~, anywhere 
from 9 to 10 per cent. and, where the juices are of low den.,. 
sity due to under-ripe cane, one would •expect to find quintu
ples and sextuples in use, but the limit has gone to the use of 
quadruples only. With this the amount of fuel is not found 
sufficient., and fuel oil has to be used to the extent of 4-13 
gallons per short ton of cane .. In Louisi~tna fuel oil is cheap 
and its use is probably more economic than the installation 
of a quintuple or sextuple. In Cuba, where the_ fibre content 
is 11 per cent. or a little higher, the use of a quadruple with 
a pre-evaporator, though common, has not l:>een found enough 
to run t~e factory on bagasse alone, even though a light 
maceratwn to the extent of 15-20 per cent. i~ practised. 
There fuel oil to the extent of 2"4 gallons per ton of cane 
is .found neceasary. A few recent' installations in Cuba have,, 
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therefore,((hou~ht it ,.fit t~ put ,u:P q~intupl~s anQ. sextuples.· 
·This has.teduced the con~umptioo. of fuel considerably. In 
Porto Rico, where.cane coutains.about 12 ptlr cent. fibre, and 
where a hi~her maceration is practised to the extent of 30-35 
per cent. limit has gone to 'the use of quadruples. In Hawaii, 
cane contains higher fibre to the .extent of _13 per cent, 
yielding a greater arnouP._t of bagasse, but this 'is compensated 
to a certain extent by tire heavy maceration, that is practised 
(40-45 per cent)'. The use of !l· quadruple, together with a 

.pre-evaporl;Ltor, is very common. Even with this, factories . 
are not able to run on bagasse alone, which is usually sup
plemented with final molasses ·fl.S fuel. In Java, cane contains 
about 13 per cent. fibre, and the maceration pl'aoticed is not 
over. 20 per cent. Still bagasse alone is not found sufficient, 
which is usually supplemented with dried leaves (trash of 

. · C9.:tie)., In other countries, cane is usually burnt, and hence 
trash iii not available. In other places, where cane is not 

,~' t:.urnt, it is found. expensive to transport trash to the factory, 
· ·and hence it cannot be used. · In Java, on account of plenty 

of cheap labour cane is' not required to be burnt before har
vesting. It is usually stripped, and: the trash sent to the 
mill, whene·veJ:! necessary .. ·I saw one factory in Java install
ed in the year 19:23, which was . making white sugar by the 
acid thin juice proc~ss. Even though cane contained only 
11·5 per cent. fibre, and maceration to the edent of 17 per 
cent. was pra!}tised, the factory was operating on bagasse 
alone. Thts was made possible by the use of quintuples and 

.13uperheated steam in special 'valve' engines -and doing all the 
heating, Qvaporation1 and hgiling on exhu.ust steam alone. 

In St. ·Kitts and Antigua·, factories were operating on 
bagasse alqne. There cape contains .a high amount of fibre . 
.about 15 per cent. In these factories, triple and quadruple 
were.· u~::~ed. With the exception of Louisiana arid Java 
which make ·plantation white sugar directly from ca.n~ all 
<>ther pfaces mentioned above make raw sugar, which does 
not demand so' much steam, as a white sugar faetory does, 
~:U.d in all these fact0rics_; with the exception of a few in 
Cuba, which use qu·intuples and sextuples, the use of a 

· quardruple ·is common. · Of .course, when exhaust steam far 
in excess of.the .r;equirements of heating, evapor~:~.tion and 
boiling is available,. the addition of any more cell to th~ 
€Xisting evaporator cannot be juRtified, unless it is done for 
increasing the capaci~y. However, such conditions have 
not been noticed by me. in auy of the factories except in 
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St-: Kitts. The chief reason ~f increasin~ the cells in a .mul
tiple system of evaporation, should always be· _th~·· savin~ of 
ftiel expense, at least to the extent of the-expense reqUired 
in installing an extra cell. ' ' · 

The availability .. of cheaper fuels in the· vicinity of the . 
factory, as 'is the case in Louisiana, where oil wells are in 
abundance, may not permit \hll use of quintuples _,and 
sextuples. · · 

The amount of exhaust steam ava.ilable in the factory 
has a direct influence on the choice of a number of ..cells in 
the multiple system of evaporation. ..When exhaust steam, 
far in excess of the needs. of the triple is available, it will be 
foolish to put an extra. cell, unless it is done with the object 
of increasing the capacity. However,· su~h a condition -is 

·rarely met with in modern factories ~hiefly on account of the 
use .of Corliss type engines,. which use much less steam, 
collective drive for mills, and also. on account of the use of 
exhaust steam for vacuum pans. The latter has become 
possible with the introduction of calendria pans in the cane 
sugat industry. In most of the factories I visited, on 
account of the 'above facts, exhaust steam is not found enough; 
and a pre-evaporator has been i<>un4 necessary to generate 
sufficient exhaust steam to do all the heating, evaporation and 
boihng. Old factories, using slide valv~ ·engines, and ·hav-

. ing an indifiduaJ, drive for the mills, usually carry a much 
greater exhaust steam, which occasionally is discharged tcr 
the air. This is due to the fact, that such factories have no 
arrangement to use the excess exhk.ust steam either for 
j'uice heating or sugar boiling. usually, such factories are 
equipped with coil pans, which do not· boil fast enough if _ 
exhaust steam is used, thus reducing the boiling capacity 
and blocking the house. I have noticed. in one factory in 
the West Indies that, when such a condition arises, live 
steam is used to hasten the boiling, whtle •exbau1;1t ste~~.m is 
turned to tbe atmosphere. In modern factories E\UCh condi
tions do not arize. _ Ft~.ctories, · having' f~el 'supply far in. 
excess o( ·the requirements of the factory. due to high -fibre 
content of the cane, are very few, and will not'find it econo
mic to increase the number of cells in~ the existing evapora• 
tors, unless it is done for increasina the capacity .. So far I 
k~ow, such a co~dition ·exists. at the present time in St. 
~1tts and Anttg~a. Nowhere ·else, the question of an 
excess fuel has ansen. So far, the ,quad,rup,Ie effect has 
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. become the standard unit, but, as the question of fuel 
becomes· more and more serious in the future, quintuples 
and sextuples will come into general use. · 

. Pre-evaporato1·.-=This is used as a· device to produce 
a low . .Pressure steam to supplement the exhaust steam from 
the engines. In the old -system of evaporation and boiling 
exhaust steam was used mostly for evaporation ·purposes, 
and occasionally for juice heating, while the excess was 
turned to the atmosphere With the advent of calendria 
pans, the lftiliza.tion of exhaust steam to do the boiling has 
become. possible~ So long factories were equipped with 
slide valve engines, which usually consumed much more 
steam-40-4.5.lbs. per B. H. ·P., and each mill was driven
b,)t a sep12.rate engine, exhaust_steam was available in greater 
quantities, on account of which, a part was . wasted to the 
atmosphere It could .not be used for boiling in the pans, 
as the boiling was slow, which used to decrease the boiling 

-capacity· The. calendria pan was qriginally designed to use 
this excess exhaust. With the use of corliss valve engine& 
and the substitution of collective drive for mills, the amount 
of exhaust steam available was decreaseJ, and juice heating 
and sugar boiling .had to-be done by live steam, the exaust 
steam being insufficient. In this, 1i ve steam is used as a single 
effect for heating and. boiling. In order_to still further econo
mize steam consumption, a generation of ~w pressure steam, 
is found necessary. In order to generate _low pessure ste.am 
an independent cell is installed, which operates at 
a slightly higher pressure than. the atmospheric and 
the steam generated is either .discharged into the Exhaust 
main, from. which it is used for the evaporators, juice 
heaters and pans, or a part of the same is used directly for 
juice _heaters, and the rest discharged to the main exhaust 

. line. In this way, economy of steam consumption is secured, 
· as the .steam is used many. fold times.. A -pre-evaporator is, 
therefore, meant to generate low pressure steam to supple
ment the exhaust so as to do all the heating, evaporation 
and boiling, and consequently has no place in factories 
having an excess exhaust steam. It is evident, that, the 
g~eater the amount of work done by the evaporators, t.he 
less the steam consuruption, and heuce, if the steam con
suuipt!oJ?. of -mill engines· in the factories is reduced by 
substituting or installing more efficient engines, such as the 
corliss_ va~ve engines, the greater is the ch:mce for economy 
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in steam consumption by the use of pre-evapora~ors. This 
shows how mere efficient engines ultimately save steam in 
the f~ctory, notwithstn.nding tke opinion of some engineers 
that, saving in steam consumption is useless, so long all the 
exhaust is used in the factory. · · 

For conditions in the Bombay Deccan, a quadruple 
effect will be quite necessary. This much may not be 
enough, ana a pre-evaporator will be necessary to supple
ment the exhaust steam to do all the hea.ting, evaporation 
and boiling, the necessity .for which is explained· below.: 
Pundia cane in the Bombay Deccan contains about 10'5 per 
cent. fibre. Assuming, that a maeeration of 15 per cent.)s 
practised, and bagas~es contains about 46 per cent. fibre and 
49 per cent. moisture, this will yield 22·8 per cent. bagasse on 
cane. Under normal conditions, one lb. of bagasse containing 
49 per cent. moisture will give an equivalent steam F and A 
212• F of 2·5 lbs. 'rhus-2~18 tons of bagasse gives 22·8 X 
2,000 x 2'5= 114,000 lbs. of.steam, which will be obtainable 
per 100 tons of cane ground. This much is not enough to 
operato the factory equipped with a quadruple only. Accord-· 
ing to Prof,· Korr, who conducted tests in a white suga:r _ 
factory in Louisiana to determine the actual steam consump-

. tion, 1·75 B. H. P. is required per ton of cane ground in a 
day. E!'or conditions in the Bombay Deccan, this comes.·, to • 

. about 1'70 B. H. P. (for calculations, see chapter on: steam· 
consumption). At this r11.te 100 tons of cane will demand 
100 x 1'70 x 34'5 x 24=140, 760 lbs. 'of steam. · 'l'hus 
there will be a deficit of 26,760 lbs. of steam per 100 'tons of 
cane, or of 113·4 per cent. on cane. ·The above calculation, 
based on actual figures . obtained in a Louisiana factory, 
ShOWS that Cane, containing 10'5 per cent. fibre, A.B. i~ the 
case in the Bombay Deccan, will. not give enough fuel· to 
operate the factory un<Jer usual conditions. · In the factqry in 
Louisiana, only a quadruple is used, for which. exhaust 
steam is utiljzed, while the juice beating and pan boiling is 
done on live steam. In order to reduce the steam 'oensurrip· 
tion, a pre-evaporator will be quite necessary so as·to· supple
ment the exhaust. According to same 'calculations, the 
amount of steam. per cent. cane for conditiops in the Bombay 
Deccan will be as below : - . 

[See next page.] 
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, Steam % ca.ne. 

Total ste~m required 66'96 based on 1·70 B. H. P. per 
ton of cane. 

Ra~ j~i.ce heaters 11"80144'3 per cent. steam on 
Thm JUICe , 2·00 cape required for heat· 

. Quadruple effect 16"00 ing evaporati.on and 
Vacuum pan 14"50 pan poiling. 

The amount of exhaust steam available will be 31"2 per 
<lent. in the case of slide valve and 24"SO per cent. in the 
case of corliss valve engines (these figures have been cal-· 
culated, see page 190). Thus in both the cases, the exhaust 

I steam will not be enough to do all the heatin:g, evaporation 
and boiling. 'l'his clearly indicates the necessity of a pre-eva
porator to economize steam consumption, as fuel is expensive 
and not easily obtainable in the Bombay Deccan. In India, 
cane is stripped off of its leaves and not burnt, and therefore, 
trash will be availa.ble to supplement the bagasse. 

. In the above calculation a maceration of only 15 per 
<Jent. is assumed, which is lower than may be necessary. 
The fibre content of Pundia cane may rise to 11 per cent. as 
is occasionally found. So if a heavier maceration is practis
ed in order to increase the extraction, the necessity of a 
pro-evaporator will b9 still more felt. For these reasons, a 
quadr.uple, with a pre-evaporator, will become a necessity in J 

facftmes grinding softer cane, as will be . the case on the 
· I>,eccan canals.. • 

In Northern India, where 60 per cent. of the cane crop 
of India is grown, the fibre content is above 15 per cent. 
which is high and a pre-evaporator may not be found neces
sary. Cop.sider!ng, that white sugar is to be made, which 
demands more steam, it will l.le safer to instal a quadruple 
so as to be able to operate the factory on bagasse alone. It 
seems, that at present in Northern India, most of the fact
ories are using a lot of extra fuel, which is considered to be 
due to the irregular supply of cane. Factories, having 
considerable exhaust steam far in excess of the requirements 
of evaporation w 111 not secure any benefit in changing a. triple 
into a quadruple, unless it is done for increasing. the capacity. 

·. The method of working a quadruple evaporator is as 
follows:-The qua.drupie uonsists of 4 cells which work in a. 
ba.tter.v mutually connected, the last c~ll b~ing con-qeQted to a 
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condenser and a vacuum pump. The juice is 1fed to the 1st · 
cell or body, where it is heated to boiling by the exhaust from 
the engines: The juice continually circulates. from cell to 
cell, until it is puwped out of the last cell as sirup. 'fhe 
admission of juice in the first and the pumping out of sirup 
from the las~ cell are controlled by means of"separate pumps. 
The vapours from the 1st body are c~tri:ied to' the 2nd body 
where it heats the juice, the vapour~ from the 2nd, being , 
carried to the 3rd budy, and so on, until the vapours from 
the last body are condensed and removed either by It conden
ser or a vatluum pump. .The vacuum usually_ maintained is 
as follows : 1st body usually at atmospheric pressure, 2nd 
at a vacuum of 5"-7", 3rd body at about 14"-16" and the 
4th at 26"-28". 

Types of evaporators.-There are several types of 
evapor~J.tors in .use in different countries, which mainly fall · 
into two classes. ·They are the submerged tube andthe film 

. evaporators. Each of them are sub-divided into two sub
classes-the vertiole and horizontal. So far I saw the standard 
verticle, the Sandburn, horizontai submerged, the Lily and 
the Kestner in actual use, out' of which the standard vel·ticle 
is by far very common. All modern installations have 
exclusively put up the standard verticle. The horizontal 
submerged was seen by me only in one central in Quba, 
which was used, only when. the evaporation Cfl.pacity was 
found to be insufficient, and seemed to have been practically 
abandoned. Sandbum is another verticle submerged tube 
evaporator differing from the· stanqard in o·ne respect that 
the juice, instead of being in the tubes, is outside the tubes, 
while the steam is inside. Inside each tube; is u. perforated 
pipe, through which, incondensible gases from the steam are 
removed by a simple connection to the air_ pipe of the 
condenser. This type was noticed by me only in one central 
in Cuba. 

· The standard verticle· evaporator. -This is a submerged 
tube evaporator, consisting of a cast iron shell of great height 
up to 20 feet. In the lower part of the shell is a calendria, 
formed by verticle tubes held together by tube plates. Insjde 

' the calendria is admitted steam, while the juice is in the 
tubes. 'fhe most important points, which decide the 
s'!pe~iori~y of any evapo~ator, are:. (1) circulation and juice 
d1stnbutwn, (2) removal of mcondens1ble gases, (3) steam distri
bution and (4) removal ()f condensation water. In the standard 
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verticle, the juice is admitted at the bottom below the lower 
tube plate, whinh is preferable to other mechanism, in which 
juice is introduced at the top above the upper tube plate. 
'l'he circulation is usually effected by the provision of a central 
tube of big diameter usually called 'down-take', the juice 
coming up through the tubes and going down through the 
down take. THe down-take is very important, as it defines 
the passage of the juice, which considerably aids heat trans
mission. There are other types, in which the down-ta.ke is 
placed eccentrically or at the side in the form of a .stJgment. 
Circulation is also helped by inclining the calendria; orarrang-_ 
ing to have the tubes slightly above the upper tube. sheets. 
All these are different mechanisms patented by different 
makers with the ooject of helping circulation, and there is 
practically very little to choose between them. The standard 
verticle seems to be th~ simplest, and in actual practice works 
very well. 

Removal of incondensible gases. -It is usually"effected by 
means of pipe runnin~ from the calendria to the vapour space 
Q{ the next cell, from which it ia ultimately connected to the 
condenser, As the pressure in the successive cells gets less and 
less, the incondensible gases travel from cell to cell on account 
ofthe higher pressure in the previous cell. In some cases, the 
pipe from each cell is directly connected to the condenser, in 
which case, all the steam, that accompanies the g~~oses, is 
completely lost. The former practice is very common. 'fhe 
removal of gases frqm the .calendria. is quite essential, as it 
affects the oo-e·ffioient of heat transmission. · 

Steam "distribution.-Steam is admitted into the calen
dria either ~tt one or two places, depending upon the size of 
the evaporator In order to have a good distribution, baffles 
or perforated partitions are provided inside the oalendria., 
which defines the passage for the steam. 

Bemot•al of condensate.-This is ver.v important. In 
the first body, the steam being under pressure, condensed 
steam can flow by gravity. This water is usually separated 
from condensate froni other cells.- a.s it is not contaminated 
with any sugar solution, anJ is principally used for boilerfeed 
water .. Some titnes, when enough water is not available 
through this source as well as from the pans condensate from 

• the 2n·d cell is used to supplement the boiler feed water, in 
whioh··case, the condensate from thA 2nd cell is ~eparated 
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from other cells. The condensate, from the other cells also 
called 'sweet waters', is usually allowed to gravitate by 
means of a fall pipe to a sealing tank, from which it . is 
pumped and used a.s'maceration water, or as wash water for 
the presses ·or any other use in the factory. Sometimes, a 
separate puinp is provided for each cell to remove the con
densate. · This system increases the expense A system of 
inverted siph"ons is also used in some factories to remove the 
condensate. In this case condensate passes from cell t<;> cell 
automatically on account ofthe pressu~e in the previous cell. 

Taking the above points into consideration,·. and tlie 
average conditions in tha factory, the standard verticle 
evaporator is ~h~ most suitable in cane sugar facLories. It 
is very simple both in construction and operation, is easily 
cleaned and gives the lea.st trouble. In average efficiency it 
is equ!!.lly good. _That seems ~o be the reason,- why modern 
installations have exclusively put up the standard verticle 
evaporators, in preference to-Lily or Kestner, even. though 
the latter operate at a higher. efficiency. 

The Lily is a horizontal film- evaporator, in which, the 
juice is continually kept in circulation by means of circulating 
pumps. In each CEill is provid~d a well, from which the juice 
is pumped t~ a perforated box placed above the tubes, from 
which, juice falls in the form of a shower on the tubes below. 
'rhe steam is inside the tubei', while the juice is outside. The 
principle of the Lily evaporator is no· doubt sound. · It has 
the best mechanism for circulation, and consequently evapora
tion efficiency is higher than that of the standard verticle. 
Against this should be considered the higher cost for upkeep 
on account of the circulation pumps. · Besides, it demands 
more skill for operation, and cannot be successfully operated 
by the average man, who operates the standard verticle. 
In actual practice it gives more trouble, which takes more 
time for adjuEtment. The cleaning is not so easy, as is found 
with the standard vertiole evaporator. On the whole, this 
type has not giveu satisfaction to sugar manufactur~rs, even 
though it has satisfied the sugar refiners. · J n. actual practice 
the advantages claimed are seldom obtained. 'l1here is one 

-disadvantage with this evaporator, which I noticed when it 
is worked in white sugar factories. ·On account of 'the tubes 
not being submerged, there is a local over~heatin()' which 
causes ca1:arnel. Co~se9nentlJ: the s~rup turned out i~' slightly 
dark coloured. Th1s IS a senous di>~advantage, when white 
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sugar is to be made. On account of these C<'nsiderations · 
sugar m!lnufacturers haye not ta.ken up the Lily evaporator: 
During my visit to various cane sugar countries,. I saw only 
7 Lily evaporators, one in Louisiana, 2 in Cuba, 2 in Porto 
Rico and 2 in Hawaii. Not a single central, installed during 
the last 5 years, has put up a Lily evaporator. 

Kestner is another type of film evaporator. It ·is vertical 
and differs from the Lily in another respect. • that in the 
former, the juice is in the tubes and not ·outside, as is the 
ca.se with the latter, and thn.t it ulimbs. in thin film along the 
whole length of.the tubes. Th~ tubes are 22'-6" long, lf' in 
diameter in the first cell and 2" in the later cells. Juice 

.enters at the bottom, climbs in a thin film along the surface 
of the tubes, and runs out froii! the outlet to the next cell. 
Steam enters at the-top and condensed water is removed· at 
the bottom. The vapour from th.e climbing film, is carried 
from the top to the next body for heating. This evaporator 
has an ingenious principle, but in actual practice does not 
work well. On account of greater1ength of the tubes, it is 
very difficult to remove the scale. 'rhere is one drawback 
in this evaporator, and that is, the entrainment, which cannoli 
be prevented. I ·saw this evaporator at central Guanica in 
Porto Rico. 

· The heating surface, usually provided in· most of the 
centrals, is 10 sq. ft. per ton of c·ane per· day or 2.40 ~q. ft. per 
ton cane ·per hour. In whit9sugar factories H-15 sq. feet 
per ·ton of cane per day will be desirable, as iri this case, on 
account of heavier liming, the evaporators g~t scaled soon, 

· which decreases their capacity. · 
Entrainment;- Dtiring evaporation· some . sugar is 

mechanically carried along with the vapour, which, if not 
prevented,- appears . in the condensation waters. For this 
reason they are called 'sweet . waters '. In all . standard 
verticle evaporatol's, the loss through spi!loshing, which occurs 

· when evaporators are worked to the utmost capacity, is 
prevented by (1) · giving. a liberal height to . the cells, 
{2) providing two baffie plates overlapping one above the other. 
These plates are placed in the body of the evaporator· over a 
calendria. The splashed liquid has to hit· the baffie plates, 
before .it goes to the Vltpour line. 'rhe loss, through carrying 
of sma-ll bubbles abng with the vapour, is prevented by an 
entrainment device. I· sa.w throe kinds .of entrainment 
devices. In Cuba and Porto Rico, entrainment device consists 
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of baffle plates placed ?n the vapoar line outsid~ t~e cell. 
The condensed liquid IS returned by means of a pipe either to 
the vapour space of the same cell, or to a separate recepta?le. 
The latter gives very satisfactory results. The other device, 
which seems to be common in the vV est Indies as well as in 
Cuba consists in having baffles in the top-most part of the cells. 
This is an inside device. The condensed liquid is returned 
to the same cell either by a separate pipe or by an inside 
connection. The third device, I saw in the West Indies, is a 
centrifugal l'!eparator. . The simpleat and best entrainment 
device was seen by me in Hawaii. This consisted of verticle · 
baffle plates, each carrying 2'' horizontal tubes.. The tubes
are arranged in such a way, that a tube in one plate is placed 
opposite the blank .in the other plate. · This device is placed 
in the vapour line outside the cell. .It · is simple, very 
effective and can be made in any sugar factory on the spot. 

Condense1·s.-There &.re two types of condensers, the 
surface and the injection, out of which the latter are univer
sally used in the cane sugar industry. In the injection type 
of condenser, the vapour is condensed by direct contact with 
w.a.ter. The condensed vapour, together with incondensible 
gases, and the cooling water, may be remove(!. together by a 
vacuum purrip called a : wet a.ir pump' or the cooling· water 
and the condensed vapour may 'be removed separately by 
gravity alone, while the _incondensible gases, together with 
the accompanying vapour, is removed by a separate vacuum 
pump. This is called a 'dry air vacuum. pump'. 

The wet air condenser and pump is only used in old 
pl11.nts. The disad vantag3 of this systern is ~hat, on .:account 
of the air and water being pumped together, a slow speed 
pump is neJessary. Consequently pumps of large dimen~ 
sions are required to do ·the work. 'l'his becomes expensi"e 
on account of the upkeep. ·In large factories, pumps will 
have to be of enormous_size, if wet air system is to be used, 
All modern installations have abandoned this system alto~ 
gether.. . 

The type of the condenser-commonly used is the fall 
pipe counter . current jet condenser. In this the cooling 
water enters at the upper part of the condenser, in which it . 
is broken into a shower by means of a perforated plate so as 
to present large surface for . better condensation of the in· 
coming vapour, and meets the vapour in its downward flow, 

B 72-10 
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which consequently gets condensed. The condensed vapour 
·together with the· cooling water. flows down the fall pipe, 
which is usually more than 33 feet Ion~ into a central well, 
from which it runs out by gravity against atmospheric pres· 
:sure due to the height of water. The air . pipe is usually 
:placed at the top of the condenser, so that, incondensible 
gases from the condensed vapour will have to pass through the 
Incoming cooi'ing water, which consequently get cooled. This 
is not possible with paral~el current jet condensers, as the 
incond~nsible gases will be in contact with the hot injection 
water, before they pass on to the air pipe of the vacuum 
pump. The air pipe is provided with a separator, directly 
(}Onnected to the fall pipe of the condenser so as to drain off· 
any water that may be carried by air pipe on its way to the 
vacu~m pump. This type of condenser is the best of all, 

. because a cooler air goes to the vacuum pump, which fact 
,decreases its volume as well as its vapour content, thus 
aiding the vacuum pump. 

. The water to the condenser is usually supplied from a 
supply tank, placed above the condenser, so that water may 
flow by gravity. Water is supplied to the supply tank by 
means of separate pumps. This is the best system, because 
the vacuum can be effectively controlled, by means of injec-

. tion water, which is .required in the case of vacuum pa.ns. 
In some factories, the cooling water is supplied to the con
denser by means of suction from a supply tank placed on a 

· lower level. In this oase, the amount of water entering the 
· (}Ondenser depends upon the vacuum, and vice ·versa. This 
system does not work so satisfactorily in factories, which 
have a common air line and a common vacuum pump to 
operate all the evaporators and. the vacuum pans. . As the 
vacuum and the amount of injection water is ipterdependent, 
(}Ontrol of v~cuulll: is very defective . 

. There is one type of condenser, which I saw in use at 
(}enti:al Violetta of Cub~ Cane Corporation in Cuba, which 
dispenses .with the vacu urn pump altogether. It is the 

· ejf:ctor condenser, which removes the incondensible gases and 
water together, by means of the momentum of the flowing 
water, which ejects the discharge without the aid of a circu· 
fating pump. This is possible, where sufficient head of water 
is available. This has been found tP give exc-ellent service, 
maintaining a vacuum of 27". Tl:e vacuum pumps, ordi
na,rily used, wea..r out· in course· o~ tU:ne, and hence this type 
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of condenser, which dispenses with the vacuum pump, will 
be most suitable. This condenser was tried for the first 
time at the said factory, and fur.ther results will be awaited 
with great interest. 

• 
Central condensation.-· In all modern factories, the 

use of a. separate condenser to each ~vaporator and pan iS 
common. A few factories have one common condenser ,for 
all evaporators and pans, instead of a separate condenser for 
each. This system reduces first cost, but the greatest dis
adv~tntage is the irregularity c!l.used, when any pan has to be 
disconpected, either on account of the dropping of the strike 
or a cut to another pan. . In actual practice, this upsets 
the vacuum in other pa.ri.s, unless great care is· taken. Prom 
the point of maintaining a constant vacuum and introducing 
no disturbance in the working of the pan, the central con
densing system is not desirable. In all recent· installations, 
central condensing system h!!.s been abandoned in favour of 
separate condensers so as to meet all the .irregularities met 
with in the factories. · · 

Central vacuum pump.-The ·old practice was to pro
vide a separate vaccum pump.for each .evaporator and each 
pan, when separate condensers were provided for each. In 
some modern installations, I .noticed, that, in addition to 
separate condensers for each evaporator and pan, a central 
condenser was provided, through whi9h the air, drawn from 
the other condensers. was made to pass, before ih went to -the·. 
vacuum pump. This, in my opinion, is the best system, 
because, not only it.enab~es one vacuum pump being used for 
the whole system,but it also cuts down the work of the 
pump due to the cooling of the air on its course to the pump, 
thus permitting the use of a sma1Ier pump. The ·cooling of 
the air decreases its volume as well as vapour content, and 
consequently, a pump with a smaller displacement will do 
the work. With this system, however, an extra vacuum 
pu~p is provided, which is used, whim starting a pan, un~il 
the necessary vacuum is attained, after which the pan ,is 
connected to the central vac11um pump. This is desirable. so 
as ~ cause no disturbance in the vacuum. 

Vacuum pztmp.-There are two types of vacuum pumps 
used in cane sugar factories, the wet air and the dry air 
pumps. The wet air pumps are to be seen in old fantories 
where wet air condensers· are used.· The pumps used are of 
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reciprocating piston type. The condensed water and incon-
. densible gases enter the pump through a pipe, from which 
it is discharged through rubber discs. These pumps usually 
run very slow, and are of huge dimensions for bigger units. 
Consenquently, they consume large amount .of steam, which 
~ncreases the expense. · 

The dry air pumps commonly used are either the 
Edwards or slide valve reciprocating pumps. The former are 
single acting,·and hence inst<.~.lled as double br tJ;ible barrelled 
units. They may be directly driven by an engine or by a 
motor through gearing. The slide valve reciprocating pumps 

·work as slide valve engines. In these pumps, the clearance 
is of importance as it affects the capacity. 

Centrifugal pumpJ;, driven by motors, are coming int() 
general use.in factories, in which the accessaries are electri
fied. These pumps run at greater speed, and consequently 
pumps of smaller dimensions do the necessary work. In 
factories, having all the accessaries electrified, centrifugal 
pumps ar~ the most suitable. . . · · 

Ooolir.g of water.-A gre'l.tquantity of water is required 
for condensation purposes in sugar factories. When plenty 
·of water is available, the question· of cooling of water does 
not arise. ·. In the Bombay Deccan in sugarcane districts, 
there will not ba much. difficulty in. getting water either 
from the canals or from underground sources The water 
level in the canal area ~s so high, that a go'Jd supply of water 
will be available within a depth of :&0·30 feet. Where water 
lias to be paid for, it has to be used sparingly over and over 
again. In most of the countries I visited, there is generally 
a scarcity of water, except in Louisia.ua and British Guiana. 
A few factories, which are located along the coast in Cuba 
or Porto Rico, generally use salt water for condensation 
purposes. In order that water should be used over and over 
again, when it is scarce, it must be cooled, as it is~warmed 

·by the condensing vapours from the. evaporators and pans. 
·There are two systems used for .cooling water, They ~ the 
tower cooling and spray cooling. In the former, water from 
the condensers, either flows by gravity or is pumped to the 

. cooling tower, where it is divided into thin stream, before it 
goes to the storage ..cistern below. · The division of water into 
tliin stream exposes more surface to the air, which hastens 
cooling. In spray system, water is finely divided 'into a fine 
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shower by means of . sprays before it goes to thQ stor~ge 
cistern. The modern practice is to use a spray coohng 
system. It cools the water much faster on account of tpe · 
division of water into fine spray, is much swifter, and is 
found to be cheaper in the end. · There is only one disadvant
age, and that is the frequent choking of the spray nozzles. 
This difficulty is solved by keeping !!pare nozzles. 

Scale in the evaporatGrs.-As the juice is concentrated, 
some of the impurities in solution, which become insoluble 
on concentration, are deposited on the heating surface. of the 

·evaporators. These are. known as scales. Obviously the 
least soluble will be deposited in the first cell, V.•here, the 
.concentration is low and the most readily. solu~le wil.l be 
deposited in the last cell. ·The 1>uspended matter, carried 
along with the clarified juice, is likely to be deposited in the· 
first cell. Usually the first cell contains little scale as com
pared to other cells. Tha scale in the.last cell is the thick
est, and presents gref,Lt difficulties for removal. No matter 
what care is taken in clarification, scaling is unavoidable 
as a part of the dissolved impurities is bound to be deposited 
whe!l the juice gets concentrated. In factories, using sul
phitation process, as is the case in Louisiana, evaporators 
get scaied much quicker. In, .Java,, where a low initial 
acidity is carried, consequently having a low amount of 
CaS03 in solution in the juice, scaling is very little, and I 
noticed there,' that evaporators could be ·operated Without 
.cleaning for nearly two months. 

The scale in the first two cells of the evaporator consists 
mostly of phosphate of lime.. When the snlphitation process 
is followed, CaS08 is likely to be precipitated and deposited 
along with the phosphate of lime. The scale in the last two 
cells consists mostly of silica and some oxalate of lime. Boil
ing with HCl will remove the phosphate and sulphite of lime, 

, while, for removal of silica, caustic soda is used. 

The scale, th!!>t is formed in, the evaporators, must be 
removed, as it affects heat transmission. In factories, mak· 
ing white sugar by the sulphitation process, evaporators get 
scaled quickly and are required to be cleaned every week. 
In actual practice, I saw two methods in use for the removal 
of the scale. One is the mechanical treatment, and the other 
is the chemical treatment. In the mechanical treatment, 
the tubes are scraped off by means ~f wire brushes operated. 
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either by hand or motors. In the British. West !~dies, scrap-, 
ing by hand is usually followed, as labour is cheap. In 
countries, where labour is expensive, motor driven brushes 
can be successfully used .. This method seems to be the 
m9st effective. 

. ,~ 

The other method is used in Louisiana and Cuba. For 
this purpose, 1 or 2 per· cent. solution of either caustic soda 
or hydrochloric acid is used, and the cells are boiled under 
atmospheric pressure for at least four hours. This operation 
is usually repeated . every week. · Sometimes the cells are 

· boiled both with ·caustic soda and hydrochloric acid alterna
tely:. ·.The chemical treatment is expensive, and for condi

. tiona in India, where labour is cheap, the mechanical treat
m:ent will be the ~best. Simila;r treatment is required to be 
given for juice heaters. · 

Treatment of the sirup.-In the multiple effeqt the juice 
is concentrated to a sirup of about eo·-65P Brix in raw sugar 
factories. From the point ,of fuel economy, it should be boileu 
to as high concentration as possible .. .It is, however, limited . 
by the fact, that a higher <?Oncentration than 65• causes 
trouble in maintaining an even grain in the. pan. When 
white sugar is to be made, aconcentration above 50°-55" Brix 
Be. 28 is rarely exceeded~ This helps subsidence, ana giv~s a 
better control on the graining as well as the boiling of sugar 
in the pan. ·-

The further treatment of the sirup va!ies in different 
countries.· In :Louisiana, where usually a high acidity of 
~uice (about 1o. o. of N/10 NaOH) is maintained, no more 
sulphitation of sirup is practised.' The sirup, as it comes out 
of the evaporators, is sent to the brush pan, where it is hetLt
ed, and the scum brt1shed off, after which; it is sent to the 
storage tanks; where it is allowed to settle. A few factories 
at this sta~e., pass it through excelsior filters. On allowing 
.it to stand, a 'precipitate is formed, which settles slowly at 
the bottom. This· precipitate, is formed out of colloidal 
matter in sirup, which flocculates on standing. Dr. Brewster 
has analysed this precipitate from a sirup made in the labo· 
ratory by the sulphur lime clarification, which consists of 
87'32 per cent. of ash. Ash is mainly corn posed of 23·23pt:lr 
cent. Si02 , 32'02 per ceq.t. CaO and 42'00 per cent. 803 • 

The removal· of this matter is only feasible by ·settling. 
Filtrationwill remove this preoipitate1 but is very expensive 
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and troublesome. The sirup is then. drawn to charging tanks 
while the sirup bottoms, consisting mainly of this precipitate-· 
are washed off, diluted, brought to boil and allowed tOo 
settle. The clear jujce is drawn off, and sent along with the 
press juice for recla.rification, while the mud is sent to the: 
mud tanks for filter pressing. The acidity of the sirup 

· is usually about 2 c. c. of N/10 NaOH. Sulphiting ofthe: 
sirup is done, only when the acidity is low. · 

In Mauritius and Java, where the juice is sulphited tc> 
a slight acidity (0·3-0'4 c. c.), a sulphitation of the sirup is. 
quite necessary. In the boiling of sirup into white sugar, it. 
is quite necessary to keep it distinctly acid so as to obtain a. 
bright coloured sirup, wbioh gives white sugar. The sirup is 
first heated to boiling, the impurities appearing on the float"' 
ing scum are skimmed off, and then it is either filtered or 
allowed to settle. The filtration of a sulphitation sirup is 
very troublesome and very expensive. So settling is usually 
followed. The clear sirup, after it is cooled to 65• Cor below 
is then sulpbited to an acidity of 1500 mgrms .. of soil per 
litre of sirup (=4'7 C. c. of N/10 NaOH) in Java, or to 1-1·~ 
grams of 802 per litre in Mau.ritius, which comes to 3'1 
c. c. of N flO N aO H to 10 c. c. of sirup. This acidity is much 
higher than that followed in Louisiana. In Java. in acid thin 
juice process, the sirup is sulphited to 800 mgrm. of 809 per 
litre of sirup, i.e., 2·5 c.c. of N/10 NaOH, which is practically 
the same, as is the case in Louisiana with the sulphitation 
process. The only difference is that, in Louisiana, the thin 
juice is maintained at a relatively' higher acid.ity than is the· 
case in Java or Mauritius. 

· Java manufacturers think, that the acidity of thin juic& · 
carried in Louisiana, is too high and would cause more inver
sion. Actual results show that Louisiana factories do not> 
obtain the undetermined loss in any way higher than what. 
the Java factories obtain. The undetermined represents the 
inversion loss. As said previously, the high acidity of juice. 
maintained by Louisiana factorie3, does not result in any 
more inversion due to the presence of C<l.S0 3 , which acts as 
a buffer against ~he dissociation of acid:~ present in the juice. 
It should be noted, that the acidity, determined as above; is 
with reference to "phenolphthalein as an indicator, and has no 
relation to pH value, which is the only rational and correct 
way of expressing an acidity or alkalinity. 
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XIV.-Sugar boiling . 
• 

. The· sirup is then boiled to grain in v~cuum pans. All 
the boiling. has to be done at· low . temperature in order to 
avoid the danger of the .destruction of sugar, that occurs at 
high temperature as well as to minimize inversion. In order 
to do boiling at low temperature, vacuum has necessarily to 
be maintained.· The complete equipment consists of a pan, 
an entrainment deviee, a condenser and a vacuum pump. 
'fhere is practically no· difference in the equipment of an 
evaporator and a ·vacuum pan, the only difference being in 
the pan itself. All that has. been written with regard to 
entrainment device, condenser and vacuum. pump ~n the 
case of , the ·evaporators, is equally applicable in the c'ase of 
vaccum pans also. Only' one point needs emphasis. It is r. 
usual practice to return the entrained liquid to the same pan 
by means . of a separate pipe. This system is objectionable 
when white sugar is to be made, beeause the entrained liquid 
IQn account of its contact. with the iron surface in the baffles 
"Or vapour pipe, is dark coloured, which jmparts some colour 
to the· mass.ecuite. The best system is to have an entrain
ment device outside the pan in the ~apour line, and conduct 
the entrained liquid · to a separate sealed tank, and to use it 
later on for maceration or press cake washing. ·I'he inside 
en'trainment device does .not permit the separation of the 
entrained liquid, for which reason, it.is not desirable. 

The vacuum ··pans are of two kinds, the coil and the 
calendria, out of which the calendria p~tns !J,re of recent date, 
.and are coming into more general use. In the coil pans, 
the heating surface is forined by the heating coils 3-!-4" in 
diameter. usually made of copper. Each coil has a separate 
steam connection both for .live and exhaust steam, and a 
sep11rate outlet for the condensed steam, for which, steam 
traps.are generally used. These pans are generally worked 
with live steam of . about 40 lbs. pressure. Exhaust steam 
can be used with coil pans, but the boiling is so slow, that 
the'boiling capacity is considerably decreased, which results 

·in blocking the house. For this reason, the use of exhaust 
steam with coil pans ·has not beeq · found to be practicable. 
With coil pans, the heating surface is not so efficient, because 
specialJy with long coils, a great part of the steam already 
gets condensed, before'it passes over half the distance of the 
coils~ Consequently only half the heating surface -is working 
very efficiently. Besides the prompt removal of the condensate 
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offers certain difficulties in actual practice on account of the 
traps, which go out of order. In any case for efficient working 
of the coil pan, live steam of about 40 lbs. is desirable. 

The calendria pan is meeting with great favour in Cuba. 
This is worked with exhaust steam of about 5·8 or 10 lbs. 
pressure, which ~eans a great saving in steam consumption. 
This kind of a pan was originally introduced in Cuba so as tq 
be able to use all the surplus. exhaust steam available in the 
factory. / 

A calendria pan iR like a. standard verticle evaporator in 
construction, with this difference, that th~ tubes are !'JOme~ 
what shorter, thicker and larger in diameter, ThE). diameter ·. 
of these tubes varies from 3-!''·4" while, in the evaporators it 
is about 2". In order to promote better circulation, either 
the tube sheets or tha tubes or both :tnay be inclined. The 
inclination of the tubes has one advantage, in that. it defines 
a passage for the condensate, .which increases the heat trans~ 
mission. The down-take is in the middle. There are two 
types of calendria. pans-the single calendri&. and the double 
calendrla, latter · being also· calllld ·"express J>an ".. The 
latter is meeting with great favour in Cuba. · There is no 
question, that the calendria pans ar~ more satisfactory 
and more economic than the coil pans, because (1) the 
calendria. pans work piuch faster, 11. • pan being struck in 
~ hourR. This is due to more heating surfa(le in a. 
C!J.lendria pan Jor the same capacity (2 sq. feet heating surface 
to 1 cu. ft. capacity, as against 1 to 1 in the coil pan) 
and secondly, due to better. aud rapid· circulation, . and the 
more efficient removal of the condensate, the latter being 
partly duq to sloping tube sheets and inclined tubes. The 
quicker boiling is desirable in making white sugar. 
(i) On account of faster boiling and rapid circulation, 
a quick granulation is easily effected, which gives a uniform 
size grain. This is very important in making white sugar. 
Not only a uniform granulation gives a better grade of su~ar, 
easy for curing and washing, but it reduces the amount of 
tailings, which are necessarily required to be remelted. With 
coil pans, a uniform granulation cannot· be obtained specially, 
when dealing with low purity sirups, unless a high pressure 
steam of 40-50 lbs. is used, which causes quick evaporation 
and better circulation. With the use of high pressure steam, 
however, there is a danger of forming caramel. (3) All 
calendria pans are worked with exhaust or low pressure 
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steam usually of 8~10 lbs. pressure effecting a· great economy 
in steam consumptien. Factories, having no surplus exhaust 
steam, can instal with advantage, a pre-evaporator to supple
ment the exhaust. (4.) Calendria pans are much easier for 
cleaning th~~on coil pans. They can be easily cleaned by wire 
brushes within a comparatively shorter time and at a less 
expense. It would thus seem, that calendria pans have all 
the ad vantages over cbil pans. "There is only one dis
·advantage and that is, the-graining has necessarily to be done · 
higher in calendria. ·pans, because the calendria must be 
always covered, before steam is let in. The result is, a. 
smaller grain sugar is obtained, unless the pan is cut. This 
difficulty is felt, -when· niw sugar is to be made, because a. 
bigger grain is preferred for refining, but in making white 
sugar, a smaller grain is required and this disadvantage is of 
no consequence in white sugar fa.ctories. In raw sugar 
houses, this difficulty can be solved by cutting the. pan. In 
order to obviate this difficulty, calendria pans are provided 
with one or two coils below the calendria.. The best thing is 
to have one coil pan, and the rest c::.lendria pans. When 
white sugar is to be made, there is more consumption of 
steam, and for reasons of economy in steam consu.!Dption and 
ultimately in fuel consumption, calendria pans are the most. 
suitable. · 

Boiling sirup to grain.-There ar~ two or three methods 
of graining the pan, which are used in different factories. 
They are as follows_:- . · 

{1) For raw . sugar.-· The vacuum pump is first 
started. When the pan attains a vacuum of about 18", 
syrup is charged to the amount required. This varies 
according to whether graining is to be done high or 
low. When the vacuum goes to 22"-23", steam valve 
is opened. In coil pans, each coil is opened, as the 
syrup· covers it. In calendria pans, steam valve is 
opened, when the calendria is covered ·with syrup. 
The amount of syrup, that is charged, depends upon, 
whether graining is to be done high or low. This depends 
on the grade of masseouite, and also, whether the pan is. 
to be boiled straight or is to be cut for boiling other 
strikes. For boiling ma.ssec\}itl3 yielding 96" test sugar, 
much grain is not required, but when cry'stallizer 
massecuite is to be boiled, plenty of grain is necessary .. 
When the.pan is to be cut, more grain is necessary. When· 
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syrup is boiled near~r to graining point, there are two or 
three methods by which graining is obtained. These 
are:-

(a) The syrup is allowed to grain without any 
change iu vacuum or temperature. When enoug~ 
grain is obtained, a sufficient charge of syrup IS . 
made .. This charge must be done carefully. An 
intermittent charge of syrup io continued, until the 
sling is broken off, after which a continuous charge 
is set. This method of graining does not yield uni· 
form granulation, as in order to get sufficienli gra.i~, 
three or four granulations are necessary. · • ·. 

(h) The vacuum is lowered, before the pan is 
ready for graining. When first granulation appears,_ 
vacuum is increased to cool the pan suddenly; and 
a light charge of syrup is made. This gives a quick 
granulation. The charging of syrup is then arrang· 
ed as usual. . This gives a quick and uniform 
granulation. · · 

(c) Seeding.-This is a recent metlv.>d of grain· 
ing. The pan is. boiled as usual until the first 
granulation appears, when the seed is charged. For 
seeding, finE! sugar or preferably sugar dust is used. 
The amount of seed used is about one cupful for a 
paq. This gives a uniform granulation. 
(2) For C1'!Jstal_lizer massecuite.~To boil a crystal

lizer massecuite it is usual to ta~e a footing from first 
massecuite or syrup. It is quite essential.to .take _plenty 
of grain for this massecuite, in order to present plenty ot. 
surface for the sugar to deposit upon in the crystallizer, 
so that the purity of final molasses can be brought'to the 
lowest possible limit. Under the usual system of boiling, 
in order to get plenty of gra.in, three or four granulations. 
are necessary. This means no uniformity in grain and 
also more time. The use of sugar dust as seed helps a 
good deal to get a uniform grain, plentiful and also saves. 
time. As soon as a distinct granulation is noticed in the: 
pan, seed is charged through a funnel specially prepared. . 
for the purpose.- This gives the grain quick, and, there-. 
fore, care should be taken to charge the syrup at the· 
earliest possible moment. Otherwise, the).'e will be to() 
much grain. A light charge of syrup, a few minutes. 
after seeding, helps to get a quick granulation. . · 
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(3) For plantation . granu.lated.-In Lhis case, it is 
desirable to h~ve a · sm!Lll grain, which should keep its 
crystalline structure so as to give a sparkle to the sugar. 
It is, therefore, essential to have plenty of grain, and 
graining must be done high iri. the pa~ so as to have the 
required size. Se!"ding in this case is of special ad
t•,·lltage. In. order to prevent fouling· of the grajn, 
boiling is .usually done at a high temperature, so that the 
mass remains free .. 

· At U sine St. Madeleine, where the "Sear by cune shrei
der " is . used and the bfl.gaqse reduced to a fine state, 

· ().ifficulty was always met in making a raw sugar of good 
keeping quality. The bago-cellulose is so fine duo to shredder, 
that it passes in l~rge quantities throqgh. a 100 mesh 
sieve of a Carter automatic juice strainer. . Experiments 
showed, that the sugar obtained from the _strained juice, 
could not be washed to a higher purity than 98, regardless of 
the amo~nt of water used. · Seeding with sugar dust, was 
tried, and no difficulty was met in washing sugar up to a 
purity of 99·:3. The seed; in this case, caused a shock granu
lation, and preventeo crystallization to start on a nucleus of 
fine bago-cellulose, which was responsible for the poor quality 
of sugar. · · 

The use of seed for graining is very desirable to get a 
uniform granulation. Besides, it give;; plenty of grain, 
before the mass gets too close, which causes .fouling. A light 
charge of liquor, a few minutes aherseeding, quickens granula
tion _and gives plenty of grain. A high pressure steam of 
about 50 lbs. pr_essure is desirable at the time of graining to 
quicken granulation. 

The ·two. principle systems of boiling are: (1) the pure 
· massecuite system and (2) the mixed massecuite system. In 
' the :first system, the first massecuite is formed of pure sirup 

only. The second massecuite is formed of first molasses, 
obtained from first strike. · This after _curing gives second 
molasses, which it:~ boiled into third mass!')cuite. Usually, the 
final molasses is obtained from the third massecuite. H the 
initial purity of the sirup is low, say 80, the final molasses 
can be obtained in two strikes by this- method .. The ~rst 
strike will be of 80 per cent. yielding a molaases of 60 punty, 

·which, when boiled into crystallizer massecuite, will yield 
':final molasses of about 31°-32° purity. The greatest dis
a.clvan:ts.ge of this system is, that a,U ma$E?eouitea, a.fter the 
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first, are grained on an fmpurer material like the first 
molasses, and the resulting sugar is dark coloured.· This 
sugar will then have to be remelted, becaufte, no matter how 
much water is used for washing this sugar, the dark colour 
cannot be removed, as it . is- entrained in the body of the 
crystal, since the time it started. . Even double· purging will 
not help to remove this dark colour. 'rhe refiners have the 
greatest objection in buying any sugar containiilg dark seed. 
They. do not mind, so long .the· sugar has dark colour on 
account of the adhering film of molasses, because, the latter 
can be removed by washing, but the former persists in the 
melt, which demands greater quantity of bone-char. Secqndly, 
if this sugar is melted as is neeessary, it demands a greater ' 
boiling capacity, than what wilt be required, i£ a mixed 
massecuite method is. followed, because, 'the sugar, being 
grained on syrup in the latter case, can be used either as seed 
in the form of a magma for the first strike or preferably can 
be double purged. 'rhirdly, the pure mnssecuite method does 
not· leave a1;1y latitude to .change the purity of the final 
massecuite, as it always will depend on the purity of the 
molasses. If a. higher purity molasses is obta.ined, · the 
resulting massecuite will yield final. molasses o~ a ]ligher 
purity. On account of these reasons, the pure massecuite 
method is· not followed in a~y of ·the raw sugar fctetories. 
The mixed massecuite method consists in boiling the strikes 
with sirup and molasses, in such proportion as to obtain the 
desired purity of the massecuite, For instance, a straight. 
strike ·of 80 purity from pure sirup is boiled, which gives 
60 purity molasses. The next strike will then be boiled 
with sirup, and topped with molasses, so as to bring the 
purity of the mixed strike to about 70 purity. This gives 
first molasses of 50 purity, which is boiled on grain formed 
from pure sirup into a massecuite of 60 purity. This is 
then kept in a cryatallizer and purged later giving final 
molasses of about 30 purity. . 1 

In the mixed massecuite system, the sugar is likeJy·to 
be coloured, but this is immaterial, so long the colour is due 
to the enveloping film of molasses. Raw sugars are mostly 
sold on the basis of polarization, and colour does not count 
so long it- is not due to dark seed. There is much less chanc~ 
for a dark seed in mixed massecuite method, than is the case 
with pu~e massecuite. method. ,One precaution is necessary, 
when mixed massecmte method IS followed. · On account of 
the continuous circulation of the molasses due to the_ topping 

' • ,I 
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of first strike, the non-sugars, in courae of time, get concentrat
ed, and the molasses becomes gummy which causes con
siderable trouble in boiling._ It is, therefore, essential to 
liquidate all the first molasses at least once a week by boilinJ 
a straight strike from pure sirup, and using molasl:les from it 
for topping in subsequent strikes. · 

In tho mixed masseouite method final molasses can be 
obtained in two or three massecuites depending upon the 
initial purity -of the sirup. With · 80 purity sirup, final 
molasses is easily obtained in two massecuites. With 84-86 
purity sirup, three massecuite method becomes necessary. 
In both the methods the first sugar is of 96°-97° polarization, 
which is the standard basis for the purchase of raw sugar. 
The second sugar, iu the case of three masseouite method, 
is also made of 96 test by a little washing in the centrifugals. 
The final sugar, in both the methods, is of low polarization 
and dark coloured, which is disposed of in either of the three 
ways, (1) by melting and reboiling, (2) by using it as a 
magma for seed, (3) by double ,purging. -

The first method is followed when the sugar is very 
·dark col01p-ed, or whenever there is an excess of the same 
remaining, after a part is used as a magma for seed. Many 
factories remelt the sugar, and mix it with the sirup. The 
best practice will be to remelt the sugar, send it to raw juice 

·and pass it through the· defecation process. 

Many fact<>ries use the final sugar as a magma for seed 
for the 1st or 2nd massecuite. In this way a part of the 
final suga-r is disposed of, the rest being melted. It is 
essential to grain the crystallizer riiasseo_uite on pure sirup, if· 
the sugar, from the same, iH to be used as seed for the 1st or 
2nd strikes. This will give a purer grain, and eliminate to 
a certain extent the dark seed. The chief object of using 
this s~gar as seed, is to make raw 1mgar of a bigger grain, 
which, on account of. its large size, carry little molasses. 
All the molasses present in raw sugar, is in a state of film 
'surrounding the crystal. The bigger the size of the crystal, 
the less the surface, and oonseque11tly less the molasses. 
Such a sugar polarises much higher without washing. 
When the :final sugar is used as seed, the practice is to ma.ke 
a magma of this sogar either with sirup or 1st molasses, ·and 
introduce it in the . pan. The use'of sirup for making a 
m~gma causes difficulties in boiling. As the sirup is richer 
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in sugar than molasses, the massecuit~ ca?not b~ boiled .at_ 
higher supersaturation from the begmmng, owmg to the 
danger of ~he formation. ~f -false .,gr~in. Before m~lasses . is 
taken in the pan for h01lmg the stnke, the massecmte has to 
be concentrated to a higher supersaturation, which, later, 
results in the formation of either false grain or 'smear'. In 
one factory, where sirup was used for making a magma, I 
always noticed smear or false grain, after the molasses was 
charged in the pan. The use of molasses for making a 
magma obviates this difficulty, as strike oan be boiled at a 
higher degree of super~saturation from the beginning. When 
sugar is to be used as a magma, usually smaller size grain 
is secured in the crystallizer massecuite. · · 

Double. purging of the final sugar . is . followed in some 
factories. For this purpose, the· sugar from_ th~ centrifugals 
is mixed with 1st molasses,. and cured along with th~ 1st or 
2nd massecuite. By this method only one grade of sugar is 
mado in the factory. For double curing,_ the crystallizer 
massecuite will have to be boiled to a bigger grain so t~at the 
size of the crystal will not differ much from the first sugar. 
This seems to me to be the best method to get rid of the 
third sugar, as the accompanying melasses will 'not go back 
with seed to the first massecuite, as ia the case when it is 
used . as seed. This method • requires more centrifugal. 
capacity. ~ · 

When white sugar is to be made, a combinatiou of the 
two methods is followed.· All the first strikes are boiled of 
pure sirup, but the second and third strikes are started on a 
footing or grain from sirup, and boiled with 1st acd 2nd 
molasses respectively to a desired purity. The 1st two 
strikes give white sugar, while. the third gives raw sugar and 
final molasses. This sugar has to be ;remelted. It cannot 
be u~ed either as seed or for double purging. 1'he_remelt is 
.sent to the raw juice for receiving the usual treatment of 
defecation and sulphitation. · - · · . 

Another difterence, in white sugar manufacture, is the 
separation of 'run off' from wash, specially when double 
purging is not done. The sugar has necessarily to be washed 
in the cent.rifugals. with comp!!.ratively much more . water, 
than what 1s used m raw sugar manufacture. The wash is 
very bright coloured, and is, therefore, separated from the 
run off. It is ultimately used for boiling a mixed strike 
which gives white sugar. ·The disadvantages of this practio~ 
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are: (1) a great quantity of water is required to be used, which 
has to be evaporated, (2) during washing, some of the cry
stals are dissolved, (3) it ilfdifficult to secure uniform wash
ing unless a great quantity of water is used. 

The best system is to double-purge the sugar as is done 
in Java. The-sugar is first cured in the centrifug:1ls without 
washing, is then thoroughly mixed with sirup, and the magma 
is then cured in separate centrifugals. In this method, the 
dark molasses is completely replaced by a light coloured 
s!rup,-which, being not so viscous, is easily washed with little 
water. The sugar is then washed in the centrifugals, aud the 
wash mixed with the purging sirup, which is reused for 
making a magma, until it gets too dark coloured to be used, 
when it is mixed with ju~ce. This method requires more 
centrifugal capacity, but is most effective in removing all the 
colouring·film of molasses adhering the sugar crystals, with 
a minimum amount of water, and giving the best white 

. sugar. __. · 
The method of boiling sugar depends upon (1) the grade 

of sugar to be made, whether plantation white or raw, (2) the 
initial purity of the sirup, and (3) the equipment of the house. 
It is, therefore, impossible to lay out any standard method, 
but a few methods, practised in some of_ the sugat factories, 
are given below to give some idea:-

(1) For raw sugar: 
(a) Purity of sirup 80; equipment:. 4 coil pans, no 

crystallizers but hot rooms. 
Simp 8)• P 

~IA!!JJ'P 
I 

rut ofl' 
• •I 

I . - I . 
bt m:llllt'Cnite off eut. srme strop.\ ;BoDtd bt'k of l eut + S1rup + 1st 

*opped ..-ith 1st moW.... P f5 - molassEs. P 60 
I .--~~----, ~~--~---,1 ~ I I 

96 sugar In mol....._ 50--55 p , - 96 ngu !!Dd molaSStL 3545 P 
I , I 

, • boiled string proof 

h!Jh leCOD+ 48-46 P h..- oeeon~ ~ P 

I · I . I I 
. high eet"ondtl molcue& 29 P low seconds molasses 29 P 

Sugar. ·LI ----------c-----____!.' 
I 

boil<d as string proof ..,.........;te. 

I 
I 

3rd m....,.llite 33-35 P 

I 
Srdsupr 

I 
I 

final molt.'"
wtii.S--~ p 

On account of no crystallizers such a complicated system 
is followed to get a low purity final mol~sses. -
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. (b) the same purity sirup. ·Equipment: 2 coil pans 
and orysta.llizers. 

2-M!isseouite method. / 

sirop 8~ P 
I . 

IIIA...,.oite 80 P1 out 8 or t tlmJS lor cry. m1BS!!Culto 
I . 

I . 
lot m""""nl.te-footing of above Hopp3d"\/l!nd mlBseouite out from abova+·lst 

with ls& mJlasses. '10·'16 P mola.lties. 58-60 P 
put In orys~l!zor for 6-6 hours. · put in orystelllzers lor 6-6 clays. 

r------~~----- . . r--~~~-------
1 [· I · I . 

97 sugar lot molazs:JB !6-50 P 1 , l!nd! ngar 98·94 pol, · 6nal !JlOil 81 1" 
I,_·-· I . 

=-' -~-;:>c----==-~ test Sugar. • ( 

In this method the 2nd: sugar is mixed with the first; 
hich is not a good practice. 

\ 

(c) Purity of sirup 86; equipment: 3 coil pans aml 
crys tallizere. · 

2.-Massecuite method. 
simp SOP 

lot mlBBBoulle-lootlD;r o!l!nd sugar I+ sirup, topp>d with mola8S38. 70 P 
I 

I I 
96 sugar . lot molas!lOs 50 P 

l . 
l!nd m;ul'secultp -grom~d on simp. 60 P 

. I . . 
I . • 

2nd sugar W!ed for mag= tlusl mol....,. Sil-85 1" 
with sirup 

Occasionally, a straight strike is boiled to liquidate the 
olasses, which is in continuous circulation. · 

-

(d) P of sirup 82-86; equipment: oalendria and c0il 
pans and orystallizers. 

3-Masseouite me.thod. 
Sirup.,Sil-86 P 

I 
ht strlkB of sirup. and m1gm• o!B:d sugar and lst molasses. 60 p 1 

I 
I I . 

96·6 sugor not washed . 1st molasses. 60 p 
. I 

2nd strike ol. o m>g= ol8rf sngor and let mol. 70 P 

I I 
2nd sugor oiOO·G Pol. 2nd mol, ol 50 p 

I . 
Srd strlke-grolned on slrop and bolled 

with moioB6eB (2nd), 60 P 
. Tol·---..!.1 ___ 1' 

Srd sugar us~ for mngma final mo1DII88 oi 
with lot mola.,.. or double pursed 86 p 

with 2nd DlllBSeouito. 
B 72-11 
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It may be seen, that, with a. low initial purity of sirup, the 
molasses can be exhausted easily ih 2 massecuites to about 
30 purity. This system is quite general in British Guiana 
:and Louisiana. When the initial purity is high, as is the 
·case in Cuba, 3 massecuite method is required to exhaust the 
molasses. When factories are not equipped wi_th crystallizers, 
:a large hot t;oom capacity is needed to keep string proof. 
,masse~uites. This system is very laborious and wasteful 
:and all modern factories have abandoned this system alto· 
.gether in fa>o~ of the crystallizers. 

,. 
1 

(2) For.white sugar: 

(a) purity of sirup 75-80; equipment: coil and 
. ()alendria pan and crystallizers. 

. . . . 

sirup 75-81 P 

1st IIW!IIOODite: B~ 91-911. p 75-81 

.----------------:~--------------~~ 
ll"UlolaLd sugar wasJ 00 P rnn ok 60 P 

100 pol. J 1 
• lind mi.<od lllliii&OOOite on a footing of Srd mi.<od lllllllOOC!Ilit.. on a footing 

1st, aud wash, B.U 91-9!1 P 75-81 of 1st+ run oif from ht aDd 9nd Blriltes 

I 

~ 
B.U=91-99; P 60-70 . . I 

.-I -----------;~-----=----;1 n - I I 
,gi:anolated &tlgar wash 75-81 P · rnn o8'60 P grann1ated angar wash+rnn olr 

100 pol. · I I , 100 pol. 48-50 P 
used for 9nd lllliii&OOolt... " I 

. (b) 

I 
96 sngar 

I I 

wash of 40451 P. Boiled 
to higher oou. aud sold 

aa higb gnde mol • 

simp of 84-86 P 

1st ........lte of 84-86 P 

.--·~-----~~~~-----, 
' • 1 ~ 'tb • l&tmol&llSel 1st sugar. ma.eu wt . S111lp. 

and double purged . I 
1 • · ind -uite 70 P 

-;----------'--~. -:-. 1 on a magma o! Srd 
•lllto ~ngar purging oirnp used spin sngar and simp 

4'h strike cry. 
mi!IEie!('Ujte OD.a 

footi•g of Is'+ run 
. off IIDd wash Brix !H-95i p 60 

I .. 
final molasses of 

PSi!. 

or sent ba<k to jwre I 

9ndsugar 9ndm~&ll8el 
I I ·te . ed double purged like Srd ..,......, gram 

1st sugar on suup P 60 · 
I I 

whi'- sugar 1 
Srd sugar-

a patt used as 
seed and the rest 

melted. 

I 
fi.nal m ol1ssea 

81-l!iiP 
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.Grystallizers.-Formerly before the crystallizers came 
into general use in the cane sngar industry, the usual 
practice to exhaust the molasses, was to boil the final 
massecuite string proof, and allow it to crystallize iu open 
bnks. . A few houses, not equipped with mystallizers,1 still 
follow this system, notwithstanding the fact, that this process 
is considered to be insanitary and more wasteful. The 
greatest objection to this system is, that it takes much longer 

_ time to get a sufficient ory~:~tallization. Consequently, the 
massecuite has to be left for d~J.ys and months together. 
Therefore, not only does it require a much greater storage 
capacity, . but there is a ~treater loss in inversion. and 
fermentation. It does not exhaust the molasses to the same 
extent, ll.S . a crystallizer massecuite does, ori accoun,t of 
certain inherent defects in the method. On account of. a 
lack of circulation due to. viscosity, the crystallization . is 
never complete. Consequently the final molasses are of a 
higher purity for the same ·purity massecuite. On account 
of lack of circulation, and lack of temperature control in 
rooms, the massecuite is suddenly cooled, on account- of 
which, the sugar separates into a number of small crystals. 
Some houses in Louisiana have put up hot rooms provided 
with thermostats·, but · this increases the expense. On 
account of the lack of circulation, the crystal has no chance· 
to grow. Consequently, string proof sugar has always small 
grain, which, on account of its specific surface, retains a 
greater quantity of molasses. The· sugar is consequently 
dark coloured. This sugar cannot be washed in .the centrifu~ 
gals for fear of dissolving the crystal. The use of this sugar 
as seed is very objectionable not only, because it gives dark 
seed, but-it brings back a greater part of the final molasses 
in the house. On account of ~?mall size of the crystals, and 
on acount of its viscosity., the string proof massecuite 
presents great difficulties in curing. On account of all these 
reasons, as well as on grounds of economy, crystallizers have 
come into general use. 

The orystallizers are horizontal ta.nks either open. or 
closed, provided with ·stirrers. These rotate at a very low 
speed, usually at one revolution per 4 minutes .. The 
massecuite is boiled to grain, and dropped at a Brix. of 9.5~96 
into the crystallizers, in which the sugar crystals are. allowed 
to grow. 'rhis is possible on account of the circulation •.. In 
order to have a gradual cooJing, crystallizers are provided 
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with water jackets jn cold countries like Louisiana.- Iu the 
tropics, they · are not required. As the crystallization 
proceeds, and .the massecuite gets cooled in 4 or"5 days, a 
little water is added to reduce the viscosity which causes not 
only better circulation promoting better exhaustion 
of the molasses, -but it aids considerabJy the curing. -In 
about 5 or 6 days, depending upon the temperature condi
tions of the locality, th9 massecuite gets sufficiently cooled, 
after which it is cured .in the centrifugals. , 

. The purity, to which· the crystallizer massecuite be 
brought before striking, depends on certain considerations •. 
Every factory aims to. exhaust the molasses to the loweat 
possible limit. The purity of the :final molasses depends to 
a great extent on the initial purity of the crystallizer maRse
cui~e. The lower the purity of the massecuite, the lower 
the purity of the mola&ses obtained thereform. But there is 

· a limit, beyond which it is not advantagdous to go. First 
of all, the maximum drop of 30 in purity from massecuite 
to molasses, is obtained, when the crystallizer mrtssecuite is 
of 60 purity. As this purity drops, the drop in purity from 
massecuite to mola;sses also drops. For instance, a masse
cuite.of '60 purity gives a drop of :10 purity yielding 30 purity 
.final molassea. If the purity of the massecuite be reduced to 
50, it may give a drop 9f 20 only giving :final molasses of. 30 
purity .. This does not give any advantage. On the contrary, 
it gives- more trouble in a.ctual practice.· As the purity is 
reduced below 60, the massecuite becomes so viscous, that 
the boiling becomes very defective on account of ba.d circula-

. tion,. resulting in the formation ·of false grain ... This gives 
many troubles in curing, on account of the viscosity of the 
massecuite, reducing the capacity of. the centrifugal 
;machines and requiring water for washing. It may be 
inferred from this, ·that. the purity of the final molasses · 
cannot go below 30, and it may be asked, how certain fac-· 
tories obtain a purity of the final ll!Olasses down to 27-28. 

· The only place I sn.w so far, where molasses is exhausted to 
this purity,· is· Louisiana .. There, the juices are of low 
purity a.nd massecuites ·can be boiled to a lower purity 
without any trouble of viscosity, which yields :final molasses 
of a lower purity than 30, though the maximum drop in 
purity is not obtained. In the Tropics, the only places, 
where ·final molasses is exhausted to 27-28 purity, are 
central Meroidita in Porto Rico, and Kahuku sugar mill in 
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the IIawaiia~ islands. The crystallizer massecuites at the two 
places, ar~ boiled to 53-54: purity which yields final molasses 
of 27-28 purity. This means a drop of 2Q-27, which·is 
lower than the -maximum drop of. ·30. The chief cause, 
which has m:tde it possible for these two factories to boil the 
crystallizer mu.ssecuite to such u. low purity as 53-54, is the 
elimination of the ba.go-cellulose from Lhe juice by means of 
strainers, which seems to have elimidated, to some extent, 
the gums from the molasses. The chief reason, why 
crystallizer m:tssecuites cannot be boiled below 6:J purity in 
actual prac~ice, is the viscosity due to gums. The presence 
of gums in molasses may be traced · to the circulation of. 
molasses in the house, resulting in the concentration of. 
non-sugars as well as to the.Jormg,tion of gum from bago~ 
cellulose. It is known, that lime acts ·partially on bago· 
cellulose, resnlting in the formation .of dextran, which is 
gummy. This shDWS how advantageous it is to remove the 
bago·cellulose from the process in its early stage. · -

Mixe1's.-The massecuite, after it is dropped from the 
pan, is conveyed through open gutters or closed pipes to 
mixers. The closed pipes req.uire careful attention in steam· 
iug the same after the massecuite is passed, to prevent 
choking. The former is simpler, and easier for supervision. 
Mixers are troughs usually U shR.ped, ·narrower .a.t the 
bottom with stirrers inside, which keep the mass in 

• contin'.lous circulation. Some factories use the crystallizers 
as mixers, keeping the masseouite in them for a few hours 
from 4-8 hours, depending on the available capacity. For 
raw sugar this practice is very good1 as it· gives a greater 
drop in purity of the molasses obtained therefrom.· For 
white sugar immediate curing is neces~ary, as the masse· 
cuite, when cooled, does not cure so reactily. In order ·to 
prevent rapid cooling, covered mix:ers will be better. 

. XV. The separation of the crystals, 

The next operation is to separate th'3 sugar crystals from 
the adhering molasses. This is done by mean~ of centrifugal 
m11.chines. The most commonly used are 40" x 24" machines, 
all top-driven. It has been found t.hat 40" are the most 
economical in modern sugar houses. With smaller machines, 
not only greater speed is required in. order to produce the 
-same centrifu~al force, but m?re units of labour are required, 
as the capa01ty decreases w1th the size of the .machines.-
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Four makers are in use.-Watson Laidlow and Co., ·American 
Tool Co., Mackintosh, and Pott Cassels and WilliJI,mson, of 
which the Watson's machines are in greater use. The 
massecuite is fed directly from the mixer to the machine by 
means. of a spout. • 

Drive for the centrifugals.-Three methods of driving 
the oentrifugals are in pse. They are the belt, the water and 
the electric drive. The latter is coming into general use 
and has been exclusively put by mills installed recently. 
Opinion is as. yet divided as to whioh is economic in the end. 
Belt drive is the olq method of. driving the centrifugals. 
In this, power is generated in a steam engine, which "drives a: countershaft, which, in turn, drivee another shaft, on 
which are moup.ted clutches;"" one for each machine, the 
power being transmitted from the clutch to the machine by 
a belt. and pulley. This is the simplest and the cheapest 
drive. In case of overload, the utmost that may happen 
is either a belt slip or the giving way of the belt, which 
can be_ ea§ily repaired in ·the house. In this drive, the 
common trouble is the "belt slip, which increases the loss in· 
transmission, and reduces the speed of the machine thus 
affecting the quality of the work. Consequently, b.elt drive 
machines require constant attention . 

. · Water drive is very cm;nmon in the "Hawaiian islands. 
In this case 'the source of power is the water under pressure. 
For this . purpose, big pumps are provided, which supply 
water to the centrifugals under a pressure of 125-175 lbs. 
Where waterpower is ava.ilable, this will be the cheapest 
source of drive for the oentrifugals. The water driven 
machines work very well, and there is nothing to get out of 
order. The machines work with a steady speed, which is 
not the case with belt driven machines, on- account of the 
trouble :of belt slip. But, in this case as each machine is 
driven individually and not collectively, as is the case with 
belt drive, provision has to be made to derive an excess of 
power during. acceleration, which becomes expensive. In 
Watson's machines, this has b~en arranged by the· provision 
of two jets, one of which automatically stops as so.on as 
speed ·is attained. With aU that, it demands more power, 
and· so it is rather expensive. Many times, a sufficient 
water pressure is not maintained, which affects the speed of 
the machines. "This is its only draw-back. The water can· 
be used over and over again in this case. 
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Electric drive.-The electric drive for the centrifuga.ls:• 
is getting more and more· common. There are two systems. 
of drive in this, the collective and the individual. In the
first, there is a common electric motor to all the ma.chines:
in a battery, from which power is transmitted by means. of a.: 
belt. It differs from the belt drive in one respect, and that, 
is, the substitution of a motor for an engine for generating: 
power for the machines. Consequently, there is present th&_ 
same trouble namely the belt slip. That seems to be the. -
reason, why the latter system, though expensive, is adopted! 
by all modern factories. · In the individual drive, a. separate-: 
motor is placed directly on the top of the machine, and, 
connection is ·made to the rotating spindle by a friction 
clutch. - There is no question, that a separate _drive !or each . 
machine is much more expensive than a-collective drive for~ 
all machines in a b!J.ttery, because individual motor must ha· 
of such a size as to be able to develope an excess of power;. 
which is required by the machine over short intervals during:· 
acceleration. It is obvioue, that with one central. motor for·. 
driving a battery of centrifugals, there will be a·saving in 
power, as the excess power required by the individual 
machine during acceleration, carr be easily developed by the
central motor, which is capable c,>f driving all the machines· 
at a time. In- the collective drive all the machines are-: 
not running at an acceleration at the same time, and' 
consequently it is not necessary to have a motor of the- · 

·power capable of producing the sum total of the excess powel'· 
required by each machine during acceleration. The sum 
total of the individual motors will always exceed that of the· 
central motor. This consequently becomes expensive. Still. 
the present practice is to have a separate motor for each 
machine so as to incur no loss in power through belt slip, as· 
is common with belt drive. With this drive, it is necessary 
to provide a number of.reserve motors as little carelessness· 
on the part of the workmen may result in burning the motor. 

The molasses is sepJ.rated _from the sugg,r cryata.ls by 
means of centrifugal force. In raw sugar m!l.nufaQture, no · 
washing of the suga.r with water in the centrifugals is neces-· 
sary, if the massecuibe be of a high purity like 8'). With/ 
lower purity massecuite, little water is used to remove the 
adhering film of molasses in·order to increase the polariza- · 
tion of the sugar to 98° test. It is very important, that the
water be used at the proper time. Immediately after the 
molasse~!! disappears from the surface of the sugar crystals in .. 
the centrifugals, water should be used.- Water must follow 
the molasses, so that the latter is, so to say, forced out.: 
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.If water is used long after the molasses has been separated, 
it does not help in removing in any more molasses, but on 
the contrary, dissolves a part of the sugar crystal, which is 
not desirable. It :is desirable, that the least amount of water 
should be used. The water, used for washing, dilutes . the 
film of molasses that surrounds the sugar crystal, for which 
reason, washed sugar is li~ble to deterioration in storage .. 
In order to regulate the quantity of water, automatic water 
sprinkler is provided for each· machine. 

In white sugar manufacture sugar has necessarily to be 
washed to remove the adhering film of molasses. Sufficient 
water must be used to make the sugar white. 
. After the separation of the molasses fro'm the sugar is 

nearly complete, the machine is stopped. Longer running of 
the machine than what is necessary results in h<trdening 
the sugar, which is very difficult for 'scraping. When the 
machine stops, sugar is scraped off either by wooden handles 
worked by hand or by plough scrapers.· The latter are used 
in countries like Cuba, Louisiana and Porto Rico where 
labour is expensive. With. self discharging machines, no 
scraping is required. These machines work alright with 
first sugars. For white sugar, these machines are not desir
able, as in case proper washing is ifot done, the sugar cannot 
be spun again, which in this c:ise, is automatically discharged 
to the conveyer as soon as the machine stops; All self dis
c.harging machines have to be charged while in motion. 

In raw sugar· factories the separation of wash !rom 'run 
<>ff' is not necessary, .but in_white sugar factories, it is found 
necessary, if. double purging is not followed. The amount of 
water used is much more than what is used in raw sugar 
factories. This wash is of light colour and of high purity. 
Consequently, it is separated by providing two separate gutters 
behi,nd the centrifugals. " 

Double purging.-When·· double purging is done, 
as is usual in Java in white eugar_ factories, the masse
<Jnite is first cured in centrifugals without washing1 the 
sugar is then dropped- and mixed with ·sirup (thick juice), 
and the magma again purged in separate centrifugals. Water 

. is used for washing the sugar, but wash. is not separated, 
~ it mixes in this case with sirup aud not with molasses. . . 

Oal~Julation of pan, ct·ystalliier and ceidrifugalcapacity. 
-A calculation is made below for conditions in the Born

. bay 'Deccan according to the method used by Dr. Geerligs 
in 1lis book on white sugar. manufacture. The system 
given : therein differs from the Louisiana system in this 
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respe.ch, that all whiha sugar is obtained by double curing, 
and a part of the final sugar is used as seed. This SY.stem, 
therefore, requires more cen~rifugal capacity, but secures 
better washing of the sugar:-

Process.-Sulphitation. 
Products.-Plantation granulated and final molasses. 
Data.-Grinding capacity 1,000 tons of cane a day 

of 24 hours Fibre in cane 11 per cent., sucrose 
in cane 14 per cent. Brix of normal juice 18, 
purity of juice 84, purity of sirup 86. 
Normal juice exhraction 80 per cent. . 
Purity of 1st,. 2nd1 and 3rd massecuites 86,. 70 
and 60, respectively. . . · . 

Purity of 1st, 2nd,· and 3rd' molasses 66, 50 
s.nd 30, respectiv.ely. 

Bi:ix of 1st, 2nd, and 3rd masseouites 9!, ~)4 
and 94, res~eotively. 

Purity ~f 1st sugar to be 97·5; sugars from 1st 
and 2nd massecuites to b.e double purged. . 

Calculation: on a basis of dry solids. One thousand 
ton's of caneyield SUO tons of juice containing 
144 tons of dry solids, which amount is present 
in sirup·and primary massecuite. 

{1) lst massecuite yields · 
86-66 X 100 sugar per cent. = 

97
.
5 

_ 
66 

. = 63·5 an,d ls.t molasses 
per cent.= 36·5 of 66°P. 

{2) 2nd massecuite yields 
• -, . 70-50 X 100 

sugar per cent. = 
97

.
5 

_
50 

42·0 and 2nd molass-
es per cent.=58 of 50°P. 

1st massecuite consists of solids from sirup. 
2nd massecuite- consists of · · 

86 4 = 1 sirup· or 20 per cent. sirup. 
\ I .. 
70 . . 

I \ / 
66 16=41st molasses or 80 per cent. of 66 P. 

3rd massecuite of 60 purity consits of 
813 10 =1 or 28 per cent, sirup. 

\ I 
60 . 

I \ . 
50 26=2·6 or 72 per cent. of 2nd molasses of 

50 P. -
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Molasses, for final massecuite of 60 purHy, is obtained 
from 2nd massecuite, so, for 100 parts of final massecuite, 
72 ~8100 parts of 2nd mas3ecuite of 70-purity, are necessary. to 

give 72 parts of 2nd molasses of 50° P. Thi~ is equal to 124'1 
parts of 2nd massecuite of '70 P. This in turn requires 

!24-1 X 80 fi 1 • h • b • · d f . 94·1 X 80 t f 0 

100 rst mo asses, whiC 1s o tame rom 86. par so . 
1st massecuite. This is equal to 272 p·arts of primary mas
secuite of 86 P. 

Summarjj-
100 parts of Jitial massecuite of 60 P containing 28 parts. of Primary 

masseouite. 
124·1 , , 2nd 

272·0 , ,, 1st 

.. 
.. 

" 70 p 

.. 86 p 

, 24·8 ,. u 

.. 272·0· .. .. 

496 parts of mixed massecuite containing 82!·8 parts of 

144 t f d I'd • · . ld 496x144 20 so par s o ry so 1 s m s1rup y1e s 824.8 2 tons of 
dry massecuite. 'J~aking the Brix ofthe massecuite to be 94·0, 
th. . I t 220 X 100 234 t f . d . . f 1s 1s aqua o - -9-4 -= · ons o mtxe massecmtes o 
94 Brix every day. Taking 8 hours, as the average time 
for one pan, the total vacuum pan capacity should be 2!4 =80 
tons or 1,700 cu. ft., 3 pans of 30 ton capacity each, would be 
most suitable. 

Crystallizer capa')ity.-234 tops of mixed massecuite 
consist of 12S tons of 1st masseouite, 58 tons of 2nd 
massecuite, and 48 tons of final massecuite. The latter 
at 94 Brix is equal to. 48~~~ 1,017 cub. ft. As this 
massecuite swells considerably, and water has to be 
added from time to time, an allowance of 25 per cent. 
is made. So it comes to about 1,250 cub. ft. Taking 4 
days as the u.sual time required to. cool the masseouite, 
it means a capacity of 5,000 cub. ft. · To this should be 
added a spare capacity of two orystallizers one to re
ceive the massecuite and the other to discharge it to the 
centrifugals. Taking the ·size of the pan to be 600 
cub. ft. each, ea.ch crystallizer should have a capacity of 
600 cub. ft. +25 per cent. or 600 + 150 or 7 50 cub. ft. 
The number ofcrystallizers· will then be):' "7+ 2 for 
allowance or 10 in all. 

Centrifugal Oapacity::-Taking 2 per cent.-moisture 
in sugar, 128 tons of lst massecuite of 86° purity yield 
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129

1~~;;s·s =78 tons of sugar. 58 tons of 2nd masse

cuite of 70 P yields 6~~! :aH 23"3 tons of sugar. 
128 tons of 1st ruassecuite giving.78 tons oi. sugar. 

58 :~ , 2nd , , 23· 3 , , , 
48 , ,; final , of 60 P ,, , 

1 23"3 , 2nd sugar returned for purging. 

257"3 tons for 1st purging. 
For double purging. · 
78 tons of sugar from 1st massecuite. 
2'j·3 2nd returned to 

.... ,, " " . " . " 
1st masseouite. 

101'3 tons+sirup used, which comes .to about 15(} 
tons in all. 
The total centrifugal oapacity will be 257"8 + 150=407·3-

tons of massecuite per day of 24 hours. · 
For double purging.-40" machine will purge· 2 tons an 

hour. So 4-40" machines will be necessarY,· for 150 tons of· 
massecuite for double purging. · 

1st and 2nd massecuites are eqaal to 209'3 tons. They 
will require 6-40" machines. 

. 3rd massecuite is 48.tons. Taking 2/3rds of o. ton per 
machine per hour, it will require about 4 or better 6-40" 
machines for 3rd sugar .. 

Thus 4-40'' machines for double purging, 6~40'' machines 
for 1st and 2nd massecuite and 6-40" machines for 3rd mas
secuite, in all16-40" machines will be required. 

Sugar c'onvegers.-Alter the sugar is dropped from the 
centrifugals, it is carried by conveyers and elevators to . the
sugar bin. I saw three kinds of conveyers in use. They are 
(1) the screw conveyer, (2) the grasshopper conveyer, (3) 
the belt or slat conveyer. In Louisiana, the first is .common . 

. The dis,~tdvantage with this conveyer is that, it cannot be
kept clean. The grasshopper conveyer is common in Cuba .• 
West Indies, Hawaii and Java. It works very well and 
can be kept clean. With final sugar, the grasshopper conveyer 
does not work well on account of the sticky nature of the
sugar, for which purpose, either the screw conveyer or the 
slat conveyer is preferred. · . . 

The conveyer carries the sugar to a pit, from which it is 
elevated by bucket elevators to the sugar bin. In raw sugar. 
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factories, the sugar is then weighed, and filled in bags, after 
which, the latter are stitched, and either shipped or sent to 
the warehouse. Before bagging sugctr, it is desirable to cool 
it so as to prevent caking. In the Hawaiian islands; sugar 
driers, similar to granulators, are used for cooling sugar before 
it is bagged. The driers were originally installed to dry the_ 
sugar so as to reduce the amount moisture in the suga.>:·' 
This was subsequently abandoned but the same machir..J,· 
are now used for cooling the sugar. • 

·In white sugar mallufacture, the sugar has to be 
thoroughly dried, before it is bagged. ~A little amount of 
moisture will affect the keeping quality considerably. There 
are two methods in use, drying the sugar by steam and by 
the granulator. 

Drying the sugar by Steam.-In Java, the use of steam 
i.s common. In this casfl, the sugar~ after it is free from 
molasses in the second set of centrifugals, is dried by inject
ing steam. The basket is oovered, and steam is injected 
directly on the sugar. Generally saturated steam is used, 
but a moderately superheated steam is advantageous, as it 
can remove the last traces of moisture. This systeni may not 
dry the sugar so well as a granulator does because in this 
system steam cannot come .into contact with all the particles 
of sugar. Java manufacturers prefer this system, because they 
object to- the U3e of the· granulators on account of the rubbing 
of the crystals in the granulators, which is considered to make 
the sugar crystals dull.. Experience ilhows, that crystabtio 
not become dull to thA extent, the Java manufacturers believe. 
In fact all the refined granulated sugars, which are generally 
very bright, are dried by' means of the granulators. 

· Drying the sugar by granulators.-In Louisiana, whito 
sugar is dried by means of a granulator. It consists of 
either one of two drums slightly inclined to the horizontal 
towards the discharge end, and revolving on trunnions. 
When two drums are used, the one, which is usually placed 
at the top, is 11sed for drying sugar and the othert. which is 
placed below the other, is used for cooling the suga.r. The best 
practice is to provide two drums, sq that both the operations of 
drying and cooling the sugar can be. effectively done. When 

. only one drum is used, cooJing of sugar cannot be done in the 
machine, which is essential before bagging, to prevent caking. 

In the granulator, sugar is dried by mea.ns of hot air, 
which enters the' drum on account of induced draft usually 

' 
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provided .. At one end of th~ drum is placed a·radiator, 
which heats the air, as it enters the granulator. The sugar \ 
which enters at the o~her end, travels on account of the
rotation of the drum and on its way, meets the incoming hot . 
air, which removes the moisture from the sugar. A temper· 
ature of about 170° F is usually maintained in this drum~ 
The dried sugar, then, ·enters the second drum, in which, it 
tjts cooled on its way to the other end of the drum. In this 
drum. is provided a steel dru'tn centrally. located,. which is. 
kept hot by means of steam. Usually a low pressure steam~ 
of about 111~15 lbs. is used for this purpose in order to prevent 
charring, which occurs, if a. high pressure steam is used .. 
For the radiator live steam of 40-60 lbs. pressure is used.; 
The temperature in the 2nd drum is maintained at 100°-125<> 
F. The following rough sketch shows the working .9£ a. 
granulator:-

The only precaution tha.t is req!Iired. to be taken, ·is to. 
keep a const:.mt temperature so as to· secure gooil drying aud 
cooling: In no case, the central drum in the· second granu
lator be made hotter by using a high pressure steam, as it 
will burn a part of the sq.~ar. At the en:l of the inclin.~ 
.e:l drum is placed a wire screen, which separates the coarse
lumps, which are melted. The Rugar come:~ out at about. 
112°-114° F temp. . 

Dust separator.-As hot air blows through the granu.
lator ~~der mduced ~raft, it carrie3- alo.ng with it fine dust, 
conta.mmg finer partwles of sugar. I saw three or. four devfces. 
to separ.ate the sugar dust. They are (1) water sep:uation,. 
(2) dust room separationJ (3) steam separation. 
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. Water separation.-! saw two systems in use. One was 
f the blowing of the dust through a tank filled with water. 

This is a simple device.. Particles get dissolved, as the dust 
blows through the water. This, however, is not efficient, and 
lot of sugar dust passes out. The second system which I saw 
in the refineries is to inject hot water in the form of a. spray, 
which· on coming in contact wi1h the dust, dissolves the sugar. 
This operate's like the je.t c?ndensers. This works good, ~t! 
most of the sugar, that 1s l1kely to pass through the dust can 
be recovered in this way. 

Dust room separation.-Tbis is tho simpleat device. 
. It consists of a dust room; provided with wooden ba:ffies, in 

-order to change the direction of the dust as well as to slow 
the velocity. On account of these reasons, a great part of 
the sugar dust is retained on the floor as well as on the 
walls of the room. ~ough sketch is given below:-. 

• 

In this device, a part of the sugar 
is blown to the air along with the 
dust, and separation is not efficient, 
but this device is very simple and 
cheap . 

Steam sepamtion.-This works in the same way as a 
water jet separation. Only instead of water jet, steam jet 

· is used. A saturated wet steam is used for this purpose. 
This works very well, hut is expensive on account of the 
steam, tl;tat is required to be used. 

. . The dust, thus recovered, is used for the purpose of 
'shock' seeding, the excess remaining. being remelted. 

Sugar screening.-The sugarfrom the granulators is then 
sifted through ~creens, in order to get a uniform size grain. 
The sugar is usually separated in Louisiana into 3 grades;· 
the fine granulated, coarse granulated and the lumps. . The 
Jabter are remelted, while the others are bagged and sold. 
For this purpose, a rotating screen separator, having differ
ent mesh screens, is used. For fine granulated, a. 16 mesh 
screen, and for coarse granulated, 10 mesh screen are used. 
The -lumps are retained by the. 10 mesh screen. This is a 
simple and cheap device. 
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In the refineries, a vibrating separator is used. · It 
consists of an inclined frame, having 2. or 3 different mesh 
screens placed one-a-bove the other, the coarse being placed 
at the top and th~ finer being placed at the bottom. As 
the sugar enters the top screen, on account of the inclina
tion as well as the vibrations of the separator, the fine 
sug~r passes through the upper screen, while the cbarse 
pieces travel to the other end of the screen, and are separa· 
tely collected. This separator is all closed, and consequently, 
is much cleaner. · 

After the sugar is separated into d~fferent sorts, it is 
:filled in bags. Usually granulated sugar is filled in 100 lbs. 
bags in Louisiana. Always doubl.e bags are used.· The 
inside bag is made of coarse linen or cloth, which. holds the 
sugar, while the outsid\3 bag consists of jute,_ called the. 
gunny bag, which supports the inside bag. . The object of a 
double bag is to keep the white st;tgar, free from moisture 
absorption during storage and transportation. The use of 
paper for the inside bags is said . to. be ·more efficient· and · 
cheaper. · 

_ XVI. Acceo;saries-Pumps ·:Od self recording instruments. 

'rhe equipment of a sugar factory' involves the use of a 
number of pumps at different stations in the hOuse. They are 
feed water pumps, raw juice pumps, clarified juice pumps, 
mud pump!3, syrup pumps, molasses pumps, magma pumps, 
injection water pumps, &c. Before the electrification of the 
accessaries in a sugar mill came into use,- the most common 
type of pumps were the Duplex piston pumps, all driven 
directly by steam. The efficiency of these pumps is generally 
low. They consume much steam, and in actual practice always 
leak and hence are wasteful. With the electrification of 
accessaries, the use of centrifugal pq.mps is getting more and 
mo1~ common. Centrifugal pumps are run at high speed, 
and hence are very· suitable for electric drive by means of 
motors. The centrifugal pumps are much cheaper in first 
cost, easy for operation, require much less attention and 
little floor space. There is no doubt, that electric drive for 
pumps is more economic. In all modern hous'es centrifugal 
pumps are used except for mola~ses and magma, for which 
special piston pumps, driven by electric motor, are used. 
On account of the peculiar nature of the molasses and 
magma, centrifugal pumps cannot be used for th~s purpose. 
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'.this practice has resulted in the reduction of floor space, 
compactness of the plant, and general cleanliness of the 
house. 'l'he electrification of the accessaries is fully justi
fied by the use of the centrifugal pumps. 

In all modern factories, it is a practice to provide self
recording instruments. This secures a better control on all 
opera~ious·iu the fac.tor~. In due factory in !Jouisiaua, the 
followmg self-re~ordmg mstrumeuts were provided :-

"1. For temperature of fuel oil. 
. .• 

2. For live steam pressure. 
3. " , temperature. 

4. For temperature of chimney gases. 

5. For·draft of the chimney. G 

6. For maceration water. 

7. For steam flow meter. 

8. For temperature of juice heaters. 

9. For temperature in a quadruple. Two thermo
meters, one for temperature of steam in the ca.lendria., 

·and the other for the temperature of the juice. 

10. For recording vacuum in each body of the 
qu~druple. · 

11. · For recording-temperature in the pan~ 

12. 

13. 

, 

" 

steam pres'sure in the pan. 

exha1:1st steam pressure. 

These. instruments record the actual work that ·is 
being done in the factory during 24 hou.rs. Every 24 hours, 
·~;~~ new graph paper is replaced. On account of the ·self
recording instruments, the Superintendent is able to detect 
any fault either in the operation or any man, even though 
he may not be present in the factory .for all the time. This 
enables the engine&r to check the .efficiency of the furnace 
and mills from time· to time. The impodance of self-record
ing instruments cannot be too much stressed. Their advan
tages are so obvious, and the cost involved is so little, that 
every moJern factory cannot do without them, specially 
when the best ~fficiency is desired. 
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XVII. Generation d Steam. 

The steam, required for power as well as for heating 
and evaporation in the_ factory, is generated in the boilers. 
In the cane sugar factories, ·the two types of boilers, com
monly -qsed, are the horizontal return tubular (fire tube) and 
the water tube. All new installations in Cuba have put water 
tube boilers. 

The horizontal return tubular boilers are suited for 
smaller plants. They are much cheaper than water tube 
boilers, and for this reaRon smaller plants find them economic. 
They are not considered safe for pressure above 200 lbs. per 
sq. inch, but in cane sugar factories; the pressure commonly 
used is not above 125 lbs., and never has so far exceeded 
150 lbs. This point is, therefore, not of so much -consequ
ence. For large planta, water tube boilers are preferred, 
chiefly on account of their high,er efficiency, safety and 
reliability as quick steamers. Fire tube boilers are not quick 
steamera on account of their &_reater water holdin~ capa-: 
city, and defective circulation of water. In spite of this 
fact, in countries where labour is not so well trained, :fire 
tube boilers are c:>nsidered satisfactory and economical 
for small plants, requiring steam not above 200. lbs. 
pressure. · · 

The type of multi-tubular boiler commonly used, is the. 
horizontal return tubular. In this, the hot gaP-es. go under
neath the boiler to the other end of the furnace, and 
return through the tubes, after which they pass through 
the chimney. In Java, the bot gases a.re again made· to go 
back on the outside of the water drum, before they are 
allowed to go through the chimney. The latter method 
gives more efficiency. These boilers are easy for cleaning 
by mechanical means such as the brush. 

The water tube boilers, most commonly met with,· are 
the Babcock and Wilcox, and 'the Stirling. The water is 
in the tubes and consequently there is a better_ circulation of 
water. In the Stirling boiler, there is a mud drum, provided 
at the bottom, through which the precipitated impurities 
from the water are removed. The Stirling boiler is expen
sive but its efficiency is very high. For this reason, these 
boilers are used in large phnts, specially when higber effici
ency is desired, on account of the shortage of fuel. 

B 72-12 
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The steam pressure usually used in cane sugar factories
is about 125 lbs. A few factories generate steam of· about 
140-150 lbs., but reduce its pressure by a reducing valve to 
about 110 lbs., when it is to be used for driving the engines. 
A pressure below 90 lbs. is not good. It not only affects the 
.engine efficiency and the mill work, · but the exhaust steam 
pressure is. too low .for use. When steam is to be used for 
heating or evaporation purposes, a preF!aure of 120 l~s. is 
considered &o be too high. The steam pressure is reduced to 
:about 40 lbs. or less before it is used. In order to avoid this 
trouble, it is a practice to instal two sets of boilers in a 
.d:actory -one called the high pressure boiler; the steam from 
w:tlich is used for power purposes, and the other, the low 
pressure boiler, the steam from which is used for heating 
purposes. . '!'he two steam lines are connected to a common 
st-eam line so as to transfer some of the high pressure steam 
to ·the low pressure steam line, when there· is a shortage. 
'This system has beeri found to work well. 

The quality of steam, commonly used, is the saturated 
-ateam. This is also called wet steam, as it contains some 
partially condensed steam. Superheated steam is coming 

. into gEmeral use in places, where the mills are electrified. In 
such houses, the electric power is produced hy. means of a · 
turbine·directly connected to a dynamo. A saturated steam 
is injurious to turbines on account of the condensed vapour 
it contains, which wears out the blades in the turbine. Super· 

' heated steam has been found to be more .eooriomic in turbines. 
The degree of superheat, usually used is 100° F. There is one 

. great advantage in using superheated steam, and that is, the 
_exhaust steam is nearly free from oil and condensed vapour. 
In factories, where ·the live or exhaust steam has to travel a . 
long distance, there is a greater loss of heat through condensa· . 
.tion of some steam along the pipe lines. An exhaust, from 
;superheated steam, has sufficient excess heat to prevent this 
condensation. It should be noted, that a greater part of the 
.useful heat in steam is due to latent heat, which is totally lost 
.dur:ing condensation. · lib. of steam, at atmospheric pressure, 
contains~ 1,150·4 B. T. U. of heat, of which the latent -heat 

._ ~s 970·4 B. T: U. This is nearly 84 per cent. of the total 
.heat, which is loHt through condensa~ion. Secondly, iu 
engines, when saturated steam is used, the greater loss is due 
.to cylinder condensation, whicn is prevented by the · use of 
.superheated. steam. For this reason, for power purposes, a 
moderatelY. ~uperheated steam will b~ decidedly advantageous. 
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The us~ of superheated steam for power purposes secures 
greater efficiency as the foil owing figures show:-._ . 

Typo of engine. 

Simple non-condensing ... 
Do. do. Corliss. 
Do. Duplex steam pumps. 

Turbine non-condensing ... 

I 
Saturated steam, lbs. 

per hour. 

29-45 
26-35 

120,200 
28-60 

l
loo• superheat, lbs. · 

per hour. -

20-38 
18-30· 

80-160 
24-54 

So far superheated steam is not used for driving the inill. 
engines in cane sugar factories, e.x.cept in one factory in-Java, 
though its use is known to secure greater efficienby. · It is 
e.x.pected, that, in future, greater attention · ·wm ·be ·paid 
towards economy in stel!-m · consumption in cane sugar · 
factories, when, the use of at least a moderate superheat for 
driving the mill engines will be decided upon. 

For purpoees of heating and evaporation, superheated 
steam offers no advantage. On the contrary,.it is not con
sidered desirable as superheated steam parts with its heat 
with difficulty due to the fact, that it acts more or less like a 
perfect gas. For this reason, saturated steam is exclusively 
used for evaporation purposes. Prof. Kerr's experiments, 
with regard to the use of superheated steam for evaporation, 
have shown no benefit. · - · .- _ . . · 

. ' 
The power, required for the factory, varies a good deal. 

It depends upon the equipment of the factory, the kind of cane, 
the amount of maceration water used, .and the grade of sugar 
to be made. Prof. Kerr, ·who conducted actua.l tests in some 

• factories in Louisiana, found that, for raw sugar factories, 
the power required to run the factory was 1-! B. H. P., for 
every short ton of cane ground. For white sugar factory, 
1! B. H. P., for every ton of cane ground was 'required. 
Taking into consideration the conditions in the Bombay 
Deccan, it comes to about 1'70 B. H. P. per short ton of cane 
ground (for calculations, see page 190). This can be 1educed 
as more attention is paid to economy in steam consumption 
in cane sugar factories. The above figures indicate the 
capacity of the boilers, that should be installed in the factory. 
In actual practice I found the B.H.P., provided for raw sugar 
factories in Cuba, was from 1'25 t? I·S~ per ton of cane. - _ 
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'fhc heating surface usually provided is 10-12 sq. feet 
per R H. P., depending upon the kind of the boiler. For 
water tube :boiler 10 sq. feet and for fire tube 1 'l sq. feet are 
provided. It is of the utmost importance, that, the heating 
surface should be. cleaned from time to time, as it affects heat 
transmission. 

. Furnaces . ..:.... In cane sugar factories,' the fuel exclusivPly 
used is bagasse. · When it is not sufficient, it is supplemented 
by cane trash, wood, molasses, or fuel oil. The different fuels 
demand different conditions in the· furnace. For bagasse, a 
voluminous combustion chamber is necessary, on account of' 
~the bulky nature of the fuel. Secnndly, sufficient time must 
be allowed to secure complete . combustion before the. gases 
impinge on the heating surface .. The kind of furnace, usually 
used for burning bagasse, is the usual Dutch oven, which 1s 
an extension of the ordinary furnace. The Dutch oven is very 
spacious, and is provided with step grates. The bagasse falls 
through the hopper on the step grates, through which air is. sup
plied to the furnace. The Dutch oven provides a voluminous 
combustion chamber, and secures better combustion. The dis
tance between the furnace and the boiler, is sufficient to keep 
the hot gases in contact for sufficient time to cn.u~:;e complete 
collibustion, before they impinge on the cooler heating surface 
of the boiler. Babcock and Wilcox boilers are provided with 
a slightly different furnace. In this, in addition to the step 
grates and a long extended combustion chamber, a. reversed 
check wall is provided, which causes complete combustion of 
the gases, before the latter impinge on the heating surface. 
In ;r ava, the step grate furnace is provided with a supple
mentary furnace, in front of the step.grate near the hopper. 
In this, wood is burnt, the hot gaRes from which pattially 
dry the bagasse before it falls on the step grates. 

C:me trash and wood can be burnt- in this furnace. In 
·Java. c~~:ne trash is cut into small pieces by means of·cutters, 
and is then carried near the furnace by means of a blower. 
In Hawaii, molasses is burnt in the same furnace. For 
this purpose, molasses is thoroughly mixed with bagasse, 
as it comes out of the las& mill before the mixture is ·fed to 
the furnace. When molasses has to be burnt alone, a. 
different type of furnace is necessary. In ·Hawaii, some 
factories have installed separate boilers and furnaces for 
burning molasses only, because not only it secures greater 
efficiE!noy, but it makes it possible to operate the Miler when 
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the mill is not running. I saw two sy3tems in use for burmi1g. 
mola~ses. In one system, molasses is burnt in an ordinary 
bagasse furnace rp,odified to ·suit molasses burning. In the· 
other, molasses is atomized an:i then burnt along with steam 
in a way similar to fuel oil. Further details are given in 
chapter on the disposal of by-products. ~ · 

B u,rning oil.-When f t'lel oil is to· be used, a d.ifferen t 
kind of furnace is necessary. It is not a good practice to. 
burn oil and bagasse togetlier in the same furnace; as · it 
considerably affects the efficiency: In Louisiana, where fuel. 
oil ia used to supplement the bagasse as fuel, it is found that, 
when oil and bagasse is burnt together, the efficiency is about · 
45-50 per cent., while bagasse alone 'gives 60-65 per cent., -
and fuel oil alone 70·75 per cent. In the case of oil, no 
Dutch oven is required, but fael oil is burnt in the furnace 
very close to the boiler. In order; that oil should burn 
properly, it has to be atomised, for which special burners are 
used. The pq_ints .in using fuel oil are :-,-

(1) Pre-heating the oil.-The oil is heated by steam 
jacket to '160°-180° F; depending upon the density of 
the oi1, before it is charged to ·the burner. 

(2) Atomizing the oil,,_Atomizing is secured ·by 
using live steam along with the oil, which is fed under· 
pressure to the furnace. This is done in special burners. 
About 14 lbs. of steam is required for every lb; of oilr . 
Care should be taken to prevent over-heating of the oil, 
otherwise it, will form gas in the burner, leaving 
unvaporiseil portion, which clogs the burner. 

(3) Distance between the burner and the heating 
smfaoe.-The burner is situated on the grate surface o~ 
the furnace below the boiler. It should not be kept too 
close, otherwise the smoky flame of the oil would directly 
hit the heating surface, which gets scale.d, considerably 
affecting the efficiency. The distance between the 
burner and the heating surface, should never be less 
than 36" and shoulll preferably be 48-60". This gives 
the best efficiency. . . ' 

(4) Control of air.-This is quite necessary. In. 
Louisiana, trouble is traced mosMy to excess air. The 
best draft is considered to be 0'09". It. should not 

. exceed 0·12". 
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· The present practice is either to have separate boilers 
·for burning oil or to provide a. supplementary furnace right 
under the.heating surface of the boiler.for burning oil. The 

/bagasse is burnt in the Dutch oven, while oil is burnt in the 
supplementary furnace. · The former practice is common in 
Louisiana probably on account of the fact, that considerable 
oil has to be used due to low :fibre content. The latter 
practice is followed in many factories in the tropics, where 
oil has to be used occasionally, whenever there is a shortage 
of fuel due to· Jack of cane or other causes. The lat~er system 
is less expensive, and is .suitable, where fuel oil has to be 
used occasionally. . · · . 

Grates.-·rn the bagasse furnaces, step grates are com.
monly used . Bagasse automatically moves over the grates. 
on account of the steps, while ash falls through the grates. 
In Louisiana, I noticed, flat shaking grates being used by a. 
few factories ... Shaking grates have one advantage over all 
others, and that is, they can be cleaned without opening the 
furnace doors, 'preventing the rush of cold air during cleaning 
which cools the furnace. 

-Air supply.-In almost all the factories I visited, a 
system of natural draft is in use, air supply being controlled 
by the. dampers. · This system is working very well, and does 
not cause any difficulty. When .artificial draft is used, air 
is supplied ~ither under induced . or forced draft. In the 
former, the furnace pressure is below the atmospheric pres:
_sure, as a result, air is ·sucked through the grates in the 
furnace, which gives a better furnace efficiency. In the 
latter the furnace pressure is always higher than the atmos
pheric pressure due to forced air. and care has to be taken to 
:prevent the leaking of hot gases through the doors. For this 
reas~m, an induced draft is preferred. In both the cases, a fan 
driven·eitl;te_r by an electric motor or steam turbine or steam 
engine is necessary to create the draft. For this reason, this 
system is expensive, and,.uhless some advantages are obtained 
to balance the extra expensE!;· the installation of an artificial 
draft will be uneconomic. , . There· seem tQ be: two. conditions, 
under which an artificial draft will be advantageous.; Firstly, 
when boilers are required to be overworked in order to 
generate_more steam, larger amount of fuel has necessarily 
·to be used, which cannot be done efficiently, unless ample air 
is provided. This is possible only, 'Yheu forced draft is used. 
Secondly, when it is desired to use the heat of the waste 
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gases, either for heating the boiler feed water oy ;means of 
economizers, which, however, is not so necessary in cane sugar 
factories, as ample hot water _from evaporators and pans 'ie
available, or for generating superheated steam, or for drying 
bagasse, a forced draft will be economic. In: my opi.nion, it 
will not be economic to use a forced draft, so long the heat 
of the waste gases is not used for the purposes mentioned 
above, to increase the furnace efficiency. . With smaller
plants, forced ~raft will be expensive. 

Feeding of tlte bagasse.~T:b.e bagasse, as it ~on1es out of 
the last mill, is carried by means of carriers near the furnace,. 
and is then delivered through chu.te to a hopper from which~ 
it is fed to the furnace. In the hopper1 is placsd a rotating . 
wheel, which feeds the bagasse, ·and prevents the inrush· of 
cold air by keeping ·the mouth open and closed alternately. 
In the Hawaiian islands, a mechanism ·whereby, the mouth. 
of the hopper opens at particular times only, so that inrush 
of air is prevented, is working very efficiently. ·In. bagasse 
furnaces this is an important 'p()int,· as the inrush of cold air 
cools the furnace and reduces its efficiency.·. 

Feed water.;_ In cane sugar factories, plenty of hot con-· 
densed water is available. The condensed water, from the
first body of the evaporator, and· from the pans supplies·. 
usually enough water for the boilers. When this is not 
enough, condensed water from the 2ml body of the evapo
rator is used as a supplement. Water from other cells 0Jx' 
the evaporators is not used, as it is likely to contain some sy(ar 

. carried through entrainment, which causes foaming apa prim
ing in the boilers. · 'l'he water obtained through these 
sources is very hot, the temperature being 160°-180~'F., 
which is pre-heated to about 212o.F by means of exhaust 
steam, before it is fed to the boilers. Pre-heating of· feed 
water secures gre_ater efficiency./ 

Water is fed to the boilers by means of pumps. The
usual type is the Duplex piston pump. In electrified mills~ 
spe9ial centrifugal pumps for boiler feed water are used." It. 
is necessary to have e:x.tra feed pumps. 

Boiler and fuma!Je efficiency.-Very few factories have 
been equipped to test"tbe efficiency of the boilers from time 
to time. In order to test the efficiency, it is necessary to 
know the amount of steam generated by the boilers., and . 
the amount of fuel burnt. The amount of steam generated, 
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is known from the amount of feed water delivered to the 
boiler ':" or by means of steam flow. meters, which 

·are ge~tfng common . in modern installations. Besides, 
automatic records for registering boiler feed water, steam, 
t~Plperature, and pressure of steam, &c., are used in modern 
factories. In many old centrals, the work of the boilers is 
judged solely by the stack temperature, and the testing of 
COs content of the flue gases occasionally. This is not 
enough for, though it gives an indication as to the dran, it 
does nc:.t give any idea as to the efficiency. What is really . 
required, is the amount of CO and oxygen.- The presence of 
CO indicates the supply of insufficient air, while that of oxygen 
indicates excess air. Henoe an indication -of C09 content 
alone is not sufficient to indicate' the proper-combustion of the 
bagasse. _ 

In one central, I had an occasion to test the boiler effi
ciency.'>'~Iri the beginning of the campaign, a surplus bagasse 
was left, but, aa the season advanced, not only all the surplus 
bagasse was used, but some fuel- oil had to be used, and this 
happened, even though cane showed a higher fibre content. 
On a rough test being made, the efficiency was found to be 
35 per cent., whfch was decidedly 2Dw. The .efficiency -of 
bagasse furnace ~under good working conditions is about 
60 per cent. It is desirable to test the boiler efficiency from 
time to tiine. 

- XVill. Steam consumption in can~ sugu· factories. 

. The importance of steam consumption in cane sugar 
factories is obvious when one takes into consideration the 
question of fuel. So long cheaper sources of fuel were avail

llable; and the competition amongst the sugar manufacturers 
-not so keen, this point did not receive any attention. Besides 
so far no economical method of the disposal of the excess 

·bagasse is found out, w.hich would have encouraged the sugar 
manuf~cturers to go in for an economical use of steam .to 
saye bagasse, thus adding to the profit. W1th scarcity and 
rise in prices of fuel, ·and also keen competition amongst the 
sugar manufacturers, the question of· saving of fuel expense 
has come into prominence. How is this to be done, unless 
the_ steam consumption at different stations in the sugar 
house is known? So far regarding white sugar factories, I 
h&ye come across actual tests taken by Prof. Kerr of Louisiana 
~tat.e University in .t\deleine .Sugar Factory. The tests 
ho.w tl:te actual<aateam consumption at different stations in 
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the house. Prof. Kerr's results show, that, ofthe totals team 
used in that factory, abou~ 45 per cent. was used for tJVapora: 
tion a.nd sugar boiling, about 20 per cei~t .. for juice beating,· 
only 3 per cent. for JOecbanical work (i.e., for mill engines), 
about 3 per cent. for cane handling machinery1 a~d. about · 
20 per cent. for radiation and unaccounted for. · In th1s factory,· 
a great part of juice heating and sugar boiling was done by 
live steam. It will be seen,· that the greatest chance for 
saving steam will be ·in heating, evaporation, and sug11.r 
boiling, which consumed about 65 per· .cent. of the total 
steam. 'l'he Joss, through radiation and unaccounted for, is 
unavoidable, still it can be reduced. The working of steam 
balance in a sugar house, therefore: may show the direction, · 
in which economy in steam consumption can be effected. · 

In actual practice; very fe.w factories are running on 
bagasse alone. Only in St. Kitts, Antigua and Java, a great 
majority of the factories are operated on bagasse alone. This 
is mostly due to the high fibre content of the cane. In 
St. Kitts and Antigua it is 15 peP cent., while,. in Java It is 
13 per cent. In Java, sometimes a shortage of fuel is felt, 
which is then supplemented with dried leaves. In Hawaii, 
bagasse i!l supplemented with ;final molasse~, Jn Cuba, .· 
Porto Rico and the West Indies, factories have to use. extr11. 
fuel, either wood or fuel oil. There is, however, no justifica
tion for these factories to use any extra fuel, when it is ta~en 
into consideration, that, the fibre content isU·5-13 percent., 
that the maceration practised is not so heavy, as is the case 
in the Hawaiian islands, and that ~nly raw sugar. is ·made .. 
In Java, I saw one factory making white sugar by the acid. 
thin juice process, operated on bagasse alone. 'The fibre · 
content of the cane was only .11'5 per cent., and the macera-. 
tion was about 17 per cent. This was made possible by 
using economical engines for driving mills-valve engines 
which are high speed engines (120 R. P. M. as against 
55 R. P. M. with other engines), by using superheated steam 
for driving the engines and using a quintuple. In order, 
that all the heating, evaporation and boiling be done on 
e"J~haust steam alone, exhaust steam of a higher pressure of. 
ll atmospheres was produced. The 2nd body of the evapor
ator was robbed of 11. part of its steam to do tho juice heating. 
All the acoe.ssaries except the vacuum pump were 'electrified. 
With this system a part of the bagasse was saved. This is 
the only instance amongst white sugar factorio3, that I came· 
across, which was operating the factory on bagasse alone, 
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even when cane contained 11"5 percent. fibre. In Cuba. and 
Porto Rico, attention is being directed in recent years to the 
economic utilization of steam. The following are some of the 
devices, that are being adopted to economize steam:-

. · . (I) The substitution of more efficient engines for 
driving mills and ohher machines. The American 
manufacturers use Corliss valve engine~ instead of slide 
valve engines, which consume much less steam. · 

· (2) Tbe substitution of coll0ctive drive for mills 
instead of the individual d~ive. In the old'T:lystem, every 
mill was driven by a separate engine. Consequently 
. steam consumption was high. and the exhaust steam 
was far in excess of the requirements of the factory. 

(3) The installation of quadruples or quintuples with 
pre-evaporators. With the improvements referred to in 
nos.l and 2, the exhaust steam available is not enough 
to do all the heating and evaporation, so a pre-evaporator 
is necessary to generate sufficient low pressure stea.m to 
do all the heating; evaporation and boiling. The chang
ing of triple into . quadruple or quintuple saves a great 
deal of steam. 

(4) The use of calendria type vacuum pans. This 
makes it possible to use a low pressure steam which was 
not economically possible with coil pans. 
It IU.ay be observed, that &,U· the above improvements 

save steam required" to do the heating, evaporation and 
· boiling. In the Bombay Deccan, . cane contains a low 
amount of fibre from 10·5-11 per cent., and factories have to 
make white sugar, which demands more steam. With the 
usual equipment, it will not be possible to operate the factory 
on bagasse alone· and dried leaves will have to be used as a 
supplementary fuel. The following calculation of steam 
consumption in. white sugar ·factories for. the prevailing 
conditions in the Deccan will show the necessity of eco
nomizing s~eam. The calculations are made according to 
Prof. Kerr's method used in his bulletin, and his data is 
taken wherever necessary :-

Data: grinding capacity J ,000 tons of cane a day. 
· Product: plantation white and final molasses; 

saturation on cane 15 tier cent; fib1e in cane 
10'5 percent.; composition of bagasse; moisture 
49 per cent.; fibre 46 per cent.; Brix of normal 
juice IS·O. 
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Calculation : 
Therewillbe 105_tons of fibre from 1,000 tonsofcane. 

• 105 X 100 10500 228 t . Bagasse w1ll be _ 46 46: = . ons per 
day. T_!J.erefore, juice will be (1,000 + 150)-228= 
922 tons. \ 

(1) Raw juice heaters: temp. of raw \juice 82oF ; 
temp. of heated juice 220° F. Brix of N. J. = 18'0 ;. 
Brix of D. J.= 15'6; amount of juice 922 tons. 

Heat added= (220-82)x0·9x922x2,000 = 229,024,800 
· · . . ' B. T .. ~U. 

· per day. 
=9,542,700 

. . per hour._ 
(0'9 is assumed to be the specific heat of the juice); 

. equivalent water lbs. F and A 212° F= 
9·~~~:~00=9,834. -. 

Thermal efficiency according to Prof. Kerr, is 98%. 
Steani F and A 212°F actual= 9::!4 101352 lbs. -

Steam F and A 212°·a~tual% cane=~~;5~;.~~ '12·4;. 
equivalent steam at boiler pressure of 100 lbs., feed · 
water temperature 200° F and quality of steam . 
96% ~ 1,11:18·5 :J200- 82) _1,02.0·5 -1·05 h' h . th 

- 970·4 - 970·4 - l w lC lS a-
factor of evaporation. _ 

Therefore, equivalent steam at boiler conditions%-
• 1lN . · 

cane 1s 1.05 = 11·8. , 
(2) Thinjuic6 heaters.-· This is done after bag filterin-g. 

Brix of D. J. is 15·6; Brix of thin juice is 16·6. 
Mud removed is 2g_ lbs. per ton of cane (Prof. 
Kerr's figure). . . 

Total mud removed per day= 22,000 lbs. or 11 tons. 
Mixed juice less mud . 922-11 = 911 tons. 
Water lost % ·mixed juice ( without mud)= 
. 16·6 -16·6 X lOO = ·100 = B·O o1 · · 

. 16·6 16·6 ;o • 
Water lost tons · 911 x 6% = 54·66. 
Thin juice per day=911-54"7=856"3 tons. 
Thin juice % cane 856~~o~ri00 = -85"63. 
Specific heat of thin juice=0·9. 
Temp. of thin juice before, 180°F1 and after, 205°F, 
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Heat added per 21 hours=(205-180)x~x856'3x2,000 
=38,533;500 B.T.U. per day 
= 1,605,562 , per hour. 

Equivalent steam F and A212°F =...!!:~~:!62 =1,655 
lbs. per hour. . 

$ffioiency of thin juice heaters::::: 95. 
Therefore, steam F and A actual=~6:: = 1, 7 42lbs. 

per hour .. 
Equivalent steam F and A actually required% 

1,742 2'09 cane=Ssr= · . 
Equivalent steam boiler conditions% cane=~:~:= 2•00. 

(3) Heating mud; Prof. Kerr gives the figure to be 
about 0'67% steam on cane. 

(4) Quadruple- effect: :amount of thin juice==856·3 
tons per day. 

· Brix of thin juice=16'6; Brix of si:tup=54·0; pres· 
sure of exhaust Meam:-4 lbs. 

W t. I t ol • d . . 54·0 -16·6 £!9 3 
a ,er OS ;o mJXe JUICe= M·O 0 ' · 

. Water lost tons=856·3 x 69'3%=593;·4. 
Water evaporated per lb. of steam in the quadru· 

ple=3·5 lb!!. (according t"o Prof. Kerr's figures). 

:Steam per day lbs. = 593·~~ 2'
0

)
0

- 339,086. 
·ste m · ·a· • t · 559•096 169·5 a per ay m ons = 2,000 .• 

.Steam% cane= ~9o5=16'95. 
'Steam: F. and A 212° F% cane= 16·:~;:6.2 16'78. 

· · b 'I d't' 16
'
78 16·00 Eqmvalent steam 01 er con 1 wns=T-05= . 

(5) Sir~p blow ups and. molas,;es: according to Prof. 
Kerr's. figqret> this comes to 1·08% cane. · 

(6) Vacuum pans: Brix of sirup=54·0. 
(a) Sirup-

. 510-1~6 
%decrease in water content= 54.0 71'1. 

,, ,, " , =92~·0 X '711 = 
655·5 tons. 

Sirup tons per d:~y=266'5. 
· ol cane::: 2-6~·-~>< 100=26·65. 

" fO 1,000 
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(b) Molasses
From. 1st 

54·9 tons. 

• 94 X 128 X 86·6 X 100 
massecUJte. = 1oox 100xso ~ 

From 2nd 
:39· 5 tons. 

• 94 X 58 X 58 X 100 
massecUJte--: -·100 x 100-x80- = 

Wash at 0·1 per ton of cane (according to Prof. 
Kerr's figures)=O·l x 1,000-.10 tonf:!. 

BriJI: of massecuite 94·0, Brix of sirup 54·0) 
Brix of rpo)asses 80. · 

According to previous calculations, 
1st massecuite pPr day tons 
'2nd 
3rd " 

" 
" 

., 
" " 

128 
58 
4tl 

Total " ". " 234 
of 1134 x 100 · 23•4 

" " '? cane 1,ooo • 

Total sirgp, molasses, and wash per day tons 
266'5 + 94'4 + Rl = . 370'9, 

Tons 'of water evaporated= 370·9.:_234•0=136'9, 
Pan efficiency (according to Prof. Kerr)=0·85. 
Steam per day tons 1~:~9 . l61·1. 

Steam % cane= 16~~~;00=16·11. 
Equivalent steam F and A 212~ F, of 30 l.bs. 

1611x927 15'4 . . . pressure 970.4 - • • . 

Equivalent steam boiler' conditions=~~~~!= 14'5 

(7) granulators : steam % ·] · 
cane=0'48. . ~ aocordfng to Prof. 

(8) feed water heater :J Kerr s figures. 
steam % ·cane=2·58 . 

(9) cane handling machinery : , 
steam % cane_-2'16. 

(10) mechanical work: steam% 
cane=2'02. 

(11) radiation and Ull!L<lCOunted 
for: steam % cane=13"67. 

" 

" 
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Summary:-
Steam %cane. 

(1) raw juice heaters ... 11'80 
(2) thin juice heaters. ... 2·0 
(3) quadrupli:l effect ... 16'00 
(4) vacuum pans ••• 14·50 
(5) syrup blow ups, mud J 

defecators, mol<.tsses 1·7 5 
melters. · 

{6) granulators 
(7) cane handling 

nery. 

0'48 
machi- 2'16 

(8) feed water heaters 
(9) mechanical work 

2'58 

{J 0) radiation and unac- 13'67 
. counted for. 

Steam % to tal. 

17•70 
3·o 

24'00 
21'75 

2'62 

0'72 
3"24 

3•87 
3'03 

20'07 

69'96 100'00 
IJ H p t f 66·96 X 1•05 X 2,000 
.o. •. • per on o cane= -.-24 x 84.5 · 1~70. 

Amount of exltaust steam atiai?able in cane sugar 
factories :-According to Prof. Kerr, the total indicated horse 
power for steam engines and pumps required for 1,383 tons 
of cane was 907•26. According to Koppeschaar the amount 
of steam per B. H. P. is 44 lbs. The amount of steam for 
1,383 tons of . cane will be 90i'26 X 44=39,919·44 lbs. The 
loss by condensation and radiation is about 10%. The exhaust 

. steam available ·wiJI, therefore, be 39,919'44-3,991'944= 
35,927"496 lbs, per hour. Cane ground per hour is 1·;:s= 
67'62 tons. 

•; h t t · 35,927'496 X IGO 31'0 • ex a us s eam on cane 57-52 x 2,000 .:· ••. 

In factories using Corliss engines, the steam consumption 
per B. H; .P. is 35 lbs. The steam consumption per hour 
will, therefore, be 907 ·26 x 35=31, 7 54·1Ibs. Wij;h 10% loss 
by condensation and radiation: the amount of exhaust steam 
:available per hour comes to 31, 754·1-3,175•41=28,578'69 lbs. 

h f h . t 29,578•69 X 100 24'80 'T er~ ore, ex aust steam per cen .= 5762 x2,000 = . · 
A. mount of Uve steam obtainable from bagasse alone.

;A.ccording to previous calculation, the amount of bagasse per 
1:000 ton of cane is 
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4~ ~00 · 228 tons pe1: day (bagasse contains 
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46 per cent. fibre and 49 per cent moisture). 1 lb. of bagasse 
gives an equivalent steam F and A 212• F of 2·5 Ib.s. 
Therefore, 228 tons of bagasse will give.steam as below: 228 X 
2,000x2·5=1,140,000 lbs. For 1,000 tons of cane, amount 
of steam required is 1,000 x 1·70 x 34'5 x 24= 1,407,600. 
Deficit comes to about 267,600 lbs. per 1,poo tons 9f cane· 
or 13'5 per cent. cane. 

'fhe steam, required for heating, evaporation and boil
ing,. is about 45 per cent. on cane. ln this case, live steam 
is used for juice heating and boiling. If this can be done by 
exhaust steam, supplemented by pre-eva.porato.rs, 'in which 
case, steam can be, used multifold times by directing the 
vapours from the evaporators for juke heating aud boiling, a 
considerable saving in steam can. be effected. 
. ' . 

I£ is thus evident, how essential it is to have pre-evapo· 
rators in addition to quadruples so as to generate sufficient low· 
pressure steam to do all the heating, evaporation and boiling. 
']~here is no justification for using extra fuel in modern fact
ories. n·seems·that cane sugar factories, on account of the 
scarcity of fuel and the keen competition iQ the . sugar world, · 
will in future look more to economic utilization of-steam. 

XIX. Ch2mical.Control. 

Under this is included the account of sucrose, from the 
time it enters the factory in the form of cane, till it leaves 
the factory in the form of sugar and other by-proriucts · For 
this purpose, a system involving the . weights and routine 
analysis of the material at various stages in process of manu-

. facture is followed. The practical benefit, to be derived 
from a chemical control, is the production of a .. standard pro
duct togeth~r with minimum losses in the process. Without 
a chemical control, it is impossible to detect the various 
losses, that occur in milling, filter press, inversion; entrain
ment, molasses, &c., and to judge their extent. From this 
point of view, chemical control is a necessary requisite in a 
modern sugar factory. . 

- ' 

All factories, whether old or modern, and whether 
making r:tW or white: sugar, maintain at present a; chemical 
eontrol. However, very few of them have ~ts yet realized 
the in;portance of ~cc~racy with regard to weights. and 
analysis of the matenal m process. If chemical control is t'o' . 
serve any useful purpose, it is quite essential to have correct 
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·weights, correct samples and correct analysis of the material 
·fn process at various stages. Many factories maintain a 
laboratory, a chemist and a so-called chemical control, because 
it is considered to be a modem requirement. Very little use 
is made oft\~ facts shown by the chemical report. Only a 
few factories seem to have understood the importance of a 
chemical control, and it is such-factories, which are workin<1L-
most- efficiently. <> 

The importance of a chemical control cannot be emphasiz
ed. Speciallyitisofgreatconsequence in white sugar factories, 
because the product, to be turned out, must be of a standard 
quality, the juices and sirup are necessarily kept acid, which 
causes some inversion, and the massecuite, run off, and wash 
have t~ be classitied on aecount of the varying purities. 
From the. point of a maximum production of a product of a. 

· standard quality a minimum acidity has to be maintained. 
Secondly, run off. and wash of different purities have to be 
separated in order. to boil massecuites of certain purities. ·All 
this cannot.. be done, unless the acidity and purity of the 
material are determined from time to time. An account of 

_sucrose and glucoee, that enter the hoube in the form of 
juice, has to be maintained to find out the losses in inversion 
and destruction of glucose, which usually come under the 
item ' undetermined or unaccounted for.' The boiling effici
ency of the house can be judged from the undetermined. 
For making white sugar a strict chemical control is, there
fore, absolutely essential. 

The best chemic&.! control from the point of correct weights, 
correct sampling and correct analysis, that I noticed during 
my visil; to various factories, was maintained by the factories 
of the Cuban American in Cuba and by a number offactories. 
in Java. These seem to me to be the only factor~s, in which 
great care is exercised in obtaining correct weights of cane, 
maceration water, juice, sugar, molasses, &c. A great 
majority of the factories do not weigh maceration water, few 
of them care lo weigh molasses, some measure juice, which 
involves u. number of corrections. The result is a calculation 
of :figures,· which are more approximate than real. The 
various stages, at which a. chemical control in a modern 
white sugar factory is required, are:- . 

(l) Milling.- At this stage it is necessary to know, 
whether a satisfactory extraction of sucrose is obtainea~ 
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"and whether the moisture and sucrose· coni:ents of the• 
bacrasse are within the required limits .. For this purpose;. 
in °addition to analysis of bag&sse and juice, it is ne0ee
sary to know the weight of cane, juice and macera.tion 
water.· · 

. ('2) Clarification.--During this stage, juice· has•t<> 
·be maintained at a certain acidity. The correct amounts. 
of lime and sulphur are judged by the acidity,. which. is. 
determined 'by means of a titration with standard· alkali, 
or soda solutions, and a suitable indicator. The deter
mination of purity and glucose ratio give·s an indic!l,tion ol 
the elimination non-sugars and inversion ... 

_. · Control of the filter press work in order to reduce 
the loss of sugar to a minimum is secured by determinr 
ing the sucrose in the cake. 

(3) Evaporation.-The · analysi_s of sirup gives an 
indication as to inversion and destruction of glucose. 
The latter is responsible for darkening of the sirup. 

(4) Sug'ar boilin:J~-The. determination of purity 
of run offs and wash in orde! to make it possible to boil 
a massecuite of desired purity, the polarization of the 
sug&.r,. and t]le analysis of :final molasses are requi!ed. 

As said previously, the three .necessary requisites, of a 
reliable -chemical control, are correct weights, correct. 
samples, and correct analysis. · 

Correct weights.-In a sugar house, the material that must. 
be weighed, if reliability is to be secured, is cane, maceration 
water, dilute juice, sugar and the molasses. To this list, may 
be added the filter press eake, thQugh in actual practice, it is 
not weighed on account of the nature of' the material. The 
usual practice is to weigh the cake from a few plates, from 
which weight is calculated for the whole press. . This gives 
only an approximate :figure, but it does not vitiate the chemical 
control. Cane is usually weighed on the platform balance 
before it is used for milling, the mac-eration water and th; 
juice are weighed either by Richardson automatic scales or 
the Howe scales. ~he for~?r automatically dunip1 as soon 
as the n~cessary weight of JUICe or water is reached. They 
work alnght, so long they are kept clean, and for this reason 
ar~ not preferred. ~he ~owe are beam scales, and arcl very 
rehable. Molasses Is weighed on a similar scale or on a, 
platform balance in tank oars in factories, when molasses is 

B?~-18 
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'shipped. It is a usual practice to ·have the balances ~ecked 
. by the chemist and the superintendent of fabrication every 
. 3 or 6 hours. This is the most . essential thing to main
tain accuracy, without which tlie results will uot be reliable . 

. Oorreat sampling.-The system of sampling should be 
m\de as representative as possible. Factories, which do i:wt 
·weigh cane, calculate its weight from the direct determination 
.-:>f fibre iu cane and bagasse. This method has one defect, 
~nd that is the ~mpossibility of obtaining a representative 
.sample of cane. 'fhe samples, that are required to be taken 
are: bagasse, crusher juice, residual juice, mixed juice, clari
fied juice, press juice,_ press cake, sirup, massecuites, run 
offs, wash, sugar, final molasses, condensation water, boiler 
feed water, &c. :- · · 

. (1) Orusher juice._:.. For this purpose a system of 
_ -continuous sampling is followed. A pump is inserted to. 

·,the chute, over which the crusher juice flows. The 
:pump is driven by the crusher roller. The sample is 
oeollected in a receiver . 

. (2) Residual juice.-An intermittent sample every 
half an hour from the last roller, is taken. 

(3) Mixed juice.-Sample is drawn from each 
weighing tank, and is collected in a sample container. 
This is an intermittent sample, though for practical 
purposes, it ~ay be considered as continuous .. 

· {4) Olar·ijiedjuice.-Intermittent sample every half 
.11.n hour. A continuous sample is desirable. 

(5) Pres., cake.-A composite sample from every 
press every 6 hours. 
· (6) Syrup.-Continuous sample from the evapo

rator or sample from each tank. 
(7) Bagasse.-Sample every half an hour, and pre

':served with Am~onia and chloroform to be analysed 
' .every 6 hours. If this is not possible, a sample at least· 

.every three hours should be taken and. analysed. It is 
·better to take as many samples as poss1ble so as to have 
:a. representative. analysis. 

(8) Massecuites.-A sample from each strike. 
(9) Run off from each strike. 

(10) Wash from eachstrike. 
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(11) Final molasses.-A sample from each crystal
lizer massecuite. 

(12) Sugar.-A compof?ite sample from each bag of 
sugar every 12 hours. · 

·. (13) Condensation and boiler feedwat~r.-Intermit-
tent E~amples as ofte~ as necessaryl . . . , . 

From the above samples are prepared composite samples 
to be analysed as stated later . on. One important thing 
about sampling is the steaming of · sample cans, after each · 
sample is brought to the laboratory. . ' 

Correct analysis.-As soon as samples are obtained, 
they should be analysed immediately, so that the results 
can be used in rectifying any· error in process. It is no 
use analysing a product, if its analysis cannot be used in 
r~ctifying theerrors in the process. On this account rapid 
methods in control V\'Ork are necessary. Dr. Spencer, the 
technical and chemical expert of the Cuban American Co.,_ 
has standardized methods of sugar analysis ·both from the 
point of rapidity and accuracy. · '.I'he methods are so rapid 
that any error in process found on the basis of analysis can 
be rectified. · · · . 

Number of analysis.-. The day is divided into 4 watches 
of 6 hours each, during which composite samples are analysed 
as below:- . · · · · . 

Every 3 hours: bagasse· from each tandem for moisture and · 
sucrose; 

Every 6 hours : bagasse for moisture and sucrose if a composite 
sample is obtained. Otherwise every 3 hours 
as said above. 

Crusher juice for Brix, polarization and purity. · 
Resid uaJ. , . , , , 
Mixed 

" " " " a~idity. 
Clarified 

" 
,, 

" " " Press 
" " " " " 

" 
cake 

" Sirup 
" " " 

,, 
Raw sugar 

" ., 
Every 12 hours: composite sample of mixed juice for glucose and ash. 
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~very 12 hours :composite s'ample of clarified juice for glucose. 
· , , · sirup for glucose. ' 

, . "· sugar , , a'3h and 
moisture. 

Every 24 hours: Molasses (final) for sucrose, glucose and ash. 

Besides·every massecuite for Brix, polarization and purity. 
, run off 

" 
" 
" 

wash I! 

final molasses 

" ,· 
,, 

" 
" 
" 

" " 
" " · , , from .every 

crystallizer massecuite. 

Condensation water from evaporators and pans, and boiler feed· 
water for alfa.,napthol test, as often as necessary. 

· All fig":lres.of analysis are maintained in a laboratory 
book. The records ~aintained by the chemist are as 
l!elow ::-

(1) Record of daily analysis of all sugar house 
products. · 

(2) Control record ·containing weight of cane~ 
mace·ration water, ·juice, sugar, molasses, &c., their ana
lysis and the sucrose account. The figures are tilTed in 
daily and averages made at the end of each run. 

(3) Record c~mtaining the {}aily and run reports of 
the factory. · · 

(4) Record containing tank capacities. 

- A daily report is made by the chief chemist, in whioh aU 
the manufacturing data, as regards cane ground, sugar made 
and in process, molasses made and in process, &c., together 
with the analytical data, is given. A form is appended here
with (see page 222). 

Every week or every fortnight, when the factory is 
stopped for general cleaning, a run report is made. ·It is 
guit!3 essential to have at least a. fortnightly ruq report, st> 

. !J.S to give an idea as to the efficiency of the factory. For this 
purpose, stock is taken by the chief chemist. The run re
port furnishes full· data, from which the efficiency of the 
factory may be judged.. A copy of this report is supplied tt> 
the superintendent of fl:Lbrication, engineer and the manager. 
A form of a rnn report, which seems to me to be the most 
suitable, is a,ppended herewith (see page 223). 
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The best system of administration from th.e point of 
efficiency of the factory, was seen by me in the Cuban· 
American factories in Cuba and a short description will be 
of use. 

The estate is divided into two. departments, the planta
tion and the mill. The administrator or the manager looks 
to the plantation and office management. He arranges for 
the cane supply as well as the marke~ing of sugar · and 
molasses. The administration of the mill consists of 

(1) Supervising chemist and technoiogist. He 
looks to all the factories of the Cuban American Co. in 
Cuba. He lays down definite instructions -as regards 
the daily routine work. in the laboratory, standard 
methods of analysis, and the process Qf manufacture to 
be followed in the house. · · 

(2) Superintendent of fabrication, aided by assist
ant superintendents who work alternately in· each shift. 
He is responsible for the m!tnufacture of sugar from 

. crushing of cane to bagging of sugar. · 
. (3) Chief chemist, aided by 2 or . A · assistant 
· chemists, depending upon the size of the factory. They 

work alternately in each shift of lZ · hours.. The chief 
chemist prepares the daily reports, fills all the laboratory 
and control records, and prepares the run report. He 
may be taken as the chief accountant of every lb. of 
sucrose~ that enters the house. 

(4) Chief engineer assisted by 2 assistant engineers. 
He is responsible for the proper working of the machinery 
only. He has nothing to do with fabrication. · 

(5) Electrician: He looks to all the electric machi-
nery. · 

It is evident from above, that the fac.to,ry is divided into 
fabrication and engineering departments. The fabrication 
department is managed by chemists, who are better qualified 
on account of the chemical and technical knowledge they/ 
possess. After all, the manufacture of sugar is a chowical 
process, involving a number of chemical reactions,_....which 
necessarily demands a sound knowledge of chemistry. The 
superintendents and assistant superinteudents are recr1,1ited 
from the chemistry department of the factory. In order to 
secure an efficient working of the factory, it is quite essential 



to have a close co operation between the superintendent, the 
chief chemist and the engineer, which is not difficult of 
accomplishment, if the function of each department is clearly 
indicated. 

tn order to obtain some idea as to the working of modem 
factories, I give below control figures of some factories in 
Louisiana, Cuba, Hawaii and Java:-

Raw sugar factories. White sugar factories. 

I. I IJ. I m.j IV. I v. VI. I VII. I VIII: 

Pole.rize.ticn of cane ... 10·62 18·51 14·08 18·74 18·05 9·711 12·26 13•50 ... 
Fibre in oa.ne ... 9·10 10·60 10·07 11·67 111·51 9·71i 11-74 11·38 

-Sucrose extraction ... 00·80 94·99 94-0~ 97·89 97'55 90·07 9NO 911·30 

~aturation per cent. cane ... 15·20 17-42 4·81 24:67 85·00 18·90 ... 16·50 

·S lost per cent. fibre in ba- ... . 6·87 8·27 ... . .. 9·98 8·8 ... 
l!asse. -·· 

Tqns of cane to e. ton of sugar. 11-1 8·03 7•78 7·82 8·26 14·8 10·2 8·9 

Sugar 100 pol. par cent. oe.ne ... .... ... ... .. . 6·70 9·80 11-2 .. 

Molasses per cent. cane ... 8·0 2·48 11·61 11·82 11·91 5·06 8·11 ... 
P of final molaases ... 117·8 83-42 82·79 81·97 82·0 8H8 88·0 86-7 

Fuel oil gals· per ton of oe.ne ... 6·0 0·80 1·92 none ... 7-78 n.one none 

8 per cent; in press ~lee 4-58 5-18 6·79 1·88 1·00 6·08 6·8 5·6 

· N.B.-Sasucrose; P.-pnrity. 
i 

Factory I has a crusher and 3 mills. 

., II , a double crusher and 6 mills. 

,, ' III 
" " " " 

5 , 
, IV , a single " II 1 , and a ' Sear by 

shredder', 

" 
v " 

,, .. , - 4 , 

·" v.t ,., :--, , , 
" 

3 " 
" 

VII II 
--~., , 

" 
4 " 

·,j VIII ,, 
" " II 4 ., 
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Sucrose balance.-(a) Raw sugar factories:- . 

I li. III. 
[- IV. 

A. I B. A. I B. A. I B. A. I 
Sucrose in nne pel" 100 ... 100 ... IOO ... - 100., 

c.oent. 

S in julco per •ont. .,. 908 100 9f•99 100 Df•CS IOO 97·89 I 
6 inaugar ... 81'1 89'43 SB•fB 99·U 87'6 9911 81•88 .. 
8 in mol.,..a peroent. &·66 6·Bf &·Sil &·61 6•78 0~12 6•68 

Slnpreaacake 1'61 1'67 0·74 0•73 o·&s 069 o·s1 .. 
9'4312•67 Sin unknown o·46 o·" o·u o·I& 0 6II .. 

N. B.-S=snnoae; A=IUC!rtJBe tn cane; B -=suo ruse in juice. 
Bomnn Ogurea refer to f t<torr numbJn as detilled on th> last I "''• 

(b) White sugar .factories:-
' VI. VII.· 

A. I B. A. I u. 

. 

B. 

-' 
100 

89•68 

&·&I 

0•81 

0'110-

v. 

A.. I B. 

100 .... 
97"156 100· 

8889 sn·cs. 
t·B8 "''. 

· O·Jtt 0'1!0 

- 0"08< II' !1St 

-
VII[. 

A. ·I B. 

Sucrose in rane per rent. ... 100•0 ... 100•0 .. . JOO• ..~ 

.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 

In juice .. ... 90"07 '1000 89•40 100'() 

in augar .. ... se·oo 77 89 79·so s&·so 
In molaasce per cont. ... 16'09 1789 9·o& s:llll 
in unknown .. ... S·Bil 8•72 1'80 11'0 

in ptesa cake .. ... ()'88 o·rs 1-75 1•9 

Bomm 6gurea refer to factorr numbers as detailed on tholaat pal•• -
Capllallet•on A and B relar to suorooeln cane and auoro98ln j u1 .. reapeotlvelJ. 

XX. Disposal of the. by .. pr~ducts. . . 

. 

93•8 100•0 

89'40 110•81) 

s·o ,6·5 

0 07 O•:r 

8•19 2'8 

(1) Final molasses.-Final molasses is a by-product in 
the sugar industr,f,' the coxpposition of which serves as an 
indication of the efficiency of the manufacturing ptocess. Iir 
contains, in addition to non-sugars, sucrose, which cannot. 
be economically separated.-: · The amount of sucrose lost ·in 
molasses varies a good deal, depending on the quality of juic~ 
and the efficiency of the 'mills. In Louisiana, · where the
juices are of low purity and contain a high amount of reduc
ing sugars as much as 2 per cent and over, the final 
molasses purity can be brought down to as low as 25, bui; 
in the tropics, where juices ara usualJ.y of high purity con
taining a low amount of reducing sugars, the ;final mola.sses 
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rarely i<uns und~r 30. In the Hawaiian islands, where the 
juices are of high purity containing a very low amount of 
reducing sugars (0·5 pe!' cent. or under), and a great amount 
of ash, it has been found difficult to reduce the purity of 
final molasses below 35, though the efficiency of the factories 
in the Hawaiian islands is usually high. There is one mora. 
factor,- which affects the purity of the final molasses, and 
•that is the sucrose extraction. The verY high extractions, 
usually obt!Lined in the Hawaiian isla.u(,is, are attended with 
more impuritie_s in the juice, which ultimately hold more 
1morose in solution, causing a high purity of final molasses. 
'l'he following .represents analysis of some typical samples of 

. molasses:-.. .. 

I Louisi-1 Hawaii.i ana., Cuba, I Java. 

Brix 81·80 S9·0S 90•67 92·83 

Polnriza_tion .. ·~·· 19·80 28•46 29·25 29-LO 

Sucrose 27·99 82·09 86·56 92·9! 

Invert sugar 27·25 18·78 20-98 27-40 

Apparent purity 24,-20 91·97 85·03 32·00 

Gravity purity 8!1.·22 36·04 .44-16 8~·70 

Ash 7·71 15•19 12·40 9-68 

Purity of juice 75-80 8(-85 84 at 

Figures, showing the composition _of :final molasses in 
India, ate not available, but there is no doubt, that the 
exhaustion of- molasses in India is not carried to · th~ same 
_extent, as is carried in oth~r countries According to the 
'report of the Inuian Sugar Committee, the Indian factories 

_ ::recover on an average of 6'85 per cent. sugar on cane against 
. ·an a-verage of. 9'75- per cent. sugar in Java from cane of 

practically the same sucrose content. 

• 'l'he average amount of molasses obtained in the various 
·countries is about 3 per cent. on cane. It is a little over 
:3 per cent. in Hawaii, about 3 per cent. in Porto ;Rico, and 
'about 5 per cent. in Louisiana. Factories in India turn out 
a much higher proportion of molasses, varying from 4-6 per 
·cent. or even more on cane. It shows the poor boiling house 
:work of the factories in India. 
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The average amount of molasses obtained per ton Qf 
cane ground is abeu£. 5 gallons. This comes to abOut 40 
gallons of molasses per ton of sugar.· . The profitable disposal 
of the molasses in the sugar industry is quite a problem at 
the present time. There is no market for all bha molasses 
turned out by the factories. In Louisiana, it is used for 
stock feeding, and for the manufacture of industrial alcohol. 
In ,Cuba, most of it is run to waste.· ·rn the British West 
Indies, a great part was utilized for the manufacture of rum, 
but this has now stopped on account of the lack of ma.rket for 
it. A small part is used for making molascuit. .In all 
those countries, however, the factories mainly depend for 
their profits on the sugar. Consequently, every attempt is 
made to exhaust. the molasses ·to the lowest purity. Only in 
Jamaica, I noticed, the factories mostly depepded for their 
profits on the rum market: Consequently, t};:te· purity. of 
molasses, used for making rum, was high. · 

In India., we have similar conditions, where the 
economical disposal of the molasses makes all the -difference. 
between profit and loss to the sugar. factory. There is a 
general belief in India (which se~ms to have been based on 
this fact), that the excise policy .of the Government, a~ 
regards the manufaotnre of rum, is the chief cause, "Which 
acts to the detriment of the_ Indian sugar industry. Nothing 
ia more erroneous than thiB" belief, as can be seen from the 
experience of other countries, where sugar industry is in a 
prosperous condition, even when molasses· is practically run· 
to waste. It ·seems,· "that in India., as in Jamaica, the 
factories depend for their profit on rum, whiCJh is the weakest 
point of the sugar industry .. This dependence, on the rum 
market, has resulted in a low recovery of sugar; as more 
sucrose is being utilized for the manufacture of rum. In . 
Jamaica, the sucrose recovered per cent. sucrose in Juice is . 
between 87-88 against 90-92 in Cuba, which- is its neighbour, 
while sucrose lost·in molasses for making rum is 10-11 per cent. 
on sucrose in juice as against 7-8 per cent. in other cou.ntries. 
It is no wonder, that factories, which depended for their 
profits on rum could not make any profit, when the market 
for rum went low. This tendency of-utilizing more sucrose 
for making rum, instead of titilizing it for recovering more 
sugar, which is a. more profitable commodity, and of ulti
•mately depending for profits on ·the rum market is greatly to 
be regretted. _The best thing is to extract as much ·suga.r 
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out of molasses, . as is economically possible, before final 
molasses is disposed of, . either for making rum or other 
. purposes. This will greatly help the Indian sugar industry. 

The recovery of sugar from final molasses in the case 
sugar industry is not <;~ommercially successful. In the beet 

. Eiugt.~.r industry, on the other hand, where final molasses is-of 
a high purity (55·-6o·) due to the absence of glucose and 
presence of a high amount. of ash, sugar is recovered from 
molasseil. The following fig·ures will show the difference 
between cane and beet molasses:--

1- Oane, Beet. 

Brix: 80·0 so·o 
, ... 

Sucrose 30 50 

Raffinose 0 present .. 
. Inver~ sugar 3:l trace 

•Ash 6 10 

tOrganic non~sugar 12 20 

Sugar ash ratio 5•1 5·1 

Gravity puri~y 37'5 62•5 

• Contains a high amount of pot~sh varying from 2-6 per oent. 
· t Contains gums, organic acids, nitrogenous substances, car,.mel and other 

. products of decompJSition. • 

The sugar from beet molasses is recovered by precipitat
ing it from the same as an insoluble compound. For this 
purp1se, it is usual to use either Barium, or Strontium or 
Calcium oxides. These oxides combine with sucrose to 
form saccharates, which are insoluble.· They are separated 
by filtrf!.tion, after which they are decomposed into Ba, Sr 
or Ca carbonates and sucrose. The Barium process is used 

·at Wallaceberg, Ontario, lime process by the Great ·western 
Sugar Co., 'in U. S. A., also called the "Steffen's 
process" and the Strontium process is used in Germany. Out 
of this, lime process is the least expensive, but gives a low 
recovery. This process is not economically successful in 
the cane sugar industry. 
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. It may be asked, as to why the same process js not; 
economically successful for recovering sugar from cane
molasses. First of all, beet molasses contains no· glucose, 
which fact facilitates the extraction of sucrose in the form of 

.saccharates. Cane molasses, on the contrary, contains a high 
amount of glucose, which makes it difficult to separate
calcium saccharate frort1 glucose. 

Secondly, the process requires a large amount of lime,. 
which increases the expe'hse. In the beet sugar manufacture, 
the process, used for making white sugar, is the carbonatatiori 
process, which demands . a great: quantity of lime stone~ 

•Not only lime stone is required for supplying C02 gas, 
to neutralize the excess of lime used in the process, but ·a. 
great quantity of lime- is_ required for clarification. Such 
is not the case in cane sugar manufacture.· . All the lime;. 
that is used for the recovery of- sucrose from molasses: 
by the calcium saccharate process, is reused in beet. 
sugar maufacture. Thus there · is practically no more
expense for lime for recovering this sugar, as is ordinarily 
required in the ca.rbonatation process. Besides a kiln is 
quite necessary to generate carbonic acid gas in beet sugar 
manufacture, which increases complications and expense. 

Thirdly, the calcium saccharate process is required' to be
run at low temperature (below 15" . C), which is usually 

,obtained by refrigerating apparatus, except . when condu~ted 
in winter in cold countries. This becomea too expensive in. 

. the tropics. The beet factories are all situated in the torrid 
zone, where temperature is ve,ry favourable to this process~ 
The low temperature is qW.te. necessary, ·because calcium 
saccharate, which is formed by the ailaition of .calcium oxide 
to molasses, forms a granular precipitate in the cold easy of 
filtration. In the tropics, a low temperature will have to be 
maintained by refrigerating plants, ·which makes the cost. 
prohibitive. 

· At present, the final molasses in the cane sugar industry 
is utilized for the following purp:>ses, though'a great part is. 
run to waste. They are~ (1) cattle feed, (2) supplemen,tary 
fuel, (3) fertilizer, (4) the manufacture of alcohol. 

~1) Oa.ttle feedin,g.- Cane sugar molasses has a pleasant. 
flavour, while beet molasses has bad odour. Hence, it is used 
as a cattle food. Molasses is not a complete food in itself~ 
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"Since it contains only 0·15 per cent. nitrogen, but the salts 
present have a stimulating effect on the appetite and digestion. 

. . Mqlasses is either· given by mixing with concentrated 
food previous to feeding or in the form of cattle food specially 

. prepared for the purpose. At present, it appears on the' 
market under. three different trade names, "molascuit" 
"molassine meal" and "extra vim". Molascuit is formed of 
molasses a11d pith of sugarcane. molassin~ meal of cane and 
beet molasses and sphagnum moss, -while. extra vim contains 
cane molasses only. The preparation of mola.scuit is 
generally common.. In Demerara, some factories prepare 
molascuit. For this purpose :fine powdery bagasse,4 
screened through a mosquito curtain, is used. About 
120-12& gallons of molasses are !'equired to· make a ton of 
molasouit. This works·at about 4lbs.'of baga.sse per gallon 

' <>f molasses. It analyses as below :- · . 
Sucrose 28-30} 

- Invert sugar 20-24 50·52 per cent. sugar. 

Moisture 12-14 
The composition of other meals is as below :-

Protein. Fat. ' Fibre. 

Extravim 5'24 0'50 4'95 
Molasses meal 8'82 0'63 . 6'25 

. In India, where cattle food is scarce and dear, it will be 
best to utilize molasses for cattle feeding. If molasses is to 
be used directly with cattle food, the difficulty is of storage 
and· transportation. It is difficult to transport liquid 
molassses unless there are special railroad cars for the pur-· 
pose .. · In Java,· the molasses 'is concentrated in special 
pans, until it solidifies on cooling. . This is then filled in 
mats and is transported. . 

The preparation of molascuit will solve the problem of 
transportation and storage. In Northern India, where cane 
contains a high amount of ·:fibre, it will be possible to obtain 

·bagasse pith to make this mixture, but in the Bombay 
Deccan, cane cotltains a low :fibre, and consequently bagasse 
alone may no~ btl enough as a fuel. It will, therefore, not be 
possible to get bagasse pith to make molascuit, unless 
cheaper sources of fuel are available to supplement the 
bagasse. The amount of bagasse requjred to make mol~scuit 
is 4 lbs. per gH.llo·n of molasses. From each ton of cane are 
obtaineq (l.bQqt 5 gallons of molasses, So for every ton of 
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' cane 20 lbs. of bagasse will have to. be. used for making, 
molascuit. This means, that a bout 4-5 per cent. of th&' 
bagasse will be required to prepare molascuit (tn.king 23 per 
cent. as the bagasse obtainable on cane). Under the circum
stances, some other substitutes such as wheat bran or rice 
bran will have to be used. At any rate there is a good, 
market for molasses as cattle food or as a material for curing 
tobacco in India. 

(2) · Snpplementary fuel.-In the Hawaiian . islands,. 
where a. heavy maceration. is usually practised to the extent. 
of 40-45 per cent., the amount of bagasse obtained is not. 
sufficient to run the factory •. The am~mnt of fibre in cane is· 
12 per cent. or more, which, under the usual amount of 
maceration, should supply more than enough· fuel. It is a.. 
usual practice to supplement this fuel with molasses, which,. 
under the usual conditions, goes to waste. · For this purpose 
a. perforated pipe is put on the baga~se carrier after the last. 
mill, through which, a stream of molasses is fed. to the. · 
bagasse, as it passes . over the carrier to the furnace. In 
using molasses as fuel, ·it is very important,- th!j.t it be 
mixed well with the bagasse so as to eliminate the trouble . 
in the furnace. The usual trouble is to get clinkers, which. 
break and throw off sparks. ·In order to. get a proper 
mixture, the bagasse mixed with molasses. is carried over 
two separate carriers so as to give a turn over to the bagasse~ 
which effects proper mixing of the molasses. . . · 

. To places, where bagasse is not sufficient to run tb&·. 
whole factory, and, where other fuels are costly or where 
molasses cannot be disposed of in an.y other way, it is better 
to use it as a supplementary ·fuel. According to Messrs .. 
Mccleary and Agee, molasses of 80 per cent. total solids has.. 
a thermal value of 4,950 B. T. U .. per. lb. After making 
correction for vaporizing the moisture, it. comes to a.bout. 
4, 700 B. T. U. per lb. The calorific value of molasses and. 
other fuels is as below :-

Fuel. 

(1) Molasses 
(2) Air dried wood 
(3) Bagasse (45 per cent. moisture). 
(4) Petroleum 
(5) Anthracite coal 
(6) Fuel oil 

B. T. U. per lb. 
4,700 
4,500-5,000 -
4,500 
16,000-17,000 
15,000-16,000 

·1s,soq 

•• 
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. · · This shows, that molasses has practically the same 
(}alorific value as either bagasse of 45 per cent. moisture or 
air dried wood, and in using it, as fuel; one has to consider 
the price of the other fuels obtainable with the market price 
for molasses. In the Bombay Deccan, molasses ean be pro
fttably disposed as cattle ft;>Od or . for curing tobacco, and, 
though· bagasse alone may not supply enough fuel, it can be 
supplemented with trash. If this is not enough) other fuels 
such as groundnut or safflower husk can be obtained. It 
may, however, he possible to obtain safflower and groundnut 
hulls in large quantities at a cheaper price, in which case it 
is best to use them and uti!ize molasses for cattle feeding. · 

It is also a practice to burn molasses in special furnaces 
with ·ample combustion volume by atomizing the same with 
steam. Molass·es is pre-heated to about lso·. F, and is fed to 
the furnace through special burners at 60 lb.• pressure. The 
flame is similar in appearance tQ oil fire. No auxiliary fuel 
is ~equired to maintain the furnace temperature. Under 
these conditions, there is a loss of some potash. The. effici-

. ency is higher in this case, but the process is expensive. 
' 

In one place, molasses alone was burnt in an ordinary 
bagasse furnace · modified to Sl).it molasses burning. The 
Dutch oven is provided with a slow rotating cast iron drum 
(similar to a. stoker), on which molasses drops in continuous 
thick jet. The speed of this dJ:um is one revolution per 4 
minutes. Molasses gets caramelized, and assumes a lumpy 
form, before it is ready to f1:1.ll on the flat shaking grates below 
the drum. 'fhe lumps complete their combustion on these 
grates. Shaking grates are found to be. very good, as they 
prevent the inrush of cold air during shaking, which is 
required to promo~e good. combustion. The inrush of cold 
uir cools . the furuace, and rednces tlie boiler efficiency 
co1.1siderably. Pre-heating .·of 1n0lasses in this case· is not 
good, because the mola-sses runs too fast on the drum, and 
falls on the shaking grates, before it is caramelized, and thus 
goes to waste. 

The burning of molasses in separat~furnaces increases its 
efficiency. Ordinarily molasses, when burnt with bagasso, 
evaporates 1"7 to 2 lbs. of water. When burned separately 
with. an injector burner, it evaporates 2 to 2·2 lbs. of water. 
With the furnace p~;ovided with a rotating drum, there is no 
necessity of using any steam with molasses. 
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(3) Molasses as a fertilizer.-Molasses as a fertilizer 
has been e:x:perimented upon in Mauritius and Java with 
good results. 20 tiers, i. e., 3,800 litres of molasses per acre 
(=28 lbs. of nitrogen, 14 lbs. of phosphoric acid, and 110 lbs: 
of potash) gave an increase of 11"85 tons of plan~ cane and' 
S'80 tons of 1st ratoon per acre~ In Java, 1t gave an 
increase of 12 tons of cane to ari acre. . The composition of -
molasses, eo far as the fertilizer ingredients are concerned, 
is as bdow :- · 

Mauritius Hawaii,· 

per cent. ,Per cent. 

Nitrogen 0'50 0"83 

Potash 1"96 5"81· 

Phosphoric acid .• it. 0"25 . 0"16 

In the Hawaiian islands, it was found, tpat the use of 
molasses as a fertilizer,. in addition to the usual dressing, 
caused harm on account of its effect on nitr~te D.itrogen ·as 
well as. ammonia nitrogen. · In the former case, . nitrate 
nitrogen is converted into unavailable form, while in the 
latter, the riitiifi.oation of sulphate of ammonia is checked. 
Even with organic fertilizers, -the · ammoniaficatioti and 
nitrification are retarded. · 

. \ 

During my travel I found, only one factory in the 
Hawaiian islan.ds (Pauhau) was 'recovering potash by burn- . 
ing molasses. For this purpose, a ·specially· constructed 
furna9e 18 ft. long, 6 ft. wide, and 5' 6" high was used, the 
molasses being fed. in the form of a thickjet. _The fire in 
the furnace is first started with wood. Afterwards rio more 
fuel is required. Molasses burns along with steam jet .. 
There are no grate bars in the furnace, and the air is supplied 
through the openings of the feeding mouth. .The molasses 
is allowed to form clinkers, which are then well spread and 
allowed to burn in the furnace. The ash is th~n cooled., 
sifted through a screen, the clinkers returned to the furnace 
for reburning, while, the siJted stuff is filled in bags. The 
process is very simple and costs $ 30 a ton. By this 
method about 75 per cent. of the potash in the molasses is 
recovered. · 

Mr. Elliott, the chemist of the Pauhau sugar company, 
has found, that the recovery depends upon the . draft ~nd 
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heat of the furnace, the best recovery being obtained at a. 
low draft not exceeding O·lO'', and at a low temperature just 
sufficient to effect the combustion of the molasses. At high 
temperature,. the chloride of potassium, which forms the 
bulk of the potash salts in the molasses, is volatilized, thus 
directly affecting the recovery of potash. With higher 
draft, there is also a loss of potash due to the ashes going 

· throng~ the Qhimney. 

This practice is possible, ·where there is no ma.rket for 
molasses, and- where there is a demand for potash as a. 
fertilizer. In India, where the necessity of potash and 

· phosphoric acid to sugarcane h~J...s yet to be demonstrated, 
this practice has no immediate future. It should be remem
bered; however, that this practice iqvolves the burning of 

·nitrogenous substances, which is a loss. · 

. Wl:i.en molasses is used as fuel along with bagasse, al
most all the potash and phosphoric acid will appear in the 
ashes fromthe furnace. This, when applied to the :fields, 
will supply the potash that may be required by the cane 

, ~rop. · 

The following analysis of the ash at the rauhau planta
tion shows the value of this fertilizer as a potash supplier:-. 

Potash water solubl~ · 

acid " 
Lime· 

Phosphoric acid soluble in acid 

- . ,, water soluble 

Per cen~. 

27'66 

28"33 

17'67 

2'00 

trace. 

(4) The. manufacture of alcohol.-The question of 
manufacture of rum, as a beverage from molasseR, is attend
ell with peculiar di:fficultieB in India, where the drink 

. question has become acute at the . present time. From a. 
moral as well u.s patriotic point of view, no self respecting 
Initifln would like to go in for making rum from molasses. 
In India, at the present time, legislation is being passed to. 
restrict the consumption of liquor, .and time may not be fa:rr 
distant, when there will· be practically no demand for such. 
highly intoxicating liquors as rum. In India, there is ~ good 

·market for molasses as cattle food, and as a matenal for 
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curing tobacco. Fortunately, on account of the prohibition 
laws in the United States, rum market is in a depressing 
condition. In the West Indies, where a gre~:~.t part of the 
molasses was used for m!tking rum, conditions have gone B() 

far that mo~t of the distilleries are closed at presen~. There 
is not so much demand as to utilize all the molasses for 
making· molascuit, and consequently, -a- great part of the 
molasses is going to waste. It is on account of this pressing 
problem that the question of alcohol, as fuel for internal 
combustion engines, is receiving a good deal of attention. 

This feature of the question has a. special interest in 
India, where the cost of gasolene is very high. With the 
more extended use of motor cycles, cars and trucks y&ar by 
year, the consumption of gasolene, which is used exclusively 
by these vehicles, is increasing by leaps and bounds. 
Experiments in the Hawaiian islands have conclusively 
proved, that in countries, where the cost of gasolene is high
llnywhere above 35 cents ( =Rs. 1-1-0) a gallon, the manu
facture of motor fuAl from finaJ molasses will be a payipg 
proposition. Of course, when the questio.a of selling moto:r 
fuel to public is considered, one has to think of the com
petition with gasolene, which is delivered under well 
organized marketing conditions: This is speflially true in 
the United States, und hence, in Hawaii, attempts are being 
made to make and utilize all the motor fuel on the plantation~?. 

The substit~tion of alcohol for gaF~olene; as fuel i~ 
internal combustion engines, was originally attended with 
certain difficulties due_ to its character. It does Iiot vaporize. 
so quickly, as gasoleno docs and, consequently great diffioul
tie!" are encountered in starting and operatin·g an engine, 
until it ge~s sufficiently hot. In order to improve vaporiza
tion, a mixture of alcohol and ether (the latter can be 
prepared from alcohol by treatment with sulphuric . acid) was 
prepared. This did improve the vaporizing quality of the 
mixture, but it caused other troubles, such as corrosion of 
cylinders by the acid products of combustion from ether and 
alcohol. In order to neutralize the effects of acids, a base , 
tmch as pyridine or aniline was used in the mixture. There 
are at present two or three formulae for this mixturer which 
is as below:- · · · 

Alcohol 
Ether 

B72- H 

Hawaiian Mixture. Natalit.!. 

55• 55 
42•78 

54'0 
45'0 
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Hawe.iie.o Mixture. - Ne.te.lite. 

Kerosene 
. ,,Pyridine 

.. ·Tri~.ethyl An,ili~e 

1'11 
0'56 

1'0 
'·.

1 ._.Mr.'Foster, of the Maui Agricultural Company in the. 
· Hawaiian island~, has developed an~ther formula which is 
·•as below::- · 
••• •!" •::. 
" ; . 

.-:1 

. :. , 92 :P~~ oen~: alcohol 
.. 95 per cent. ~ther 

Kerosene. ··' i ... 

. '·'· Pyridine or Aniline 

By Volume. 

. .. 
100 

30 
·2 
1 

Per ceot. by Volume. 

75·2 
22'6 
1'5 

·0'7 
\ ! • . . . . . ~ 

. . r~his fqr~mla is patented, and tre . company is now 
i;Daking motor .fuel according to this formula, which is used 
'on' the pla1;1tation ... Aniline is a base, and is considered 'to be 
.Pe.ttef than: pyridine, on account o{ its low cost and absence 
. qi disitgreeable odour. This mixture contains about· 9 per 
:cent. water, which is considered to have ben,efi.cia.l ·effect on 
. the ~ylinder: 

The u11e of motor alcohol as a substitute for glisolene has 
certain advantages. There.is far Jess carbon trouble with 

1n.lcohol' than ·with gasolene. C~nsequently, engines can bo 
operated tor a longer- time without cleaning. Seco!ldly, 
·motor alcohol does not cause. a dilution of lubricating oil in 
the same ~ay as .~asolene does. 

·· · · When motor alcohol is ;to be used in engines using 
gasolene, adjustment of the· carburetter is necessary. Some 
carburetters have cork floats. coated with shellac, which is 
dissolved by alcohol; and consequently they fail to function. 

·Car buretterl! with metal' floats, are, therefore, necessary. A 
'liigher compression in the cylinder is 'also necessal.'y. . 

:..... •. TJi.;mal val~e of mot~rfuel.-According to the rep~rt 
! of the;· Hawaiian Sugar Planters' Association, the thermal 
.v.alue of .motor fuel of Foster formula is :ls follows :-

·B. T. U. per lb. 
. . )3....._ T U. p~r gallon 

.. Thermal value 

.. .. 
Motor spirit. 

12,6001 

83,000 
1'57 

Ge.solene. 

20,700 
130,400 ' 

1'00 
• ·Based on e.lcoflolll,lOO; ether)6,200; aod kErosene 20,800 B.' T. u.· per lb. 
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On actual experiments with regard to mileage or power 
rroduction, it is found, that 1 gallon of gasolene is equal to 
1'-1 gallons of motor alcohol. It should be remembered, that 
to produce good combustion, about half the amount of air is 
necessary iu the case of motor alcohol, and consequently, the 
fuel mixture entering the cylinder is about 25 per cent. higher 
in fuel value than is the case with gasolene mixture, which 
increases the efficiency. 

Cost of manufacture.-The following :figures are obtain· 
ed from the Hawaiian Sugar. Planters' Associations' Report:-

A. ton of sugar yields approximately 42 gallons of 
molasses, which should yield about 15 gallons of indus
trial alcohol. The detailed cost of manufacturing" is 
given below:-

Based on capacity of 1,000 gala. distillery per day. 

$per gallon. 

Supervision and labour o·o~w 

Fuel 0•020 

. Pyridine 0•015 

Kerosene 0'004 

Anid and lime 0·002 

Interest and depreciation ... 0·0245 based on 12 per 
cent. on $ Gl,200. 

Royalty 

Incidentals 

Cost of manufacture 
· exclm:ive of value 
of molasses 

.... 0·010 

... o·oo5 

$ 0·1005 

This shows the cost of manufacture is very little. In 
order to find, whether it is profitable to mrtke motor fuel one 
has to consider the value of molasses. With different ~rices 
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. for molasses, the following statement is prepared by the . 
. Hawaiian.l'lattters' Association.:--

Value of molasses · Cost of productio~ Value of motor alcohol 
Value of molasses entering into each equivalent to one 

por ton. gallon of of motor alcobol, • 
gal. of gasolene; . !?er gallon . alcohol. factor!·~. 

$. . Cts .. Cts . Cts. 

1·00 1'67 11"67 16'34 
2•00 - 3'33 13'33 18·66 
s·oo 5•00 15'00 - 2l·OO 
4•00 - 6•67 16'67 2334 
5·00 8•33 18•33 25·66 

. 6•00 w·oo 20·.00 28•00 

The above·fi~tires show, that even with higher price for 
molasses, the ~ost of one gallon of motor alcohol does not go 
~~obove 30 cents. (about a rupee), which is obviously -much 
lower, than the cost of gasolene in India. One has to 

· consider, ho..yever, how far ·the public. -are prepared to use 
. motor alcohol, instead of gasolerie. In the Hawaiian islands, 
it ha<~)een found, that it is mighty hard to compete a.gainst 
highl5\'.organized marketing facilities offered by the oil·com
panies.~· Consequently, the plantations manufacture alcohol -
for their own use on the estates, as they already consume 
great quantities of gasolene and kerosene, and thus -become 
independent of outs1de supply. In India, there will be a 
limited consumption on the t:states,, and manufacturers will 
have to solely e!epend on the public for the disposal of motor 
alcohol. In India,· there is already u. good market for 
molasses as cattle food, and for curing tobacco, and the 
demand for it seems to be so large, that for some yoors to 
come, there will be no difficulty for the· disposal of molasses 
at a profit. 'The question of the manuf:J.cture of motor 
alcohol, therefore, is :., remote possibility. 

Process of manufacturing molor alcohol - I saw this 
·-process on !:'aia estate of the Maui Agricultural Company, 
which is manufacturing this motor spirit for the past two 
years: ·· Tlte process was designed by Mr. l·'oster of the same 
company and i~ protected by a patent. 

· Final molasses is diluteJ to about 20° Brix and ·is then 
pumped to ·fermentation tanks, made of wood, t_o which 
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sufficit>nt quantity of yeas·t is auded. A pure crtlture of yeast 
is obtained from the experiment station. of the Hawaiian 
Planters' Association, and is used. Fermentation begins at· 
once, and is complet~ ~ithin 20 hours. No nutrient, such as 
ammonium sulphate, is·addod. . · · ·- . · -

'fhe beer is then pumped to the alcohol still of Foster· 
~ Misner type. This still is made entirely of ·red-wood, 

instead of copper, which thus decreases the first cost. The 
cost of erection is also small, as plantation carpenters can·do · 
all the work. It is economical in work, since wood acts as a. 
good insulating ·material in preventing radiation losses. 
No scale is formed on wood, which is also an advantage._ As 
alcohol is to be prepared n,ot for beverage purposes but· for· 
making motor alcohol, no attempt is made to secure quality. 

The condensation of alcohol is carried in tht'ee stages. 
The condensers consist of copper coils inside wooden tanks, 
through which vapours flow. First of all, the . vapour from 
the beer oil its passage to the condenser gets partially cond
ensed by the wooden stilt In the first condenser, water is· 
used for condensing the vapour, in . the 2nd, the incoming 
beer from the fermenting house, and in the 3rd, cold water 
which completes the condensation. The condensed vapour 
from condensers 1 a.nd 2, which <'OnsiHts of water and alcohol 

·is returned to the still, while condensed vapour from ,conden
ser &is withdrawn at~ 92 per cent. alcohol. 'rhe beer is 
pre-heated, before it enters the still, by the leas after the 
latter leave the still pot. The lees are then run to sewer and 
mixed with irrigation water as they have a fertilizing value. 

Prepamtiun of ether.-The ether generator is of Foster 
desir'{n. 'rhis consists of a lead lined receptacle containing 
sulphuric acid, heated with lead steam coils. 92 per cent. 
alcohol is continually fed to the still, containing sulphuric 
acid, by gravity, and the mixture heated by steam of 20 lbs. · 
pressure. 'rhe ether Vll.pour passes -through a save. alJ, and. 
then through a scrubber, where lime cream is continually 
sprayed to dh;solve any. vapour of sulphuric acid, that may 
pass along with ether. The vapour, fread of sulphuric acid 
vapour, is then passed through two condensers. The first 
condenser condenses the alcohol, which is sent back to the 
ether still, while the second condenses ether of 95 per 
cent. purity. 1'4 gals. of 92 per cent. alcohol gives 1 g~tllon 
of 95 per cent. ether. 

The ether is then mixed with alcohol, kerosene ·and 
pyridine or aniline according to the formula already given. 
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The yield of alcob:oi depends ·up~~, the. quality of· mol
. asses .. At.P~ia, ._I ,gallon of _90~92· per cent. alcohol was 

obtained from 2'55 gallons of- molasses of the following com-
position :-· ' 

/ Brix = 84-85; total sugars = 53-54 ; unferment
abia sugars 2 par cent. The_above yield is 84· per cent. 

/ of the theoretical ~mount . 

. Summary.-In the above dis9ussion ·are gLven the 
'various ways, in which the final molasses is disposed off in 
various cane sugar countries. At one time, the production 
of rum from molasses was on a great scale, but since the 
market for rum went low, other means are investigated, of 

. which, the produ'otion of motor alcohol seems to have received 
a good deal of attention. In Indie., the disposal of molasses 
does not present great difficulties. U ~der present conditions, 
the· best way is to dispose the molasses as cattle food or as a 
materia.! for curing tobacco. In factories,· where the fuel 
problem is very acute due either to. insufficiency of bagasse 
as fuel or to difficulty of obtaining cheaper sources of fuel or 
to both, the question of using molasses as fuel should be 
decided on its own mt·rit. Time is yet ·distant, when sugar 
manufacturers in India. may begin/to feel difficulty in dispos
ing the molasse~ in the above ways, when the manufacture of 
motor alcohol, as a fuel for internal combustion engines, will 
probably afiord profitable means for disposing the molasses. 

. ..Dispo~dz of. bagasse.-. Bagasse is exclusiv~ly used as 
fuel in all cane sugar countries all over the world, as it is t.he 
cheapest source of fuel. The amount of bagasse obtainable 
from cane varies according -to the fibre content of the cane. 
Taking 45 per cent. as the average moisture and 50 per cent.· 

. as the fibre in bagasse, the amount of bagasse, obtainable 

. rom can& w th different fibre content, will he .as followij :-
. 
Bagasse per Amount of Bngatae ~nrplue or Deficit 

required per· ton 
Fibre in-· Bagasse ton of cane. of cane. for 

in bag.saa lor 

cane. per cent. 
cane. 

I Raw White Haw 

I 
White 

lbs. lbs • lbs. lbs. lhs. 
. 

10 20 400 500 578 -100 - 178 
11 22 440 500 578 -· 60 -138 
111 24 480 500 b'18 - ·20 - 98 
18 ~6 520 500 578 + 20 . - 5S 
14 28 - 560 500 578 + 60 - 18 
15 80 600 500 678 + 100 + ll() . 

. 
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Accordidg· to Prof. Ke~r'a ~xperim~nts :iu Lquisia!l·a 
B. H. P., required per short ton of ~i\he,m raw· and whtte 
su&:ar factories, is 1'50 and·1'75, respectively. The amount. 
of bagasse required per tori of cane, is computed. as below_:_ 
1-no x 2

11
\ x 'i4'5 taking the amount of water evapor!l~ed per lb. 

of bagasse of 45 per cent. moisture content to· be 2·5 Ibs." 
· 'rhe above figures reptesent certain conditions, which vary in· 
different factories. I noticed,. that very few factories on _the 
whole were operating on bagasse alone. In Louisiana, where 
the fibre content varies from 8-10 per cent, and where··; 
majority of factories make plantation white sugar, extra .fuel· 
to the extent of 5-8 gallons of fuel oil per short ton ·of cane,.-: 
is used. In Cuha, where the fibre content is , little over· 
11 per cent. and where raw sugar is lllade, sugar factories are·· 
using oil as a supplementary fael to the extent of 2-3 gallons 
per short.ton of cane, even though the amount of maceration·. 
is usually not over 20 per cent. In · Porto Rico, where the 
fibre content is somewhere near 12 per cent, and, ·where 
maceration is a little higher than what is in. Cuba, fuel oil to · 
the extent of 2 ga1lons per ton of cane is used. In the Hawaii:. · 
an islands, where the fibre· content of cane is little below·. 
13 percent., bagasse alone is not sn~cient, probably· due to 
heavy maceration (35-40 per cent.), that is usually practised· 
to obtain high extractions unheard of in any other part ofthe · 
world. In the Hawaiian islands, final molasses is used as a 
supplementary fuel along with bagasse, or separately in. 
special furnaces, and these two together provide sufficient·· 
fuel. Only. in Antigua and St. Kitts, where the fibre content · 
is over 15 per cent., factories. are able to operate . on bagasse . 
alone. The above table agrees with the actual conditions 
obtained in various cane sugar countries. 

'rhe above facts show, that the que~tion of utili~atiori· 
of bagasse· for paper making does not arise. During my· 
travel, I found only two places where bagasse was used for·· 
making coartle grade paper. One is :K ew Orleans, wher-e· the ' 
Celotax ·company buys bagasse from. the plantations to make ·. 
paper board, which, in that case, use fuel oil, which is much 
.cheaper in Louisiana.- This paper board is used for.· the • 
purpose of insulation for steam pipes, for which there _i~ a 
market in the United States. Obviously, this is possible in· 
Louisiana because there fuel oil is obtained much cheaper to· 
take the place of bagasse in cane sugar factories. , . · 

The other place is the Olaa sugar estate on the island' 
?f Hawa.ii, which makes bagasse paper to serve as a mulch · 
m cane fields. For mulch, a very brittle paper is required' 



·which will . .allow the young cane shoot to come throutYh, 
This company .has special field conditions, which· make; it 
necessary to use paper mulch in cane fields. This is the one 
estate, which I saw personally, which has the greatest trouble 
of weeds due to continuous rain, and the nature ·of the eoil 
does not permit intercultivation by power. The weeds are 
ao. n.umerous, · that unless the cane rows are covered imme
diately after JJlanting, the weeds get the upper hand and kill 
the young cane sh9ots. The practice is to cover the cane 
rows immediatt>ly after planting by paper mulch, which 
i!mothers the weeds, but a.llows the cane shoots to bore 

· through easily. When once the ca:ce gets a good start, weed1:1 
arc smothered by the cane. This system costs about 35-40 
dollars per ~ore (=Rs. 105-120) and is ell:pensive, bntthe 
estate has no other choice. but to ~se it to get a good crop 
of cane. No other.estate m Hawau uses bagasse for making 
paper mulch. · 

The .paper is .made by the lime process.· In ord~>r to 
make it water proof, it is passed through a· mixture of 
aspabalt and crude oil (70 per cent. aspahalt and 30 per cent. 

·crude oil), and latP.r dried partly by heat, and partly by air. 
The yield is 50 per cent. of paper on bagasse. The paper is 
very brittle, and deteriorates quickly in the fields. These 
two properties, howev,er, serve well for mulching purposes. · 

'rhe utilization of bagasse for paper has so far not been 
comm<'rcially suc.cessful. The complete inter-mixture of the 

•two kinds of fibre, the pith and tho rind, each possessing 
different physical propert.ies, presents great difficulties for 

· separation, without which, its use for· the 'manuhct.ure of 
paper or for makmg paper .Prilp _is not found practicable. It 
should be t'emembered, that the. manufacture .of paper is 
altogether a dilfarent proposition ft"om sugar making, requir-

. ing technique with which, the sugar manufacturer is not 
equipped. · This has been the experience at Olaa~ Secondly, 
the machinery for paper making is expensive, and it does 
not pay, unless the plant i~ kept in operation throug-hout the 
year. 'rhis is not possible Vl~ith cane sugar fa:~tories, as the 

· bagasse will be obtainable only during the grinding season, 
which, lasts for 4-6 months only. On account of the fuel 
problem and on account of the peculiar difficulties with regard 
to the bagasse fibre: which are not yet sa.tisfactorily solved, 
·there- does not seem t~be any iJ?mediate prospe~t for usin.g 
bagasse for paper ma.kmg ev~n ID Northern· India, where 1t 
is .possible to have surplus bagasse due to high fibre content 
of the cane. . 
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~~ND1~ 
(A) 0~ page 18, in-calculatin"'~the losses iuV'oly~. din gur making, . 

sug_ar ~as valueJ} at Rs. 280 a to . At preserit price of s·o1gar, 
~hJCh IS a?out'Rs. 480 a ton, th.e lue of. sucrose lost .annually · 
m gnr making comes toRs. 1,0_3,o9,680~educting Rs. 16,73,280 
as the cost of. manufacture, the uP:_t Joee,'o~ed with present 
methods of gur ma.nufactnre on the Deccan canals a•"----c.Qmes to 
R'!, 86,66,400 or roughly 8! million rupees annually. . ~ 

(B) On page 18, in calculating the value of g~r o_btained, it'~as -
valued. at Rs. 20 a Palla of 250 lbs. At the begm~mg of the yeat-, 
the price was nearly Us. 30 a Palla. oL250lbs. At thts rate (roughly 
8 lbs. a rupee) the valuation of gur comes to Rs. 27·6, 29·1, and 1:10·7' 
for Brix 18, 19, and 20, respectively. '!'he cost, per ton o-f cane 
delivered on the field, thus, comes to Rs. 25·3, .26·8, and 28·4, respect
ively, which is certainly much higher, thau what is paid in any 
other country including the Hawaiian islands. · . . -

(C) Foreign weights and coin used in the bulletin
Weigh-t: short t~n=2,000 lbs . 

., Jong ,, = 2,240 ., 
, . picul =136·2 , Rs. a. p. 

Coin: Dollar ($) = 100 cts. = 3 2 0 
, Guider (f)= 100 .~ = 1 1 0 approximately. 

(D) On page 19, in calculating. the valuation of su~r, I assumed 
the rate of sugar to be Rs. 2ao a ton. At present the rate of sugar 
is about Rs. 480 a ton.- At this rate (i.e., 5 lbs. a rupee) tbe valullo- ·· 
lion of 229lbs. of sugar c.omes to Rs. 45·8. The value of 71 lbs. 
of molasses is assumed to be Re. 1. 'l"hus, the total value comes to 
Rs. 46·8. The cost of manufacture is Rs. 8·5, based on Rs. 80 a 
ton. The net return, after deducting the· COPt of manufacture 
<:omes to about Rs. 38·3. 'l'his leaves a marein of'Rs. 13·0, 11·5; 
and 9·9 per ton of cane respectively .. This is (10 good margin ·and, 
present market conditions of gur and sugar seem to Le favourable 
for making sugar. It should be remembered, however, that our 
price for raw material is much· higher than what is pi:evailmp in a 
country like Hawaii, where the expenses of growing cane are m'lch · 
higher. The cost of cane a.t the mill there is in the neighbourhood 
of Rs. 21 (i.e., about S 7"0).· It is quite essential, therefore, to 
secure good efficiency, if factories in India. are to . work profitably. 
Io the accompanying statements, I.have given (1) the value of gu~ 
obtained from each ton (short) of cane with our present method 
of manufacture, with different rates of gur from Rs. 15 to Rs. 90 a. 
Palla. of 250 lbs. and also for juice of Brix 18, 19 &.-nd 20; (2) the 
price per short ton of cane to be paid to farmers, after deducting 
the cost of gur manufacture, which IS assumed to be Rs. 32, 40 and 
48 ~er "Bha.r gadi" i.e., per 16 boilings of J ,100 lbs. juice. _ach . 
(wh1ch comes toRs. 2·3, 2·9, .and 3·5 per short tone of can~Hh 

. / 

/ 
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juice of ·.:Brix 18, 19, ani 20 ; ·(3) what should be the prt~e of sugar. 
tf sugac ts to be m1de at a profit fr<'tll.cane, J?Urchased from farmers 

. on the .Deccan canals on the b1si3 of· the prices of gur from U!!. 15 
to 50 p~r Pall~~J of 250 lbs.. ·. _ 

I. Value of gur in rupees, obtained from each short to;n ·of cane 
wit'll present' methods--a( manu~a.ature, with_ different· rates of gur 
frQm Rs. 15 t~ 50 pct'·Pall~ of 250 ·Ib~. 'and also .for juice of 
Br:ilr ! "'";ell _and 2(}~ _ : 

------- / ' . .. 

Value of gur from each 

Rate of gu~ pe1: 
Palla of 1150 I bs. 

short ton of cane in rupees, 
•· with Brix of juice .' 

in tUJtees -
' l I - 18 19 20 

., 

15 ... 18·8 14·6 15·8 
16 ... 14·7 15·~ 16·4. 
17 ... 15·6 . 16·5 17·4. 
111 ... 16·5 17·5 18·.1. 
19 ... 17·15 18·5 10•4 
20 ... 18·5 • 19·5 20·5 

21 ... 19·8 20·!1 111-6 
22 ... 20·2 21'4 225 
28 ... 21-2 22-4 28•6 
24 ... '22'1 23'8 24 6 
25 ... 28·0 24·3 ' 25·6 

I 

26 . ... 28·9 25·8 !l6·6 
27 ... 2-l·S ~6·2 .27·6-
28 ... 25·7 27·2 28·7 
29 .. . .. 26·6 28·2 29•7 
30 ... 27·6 ll9·1 80·7 

' 31 . 28·5 /80·1 81·7 
82 ... 2H . 81·1 82·7 
88 ... ·BO·S. 82·1 83·8 
81 .,. 81-ll 89-1 84•8 
85 ... 82·2. 84·0 85·8 

I 
86 ... 88·1 85·0 86·8 
87 ... '84·0 H5·9 · 87·9 
88 ... 114·9 86·9. 88·9 

. 89 ... 35·8 87 9 89 9 
40 ... 86·8 88·9 40·9 . 

/ 

u ... 87'7' 89·9 4~'() 

42 ... 88•6 40·8 48·0 
48 .... 89·6 41·8 440 
44 ... 40·5 42•8 45•1 
45 ... 4H 4.8·7 46;1 

46 •.•• 42·8 44-7 47'1 
47 ... 43·2 45•7 48·2 
48 ... 44·2 46·7 49·2 
49 .... 46-1 47•6' 50•2 
·50. ... 46·0 48·6 51·2 

•• .. 
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II. Price in rupees, per short ton of cane to be paid to farmers 
after deduction of the cost of gur D,lanufacture, which is assumed tq be 
Rs. 32, 40, 48. per 16 boilings of 1,190 lbs. of juice each (which comes 
to Rs. 2·3, 2 9 and 3·5 per short ton of cane) with juice of 
Brix 18, 19 and 20. 

~~ Price per sbor~ ton of-cane after'dCductioll ot the coat of ---.......:..- gnr manufacture, whicb is per ton o~ cane 
Rate of gnr per ' -Palla of 250 lbs. lis. 2·3 . l!s. 2·9 Rs. 3·5 

in mp?""· 

Brix j Brix Brix Brix I Prix I Bri~ Brix Brix I Brix 
18 19 20 . lB 19 . 20. 18 19 20 

12·8 
I' 

15 ... 11-5 13·0 '10·!) 11·7 12·f> 10·8 11-1 11·8 
16 ... 12-4 18·2 14·1 n·a 12·6 18·5 11·2 12·0 12·9 
17 ... 13•8 14·2 .15·1 111-7 18·6 14-5 i2-1 13·0 1$·9 
18 ... 14·2 15·2 16·1 13·6 14·6 15·5 18·0 14·0 '14·9 
10 ... 15·• 1G·2 17-1 14·6 15·6 16·5 14·0 15·0 15·9 
20 ... 16·2 17·11 18·2 l5•6 16·6 17·6 15·0 16·0 17·0 

21 ... 17·0 18-1 19·2 16•4 17·5 J9·6 15·8 16·9 18·0 
22 ... 17·9 19-1 20·2 17•8 18·5 19·6 16·7 1.7·9 19·0 
28 ... 18·9 20·1 21·8 18·8 19·5 20·:7 17-7 18·9 20·1 
2i ... 19·8 21·0 22·3 19·2 20·4 21·7 18·6 19·8 21·1. 
25 ... 20·7 22·0 28·3 20·1 2H 22-7 19·5 20·8 22-1 . 
26 ... 21·6 28·0 24·3 21·0 22·! 23·7 20·4 21-tl 23·1 
27 ... 22·5 23·9 25·3 21·9 23·3 24•7 21·8 22·7 2H 

.118 ... 23·4 24·9 IIH 22·8 24·13 25·8 22·2 28·7 211-11 
29 ... 24·3 25·9 27-4 28·7 25·8 26·8 28-1 2H 26·2 
so ... 25·3 26·8 28-4 24 7 26·8 27·8 24-1 25·6 27·2 

81 ... 26·l 27·9 29-:l 25•6 27·11 28·8 25·0 26·6 28·2 
82 ... 27•1 28·8 110·4. 26·5 28·2 29·8 26·0 27·6 .29·2 
as ... 28·0 29·8 31·5 117·4 2G·2 B0·9 26·8 2~·6 llO·S 
34 ... 28·9 80·8 8:1·5 2<i·8 30·11 81·9 27·7. 29·6 81·8 
35 ... 119·9 31-7 83·5 29•8 31·1 82·9 l:l~·7 80·5 82·3 

/ 

86 ... 80·8 82·? 84·5 80·2 32-1 83·9 29·6 81·5 83·8 
87 ... 81-7 88·6 85·6 81·1 38·0 85·0 80·5 82·4 84·4 
88 ... 32·6 M·6 86·6 82·0 84·0 36·0 81-4 33·4 85·4 
89 ... 38·5 85·6 37·6 31·9 85·0 37·0 82·3 34'!1 86·.l 
40 ... 34-5 36·6 38·6 88·9 36·0 38·0 33:3 35'4 8H -
41 ... 35 4 87·6 89·7 84·8 ~7-o. 89-1 34-2 36-4 88·6 
42 ... 86·3 88·5 40·7 85·7 37·9 40·1 86-1 87·3 89·5 iS 87·3 83-6 41·7 b&·7 88·9 41·1 86·1 bl:l·8 4'0·5 
44 ... 88·2 40·5 42·8 87-6 39·!) 49·2 87·0 89·8 41·6 45 .. 39-1 !1·4 48·8 8~·5 40·8 43·2 37·9 4U·2 42·1> 

46 ... 40·0 42·4 44 8 89·4. !1·8 44·2 88·8 41·2 48·6 47 ... 40·9 48·4 46·9 40·3 !i2·S 45·8 39·7 42·2 44·7 48 ... 41·9 44·i 46·9 41·8 43·8 46·8 40·7 ''43·11 4o·7 49 ... 42·8 45·8 47·9 42·2 44-7 47·8 41·6 d·1 46·7 60 ... 43-7 46·8 46·9 43•1 45·7 48·3 42·5 41i-l 47•7' 
. 
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. . III .. Prj~ of sugar necessary to ·make sugar making pa.y, if 
:uane is to/be purchasel on the basis of the price of gur from 
JB.s. 15 to4'0 per J>alla of 250 lbs. . 

/ 
-. 

Price of sugar per long ton with cost of gur manufacture 
to be per short ton of cane. 

Rate of gur per Rs, 1!·8 li Rs. :z·9 II 
a •. ~·[) 

Palla of ~50 Ibs. 
in rupees. . 

Brix of. juice. 

18 I 191 20 II 18 I 19 I 20 II 18 I 19 I 1!0 

:15 .... . 295 240 1!~0 280 1!3~ 245 225 230 210 

l6 ... 244. 250 260 2311 245 255 1!84. 1!89 IUS 

.17 ... 258 1!60 270 248 255 265 243 248 256 

IS ... 262 2711 260 257 1166 275 252.. 257 1!64 

19 ... 271 I! SO 290 266 275 . 2H5 261 266 271! 
:20 ... 1180 290 auo 1!75 285 2!1f> 1!70 275 2SO 

:21 ... 299 299 3JO 284 . 291 805 279 1!85 291 

'lll ... 298 809 320 298 304. 815 288 1!95 302 

:23 ... 807 818 eso SOil 818 31!5 ~97 305 313 

2-1. ... 316 828 340 311 81!3 836 306 815 82! 

-:.!5 ... 825 887 850 SilO 381! 845 815 325 88n 

:26 ... 384 847 360 329 !!42 355 32-l 335 3~6 

:27 ... 843 856 870 888 851 865 . 833 845 357 
:28 ... 8511 866 880 847 861 375 341! !!55 368 

29 ... 361 375 300 856 870 885 ·851 365 379 

.so , .. 370 885 400 865 890 a95 860 875 890 
' 

:si ... 879 394 410 . 874 889 405 369 884 (00 

.S:A ... 388 404 41!0 388 399 !15 878 391 410 - . . 897 413 480 S!lll 408 425 887 403 420 

:S4 406 41H 440 401 418 435 896 4111 430 

:85 .. 415 43~ '450. 410 427 445 40::. 42J 440. 
( 

:36 ... 424 HI! 460 419 437 455 414 431! 450 

<i7 ... 433 451 4i0 428 441) 465 .423 441 460 

g; ... 442 461 480 487 456 475 432 451 470 

39 ... 451 470 490 . 446 4115 485' 441 460 480 

40 ... 400 • 480 cOO 455 475 . 49;) 450 470 490 . 
411 ... 461! 489 510 464 484. 505 459 479 50Q 

42 ··.· !78 499 5~1) 473 494 515 468 469 510 

43 ... 487 508 580 482 503 525 477 498 520 

4<1 - ... 49<i 518 540 491 513 535 486 508 530 

·4J> ... 505 5~7 . CbO 500 5211 545 495 517 540 

46 ". 514 587 • 5CO 509 532 555 504. 527 550 . ... 
H ... 528 546 670 518 5•1 565 513 636 560 

48 ... .. 531! M6 580 527 M1 575 522 1146 670 

49 ... 541 565 590 536 5f0 585 531 555 580 

liO ... 650 575 600 545 5'i0 595 540 565 590 
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Tons Cane Ground 
No. 1 Mill Run 
Time Los~ 
Cause 
Juice Ex:~rn:ction 
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. Sucrose E~tra.otion % 
Pounds Sucrose Extractei per Ton 
Pounds Sucrose in Bagasse per Ton 
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